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PREFACE

ANY account of living institutions, whether chiefly

Jl\. critical and comparative, or chiefly descrii)tivo

and statistical, has always to contend with the diffi-

culty that life means growth and change, and that

everything is in motion. This difficulty, quite for-

midable enough as regards the United States and

its social and political organisms, is perhaps even

greater in Europe, where innovation and change have

in recent years been more marked and bold than in

Amerioa. When, however, as in the present volume

and its successor, the discussion is limited to those

particular forms of organization that we may agree

to call City Government,— although the word ‘‘gov-

ernment ” would seem ill adapted to embrace at onoo

the mechanism and the varied tasks of modern mu- *

nicipal corporations,—Europe affords a simpler and
more satisfactory field of inquiry than the United

States. And the reason may be given in a word.

In no European country are the principles, pur-

poses, or essential mechanisms of municipal govern-

ment under serious discussion. Each country has
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worked out for itself, or borrowed from a neigh-

boring country, a practicable system of municipal or-

ganization; and the system is strong enough and

elastic enough to endure the double test of a mar-

velous new growth of city population and a fast

increasing list of administrative undertakings.

If one should attempt to describe exhaustively

the current activities of European city governments,

his narrations and his statistics might have grown

obsolescent before they could b^^ printed, so rapid

is the expansion of municipal life. But, fortunately,

the structure of European municipal government

possesses principles of a permanent nature. With
all the differences of detail that the American in-

quirer may find in different countries, he discovers

that in the whole range of municipal institutions,

from Great Britain to Southeastern Europe, there

are not nearly so many important variations, either

of principle or of method, as in the United States

alone. The primary difficulty in the way of a gen-

eral study of American municipal government lies

in the lack of any logical system, or of any guid-

ing principles, and in the capricious and arbitrary

hature of the legislative changes that one State

or another is constantly making. I am strongly

impressed with the belief that municipal reform

proceeds haltingly in the United States because,

for one reason, many citizens who desire sincerely

to aid in the regeneration of their town life and

neighborhood affairs have formed no definite mu-

nicipal ideals. They have neither learned what
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in the experience of the world has come to be re-

garded as a sound constitution or framework of

municipal government, nor have they made up
their minds to what positive tasks and public ser-

vices a municipal government may wisely apply

itself. I have no intention to^ prescribe European
remedies for American maladies, nor to suggest

any degree whatsoever of imitation. We must deal

with our own problems in our own way. But we
must be willing to gain all possible enlighten-

ment from the experience of others who have been

dealing with kindred problems and have found

solutions that are satisfactory under their own cir-

cumstances.

In the present volume I have sought to give such

an account of the working of municipal institu-

tions in Great Britain as would supply the infor-

mation that American readers might find most*

suggestive and useful for their purposes. A second

volume will treat, somewhat similarly, of municipal

government in the chief countries of Continental

Europe. The British system and its developments,

particularly in the great manufacturing and com-

mercial towns, would seem to be worthy of the

practical attention of our ambitious American cities*

of corresponding rank as regards population and
commercial importance.

The chapters upon Glasgow and London have

made free use of my articles upon the governments

of those cities that have appeared in The Century

Magazine”} and the chapter upon the practical
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working of tiie British system has in like manner
drawn upon an article contributed to the Political

Science Quarterly several years ago. But the

book is in no sense a reprint of such studies, and
it is designed to present a fairly symmetrical account

of the British municipal system, its methods and its

results, as in operation in the present year.

New York, January, 1895.
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•CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY: THE GROWTH AND
PROBLEMS OP MODERN CITIES

The nineteenth, century is closing upon a race that

is destined, for the great majority, to live in cities,

or under conditions more or less strictly urban. This

fact has only recently forced its way into the general

consciousness. Circumstances of an obvious kind

compelled its recognition in England and western

Europe somewhat sooner than in America; and sterner

necessities led to a speedier and more complete adop-

tion of means to lessen the disadvantages and dangers,

and to secure the possible benefits, of the massing of

population in large towns. For a quarter of a cen-

tury the cities of the United States have taken an un-

disguised pride in their buoyant growth. Most of

them have eagerly welcomed the evidence of large

yearly or decennial additions to their numbers. But
at length they are discovering that the city element be-

gins to preponderate in a country whose whole fabric

of civilization had been wrought upon a foundation of

airrioulture and rural life
;
and that the future safety^

1

The new
r)reponder-
ance of
cities.
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Chap. I. of our institutions requires that we learn how to adapt

city life to the promotion of the general welfare. The
manner in which the principal nations of Europe have
of late dealt with these new problems of community
life, under conditions of dense inhabitancy, is highly

¥»iue of instructive. The problems to be solved are so similar

in all their essential characteristics, regardless of na-

tional distinctions, that they afford an important field

of comparative study both descriptive and critical. An
inquiry into the experiences and the present status of

the great municipalities of several other countries can

but result in a clearer perception of the nature of the

practical problems of municipal government that con-

front our American cities— while also aiding, through

the processes of comparison and induction, to establish

certain fundamental principles and methods that must
have place in the wise and permanent ordering of the

affairs of any modern industrial community, in what-

ever portion of the world.

It is the purpose of the present volume and its

successor to perform this service of a comparative ac-

count of municipal administrations— their methods

and their results— in the chief capitals and the typi-

cal industrial and commercial towns of Europe. The
cLief aim is to present significant facts in the spirit of

volume! impartial interpretation
;
and there has been no desire

to construct an argument or to defend a thesis. Never-

theless, certain fundamental views have undoubtedly

exercised so strong an infiuence upon the mode of in-

quiry porsued, that a preliminary statement or two
may be permitted as furnishing the key to All that fol-

lows. Since life in cities, under new and artificial

conditions, is henceforth the providential lot assigned

to the majority of families, it is to be accepted as a

permanent fact for this generation and its immediate

successors
;
and the inevitable order is not to be re.
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belled against as an evil, but welcomed as if it were

the most desirable of destinies. For the present evils

of city life are temporary and remediable. The aboli-

tion of the slums, and the destruction of their virus,

are as feasible as the drainage of a swamp and the

total dissipation of its miasmas. The conditions and
circumstances that surround the*lives of the masses

of people in modern cities can be so adjusted to their

needs as to result in the highest development of the

race, in body, in mind, and in moral character. The
so-called problems of the modern city are but the vari-

ous phases of the ohe main question, How &blu the

environment be most perfectly adapted to the welfare

of urban populations! Amd science can meet and
answer every one of these problems. The science of

the modern city— of the ordering of common con-

cerns in dense population-groups— draws upon many
branches of theoretical and practical knowledge. It

includes administrative science, statistical science, en-

gineering and technological science, sanitary science,

and educational, social, and moral science. If one

uses the term City Government in the large sense that

makes it inclusive of this entire ordering of the general

affairs and interests of the community, and further, if

one grasps the idea that the cheerful and rational ac* ^

ceptance of urban life as a great social fact demands
that the City Government should proceed to make such

urban life conduce positively to the welfare of all the'

people whose lawful interests bring them together as

denizens of great towns, he will understand thcfpoint

of view from which this book has been written.

It is not, as has been said, with the purpose of main-

taining a thesis, or of provoking controversy, that

these preliminary propositions have been laid down.

They would seem to rest so palpably at the bottom of

all that is encouraging and inspiring in the recent

Chap. I.
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Chap. I. pTOgress of municipal life in Eutope, that a discussion

from any more restricted point of view would be well

nigh useless. It would fail to perceive clearly and to

grasp solidly the dominating principle. I may be par-

doned, then, if I venture to elaborate somewhat further

these introductory considerations. For it is of conse-

quence that the distinctive nature of the modern city

should be comprehended, and that the logic of its

origin should be made to throw some light upon the

problem of its destiny.

All the important economic and social problems

of the age have presented themselves in a perfectly

rational and predicable manner. Some time ago,

—

not to look too closely at dates, let us say a century

ago,—following the French and American Revolu-

tions, there began an era of the most extraordinary

era of progrcss. The economist views it as an era of indus-

trialism. The perfection of the steam-engine, the

rapid invention of machinery and its adoption in

manufactures, the building of railroads— all these in-

novations enormously increased production. The ac-

cumulation of capital and the world^s progress in

opulence were now at a rate many times more rapid

than had ever been known before. Political economy
'became the science of this new era of capital and pro-

duction; and the idols of this science, naturally and

properly enough for the time being, were production

and capital. Human society does not advance in

symmetrical fashion, but rather by tangents and zig-

sag lihes. It was inevitable that economic production

and the development of capital, under the new indus-

trial forces, should be the dominant ideas of the nine-

teenth century until its last decades. But it was
equally natural and necessary that the social problems

which grew out of the new facts and conditions of

wealth-production should, in the fullness of time,
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have forced themselves to a front place and won nni- chap, i

versal attention. Those who have observed the eco-

nomic writing and discussion of th(i last quarter of

the century cannot have failed to note how almost

exclusively men are wrestling with the problems of

wt'alth-distribution. The social and ethical aspects of Enifr/^enco

industrialism are now prominent. Having to so great questions,

an extent conquered the for(ies of nature and made
tlrnn vastly productive of material goods, men are

raising the question in its logical order how this good

fortune can be m;j.de most conducive to the,welfare of

all members and classes of the social body.

But these resistless forces of modern life have not

merely resolved society into distinct elements as re-

gards production, thereby creating all the hard prob-

lems that we discuss under such heads as capital and

labor, profits and wag(\s; but they have hnd other

and revolutionary eifecds uj)on the groui)ing of popu- iiij; of jtopu-

lation-masses. They have in the first phice prodi-

giously stimulated the growth of population. In the

second place they have concenlrabMl all this iiuTease

of population in large towns. Under old conditions,

country life was the rule and town life the ex(‘eption.

But under the new conditions, urban life becomes the

necessary lot of an ever-increasing proportion— a

proportion that in several countries lias now reached

preponderant dimensions, while in all civilized laitds

a like result is only a matter of a few years. ThiJ

same general causes are in operation everywhere,

with similar consequences. The hundred grave and

distinctive problems that the new era of town life

brings with it are of universal, simultaneous moment.
The essential questions pertaining to administration,

and to social and economic arrangements, affect all

the cities of the civilized world. We are accustomed

to think and speak of the rapid evolution of American
I.— 1*
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cities as incidental to the growth of a new country,

and to overlook the significant fact that the European

cities are growing nearly or quite as fast as our own,

in spite of the tide of emigration that is always ebbing

from European shores. The great towns have sprung

up with magical rapidity everywhere, but not with

magical order and completeness. Nobody had wisely

anticipated their development, and they came into

being as great hives of industry, sufficiently organized

for temporary purposes of industrial production, but

ill-organized, even chaotic, as regarfls comfort, health,

and the various amenities of civilized life. New organs

of administration had to be devised. Common regu-

lations, and centralized services of several kinds, be-

came necessary. How to minimize the evils and, at

length, how to maximize the advantages of urban life

were questions that took practical form under many
successive emergencies and incentives. And thus, in

the working out of a series of complex problems,

having their economic and financial, their political

and administrative, their sociological and ethical, and

their technical and engineering aspects, there has

been evolved a knowledge which, as I think, might

n^w be systematized as the science and art of modern
city government.

It is evident that we are entering upon a period of

notable transformations. The social life of the world

is adapting itself to the new conditions. Yet it does

not follow that new principles need be invoked. Only

let it be remembered that old principles if retained

must have novel applications. Thus, superficially re-

garded, the activities of the modern city would seem

to have a strong and rapid socialistic trend, because

so many subjects of common interest are passing

under the direct control of the municipal authorities.

But in point of fact, when strictly analyzed, modem
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municipal collectivism does not so very seriously trans-

gress the valuable old principles of individual free-

dom and private initiative, and the household basis of

economic and social life. To speak in a popular and
unscientific way, the word socialism, as relating to the

increasingly complex functions of the large modern
town, might be defined to mean the sum total of all

those governmental activities which have been super-

imposed upon the negative or strictly necessary func-

tions. But in practice it is extremely difficult to clas-

sify public functions^and activities upon any logical

scheme which proposes to setindividualism overagainst

socialism. The former ism " holds it to be the duty

of government to secure to the individual the largest

liberty and immunity compatible with the reasonable

liberty and immunity of other individuals. The means,

however, by which this protection is to be made effi-

cient cannot be the same in the simple agricultural

community and in the great and densely peopled city.

The most extreme advocate of the doctrine of individ-

ualism, if we except the anarchist, has always stoutly

upheld the police authority of the State or commu-
nity, as necessary to safeguard the individual in the

exercise of his freedom. Organized society must main-

tain an environment of order. In the jostling throngs

of the city, a careless or vicious member of society has

a hundredfold more opportunities to disturb the com-

fort and endanger the health and well-being of his

fellows than in the country. How many of the new
activities of municipal government— the activities

often regarded as socialistic— are but the application

to changed conditions of the venerable principles of

the individualists? The most strictly defensive war
has its offensive operations. A close analysis would

reveal the fact that a very large part of the list of

modern undertakings commonly deemed socialistic

Chap. I.
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Rapid
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might properly be regarded as extensions of individu-

alism. These are logical distinctions, it is true
;
yet

their recognition would clarify many a fruitless argu-

ment, and set at rest many a groundless apprehension.

Thus the doctrine of individualism itself, extended to

meet existing conditions, may be invoked to justify

and sustain that ever-broadening basis of collective

municipal activity upon which the individual stands to

play his private r61e. If that role is of necessity re-

stricted in certain directions, it gains in others much
more than it surrenders to the central actor, the

municipality.

In the theory and art of modern city-making, we
must frankly acknowledge, collectivism has a large

and gi’owing place. The municipal corporations, until

recently rather passive as political and social organ-

isms, are now becoming highly conscious of their

organic entity, and highly active in extending old

functions and assuming new ones. No short-cut

method of proving this would be more conclusive

than a few comparative data on the increase of muni-

cipal taxes and the growth of municipal indebtedness.

The English statistics on these lines are, for example,

especially instructive. They point to an aggressive

demand upon the resources of society that has in-

creased in a ratio far higher either than the relative

growth of town populations or than the development

of the national wealth. But I am not willing to de-

duce, any pessimistic conclusions from this general

tendency, whether exhibited in England, in Germany,

or in America. I do not for a moment believe that

modern cities are hastening on to bankruptcy, that

they are becoming dangerously socialistic in the range

of their municipal activities, or that the high and ever

higher rates of local taxation thus far indicate any-

thing detrimental to the general welfare. It all
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means simply that the great towns are remaking (Shap, l

themselves physically, and providing themselves with
^

the appointments of civilization, because they have

made the great discovery that their new masses of

population are to remain permanently. They have in

practice rejected the old view that the evils of city

life were inevitable, and have begun to remedy them,

and to prove that city life can be made not tolerable

only for working-men and their families, but posi-

tively wholesome and desirable. Are the magnificent

activities and material achievements of our century

an evil thing? It k a false, unhealthy philosophy

that so characterizes them. They are to be the basis

of a high and widely diffused civilization. These ac-

tivities have populated cities and industrial townsj

and in the sudden, haphazard, fortuitous concourse

there have been serious evils. But cannot the same

energy that has won great achievements in the field

of production solve the social problems that have

sprung up in the wake of those achievements, when

once it fairly grapples with them ? Modern society,

having learned liow to produce abundantly, can also

find a way to distribute the product equitably, and to

overcome the ills of irresponsible private wealth and

undeserved poverty. And modern production hav-

ing stimulated the increase of population, and massed

men in cities, can it be so great an evil that men must

live where it is ordained that they must work? Those •Possibilities

whose circumstances permit a tree choice ot environ- • city,

ment are not primarily concerned. But the cardinal

fact remains that the majority of families must hence-

forth, in increasing areas of the earth, live under

urban conditions. Those conditions since the open-

ing of the new industrial era have been upon the

whole vicious. They must be so improved that for

the average family the life of the town shall not per;
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Chap, i; forco be detrimental. The race must not decay in

^
city tenements, but somehow it must, under these

conditions of dense neighborhood, find a higher and

better life. Infection, disease, a high death-rate must
mustbecoine surrender to the science of public sanitation, so that

^‘godr’^ the health of children and the longevity of the mature

shall be better assured in the town than in the coun-

< try, urban death-rates falling below those of the

nation at large. The moral and educational environ-

ment must be made such as to produce the best re-

sults, and to preserve the virtue, intelligence, industrial

capacity, and physical stamina of the race.

It is most encouraging, from this point of view, to

f*resent-day note the reccnt and now progressing trfinsformations

tions of of old European cities to meet the needs of their mul-

citios. tiplied population— a new population that refuses to

rest content with the unwholesomeness of old condi-

tions, and demands broader and better streets, more
scientific drainage, better water-supplies, better public

cleansing, better sanitary protection against infec-

tious diseases, better illumination, better housing, bet-

ter urban transportation facilities, better educational

facilities, better parks and opportunities for recrea-

tion, and all the other improvements that modern

science can suggest. We find the transformation

further advanced in some places than in others, and

as yet complete nowhere. But everywhere in Europe

we behold the struggle fairly entered upon, and great

undertakings bravely instituted. With the war-cloud

continually hovering over these European nations,

and vast armaments draining the resources of the

people, while emigration transfers to the New World
so much of the accumulated capital and expensively

trained working energy of the old countries, it is as-

tonishing to note the costliness and magnificence of

the municipal improvements of recent years, and to
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,ll

observe the effort they are universally making to im« chap. i.

prove the social and sanitary conditions of town life.

It requires no peculiar discernment on the part of the

traveler to discover that large towns are becoming

alike the world over. There is something to be re- Large to^vnR

gretted in the loss of picturesqueness, quaintness, and ^ngai^e.

distinctive flavor. But if our observer be public-

spirited and humane, the spread of modern improve-

ments will not greatly vex him. He will consider the

fact that these changes redound to the convenience

and welfare of the people now on earth, who cannot

live on medieval pjcturesqueness or accommodate the

hundredfold greater business of the present-day city

in the narrow thoroughfares that sufficed for the

limited traffic of other centuries. He will sympathize

with the efforts of the present generation of Italians

to make Rome, Naples, and many another historic

city the flt abiding-place of hopeful communities

whose gaze is forwai’d rather than backward. He
will be delighted with the resuiTection and out-blos-

soming of Hungary’s aspiring, twentieth-century capi-

tal, Budapest. He will be impressed and gratified as

he notes the renovation and development, on the

scientific lines of the modern city-making, of Athens

and Bucharest, Belgrade and Sofia. And he will fin^

food for optimistic reflection rather than for disap- .

pointment in the discovery that even Constantinople,

Alexandria, Cairo, Jerusalem, and Damascus are Ue- capitals. *

ginning to take on the municipal forms and appoint^

ments of the western European nations.

It is of great importance for our present purpose

that we should hold in clear remembrance the fact

that, except for its ancient core, its immemorial nu-

cleus, almost every European city of our time is al-

together of recent construction. Not to anticipate

here in any fullness of detail the statistical data that
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Chap. I. may belong more properly to subsequent chapters, a
' few general statements regarding the growth of Eu-
ropean towns may help to illumine the propositions of

this introductory discussion. It is in Great Britain

that modern industrialism has attained its highest de-

velopment, and it was there that the new phenomena
of the rapid expansion of town populations first be-

Urbandevei- came apparent. In Scotland and the north of Ener-
opmtmts jp,, .,, ^
scotiaijd. land, especially, the change from rural to urban con-

ditions has been revolutionary. At the beginning of

the nineteenth century (census of 1801) the total pop-

ulation of Scotland was 1,600,000,^and only a small

proportion was made up of town dwellers. Rural

influences played a dominant part in the forming

of those characteristics— pliysical, intellectual, and
moral—that are deemed most distinctive of the Scotch

people. But the proportions are wholly changed. The
Scotch have become an urban people. The social

effects of alt(0‘(‘d industrial conditions are nowhere
else more strikingly ex(^mplified. According to the

census of 1891, the total population had grown to more
than 4,000,000, of which only 928,500 was strii*lly

rural. The town population was 2,031,300, and the vil-

lagers, forming an intermediate class, numbered 465,-

800. The rural population had declined absolutely in

the ten years from 1881, the decrease being 5J per

cent., while in the previous ten years, from 1871 to

1881
,
there had also been a loss of 4 per cent. The

Ijown population, on the other hand, had increased

18 per cent, from 1871 to 1881, and 14 per cent, from
1881 to iJJOl. The village population shows a slight

growth. As against the Scotland of other days, when
there were three country dwellers to one citizen of a

town, there are now three townspeople for every one

who lives in the country. This does not count the

half-million villagers in either category. Even if they
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are regarded as living under conditions that belong to

the country rather than to the town, it still holds true

that practically two thirds of the Scotch people now
live as townsfolk

;
and the reversal signifies so much

that it amounts to a social revolution of prime mag-
nitude. The change is all the sharper because town
and country life are in more violent contrast in Scot-

land tlian in other English-speaking countries by rea-

son of the extraordinary density of the Scotch popu-

lation^ even in towns of moderate size. It is evident

that if the Scotch people are to sustain their high tra-

ditions, they must lej\rn the art of living well in cities.

What progress they have made toward the mastery of

that art, for their own preservation and for the in-

struction of other communities, I shall endeavor to

set forth in a chapter devoted to their chief center of

population and industry.

The growth of urban poi)ulation in the midlands

and north of England has been no less remarkable

than in Scotland. The old English seaports, cathedral

cities, and county towns, that were the important popu-

lation-centers two hundred or even one hundred years

ago, have been left hopelessly behind in the race for

greatness by the new manufacturing towns. Of

twenty-eight large cities and towns included by the

Eegistrar-general in a list for the publication of mor-

tality rates, fourteen had no corporate existence prior

to the Municipal Reform Act of 1835, and these four-

teen contain much more than half the total popula-

tion, while the other fourteen also have had thei^ chief

growth within sixty years. Manchester, beginning

to grow rapidly only toward the end of the eighteenth

century, had attained a population of 250,000 when
in 1838 it was granted a municipal charter. So enor-

mously have the manufacturing interests of this great

spinning and weaving district expanded, that within

16
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Chap. I., a radius of 'twenty miles from the Manchester town-
hall there is now a population of more than three mil-

lion souls, assigned to a number of almost contiguous

municipal corporations. Birmingham, another of the

new manufacturing towns, has half a million people

of its own. Sheffield, Bradford, Salford, and many
other large towns are of still more recent incorpor-

ation than Manchester and Birmingham. And not a

few of those whose charters are of earlier date, as

Liverpool, Leeds, and Nottingham, are just as essen-

tially modern, their earlier municipal history having

little or no importance. The Refprm Act of 1835 dealt

with 178 municipal corporations in England andWales,

and since that time, under Queen Victoria, 125 new

0 owth f

incorporation have been granted. By the

the recent ccnsus of 1891, the 178 old corporations had a total

tinria. population of 5,483,000, and that of the 125 new cor-

porations was 5,512,000. The population of England

and Wales in 1891 was 29,000,000; and 11,000,000

people were living in 302 cities and towns possessing

full municipal governments. This does not include

approximately 6,000,000 inhabitants of the Greater

London,” or several million people who are in the sub-

urban districts of large towns, or in communities liv-

ing under urban conditions but not embraced within

the present boundaries of municipal corporations. The

administration of the English public-health acts di-

vides the country into urban and rural sanitary dis-

tricts
;
and this line can best be taken to distinguish

the .town dwellers from the country dwellers. The

urban sanitary districts number somewhat more than

one thousand, and by the last census they contained

a population of 20,800,000. The population of the

rural districts was 8,200,000. The inhabitancy of the

urban districts— nearly 72 per cent, of the total—
had increased 15.3 per cent, from 1881 to 1891. That
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of the rural districts had grown only 3.4 per cent. • chap, l

One third of the whole population is now in towns
^ ^ ^

over 100,000 inhabitants, and nearly another third is townsfolk,

in towns having from 10,000 to 100,000 people. For
twenty years the growth of the towns having from

10,000 to 250,000 people has been at the average rate

of 2 per cent, a year, or 20 per cent, a decade. Thus
town life will soon prevail for three fourths of the

English people

If in Prance the tidal movement toward the towns

appears less strong, it is only because of the lack of

surplus populatioiiH;0 be mobilized. The multiplicity city versus

of small farms with peasant proprietorship has been Franci.

favorable to the kinds of rural industry that occupy

many hands, while the total population remains al-

most stationary. Nevertheless, the urban tendency

is exhibited very strikingly in the fact that while the

entire increase of the French nation from the census

of 1886 to the census of 1891 was less than 125,000,

there was in those five years a growth of 340,000 in

the aggregate population of the fifty-six largest cities

and towns—those having more than 30,000 people.

For many years it has, in like manner, been true that

the towns were absorbing more than the total in-

crease, and that the country districts were absolutely

declining. Nothing but the low birth-rate that pre-

vails in Prance has prevented the rapid development

of a great urban population. The body of countiy

dwellers has for half a century maintained itself at*

about 25,000,000 with a slight but steady# decline,

while the townsfolk have increased from a body of

about 7,000,000 to one of 13,000,000. Paris has. had

the principal growth, and is more than five times as

large as it was a hundred years ago in the Revolu-

tionary period. Lyons and Marseilles had rather more
than 100,000 people each at the opening of the present
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century, and they have now more than 400,000 each.

The other large French towns have for the most part

grown to about three times their size at the beginning

of the century, and nearly all of this growth has been

in the last half of the period. Taking the ten largest

towns of France, including Paris, we find that their

average population was about 100,000 in 1801, 160,000

in 1835, and nearly 450,000 in 1894. At a very early

day the town population of France will be 40 per cent,

of the whole.

In Germany, until lately a country of farms, forests,

and mountains, with a predominarntly rural popula-

tion, the recent movement toward the towns has been

almost unexampled in its rapidity. Since the Franco-

Prussian war the German town population has been

growing at the rate of 20 per cent, a decade, while

the rural population has been at a standstill, feerlin

is seven or eight times as large as it was in 1831, and

the large towns of all parts of the new empire have

expanded astonishingly within twenty years. The

German census classifies as ^4arge” towns those hav-

ing more than 100,000 people ;
as “ middle-sized,^^ those

of 20,000 to 100,000; as ^^small,'^ those of 5000 to

20,000; and as villages or ^‘country towns,” those of

2000 to 5000. The large towns had 7.24 per cent, of

the whole population in 1880, 9.5 per cent, in 1885,

12.1 in 1890, and will undoubtedly have 15 or 16 per

cent, in 1895. The towns of the other three classes

‘have not grown nearly so fast, but the census of 1895

will show that just half the German population is liv-

ing in towns and villages of 2000 people or more, and

that nearly 40 per cent, are in places having more

than 5000.

Urban population grows apace also in Holland and

Belgium. One third of the Netherlanders live in

towns of 20,000 people or more, and a quarter of the
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Belgians are similarly grouped. In the twenty-five

years from 1868 to 1893, the Holland towns of this

class advanced from possessing exactly one fourth to

exactly one third of the whole people. In both Hol-

land and Belgium the commercial and manufacturing

towns continue to develop at a rate that shows no
signs of abatement. The Italians, until very latel}^

had not been affected in a marked way by the new
forces that are centralizing population in urban

groups, and the agricultural phase is still greatly

predominant. Ne^vertheless, the new municipal spirit

has begun to stir itself almost as strongly in the

chief Italian towns as anywhere else in the world;

and their growth in population and in the appurte-

nances of the modern city constitutes a chajiter of

progress well worth a place in the record. I shall

endeavor to present its outlines and salient features

in a succeeding volume. In thirty years Rome and

Milan have more than doubled their population
;
Flor-

ence has come little short of the same achievement

;

Turin and Genoa are about 70 per cent, larger than in

1864
;
overcrowded Naples has gained a hundred thou-

sand people
;
Palermo has added nearly as many

;
and

numerous large communes have gained 50 per eenf.

In future chapters on Vienna and Budapest some in-

dications will be given of the urban developments in

the Danubian vaUey that bear so new and striking

a character. ^

The growth of our American cities is not a subject

that I shall discuss in detail in a series of comparisons

intended primarily to acquaint American readers with

the municipal problems of Europe. Yet I may be al-

lowed to reassert that there is nothing peculiar to our

country in the conditions of our urban development.

Except in the newest regions, it is true here, as in

Europe, that rural population does not grow at all..

L-2
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For twenty-five years the older farming districts even

of Western States like Iowa and Minnesota have been

declining absolutely in population, and the towns are

receiving all the new increments, besides drawing

from the country. Farm machinery has lessened the

number of people required to cultivate each square

mile of farm-land, and diversified industry creates

employment in the towns. And thus we are facing

the same kind of problems having to do with the

amelioration of town life that Europe has been and is

still compelled to meet. We shall golve our problems,

and in the end we shall do many or most things in

our own way, which also will probably be the -jbest

way. But we cannot wisely continue to ignore the

lessons that European cities have to teach. The pres-

ent costliness of their past negligence might well stim-

ulate us to greater precautions. For example, within

recent years many of the European cities of second

and third as well as all of those of the first rank

have been widening old thoroughfares, cutting new
ones through solid masses of buildings, making open

spaces and breathing-spots, admitting air and sunlight

to dark and densely crowded neighborhoods, and mak-

ing room for the movement of traffic. To lay out

new towns, or new additions to older ones, with nar-

row streets and insufficient provision for playgrounds,

open squares, and park room, is in our day an un-

pardonable offense against civilization. Yet we find

numbers of our American towns, even in the far

West, which are making an ill beginning in these ’re-

spects, and are unquestionably subjecting posterity

to great trouble and expense. The art of making and

administering modern cities happens not to have en-

gaged the attention of the same order of talent in

America that it has commanded in Europe, In the

oflScial life of the European municipalities one contin-
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ually finds men who have a high ideal of the rannici-

pality, and a large conception of its duties and possi-

bilities, besides possessing great technical knowledge
and experience. A general familiarity with their at-

tempts and achievements might save our Ameri-

can cities from some mistakes, and might stimulate

them to adopt broader and more ^generous municipal

programs.

Chap. I.
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THE RISE OP BRITISH TOWNS, THE REFORM
ACTS, AND THE MUNICIPAL CODE

I
N our more particular surve^y of European muni-

cipalities, those of Great Britain will claim first

attention. The English towns had been governed
upon a popular plan by the whole body of the free-

men in the Saxon days; and while under the Norman
sovereigns they became fiefs of the crown, “royal

boroughs,” they retained for a long time most of their

old privileges of self-government. At length, how-
ever, their character was changed. In the fifteenth

century they began to secure charters of incorporation,

usually by purchase from the crown, or by pledge of

generous annual contributions to the royal exchequer.

The boroughs, as they were entitled, had representa-

tion in Parliament, and they played no small part in

the overthrow of the feudal system and the develop-

ment of the modern political order. Having helj)ed

to reform Parliament, in due time Parliament returned

the favor and reformed and modernized them.

The most active and influential elements in the me-
dieval' town life were the associations of the craftsmen

and merchants of a like trade. These societies or guilds

were at the outset voluntary organizations for social

purposes and mutual benefit—for the regulation of ap-

prenticeships and the protection of the interests of the

particular craft. They served a very useful purpose

in the period when industrial life and municipal citi-

20
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zensMp were repressed and obscured by feudal gov-

ernment. And it was tbeir effective organization,

and tlieir united action through their central delegate

bodies,— the merchants’ house and the trades’ house,

— that availed in many, if not in most, instances to

secure charters of self-government for the towns. In-

asmuch as all reputable men in these towns exercised

some useful calling, and were supposed to be con-

nected with the guilds, it became the custom to vest

the control of the town affairs in the hands of the

memb(*rs or freemen” of these companies. The mu-
nicipalities, or boroughs, had previously been mere
local aggregations, with no assured institutions or

permaTient character. Now they became corpoi*ations,

legal personages, with vested rights sul)je<jt to the in-

terpretation of the courts. Assuming that the mem-
bers of the trades guilds were the freemen or burgesses

named in these charters of incorporation as the gov-

erning body of the community,—which was usually,

though not invariably, the ease,— it is interesting to

consider how well adapted their government was to

the existing condition, and what was the state of mu-
nicipal life in those old times. It is easy to praise too

glowingly the system of that period, and also easy to

disparage it with too little qualification. Its chief

merit, perhaps, lay in the fact that it was indeed a

system. Every man had his place and status in the

industrial and comnu'i'cial world, and by virtue of*

that place and status he had his position fixed for him

in the public life of the community. Feudabin^^titu-

tions had subjected the many to the few, but had at

least provided a place and a relationship for every

one. The rise of town life, which dignified men^antile

pursuits and handicrafts, had opposed the system of

leagued and equal freemen, of burgesses, of incorpo-

rated citizenship, to the feudal military system of lord-

I.- 2*
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ship and vassalage. And this was a great preparatory

step toward modern institutions and conditions. We
know that there was a certain dignity and form about

municipal life that appears well in the retrospect. We
have surviving, here and there, a fine old medieval

town-hall, or guild-haU, with its banqueting-chamber

and its council-room. There was much stateliness in

the office of mayor; and the old maces of mayoral

authority survive to this day. Then there was im-

pressiveness in the liveries that the freemen of the

guilds disported on formal occasions. As for muni-

cipal conveniences, those were' times when life was

simple, and modern improvements^’ not so much as

dreamed about. The streets were narrow, with the

houses built close upon them. The paving was of the

rudest character. There was simple surface drain-

age, and no garbage removal or cleansiug system.

Water was supplied from a fi^w town fountains or

public wells. Street-lighting had not been invented,

and early hours were prescribed. Most towns had a

skirting of common lands where the cows were pas-

tured, and where, in many cases, fuel was procured.

The houses were, in large part, built of wood
;
and in

spite of vigilant watch and ward ” and compulsory

hearth precautions, destructive fires were not infre-

quent. The death-rate, of course, was high. There

was infection in the wells, and no means of checking

the spread and fatality of the frequent ^'plagues” that

swept the towns. But the science of public sanitation

being undiscovered, these things were accepted piously

as inscrutable visitations of God. There are, to-day,

certain big villages in the interior of Ireland, remote

from the railway lines, that, as I strongly suspect, re-

tain many of the characteristics of old English borough

life. There^s more squalor and poverty, doubtless, in

these Irish villages, and less of dignity and order in
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the local government and institutions. But the stan-

dard of living and the character of town conveniences

are probably similar.

However fairly representative of the people of the

towns these municipal corporations may for some time

have been, they fell an easy prey at length to great

abuses. Their character as parliamentary constitu-

encies tempted the arbitrary Tudor sovereigns, and

still more their successors the Stuarts. It was for the

interest of these sovereigns to restrict the corpora,

tions to the smallest membership, to make them as

close and non-representative as possible, and to bring

them ])y every available means under royal inliuence

and control. The course of their degeneration is a

long story, the details of which are dilferent for each

town. But the principle at.work was usually the

same. The immediately governing body in most towns

gradually became a handful of men forming a close,

self-perpetuating (iorporation. In many instances the

crown packed the town-governing bodies with hono-

rary, non-resident freemen. The corporations of men
chartered to rule the communities became less and less

representative of the mass of the town dwellers, and

more and more irresponsible. As old public proper-

ties grew in value, and as old charitable trusts waxed
remunerative through the appreciation and accumu-

lation of investments, grave financial abuses grew up
in the administration of these now scandalous mu-
nicipal corporations. Through the eighteenth cen-

tury the situation grew from bad to worse. • Scores

of the corporations were held as pocket boroughs

by the crown, the ministers of state, and the great lords,

who used them to dictate their representation in Par-

liament. The municipalities became in Jarge part a

great vested interest, held in a few hands and used

corruptly and wickedly to demoralize politics and mis-
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govern the nation. As for the towns themselves, in

their local management, they were neglected and in a

disgraceful state.

The aggravated ills of this situation were rendered

intolerable by the rise of modern industry. The old

organization of crafts and trades had become hope-

lessly obsolete, so thsfb the earlier industrial society of

the towns was now disordered beyond recognition.

To add to the confusion, there came pouring into the

centers of the new industry the surplus population

of the rural districts and of the small villages, whose

household crafts and industries had been superseded

by the development of the factory system. It is not

for me here even to summarize that chapter of misery

and degradation. There are novels that depict the

horrors of early factory life— the long hours of labor

for women and children as well as men, and the vice

and turpitude that prevailed among the industrial pop-

ulation. The economic writings of Ricardo and Mal-

thus have the color of that period. But while the

industrial society of England in the first three decades

of this century has been described with some fullness,

we have fewer graphic and accessible accounts of the

life of the towns, distinctly considered. The old cor-

porations were stiU existent, continuing their careers

of scandal and misgovernment
;
while, as for the new

^towns,— the simple hamlets and villages that had ex-

panded into centers of manufacturing activity,— they

had no municipal government of any character, and no

represefitation in Parliament. They were merely pop-

ulous parts of the counties— Lancashire or Yorkshire

or some other— in which they happened to be. Their

town life was of a kind that beggars description. Im-

properly constructed tenements were hurriedly pro-

vided to house the working population, and the evils

of overcrowding were beyond belief. These structures
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teemed with human life from cellar to garret— one

family, two families, or even three families in a single

room being common. The mortality became a fear-

ful thing. Epidemic diseases could not be controlled,

and cleanliness, which was no part of the habits of

the people, was, under the circumstances, in any case

a physical impossibility. The sjtreets were abomin-

able. There was almost nothing to break the mo-

notony and meanness of the domestic architecture.

Efficient common services of water, drainage, or illu-

mination were, of course, wholly lacking. Religion

lost its hold, except' as Methodism came partly to the

rescue with an uncurbed enthusiasm that seemed to

fit the conditions of the people. Drunkenness, prize-

fighting, dog- and cock-fights, such were the prevalent

diversions. There was no pretense of a good society

in the industrial towns. There were no schools worth

mentioning, no libraries, almost no civilizing agencies

whatever. Those were the days of Robert Owen’s de-

spair of the industrial society, and of his attempts at

Utopian reform.

The whole political structure, general as w^ell as lo-

cal, had become so vicious that the national spirit

awakened in stormy protest, and it became plain that

the alternative was reform or a revolution. Of neces-

sity the reform began with Parliament itself. The

great act of 1832 reconstructed the boroughs for the

purposes of the parliamentary franchise. The rot-

ten ” and pocket ” boroughs were deprived of their

seats in the House of Commons. Small places that

had previously been entitled to separate representa-

tion in Parliament were merged for that purpose with

the counties. The large new towns, many of which

were not yet incorporated, were designated as parlia-

mentary boroughs with representation adjusted in

some measure to their size and importance. With a
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reformed parliament duly installed at Westminster, it

became possible to attack successfully the abuses and
anomalies of local administration. Commissions were

appointed to study exhaustively the condition of the

municipal corporations of the three kingdoms. The
Scotch towns, being fewer and less complicated in

their traditional structure and corporate claims than

those of England, were reformed first, their case being

met by the Scotch Municipal Government Act of 1833.

The commission found its task, as regarded the Eng-

lish cities, a colossal one, but the work was pei-formed

in monumental fashion. It must be remembered

that each corporation had sheltered itself behind its

accretion of old charters, alleged prescriptive rights,

immemorial customs and self-created usages, and that

no two were governed in exactly the same way, while

none was accountable to any central authority or held

to any duty of making public its expenditures or trans-

actions. What the investigation of Parliament proved

beyond any possibility of contradiction is summed up
in the most moderate terms by a distinguished author-

ity ^ as follows

:

The municipal corporations ^ere, for the most part, in the

hands of narrow and self-elected cliques, who administered lo-

cal affairs for their own advantage rather than for that of the

borough
;
the inhabitants were practically deprived of all power

of local self-government, and were ruled by those whom they
had not chosen. and in whom they had no confidence; the cor-

\)orate funds were wasted ; the interests and improvements of

towns were not cared for
;
the local courts were too often cor-

rupted by party influence, and failed to render impartial jus-

tice
;
and*lnunicipal institutions, instead of strengthening and

supporting the political framework of the country, were a source

of weakness and a fertile cause of discontent.

Local self-government was the primary object that

the reform measures sought to secure. In ancient

times the householders had been the voters, and their

1 Sir J. R. Somers Vine, F. S. 8.
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representatives had governed. Return was made to chap. ii.

this principle. What had been close corporations

became open to the citizens. It remained for later

enactments to grant the suffrage to the laboring

classes ;
but the municipal reform of 1835, following

the linos of the parliamentary franchise of 1832, ad- actonsss.

initted to the burgess right all property-owners, and
all occupiers of rented property that was rated as

worth £10 per annum. That is to say, the occupant

of a iv^sidence or a shop that rented for a dollar a

week was now entitled to vote, and the voting citizens

became the corporate* body. The new system retained

the titles of mayor and aldermen, as well as that of

common councilors. But in reality it provided for a

municipal government exercised by an elected com-

mittee of the burgesses or citizens. The act provided

that common councils, varying in size according to

the population, should be elected; that these councils

should add to their own body by selecting a certain

number of aldermen
;
and that this chamber of coun-

cilors and aldermen should appoint the mayor from

its own number, who should act as its presiding offi-

cer. The one body of mayor, aldermen, and coun-

cilors was constituted the full municipal governing

authority. It is not necessary at this point to explain

the differences of detail between the Scotch and Eng-

lish systems, for their main features are similar, and

their practical operation is harmonious. »

Lord John Russell, in introducing the Municipal ,

Reform Bill of 1835, remarked:

I have no doubt that when this now constitution of the muni-

cipal boroughs comes into effect, we shall find not only that it

will be productive of great improvements, not only that many
defects wiU be remedied and many abuses corrected, but that

the working of the bill itself will point out how the whole system

may be perfected.
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His observations have been justified by the results.

The bill reformed and assimilated the government of

178 existing boroughs (about seventy in Scotland had

been reconstructed by the act of 1833), and jirovided

an intelligible system under which 125 more English

and Welsh towns have come into the enjoyment of

corporate privileges, Prom time to time new enact-

ments applying in general to all municipal corpora-

tions were made by Parliament, modifying at some

points the structure of town government, but affect-

ing more usually the scope and functions of the muni-

cipal administration. The chief^ outlines of the act

of 1835 had remained unobseurod. Considered as a

system, the municipal government of England had ac-

quired a permanent foundation and a stanch frame-

work. But nearly half a century of exp(‘rienee and of

growing institutional and social life had placed sev-

eral scores of additional laws upon the statute-books

when, in 1882, it was decided to consolidate and re-

vise all existing statutory provisions relating to the

incorporated towns into a lucid municipal code. Tlie

law of 1835, together with nearly sixty other statutes,

which it was proposed to recast into the simplest and
most orderly series of codified statements, constitut(‘d

a body of law the pui-port of whicdi has been well

summarized by Sir J. K. Somers Vine as follows:

(a) To constitute a eorpomtiou composed of a mayor, alder-

men, and burgesses, actiJig by a council in whieli tlie general

body of burgesses were represented by from twelve to sixty-four

members ^hereof. The burgesses, by which term is indicated

those individuals enjoying the privilege's of voting, consisted

of householders within the borough (residents within seven

miles of it, and payors of borough and poor rates)
;
an occu-

pancy of not less than twelve months being necessary, and
non-payment of rates or acceptance of poor-relief entailed de-

privation of the frsinehiso. The register of voters, or burgess

roll,'' was prepared annually, and, in boroughs both municipal
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and parliamentary, settled by a revising barrister
;
in boroughs

municii^al only, that duty devolved upon the mayor, aided by two

annually elected assessors. The burgesses elected the council-

ors by ballot, on the first of November in each year, and the

council chose the aldermen bi-annually (one for every three

councilors), and the mayor annually. The qualification for a

councilor or alderman was £1000 property or £30 rating, if the

borough was, before the year 1869, divided into four or more

wards, or £500 property or £15 rating in other cases, and resi-

dence within fifteen miles of the borough
;
but by a very recent

act (43 A'ict. c. 17) this restriction was modified in a very im-

portant '^enso, as any person qualified to be a burgess was there-

by qualified to serve as alderman or councilor. The property

qualification then applied only to burgesses living beyond seven

but within fifteen miles of the borough. In such boroughs as

were divided into wards the councilors were apportioned among,

and separately elected in, the several wards. A person might

bo chosen an alderman although he had not been elected a coun-

cilor, but the mayor had to be selected from the aldermen or

councilors. By virtue of his appointTiient the mayor became a

justice of the j)cae0 for the borough during his tenure of office

and one year after. There were certain monetary penalties,

limited in amount, for the non-acceptance of office.

(b) To x>rovide for the performance of the following functions

(amongst others of a minor character)

:

(1) Administration of just hie in local criminal and civil gfnvrmnVnt.

courts.

(2) Appointment and supervision of police.

(3) Administrat ion of })ublic property and the levy of rates

when such ])roperty is not sufficient to meet tin; public ex])enses.

(4) The enactment of by-laws and appointments and dismissal

of public servants.

(5) Execution of sanitary regulations under the public-health
^

acts.

(6) Paving, lighting, supplying water, cleansing, and main-

tenance and improvornont of thoroughfares and sewerage.

(7) Establishnumt and maintenance of public buildings,

works, museums, and libraries.

(8) Making and maintaining harbors, docks, and naviga-

tions.

(9) Administration of special charitable trusts.

(10)

Superintendence and enforcement of educational regu-

lations where there is no school-board.

Chap. II.
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Chap. II. The Code groups its topics into thirteen parts, and
contains altogether 269 sections. It may be worth our

while to devote some space to an analysis of its ar-

rangement and provisions. Part I is preliminary,

and sets forth in detail the division and section titles

of the entire act, lists the enactments that are super-

seded and repealed, declares the act applicable to all in-

corporated cities and towns existing and hereafter to

be created, except in Scotland and Ireland, and defines

and construes terms and phrases. Part II is the most
essential one, inasmuch as it prescribes the constitution

and government of municipal corporations. The bur-

gesses are declared to be those entitled to be so eu-

ftanohise. rolled becauso, being of full age and having lived for

twelve months in the borough or within seven miles

of it, they are also occupants of premises of some kind
inside the town limits, have been rated for the poor-

relief fund on account of such occupancy, and have
paid all rates within the proper period, having mean-
while received no public alms themselves. Thispieans
every man of family living in the town, every woman
who is the head of a family or a business, and every
man or woman living outside the limits (within seven
miles) who occupies business property inside. Thus
the municipal franchise is broad enough to include
every family that lives or does business in a town, ex-

cept those who are paupers. The acceptance of public
relief disfranchises only for the following election.

The whole substance of British municipal govern-
ment iswiCondensed in the following clause :

The municipal corporation of a borough shall be capable of
acting by the council of the borough, and the council shall exer-

ail powers, cise all powers vested in the corporation by this Act or otherwise.

All that the burgesses have to do is to elect the coun-
cilors, and they do the rest. Any burgess is eligible
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to the council. In addition, certain property and rate-

paying qualifications admit to eligibility for the coun-

cil those suburbans who live beyond seven but within

fifteen miles from the limits, yet have their business

interests in the town. The councilors are elected for

three years, and one third of them retire annually.

The aldermen and mayor are an integral part of the

council, the law stating specifically that the council

shall consist of the mayor, aldermen, and councilors.”

The aldermen shall be fit persons elected by the coun-

cil.” They hold their office six years. They are one

third as many as the ’councilors. The act declares

:

A porson shall not he qualified to he elected or to he an aider-

man unless he is a councilor or qualified to he a councilor. If

a councilor is elected to, and accepts, the office of alderman he

vacates his office of councilor.

Half the aldermen retire every three years. When
the council confers alclermanic rank upon its own mem-
bers, special elections in the wards fill the vacant coun-

cilorships.

The clause relating to the choice of a mayor is as

follows

:

The mayor shall ho a fit person elected by the council from

among the alderincn or councilors or persons qualified to ho

such.

The law of ISoo made it necessary for the council

to put one of its own number into the mayor^s chair,

and the honor was generally accorded to an alderman

of long service. The revision of 1882 makes it possi-

ble to elect any citizen; but the practice remains as

before. The mayor is elected for a year, and is eligi-

ble to reelection. He appoints an alderman or coun-

cilor to act as deputy mayor. He presides at council

meetings, but hns no veto power, and no authority as

Chap. 11.
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an appointing officer
;
but he is ex officio a magistrate

of the rank of justice of the peace.

The council appoints two important standing offl-

eers, the town clerk and the treasurer, outside its own
membership, and makes appointment of such other

officers and department heads as it finds necessary,

and all such officers must report to the council.

Frequent council meetings may be called, but the

law makes obligatory at least four quarterly meetings

for general business. The law authorizes the council

to appoint from their own body general or special

standing committees ‘^for any ^nirpose which, in the

opinion of the council, would be better regulated and
managed by means of such committees

;
but the acts

of every such committee sliaU be submitted to the

council for their approval.’^ The council is author-

ized to make by-laws, for the good rule and govern-

ment of the borough, in meetings at which at least

two thirds of the members are pr(‘scnt, and forty days

must elapse after its publication before a by4aw can

take elfect, the central government of the kingdom
having the power to postpone or disallow the by-law.

The mayor names an auditor from the council,

and the burgesses elect two others (usually expert ac-

countants) from outside the official ranks, and these

three audit the semi-annual accounts of the treasurer,

who is obliged by law to print annually a full abstract

of accounts. The town clerk must also make a yearly

return to the Local Government Board— one of the

executive departments of the national government—
of the receipts and expenditures of the municipal cor-

poration.

The division of a town into wards, or the rearrange-

ment of existing wards, is accomplished by a petition

to the Queen, two thirds of the council having agreed

to the plan. The council, of course, is the real actor,
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but nominally the Crown, acting through the Local
Government Board, effects the change. The number
of councilors assigned to a ward must be three, or a

multiple of three.

For non-acceptance of office— certain exemptions

])eing allowed—the law provides that the council may
hx a penalty, not to exceed iilOO in the case of a mayor,
or £50 in that of an alderman, councilor, auditor, or

revising officer. In the absence of any by-law, the

statute prescribes fines of half the amounts named
above.

Part III of the Code is devoted to municipal elec-

tions— from the preparation of the burgess lists to the

selection of mayor. The revised burgess rolls are

completed before October 20 each year, and the town

clerk is obliged to print the names of all persons en-

rolled or claiming the right to be. The safeguards

that protect registration are many and well devised.

The danger is that the registration machinery may
interfere with a full enrolment, rather than that any
improper names will be admitted to it. Election day

is November 1. At least nine days before the election

the town clerk must post notices on the town hall,

and in the wards where councilors are to be elected.

Nominations are filed with the town ch^k. All that is

necessary to a valid nomination is tlie signature of a

proposer, a seconder, and eight other citizens, all of

the ten being enrolled as voters in the ward. The
nominations must be filed at least seven days before

the election. All valid nominations are printed on

the official ballot-paper. If only one nomination is

filed in a ward where one councilor is to be elected,

the polls are not opened and the nominee is declared

elected. In like manner in a small town which is not

divided into wards, where there are several councilors

to be elected and the nominations do not exceed the
I.- 3
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number of places to be filled, the candidates are de-

clared elected. The election of aldermen occurs on

November 9 at the quarterly meeting of the council

immediately following the election of the mayor. The
admission of women householders to the municipal

franchise is not attended with eligibility for office.

The next portion of the Code (Part IV) contains

very elaborate provisions for the punishment of cor-

rupt practices in municipal elections. It has been

superseded by the still more detailed enactment of

1884 covering the whole subject. It is enough, per-

haps, to say that these bristlin*g regulations, which

hedge about the election of town councilors with as

formidable defenses as those that guard parliamentary

elections, are absolutely efficacious.

Part V of the Code deals with corporate property

and liabilities, and defines the powers of the council

with respect to the purchase and sale of land and
buildings, and the borrowing of money for public

purposes. The subject is treated with much detail

;

but in general it may be said that for every important

step it proposes to take the council must go through

the form of obtaining the sanction of the Treasury, or

other departments of the general government, under

a prescribed system.

The object of Part VI was to bring under the uni-

form control of the council various charitable and
• other trusts of earlier periods, and also to make the

council the trustees in the case of matters of local ad-

ministration that had, under earlier acts of Parliament,

been committed to some other agency. Concentration

of local authority in the immediate hands of the onb

central council is the key-note to this part of the Code,

as, indeed, to the whole instrument. ^

Part VII has to do with revenues and expenditure.

It begins with the borough fund,^^ which consists of
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the income derived from corporate property, from
fines, and from other sources than a levy of rates, and
which is to go as far as may be toward public ex-

penses. Its insufficiency is to be met by the ordering

of a borough rate.^^ The method of assessment is pre-

scribed with much particularity. It is enough to say

that the rate is levied against the occupiers of houses

and real property, upon the annual rental value.

The title of Part VIII is “Administration of Justice.”

Mayors are borough justices while in office, and for

a year afterward. In the smaller towns and cities

the pounty justices have jurisdiction, and hold quarter-

sessions. In the larger ones, on petition of the coun-

cil, a separate “ commission of the peace ” is granted

by the Queen, and her Majesty proceeds from time to

time to commission persons to act as justices. The
justices for a borough appoint a clerk, and the coun-

cil makes provision of proper accommodation for the

business of the justices. The council may make peti-

tion for the appointment of one or more “ stipendiary

magistrates” (salaried police-judges); and the large

towns have availed themselves of this provision. To
the large towns is also accorded a judge, called a “ re-

corder,” who holds “quarter-sessions” as a court of

record with jurisdiction in criminal matters. He also

holds a “ borough civil court.” The large towns, being

counties of themselves, have each its sheriff, appointed

by the council, and its coroner, whose selection is also

in the council's hands. Every burgess is presumably

liable to duty as a grand juror, or to serve on juries

for the trial of issues, in either the quarter-sessions or

civil court.

Part IX is concerned with the police. It authorizes

the council to apppint a committee from its own num-
ber who, with the mayor, shall be the “ watch com-

mittee,^ and control police affairs. The committee

• 35
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Chap. II. appoints poUcemen (borough constables), and makes
regulations for the service. The absolute power of

dismissal is in the hands of the committee, but any

^
two justices who have jurisdiction in the borough may

control, suspend a policeman. The intent of the Code is to

vest full police authority in the council, to be exer-

cised by a large qpmmittee, generally consisting of

one member from each ward, with the mayor as an ex-

officio member, and presumably chairman.

The next portion of the act relates to the privileges

of freemen,” and is designed to protect certain rights

of individuals existing prior to 1835. It has no prac-

tical significance. Part XI is devoted to the granting

of municipal charters. This right has always been,

and still is, exercised as a prerogative of the Crown;

but there is nothing arbitrary in the methods that are

pursued. Any populous place that desires to become

incorporated as a municipality petitions the Queen,

notifying the County Council and the Local Govern-

ment Board. The Privy Council hears the facts, and

of charters. if the petition can propi^rly be granted, a charter is

issued which defines the boundaries and ward divis-

ions of the new municipal borough, and which places

it under the provisions of the Municipal Corporations

Act. Part XII of the Code is entitled Legal Pro-

ceedings,” and while highly important in practical ad-

ministration, it involves no principles that require

explanation here. The final portion of the act is de-

voted to many miscellaneous topics, none of which

bear iq?portantly upon the general character of the

municipal constitution.

.
The great statute of 1888, known as the Local Gov-

Locai Gov- ernment Act, had chiefiy to do with the giving of rep-

1888. resentative councils to the English counties; audits

provisions affect at few points, and not vitally at any,

the scheme of government provided in the Municipal
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Code of 1882, The enactment of 1888 docs, however, ciiai*. ii.

specifically provide that cities and towns having 50,-

000 inhabitants shall be distinct counties for admin-

istrative purposes, the municipal councils assuming

all duties which would otherwise devolve upon county

councils. The special result achieved for municipal

government by the act of 1888 was in the separate

treatment of the metropolis, which was erected into

the administrative County of London and given an

eh cted County Council whose functions are in many
respects analogous to those of the municipal councils coumni,

possessed by the other great towns, and which will in

due time acquire the full range of municipal author-

ity and privilege. But this subject will find place in

the chapter devoted especially to the government of

London, Other general enactments since 1882 have

affected in some respects the details of municipal gov-

ernment, but they have had to do far more extensively

with the ever-expanding functions and undertakings

than with the essential nature or structure of the town

corporations.

I.-3*



CHAPTER III

THE BRITISH SYSTEM IN OPERATION

I
T has been a comparatively oasy task to describe

the British municipal system as it stands to-day,

written in the law of the land. To describe it, or

some parts of it, in actual operation in the large

towns is more difficult, but also more profitable. It

is especially true of British institutions that they

are to be examined in their practical workings rather

than in their theoretical aspects. The first question

to be asked and answered in an inquiry on the ground
The fran- into the character of municipal government would re-

pmetiue. late to the franchise. The essence of British munici-

pal reform has consisted of the investiture of all

authority in a council, which has been made directly

representative of a burgess body nominally composed
of all the householders. It is important to ascertain

what limitations in practice there may be upon the

.exercise of the elective franchise. At the risk of a

slightly tedious explanation, let me proceed to some
analysis^of the electorate.

While the general course of the franchise in Great

Britain has been toward freedom and popularity, it is

as yet so full of anomalies and distinctions that the

citizen who can explain it is exceptional
;
and the for-

eign inquirer must be diligent and alert, or some im-

portant proviso or detail will escape his notice. For

purposes of illustration let us begin with Glasgow

—

38
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tlie largest municipal corporation in the British em- cuap. hi.

pire, greater London” not having as yet attained a

unified corporate existence. The qualified voters of

Glasgow go to the polls at various times to elect (1)

members of Parliament, (2) members of the town
council, (3) school-boards, (4) parpchial boards for the

care of the poor and for other administrative work,

and (5) members of the Clyde Navigation Trust. For
each of those purposes the franchise is different,

Tiie parliamentary list includes male householders tary voters,

wlio have lived within the limits of the town a year,

have paid their rates, and have received no relief from
the parochial authorities. This list also admits lodgers

who occupy quarters worth £10 a year. It also in-

cludes all occupiers of non-residence property, pro-

vided they live within seven miles and provid(‘d the

premises are worth £10 a year. Finally it includes

owners of town jiroperty worth £10 a year, provided

they reside within seven miles of the limits. But
there are several jiarliamentary constituencies— or

districts, as we should say— in any large town, and

a man who owns property in the different constitu-

encies has a vote in ea(ih. Thus one man may have

a number of x)arliamentary votes, though he may not

cumulate them, but must visit the different districts

where he is enrolled as a property-owner. Th(^ roll voters,

of municipal voters is the same as the parliamentarj^

roll, with the important exception that women who »

are occupiers and ratepayers are allowed to^vote, and

with the further qualification that no man may vote

in more than one ward, no matter how large an owner

in other wards he may be. Very different still is the

voting system for the election of parochial boards

—

all Scotland being divided into parishes, and Glasgow

comprising three. The size of the board varies witb,

the population of the parish; but we will take for
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illustration a large city parish of 200,000 people, that

has a board of twenty-five members. The entire

board is renewed annually, five members being chosen

in each one of five subdivisions or parish wards”

(not to be confounded with the municipal wards).

Poor-rates in Scotland are divided between owner and
occupier, and the voting is based upon the ratepay-

ment. The ratable property in the particular parish

I am citing for illustration is owned, let us say, by

5000 persons, and occupied by 45,000 tenants and

their families. The owners and* the occupiers alike

are entitled to from one to six votes apiece, according

to the value upon which they pay rates. All who pay
on a yearly value of £20 or less have a single vote,

while all who pay on £500 or more have six votes, the

values between £20 and £500 being graded, and en-

titling the ratepayers to two, three, four, or five votes.

Itatepaying is the sole qualification, and residence and

allegiance are immaterial. Let it be noted that the

parochial vote is non-cumulative. That is, if A has

six votes, and there are five men to be elected, he may
cast six votes, and no more or no less, for each man
he votes for—and he may vote for five, although he

may restrict himself to a smaller number if he chooses.

Women ratepayers, of course, are parochial electors.

And now as to the school-board franchise: all persons

^are school-board electors who are on the assessor’s

valuation roll for £4 and upward, that is, who are

either owners or occupiers of property of the annual

value of £4. The entire school-board retires every

three years, and the new board is elected upon a gen-

eral ticket, with the cumulative plan. The Glasgow

board numbers fifteen; and from all the persons nom-
inated the voter may select fifteen, or he may bestow

fifteen votes upon one candidate, or he may apportion

the fifteen votes as he likes among two or more nomi-
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nees. The electorate for the Clyde Navigation Trust cnxF. iii.

needs no fni-ther explanation than this, that it is lim-

ited, so far as the ratepayers are concerned, to those

whose valuation exceeds £20.

This discussion of the franchises other than the

municipal is, in strictness, a digression; but it is en-

tirely germane to our main purpose. Which of these largest?

eh^ctorates is the broadest and most popular? The ’

reader will naturally think it to be the municipal,

which differs from the parliamentary by its inclusion

of women, while it also includes the humble occupiers

of premises valued a*t less than £4 who are excluded

from the school-board electorate. But in practical

eff(ict the school-board franchise is the broadest of all,

and this because it does not.require that the rates shall

have been actually jiaid. Rates are levied upon all

householders; and for the exercise of the municipal

and parliamentary franchises it is requisite that those

rates shall have been paid at a date some montlis

prior to the elections. The £4 clause in the school

law really disfranchises almost nobody who would

think of caring to vote, for only paupeu’s and vagrants

would be rent-payers in a smaller amount than $1.G6

per month. But the provision that inunicij)al and

parliamentnry voters must have paid their rates before

a certain qualifying date ” so operates as to keep a sweepinK

about fifty thousand householders off the registration tiim,

roll which it is the business of the Glasgow assessor*

and his canvassers to make up every year. This is ^

a very important fact. The Glasgow parliamentary

voters^ roll in 1891 included 78,738 names. The muni-

cipal roll simply added the names of 15,448 women,

making a total municipal registration of 94,186. But

the number of enrolled school-board electors in 1891

was 141,152, while the census of 1891 found 126,422

separate families living in Glasgow. Thus, while tlie.
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mimicipal franchise is theoretically and apparently

broader than the school franchise, the registration for

the latter was the greater by 47,000 voters in 1891,

which amounts to an excess of exactly 50 per cent!

At least one third of the householders and theoretical

voters of Glasgow never appear on the municipal or

parliamentary regisfratfon lists. Their enrolment as

school-board voters is involuntary. The slums evade

the tax-collector and sacrifice the franchise. House-

hold enfranchisement in the Scotch towns therefore

means, in reality, ratepayers’ enfranchisement. It is

a significant thing that the whoie body of men who
are ignorant, vicious, and irresponsible is practically

outside the pale of politics in Glasgow and Edinburgh,

Dundee and Aberdeen.

If the stranger happens to have examined municipal

institutions in Glasgow or Edinburgh before prosecut-

ing his inquiries in the large English towns, supposing

also that he has preferred to observe and investigate

things on the ground before looking closely into the

distinctions of the law, he will probably go from Scot-

land to Liverpool, Manchester, or Birmingham expecjt-

ing to find that there also the ratepaying qualification

—which he knows is existent there as well as in the

North— will operate to diminish the burgess roll. In

Glasgow it makes the roll vastly smaller than the

number of householders, and it has the same effect in

•Edinburgh. But in point of fact it has no such con-

sequences in the English towns, for a reason that is

very readily explained. In Scotland, rates are divided

between owner and occupier, and are collected directly

and separately from each. Collection from the poorer

sort of tenants in the great towns is a very difficult

matter. In England the agitation for such division

of rates is as yet unsuccessful, and the entire burden
falls upon the occupier. But a number of years ago
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the extreme difficulty of collecting from tfie occupants cihap. iii;

of small tenements was met by the adoption of a plan .

of composition with the landlords, by which they ad- Howpw-

vance the rates on all tenements of less than £10 value,

whether actually occupied or not, and get a discount votfng**iiS^

of 30 per cent. They collect .from their tenants by
charging these public rates into the rents. All the

householders who are thus arranged for consequently

find their names upon the parliamentary and muni-

ci])al rolls; and the defection among the class of

tenants occupying houses worth £10 or more, while

considerable, is not enough to make the ratepayiiig

qualification affect the registration lists in any such

vital manner as in Scotland. I find in Birmingham
about 95,500 inhabited houses, and the burgess roll

contains 92,700 names. Of thes(^, 11,600 are women,
leaving 81,100 parliamentary voters. Leeds is fairly

re];)resentativc, with 78,000 inhabited houses, 67,500

municipal and 57,600 parliamentary voters.

In comparing the English franchise with the Ameri-

can, the practical exclusion of unmarried men is to be

taken into account as an item of great importance.

Here again the actual working of the British system

is not to be inferred from the law. The so-called

lodgers^ franchise (parliamentary) gives a vote to men fralfdlisc.

who occupy apartments worth £10 a year. The num-
ber of young men in any American city who occupy

lodgings at a rent of $4 a month would constitute

very considerable element of the voting strength, and

I should not hesitate to estimate it as high as 15 per

cent. In many American cities it is certainfy a much
larger proportion than that, in some cases rea(*hing 30

or 35 per cent. Young men of this class are not, per*

haps, so numerous in the English towns, but that they

form a very large element of the population is obvi-

ous. One may well be surprised, therefore, at the net
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Chap. III. rcsults of the lodgers^ franchise. The parliamentary

borough of Birmingham, several years ago, out of a

registration of 72,000, had only about 400 “ lodgers

on the list, where one might have expected to find ten

Exclusion of or twenty times as many. Manchester in 1894 had

men frotii 1086 enrolled lodger voters in a parliamentary roll of

voting lusts. 64,227. And Glasgow, with scores of thousands of un-

married men above the voting age, has only about one

thousand of them on the voting roll as ^4odgers.^^ In

Scotland the qualified lodgers have also the municipal

franchise. In England they have only the parliamen-

tary. But in both countries they are obliged to appear

and make good their claim at each annual revision

of the registration lists
;
and this may mean a delay

of hours in the court of a revising barrister.” The
other classes of voters are put and kept on the lists

in spite of themselves in practice if not in law. But
the lodger in English cities is in effect disfranchised

by the burdensome conditions that attach to his re-

gistration as a parliamentary voter, and has never

been admitted at all to the burgess or municipal

suffrage.

The municipal franchise has remained substantially

unchanged since the household” extension of 1868,

the more recently granted service” franchise affect-

ing the parliamentary enrolment only. But this, like

the lodgers’ list, turns out a very insignificant thing in

practice, adding only a few hundreds of names to the

parliamentary enrolment of a borough of half a mil-

lion peopje.

There is another class of municipal voters in the
OcotiTiftn ls

^ ^
of sinajr English towns of which account should be made. It

adnlitt^d. is the class of men who are occupiers of small shops

worth less than £10 a year, and who are not qualified

to vote as householders. The occupation of shops or

business premises worth £10 entitles to the parliamen-
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tary vote, while for municipal purposes this limit is

wholly removed. In Birmingham there are large num-
bers of mechanics who occupy diminutive shops or

work-stalls to which power is distributed from a com-

mon center, and who pay very trifling rents. Several

thousand of them are on the municipal or burg(^ss

roU. Not to prolong my discussion of these exasper-

ating distinctions, it may simply be stated that the

municipal enrolment in English towns will average

about twenty per cent, larger than the parliamen-

tary^, and that the difference is accounted for chiefly

by the municipal enfrknehisement of women who are

ratepayers.

To make comparison again with the American elec-

torate, which includes all male citizens of legal ag(',

the English municipal electorate (excludes in practice

nearly all the unmarried men, all floating laborers

and lodging-house sleepers, and nearly all the serving

class. Furthermore, in judging of the political effects

of the extension of the franchise to the humblest house-

holders, it must be borne in mind that the exploitation

of the votes of the ignorant, vicious, and indifferent in

English cities by demagogues or party agents is so ex-

tremely difficult that it does not count for anything at

all in election results. The extraordinarily severe laws

against bribery, direct and indirect, api)ly to muni-

cipal elections; and it is next to impossible to get a

British voter to the polls who does not contemj:)late

the contest with some glimmering of interest and in-

telligence. In Scotch towns the slums do not vote

because they evade the rate-collector and are not re-

gistered. In English towns, although registered by

canvassers, they do not care about voting, and are

a neglected field so far as political missionary work

goes. The organized working-men vote, of course;

and they seem to vote with more intelligent and dis-
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tinct purpose than any other class in the community.

Of the women ratepayers nothing is to be said except

that their voting is variable, sometimes being high in

proportion to their numbers, and sometimes low, de-

pending upon their interest in particular candidates

or special issues. Their disposition to espouse party

causes seems very, marked, but it is not to be relied

upon as unthinking or as oblivious of the qualities of

candidates. Obviously, the franchise needs simplifi-

cation, although for municipal purposes it is diffi-

cult to see what desirable end would be gained by
changing the principle from that of a household fran-

chise to a personal one. No public or private inter-

ests require the participation in municipal elections of

unattached or floating elements of the population.

The largest English towns are as a rule divided into

sixteen wards, each of which sends three members to

the council for terms of three years, one councilor being

elected in each ward every year. The council of such

towns further contains sixteen aldermen, who sit for

terms of six years and who are chosen by the council it-

self, making a total body of sixty-four. The mayor is

elected by the council. The “burgesses,” or registered

citizens, have therefore no ordinary direct responsi-

bility in municipal government except for the choice

of one councilor in each ward on the first of Novem-
ber of eveiy year.

The English methods of nomination and balloting

as applied to parliamentary elections have attracted

no little attention in the United States
;
but the work-

ing of these methods, and their advantages in munici-

pal affairs, have not become so familiar to American

readers. Let me first state the essential features of

the nominating system. At least nine days before

the election, the town clerk causes notices to be con.
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spicuously published, explaining what vacancies are

to occur and how the nominations are to be made.

The names of candidates must be left at the clerk’s

offi(ie, inscribed upon official blanks, a week before

the election. Accompanying each name must be the

signature of a proposer,” a seconder,” and eight

other citizens. Only such persons as have been nom-
inated in this way may be voted for. Nominations

being all in, the list is at once printed and conspicu-

ously bulletined. The announcement contains the full

names, residences (street and number), and occupations

of the nominees, and ,tlie names of the proposer and
seconder in each case. If only one nomination has

been made in any ward, the nomination is itself the

election, and the polls will not be opened in that ward.

This is a good and sensible system upon its face; but

experiencje alone can tell ns how any piece of political

machinery will actually work. Ought this system to

be productive of many nominations or of few? The
most natural inference would seem to bo that its

adoption would increase the number of candidates,

since any ten men may secure for an eleventh man,

without expense, the official announcement of candi-

dacy and the })lacing of the candidate’s name upon

the ballot-papers.

But this inference is not justified by the facts. In

recent rauni(dpal elections, although party issues have

been introduced to a quite unprecedented extent and

the number of ward contests has been materially

increased by the unwonted employment of the occa-

sion for a testing of strength on the Home Rule ques-

tion, it is nevertheless true that contests have been

confined to a minority of the wards, taking all tlie

towns together. This must seem to the AuK^rican ob-

server a remarkable state of things. It means that,

in a majority of the wards, public opinion had in ad-
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vance agreed so decisively upon a particular man that

nobody was nominated against him, and the entire ex-

pense and distraction of a contest at the poUs was

thus obviated. Closer inquiry will reveal the fact

that by far the greater number of these cases have to

do with the reelection of men already in the council.

There is every yea* a considerable list of towns which,

in spite of the exceptionally acute condition of party

feeling throughout the country, renew one third of

their councilors without a single ward contest, all the

new members obtaining their seats by virtue of un-

opposed nominations. There \fere not less than fifty

such fortunate towns in November, 1893. These are

not often the large towns, though I happened to note

among them on one occasion such examples as Roches-

ter, Windsor, Colchester, Lincoln, Newark, Taunton,

Burton-on-Trent, Reading, Halifax, and other places

of from ten thousand to seventy-five thousand people.

In Cambridge, Salisbury, Derby, Worcester, Great

Yarmouth, Plymouth, Cardiff, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

Wrexham, Carnarvon, and several other places, there

were contests in only one ward. Except for contests

in two wards each, all nominations were equivalent

to elections in Bristol, Oxford, Winchester, Coventry,

Sunderland, Stockton-on-Tees, Weymouth, Durham,
and several other towns. When it is remembered

that Bristol is an active commercial city of a quarter-

million population, it is decidedly interesting to learn

that it can choose councilors from fourteen out of six-

teen wards by unanimous consent and without the

work and cost of holding an election, while its stirring

and growing rival, Cardiff, escapes with only one con-

tested ward. By way of comparison it should be

added that in November, 1893, six of BristoPs sixteen

wards, and four of Cardiff's ten wards, were contested.

Referring again to notes of an election several years
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ago, I find that even in the eighteen great wards of

Manchester there were on!^ three contests, those turn-

ing upon political issues chiefiy, while in Liverpool
there were but six contests. The party men pretended
to fight the Liverpool contests upon strictly politi-

cal lines
;
but the situation seems to have been in the

hands of the ratepayers’ association,” composed of

men who advocated municipal economy and ignored

party lines in local affairs.

Tlie most numerous and exciting contests of that

year occurred in the great inland towns of the Mid-
lands and the North, that have long been the home of

advanced Liberalism, and wherethe Liberals have here-

tofore maintained a large preponderance of strength

in the municipal councils. It is in these towns that

the split in the Liberal party is most keenly felt
;
and

the municipal elections of that November were made
a series of battles between the Liberals and the Con-
servatives as reenforced by the Dissentients. Bir-

mingham was the chief point of interest, and contests

were waged in nine of the sixteen wards. In eight of

the nine wards the retiring members were candidates

for reeloction, and in six of the eight cases they were
successful. Thus, although in Birmingham that mu-
nicipal election was probably unprecedented for the

number and severity of its contests, the next council

contained only three new men. Thirteen out of six-

teen retiring councilors were reelected— seven of them
without opposition. In Leeds there were five contests,

the town having sixteen wards, and the issues in every

case were political. Curiously enough, a sixth con-

test was averted by the oversight of the Liberals, who
failed to file a nomination-paper for their expected

candidate, the retiring member. The result of this

inadvertence was that a Conservative stepped into the

place without a contest. The Bradford politicians
I.-
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contested twelve of fifteen wards, while Nottingham
had nine contests and SheflSeld six. It is an unusual

year when Glasgow or Edinburgh has more than four

or five ward contests
;
and there, as in all the British

towns, a very considerable proportion of the contests

occur when retiring councilors decline to stand for

reiilection.

Manchester has lately been enlarged, and has now
twenty-five wards, in seventeen of which there were
contests on November 1, 1893. In twelve of these

wards the retiring members ^ere actually reelected,

and only two who were candidates for another term

were defeated. Thus in a council of 104 members,

the election made barely half a dozen changes. In

1893 Birmingham’s wards, eighteen in number, wit-

nessed only six contests, these being waged upon lo-

cal and municipal rather than upon party lines. This

was a milder municipal season than usual for Birming-

ham
j
but in Leeds, fourth in size of the great English

towns, there was a trial of strength on national po-

litical lines, and fifteen wards out of sixteen were con-

tested. In Liverpool, also, the party men invaded the

municipal field and contested twelve of the sixteen

wards. In Sheffield, on the other hand, there were

only three contested wards, in Nottingham only six of

sixteen, in Huddersfield only three of thirteen, and in

Hull, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Wolverhampton— all

large places— the elections went practically by de-

fault. In a number of large towns of from 25,000 to

100,000 people, the contested wards were not more than

half of the whole number.

As regards nominations by third parties or special

interests, one might well expect to find them more
numerous than they are. In only one of the nine con-

tested Birmingham wards, at the election already re-

ferred to, were there more than two nominations. In
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the one ward there were four, the Socialists having a

candidate, and a fourth Aan standing as an Indepen-

dent In one of the Leeds wards there were three can-

didates, as was also the case in one of the Manchester

wards. In only two of the seventeen contested Man-

chester wards of 1893 was there a third-party Labor

candidate. Taking the elections oi 1893 as a whole,

the number of Socialist and Labor candidates making
three contestants on the ward ballot-paper was greater

than in previous years. But at best the triangular

contests are exceptional rather than common.^

The preliminary selection of party candidates usually

rests with ward committees, candidature being accepted

and ratified by the voters in open ward meetings, where

municipal questions are discussed. The American

primary election or party caucus system is quite un-

known, and in ordinary cases the distinctions of party

are not strenuously emphasized. The councilor from

a decidedly Liberal ward is likely to be a Liberal
j
but

he is in most cases as entirely acceptable, so far as

1 The municipal elections of November 1, 1894, were marked
chiefly by the increased agf^ressivenoss of the Independent-Labor

and Socialist groups, which prescmted candidates in various

towns where otherwise there would have been few contests or

none at all. This was the case in Liverpool, where it was agreed

between the two regular parties not to contest a single ward.

The Labor party precipitated conflicts in five wards, though all

their candidates were defeated. In Birmingham old political

lines were drawn in six wards, while twelve escaped without any

contests whatever. In seventeen of Manchester's twenty-five

wards there were no contests; but the Labor party won two out

of eight disputed seats. The Labor men contested six wards in

Bradford, without success. In Salford and Bolton, as in Liver-

pool and Bradford, harmony was disturbed by numerous Labor

candidates, none of whom were successful. Leeds had fourteen

contests, Nottingham eleven, Huddersfield and Leicester each

eight, Rochdale seven, Oldham six, Bristol four, ShefiSeld three,

many towns only one or two, and at least fifty places none at

all.
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municipal matters are concerned, to the Conservatives

as to the Liberals, and he will never in any case be

opposed by a nominee of the other party who is

brought forward for the sole purpose of maintaining

party organization in the ward. An Englishman is

not often willing to be put up for a place merely to be

sacrificed. The extension of the franchise is resulting

in more elaborate and more democratic forms of party

organization in England
;
and it is not unlikely that

the future may see party lines more closely drawn in

municipal elections than they have been up to the

present time—a prospect not by any means welcome.

Meanwhile, however, the freedom of nomination is

a great safeguard. So long as ten citizens of a ward
can place a candidate on the oflicial voting-paper,

there is no great danger from party machinery. It is

the nominating even more than the balloting features

of the English and Australian systems that deserve

American attention, and we have unduly emphasized

the official ballot.

The English voting machinery is perhaps sufficiently

well known. The overseers of the poor in the several

parishes, who are the rating officers, are also the re-

gistration authorities. On the 1st of August of each

year, copies of the new list of electors are posted upon
the doors of all churches and chapels and public build-

ings, and they must be kept exposed for a period

including two Sundays. The party agents are par-

ticularly minute in their scrutiny of the lists. Before

the*20th of August, all claims and objections must be

filed with the parish authorities, who make out a list

of them and post copies of it in the same manner as

the original lists and for the same length of time.

The claims and objections are then submitted to a

revising barrister appointed by the High Court, who
sits in open court and passes upon them one by
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one. The list thus revised is ready for the November
election.

The voter at the polls receives a ticket upo' : wiiich

are printed the names of the candidates. Toe ticket

is torn from a book which retains a counterfoil or

stub, upon which is written the registration number
of the person voting. The voter isunstructed to take

the ticket into an alcove, where he will find pencils,

and to mark a cross in the blank space at the right,

opposite the name of the man for whom he desires to

vote. He folds his ticket in such a manner as to ex-

hibit the official mark*on the back, when he drops it

into the box in the presence of the election officers.

His mind is not confused with a multiplicity of issues,

for he has nothing whatever to do but to indicate his

choi(?e of a man for councilor from his ward. The
municipal election is kept separate from all others,

and this conduces to wise and harmonious action.

To be a member of an English town council is to

hold a position of honor— a position which no man
affects to despise. As a corollary observation, it is

also to be remarked that the councils are almost uni-

versally in high repute. Yet it* the stranger asks

whether or not the councilors come from the best

classes he will generally be answered in the negative,

his informer having in mind the English distinctions

which place tradesmen and manufacturers below the

aristocracy of laud-owners. The councilors, as a rule,

are representatives of the best elements of business

life. They are men of intelligence and character, and
of practical conversance with affairs. The idea of rota-

tion in office seems utterly foreign to the British mind
except as regards the office of mayor. And that office

is one of dignity and honor rather than of respon-

sibility. The aldermen are almost invariably chosen

from the membership of the council, and the mayor i^
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a man who has served his town with ability and zeal

as councilor and alderman. No salaries attach to

these offices, and by the common consent of the com-

munity none but men of worth, who have made their

way to a good standing among their neighbors, are

regarded as eligible for the council. This, of course,

is an attractive view, against which numerous in-

dividual facts might be arrayed. But it seems to me
a just view. The whole system is favorable to the

selection and retention of capable and honest men.

Once seated in the council, faithful and efficient ser-

vice may reasonably be counted upon to make a man^s

place secure from term to term for as long as he is

willing to serve, and he has before him the prospect of

aldernianic honors, and of his crowning year of dignity

in the mayor^s robes.

It is to be remembered, moreover, that while the

honors of public position are perhaps nowhere so

highly esteemed as in Great Britain, the town-coun-

cilorships are the most important places in the gift

of the people except the parliamentary seats. The
difference between England and the United States in

this respect is so marked, and is a matter of so much
practical consequence, that I am somewhat surprised

that it should so generally have escaped attention. In

an American State, the legislature affords places for

about one hundred and fifty ambitious citizens. Then
the elected executive officers of the State are a consider-

able group—governor, lieutenant-governor, secretary

of state, auditor, treasurer, superintendent of educa-

tion, commissioners of railways, labor statisticians,

and still others in some of the commonwealths— and

there is a further group of appointive offices open to

politicians of the same rank as those who go to the

legislature and fill the elective offices. The American

counties, since they also include the towns in their
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jurisdiction,— as county governments ordinarily do

not in England,— offer another group of elective posi-

tions to the same classes of place-seekers
;
for they all

have their boards of commissioners and their sheriffs,

treasurers, recorders, clerks of couris, and auditors to

be elected. Finally, the city itself has its elective

places, the mayoralty included, which are independent

of the council
;
and as a rule there are places on park

boards, police boards, and other commissions, that rank
quite as high in honor as seats in the council. With
all these other positions of as high or higher rank in

the common estimation, the American town council

competes for good men at a great disadvantage. But
few corresponding places exist in England; and the

capable citizen with a taste for affairs may be elected

an overseer of the poor for his parish, a member of

his town school-board, or, last and greatest, a mem-
ber of the municipal council. Surely this condition

of things affords one of the reasons why municipal

government has more dignity, and attracts better men
on the average, in England than in America.

Another reason may, perhaps, be found in the fact

that the English municipalities within the past gene-

ration have had problems of a more serious and press-

ing nature to deal with than the less crowded American

cities have had, while they have also had a larger num-

ber of men with leisure and trained ability to bestow

upon those problems. Again, there is much less in

the English system of municipal organization to tempt

unworthy men into the council for purposes of gain.

There are no salaries to receive, and very remote

chances of profit through contracts or jobbery of any

sort. A high proportion of the English councilors

will be found to be men who have wholly or partly

retired from the activities of successful business life,

who are glad to devote their time to the affairs of
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their communities, and whose motives are as honor-

able as their services are intelligent and efficient.

Let it be remembered that the councilors are the fully

empowered trustees through whom all the affairs of

the municipal corporation are managed. In Ameri-

can cities the council is usually limited on all sides

;

and the smaller it^ responsibilities, the less are its at-

tractions for men of the highest fitness.

Upon inquiry several years ago, I learned that not

one of Manchester’s aldermen had attained the su-

perior rank without having served several terms as an

ordinary councilor. One had served continuously

for forty“five years, and had held the aldermanic rank

for thirty-five. Another had served for forty-two

years, another for thirty-seven, another for thirty-two,

another for twenty-seven, seven more for from twenty

to twenty-four years, and all the rest for from thirteen

to eighteen years. The ordinary councilors are less

venerable, and fully half of them had come into the

office within five years, while only ten had seen ten

years or more of continuous service. Great average

stability is characteristic of all the municipal coun-

cils of Great Britain, few of which are without their

Nestors of from twenty to fifty years of continuous

service.

The act of 1835, which specified that the aldermen

should constitute one fourth of the whole council, and

that they should be elected by the council for terms

of six years, made any burgess eligible for the posi-

tion. It seems to have been thought that the coun-

cilors would go outside their own numbers, at least

very frequently, to choose distinguished and espe-

cially qualified fellow-townsmen for aldermen on the

9th of November of every third year, when half the

aldermanic places become vacant. But that expecta-

tion was not realized. It has come to be almost the
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universal custom to promote to the rank of aldermen,

when vacancies occur, the councilors whose service

has been longest and most efficient. At present there

is one Manchester alderman who had not served as an
elected councilor; but his case is a rare one. An in-

teresting discussion in the House of Commons, which
I happened to hear, on the question of aldermen in

the new county councils, brought to light some in-

stances of the appointment of municipal aldermen
from outside the council

;
but the general testimony

of members from the boroughs who had especial

knowledge of municipal affairs was to the effect that

they had never known any such appointments. The
Liberals argued strongly against the aldermanic rank

for the county councils, principally on the ground

that it might enable a majority greatly to increase

and perpetuate itself. In some of the large towns, it

is well known that the preponderating party in the

council organizes for the purpose of choosing alder-

men and mayor, although it does not follow that the

scleidious are upon strictly partisan lines. While the

aldermanic rank has not been positively objectionable

in practice, it has none of the advantages that wnwe

anticipated for it, and is as needless as a fifth wheel.

If the system were to be constructed anev/ in the light

of experience, it is hardly probable that jjiovision

would be made for any other class of <• .nncilors than

the directly chosen representatives of tlio wards. As
matters stand, it is quite common to I'onfer the ab

dermanic rank upon the senior councilor from :eacli

ward, thus creating a vacancy to be filled by the elec-

tion of a new councilor. In effect this gives each

ward four representatives, the alderman being a sort

of ward “father.” In some councils it is customary

to give the chairmanships of committees exclusively

to aldermen, '
.
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The ward system in English mumcipal government

is relieved of one great objection to ward representa-

tion in American cities from the fact that there is no

rule, tradition, or practice that makes the council can-

didate a resident of the ward. In this regard the cus-

toms of England and America are totally different.

If ward representation in councils meant ward poli-

tics” and strictly local candidates, as in American

cities, the English would at once adopt the general

ticket plan of electing councilors on some such prin-

ciple as they have adopted in the election of school-

boards.
•

The great consolidation act of 1882 did somewhat
more than revise and codify ” the existing statutes.

It introduced changes here and there, the most im-

portant of which, perhaps, is the addition of the words

italicized in the clause which declares that the mayor
shall be elected from the aldermen or councilors, or

persons qualified to he stich,^^ In the old days of close

corporations the mayor was chosen from the alder-

rnanic rank. The Reform Act of 1835 limited the range

of selection to the membership of the body of aider-

men and councilors, by whom he was to be designated.

The act of 1882 gave the council permission to elect

any qualified citizen. Since that date there may have

been several deviations :from the time-honored custom

of selecting the mayor from the council
;
but at least

hey have been rare. I can cite one instance. The
;ity of Cambridge in November, 1893, by agreement be-

tween the political parties elected ten councilors, five

Conservatives and five Liberals, without contest
j
and

by unanimous agreement of the forty members, the

mayoralty was conferred upon Mr, E. H. Parker, who
was not in the body. This is the only instance of

which I am aware. Aldermanic vacancies are filled

on the 9th of November immediately following the
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election of mayor, and outgoing aldermen are eligible

for the mayoralty
;
but the cases where an outgoing

alderman is elected as mayor without being at the

same time reelected as alderman, are very exceptional.

In any case, the mayor would by virtue of his office be

the presiding officer of the council. He votes by right

of membership, and if necessary he gives a second or

casting vote as presiding officer. He is a justice of

the peace during his incumbency and for the year fol-

lowing. He is eligible for reelection indefinitely, and
there are several smaller towns which have made the

same man mayor from six to ten times. Birmingham
in fifty years had forty-one different mayors, and only

six of them were honored with more than one term, a

third term as an extraordinary honor having been ac-

corded Sir John Ratcliff (1856-58), Mr. Joseph Cham-
berlain (1873-75), and Mr. T. Martineau (1884-86).

Manchester on the other hand had only twenty-seven

different mayors in fifty years, and all but eight of

them served for more than one term. Of two hundred

and eighty-four municipal corporations of England

and Wales, eighty reelected their mayors on the No-

vember 9 of a recent year. But these reelections were

almost invariably in the smaller places, Bristol being

the only one of the large towns which continued the

mayor in his office.
*

Generally speaking, the mayoralty is conferred as

an honor, and it is regarded as the fair thing to keep ^

passing it along. The mayor is not elected so much

to render new public service as to be rewarded for

past service. The office confers dignity and influence,

and a sort of recognized leadership in municipal affairs

that may enable the incumbent to accomplish a great

deal. But it confers no important administrative re-

sponsibilities. During his year of office the mayor

be expected to devote much of his time to* the
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Chap. III. public Welfare. He will be allowed such remuneration

as the council may choose to grant for the mainte-

nance of his official dignity. He is the presiding offi-

F)rmai
couiicil, aud lias certain routine powers and

duties. duties tliafc would naturally fall to a presiding officer.

Ho m-AV nt lirue call a meeting of the council, in

a ])i'escribed ]>y law, and so may any five

merul)ers of tin' ('.ouneil. He is a returniiig-officer, and

has various duties in connection with the holding of

elections; but these ai-e merely formal matters. His

commission as a justice of the peace is intended to

enhance his dignity and authority rather than to give

him added work or responsibility. He has no ap-

^ng^power.’ pointive power, except as regards tlie designation of

polling-officers, or some such occasional and incidental

matters. Nor has he the right of nomination to any

positions whatever in the municipal service. He has

No veto, no veto upon ordinances or by-laws of the council, and

no more power than any councilor except that he

may, in case of a tie, give a determining vote. He is,

then, to be regarded simply as the presiding officer

of the council, with special dignities attached to his

office. He serves on council committees, and common-

ly holds a chairmanship or two. When his term in the

chair is over, he usually goes right on with his duties

as alderman, probabH (*.ontinning at the head of the

ex-ma^ors committee for the work of which he is best qualified,

councils. • Thus there were, at a time when I inquired into the

matter, at least half a dozen ex-mayors in the alder-

maiiic rank of the Manchester council; and all the

mayors that Birmingham had had for twenty years

remained in the town council with four exceptions,

three of which were accounted for by the promotion

of Messrs. J. and R. Chamberlain and Mr. Jesse Col-

lings to seats in Parliament
;
and over against these

exceptions were to be placed two ex-mayors of earlier
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dates who still served as aldermen. The ferreting out

of such facts might involve labor more curious than

profitable but for the light thus thrown upon the con-

tinuity of English municipal administration, and the

amount of ripe experience it is able to command.

The foregoing description of the English mayor
will have been very insufficient if ft has failed to show
how entirely different an official he is from the Ameri-

can mayor. Except as regards what we may call the

dignity business,” the two officials are not even analo-

gous. When essentials are considered, the American

functionary who corresponds to the English mayor is

the president or chairman of the common council.

And even that comparatively unpretentious offi(5er has

greater power than the English mayf>r, for in many if

not in aU of the American cities h(‘. makes up the*

council committees according to his own fnney, and

thus exercises a far-reaching influence upon the work

of administration in the various departments
;
while

the English law obliges the council itself to appoint

its own committees. This is a matter of no trivial

importance, as anybody at all conversant with muni-

cipal affairs will instantly understand.

The typical American mayor is no part of the coun-

cil or its organization. lie is elected directly by the

people. He is an independent, coordinate authority.

He bears somewhat the same relation to the council

that the President of the United States sustains to-*

ward Congress or the governor of a State toward the

le>gislature. The analogy falls short, however, m the

very important practical fact that the work of Con-

gress and the State legislature is principally that of

legislation, while the work of municipal councils is

of necessity principally that of administration. The
theoretical independence and distinct executive re-

sponsibility of the President and the governors Is ex-
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Chap, iil trcmely difficult to maintain in practice, for the line

between legislative and administrative work and au-

thority is not at all distinct. Still more difficult is it

in practice to apportion duties and responsibilities be-

No logical
^ American mayor and the common council

distribution in such a way as to secure real efficiency on both
of power be- -n • . j -i «
tween^^^- Sides. It IS uot easy to see where m the nature of

mayor in things the proper functions of one authority end and

btatos. those of the otber begin. In the dispersion of author-

ity, definite responsibility too easily disappears. The
mayor’s veto upon ordinances passed by the council

divides responsibility for the bj^-laws. The council’s

power of rejecting appointees nominated by the mayor
very considerably diminishes his responsibility for the

proper exercise of the appointing power. ^VTiere the

control of the police is not taken out of the hands of

both these coordinate authorities, and vested by the

State in a separate board of commissioners, the police

administration is likely again and again to be a bone

of contention between the mayor and the council.

Evil* of The embarrassments and opportunities growing out

•ponsibiiity, of this divided responsibility are among the principal

causes of the comparative failure of city government

in the United States. Many earnest and intelligent

,
municipal reformers, especially in New York and the

Eastern States, have advocated the plan of greatly in-

creasing the authority of the mayor, so that he may
'be held more definitely responsible for the adminis-

' tration of the various executive departments. It is

the plan of a periodically elective dictatorship. As a

remedy for the evils that grow out of interferences

by the State, and the farming out of certain depart-

ments—such as parks or water-supply— to special

boards or commissions not responsible to the mayor

or the council or the people, and further as a tempo-

rary measure of defense against untrustworthy and
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corrupt councils, this somewhat heroic plan of mak-
’

ing the mayor a dictator, or, to use the Cromwellian

euphemism, a protector,” seems to have a great deal in

its favor. But it is unrepublican, and it does not at all

solve the difficult problem of harmonizingthe authority

of the mayor and the authority of the council. The re-

lation between the two cannot at besf be other than that

of a shifting, unprofitable, and illogical compromise.

It would seem a little strange that the one school

of reformers should not have been earlier opposed by
another which would advocate the concentration of

authority and responsibility in the council. Logically,

the mayor must eventually swallow the council or the

council must swallow the mayor, if political forces

are to be accorded some degree of natural play; and
the one-man power is on the decline everywhere in

this age. Municipal governments, elsewhere than in

the United States, after having constituted a ruling

body, do not erect a separate one-man power and give

it the means to obstruct the ruling administrative

body and to diminish its scope and responsibility.

The mayor elsewhere is an integral part of the coun-

cil. English, Scotch, and Irish municipal government

is simply government by a group of men who are to

be regarded as a grand committee of the corpora-

tion—the corporation consisting of the whole body of

burgesses or qualified citizens. In Glasgow it is a

committee of seventy-eight; in Edinburgh, of forty-

one; in Manchester, of one hundred and four;^ in

Birmingham, of seventy-two; in Liverpool* Lefeds,

Sheffield, and most of the large English towns, of

sixty-four; in Dublin, of sixty; in Belfast, of forty;

and in the other incorporated towns of the United

Kingdom it varies from twelve to sixty-four, according

to their size. So far as these bodies have authority^ to

pass by-laws at all, their authority is complete, and.

CBiLF.m.

Why not try
anall-power-
ful council?

Government
by a citizens'

committee.
»
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Chap. ni. nobody obtrudes a veto. They appoint and remove
all officials. They have entire charge of municipal

^rk9?n
distributing the work of departmen-

practice. tal management and supervision to standing com-

mittees of their own number, which they organize

and constitute as they please. If such a local gov-

ernment cannot be trusted, the faiilfc is with popu-

lar institutions. It is ((uite cei tain to be a-s good a

government as the people concerned deserve to have.

The location of responsilhiity i.s perfectly definite.

When the Glasgow city improvenient sehe.ne became
unpopular with the voters because it was ]>roving

more expensive than its projectors had promised, tl;e

chairman of the committee was retired by iiis (ion-

stituents at the end of his term. Tlie taxpayers hold

every member of council respoiisib’c. ior his votes.

The system is as simple, logical, and eilective as the

American system is complicated and inc< *
• npati ble with

harmonious and resj^onsible admiilistra 5
< i j ? i . ( ty gov-

ernment in America defeats its own end by its checdcs

and balances,’^ its partitions (d d: ly and resy)onsibil-

ity, and its grand opx>ortnniti(*s for ih<i gaane of hide-

and-seek. Infinitely superior is llm English Ksystom,

by which the people give entir-w management of

. their affairs to a big committee of their own :!iiimber,

wbieh they renew from time to time.

The must important official in an lihiglish municipal

Ti) t-vn
' the town <derk. lie lias a large salary,

cioiic and and is expected to hold his office for life. He is the

V* ..nhvrs. coniicir^ recording officer, the custodian of records,

deeds, and charters, the council’s legal adviser, the

medium through which communication is had with

the Local Government Board, the publisher of regis-

tration lists and election announcements, the drafts-

man of bills which the council desires Parliament to

pass, the general secretary of the borough, and a high
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authority on points of municipal law, precedent, and chap. m.

history. The only other officer which the Municipal

Corporations Act requires all town councils to appoint

is a treasurer. The clerk and the treasurer must be
different persons, and must not be members of the

council. As for the rest, the law declares that
o

the council shall from time to time appoint such other officers

as have been usually appointed in the borough, or as the coun-

cil think necessary, and may at any time discontinue the ap-

pointment of any officer appearing to them not necessary to be
reappointed.

t

There must be three auditors, one appointed from the

council by the mayor and the other two elected by the

burgesses
;
but they are not regarded as city officers

in the ordinary sense, being merely called in twice a

year to examine the treasurer’s ac(iounts and vouchers.

But while the organization of the working depart-

ments and the creation of municipal offices are left to

the discretion of their respective councils, there is a

general similarity among the towns. It is the almost

uniform practice to ax)point as permanent chiefs or chiefe.

superintendents of departments the most thoroughly

qualified men who can be secured, and to hold them
responsible to the council, through the standing com-

mittees, for the ordinary operation of their respective

branches of the municipal service. These towns have,

as a rule, undertaken so extensive a range of public

activities that the number of their employees is great.

But the average of efficiency is also very high. * At
the head of the police, fire, water, gas, sanitary, park,

engineering, and other departments are to be found

men of special fitness and training, who are selected

for administrative ability as well as for expert know-

ledge, and whose security of tenure, for so long as they

deserve it, adds to their faithfulness and usefulness.

I.—

6
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Nothing in British city government will be more likely

to impress the American who observes it closely than

its indebtedness for a large part of its success to the

superiority of the appointive heads of departments.

It is everywhere earnestly claimed in England and

Scotland that party considerations weigh nothing in

appointments, and that regard is had to efficiency

alone; and the claim on the whole seems to be

justified. In American cities it is generally thought

necessary to choose municipal servants from local

applicants or candidates
;
but there is no such limita-

tion in England. It is usual t6 advertise a vacancy

;

and the committee most directly concerned make their

choice from the applicants, and then recommend to

the full council for action. If a chief of police is

wanted for a town even of moderate size, there are

likely to be applicants by the score or hundred from

all parts of the United Kingdom. Offices are held so

permanently that promotion is not very rapid, and a

vacancy at the head of a department will therefore be

sought by the men of lower rank in the corresponding

departments of other towns; and clear merit usually

wins. There are no competitive examinations either

for the higher or the lower walks of the municipal

service in England or in Scotland, other means of as-

certaining men’s qualifications being preferred.

In filling up the ranks,— selection being left in a

very considerable measure to the responsible depart-

mental head,— the English towns have of course a

great advantage over those of America. Good men
are so much more numerous than good positions, and

the competitive struggle for existence is so terribly

severe, that a place in the public service, even though

humble and poorly paid, attracts men of a class who
in America could not be induced to give up the

chances of success in business or professional life
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for a small clerkship or inspectorship in a municipal chap. hi.

department.

Englishmen are not indifferent about their munici-

pal matters, and they know very well how to grumble
;

tism.

and it is therefore a significant thing that one rarely

encounters a charge of favoritism or unworthy use of

patronage in municipal appointments. The number
of unsuccessful applicants is so large that if frequent

abuses of the appointive power occurred there would

be no lack of persons to complain and to make the

facts known. It would be easy to give instances of

the appointment to responsible places of men who
applied as strangers from distant towns, without ac-

quaintance or other influence than their testimonials

and proofs of fitness and of good work already done.

A particularly valuable test of the fairness and

purity of any municipal administration is the estima-

tion in which the police department is held by good test of mu-

mi. 1 • X j • • 1
nicipaleffi.

Citizens. The complaints and suspicions so commonly cicncy.

directed against the police authorities of American

cities are almost unknown in England. At least they

eidst only in a very slight measure. Every precau-

tion is taken to keep an English police force up to

a high standard. Control is vested in a council com-

mittee, of which the mayor is a member, but a quasi-

military discipline is maintained by the head constable

(chief of police), who in many cases has held a com-

mission in the army. Half of the expense of main-

»

taining the police force of every city or district of

Great Britain is paid by the general government.

But this payment is made on the report of govern-

ment inspectors, who must find that the force is

adequate in numbers, well organized and disciplined,

and in general respects up to the high standard that

the statutes and the Home Office require. The in-

spection of the government tends to produce some-
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thing like uniformity in the organization of police

forces, and is an altogether salutary influence.

Indeed, the relationship that now exists between

the municipal administration and the central govern-

ment at many points is advantageous rather than

hampering to the local corporation. It is no hard-

ship to make regular annual or semi-annual reports

to the Local Government Board, or the Treasury, or

the Home Office, touching all matters of corporate in-

come and outgo, and the results of the administration

of sanitary and other public statutes. Through the

medium of the Local Government Board,— its regu-

lar publications, its permanent staff in the London
offices, and its expert visiting inspectors,— the officials

of one town are supplied with knowledge of the doings

and experiences of other towns, are deterred from
harmful experiments, and are instructed in the best

methods. At times it appears a needless interference

with local affairs that compels a well-governed city to

submit to the central authorities for inspection and

approval every scheme whatsoever that necessitates

the borrowing of money. If there were any lack of

system in the methods by which local projects are

passed upon by Westminster, or if there were any

serious taint of partisanship, favoritism, or arbitrary

judgment upon the processes employed, the mechan-

ism would break down speedily, and a more complete

docal autonomy ill matters involving municipal outlay

and indebtedness would have to be accorded. But the

system wgrks in the interest of justice, and its costli-

ness in money and in time is counterbalanced by the

beneflts which accrue from the more thorough pre-

liminary sifting that every scheme receives in prepara-

tion for the searching ordeal at Westminster, and

from the valuable emendations which so often result

from the advice that expert central officials can give.



CHAPTER IV

A STUDY OF GLASGOW

The methods and results of British municipal

government may best be studied in the concrete.

I have therefore chosen Glasgow as a type, for a some-

what full analysis and description. The illustrative

account of its institutions may involve some repeti-

tion of matters already discussed in preceding chap-

ters
j
but there are obvious advantages in rehearsing

the rules and principles of a general system from
the point of view of their working in a particular

instance. rank among

The people of Glasgow are accustomed to claim for cities,

their city the second place in the British empire. If

by the words city/^ burgh,” or borough,” there is

meant merely a populous place,— an aggregation of

houses and people with a concentration of various

commercial, industrial, and social interests,— then

metropolitan London would assuredly rank first and
without rival. But if by these words is meant a dis-

*

tinct and complete municipal organism, the people of

Glasgow may claim not the second, but the first place

among the communities of Great Biitain. London
as a municipal corporation is but a mile in extent and

has less than forty thousand people—“ larger London”
having no unified corporate existence, although the

new London county government must be regarded

as the beginning of a metropolitan administratiou.
I.—5* 69
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Chip. IV. Glasgow in 1891 had a population of 565,700 within a

compactly inhabited area of 6111 acres
j
and its vigor-

wuisoon
development had caused so generous an overflow

contain a that the whole community, including the continuously

people, built-up suburbs, numbered more than 800,000 souls.

The annexation of 5750 additional acres was accom-

plished by act of Parliament on November 1, 1891,

some months after the census was taken, and nearly

a hundred thousand people were thus added. There

are other populous and immediately contiguous sub-

urbs that should be brought within the corporate

limits at an early day. The end of a half-decade

after the census of April, 1891, will easily justify an

estimate of 750,000 residents within the existing boun-

daries, and 150,000 more in the unannexed suburban

districts. And the next census, in 1901, may And that

the greater Glasgow” contains approximately a mil-

Merltii study liou SOuls.

As a type of the modern city with highly developed

and vigorous municipal life, and with complex, yet

unified, industrial and social activities,— in short, as

one of the most characteristic of the great urban com-

munities in the English-speaking world of the closing

nineteenth century,— Glasgow may well repay study.

It combines in itself most remarkably all that is signi-

ficant in the history of city government among peoples

of British origin—that is to say, to study Glasgo^v is

«to study the progress of municipal institutions in

every stage. Like all modern commercial cities Glas-

gow has (exhibited the phenomenon of rapid growth,

and has had to meet the various problems that rapid

growth under new industrial and social conditions

has forced upon the attention of all such cities. In

1750 the population was less than 25,000. In 1800 it

was approximately 75,000. In 1811 it was 100,0005

in 1831, 200,000; in 1851, 329,000
5
and in 1871 it was
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478,000. In 1881 it had reached 488,000, with 186,000

more of overflow into the immediate suburbs, making
a total of 674,000. And to-day within a district six

or seven miles long and three or four miles wide, con-

taining less than 15,000 acres, there is a population of

not less than 800,000.

Whether originally due in greater or less degree to

the danger of raids from Highland clans and attacks

from invading English armies, it has from a very

early period been the custom of Scotch townsfolk to

build compactly and t^ house the population in tene-

ment-flats. Aberdeen, Dundee, and Leith illustrate

this custom quite as well as do Edinburgh and Glas-

gow. Rapid growth in the nineteenth century has

given most serious reality to all the latent and lurking

evils of a tenement-house system, and Glasgow has

been compelled to study and apply modern remedies
— indeed to be a leader in the invention and trial of

remedies— for the ills that spring from the over-

crowding of the poor. The regulation of house-

building and of occupancy; provision for domestic

cleanliness; methods of street-cleansing, of garbage
removal, of epidemic-disease prevention; improved
watching and lighting” arrangements, with a view

to the lessening of crime; provision of shelter for

floating population; a differentiated and adequate

system of sanitary inspection; the establishment of

baths and various conveniences to improve the health,

comfort, and moral condition of the people
: ^ these

features of recent municipal activity may be studied

to special advantage in Glasgow.

Like Liverpool in England, or Chicago in America,

Glasgow is an excellent instance of what I may call

the self-made,” or rather self-located, modern com-
mercial city, as contrasted with great urban commu-
nities like London and New York, which have as-*
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chaf. IV. sumed vast proportiocs and importance in spite of

themselves, and without the application of any organic

municipal energy. More than a hundred years ago

Glasgow entered deliberately upon the herculean task

of making itself an important port by deepening its

shallow river into a harbor and an ocean highway.

Following the gradual improvement of the Clyde

navigation came first a large American trade in to-

Besuitsof bacco, cotton, and other staples. The development

provement. of the coal and iron mines of the Clyde valley in the

immediate neighborhood folloyv’ed
;
and when the day

of iron ships had its dawning, Glasgow was prepared

to make them for the nations. Meanwhile, textile

and chemical manufactures had been growing in im-

portance, and the community found that its courage

and energy had resulted in its expansion to the rank

of one of the greatest centers of industry and com-

merce in the entire world.

In all this expansion Glasgow’s character as an

coinmurSty. integral community has been exceptionally weU sus-

tained. The people have been disposed to live inside

the circle of their work, and that must obviously sig-

nify a high degree of centralization; by which I mean
something more than mere density of population.

The same families send workers to the ship-yards, or

iron-works, and to the textile factories where women
and children are employed. All the great industries

belong essentially to the one working community. It

is peculiarly interesting to observe a city which, hav-

ing made itself prosperous and mighty by well-di-

rected, organized municipal energy, at a later time

applies that same energy to the solution of the dark

social problems which seem the inevitable concomi-

tant of the new material progress of communities.

The early history of Scottish ^‘burghs,’’ like that of

English ^‘boroughs,’’ has many points of interest
;
and
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it would be easy to yield to the temptation to dwell in chap. iv.

detail upon the ancient charters of Glasgow and the

rise to municipal power of the merchants’ guildry and
the incorporated bodies of tradesmen. To do more,

however, than merely allude to the historical develop-

ment of the municipality would not be in keeping with Glasgow’s

my present purpose. In very earlyiiimes Glasgow was chartew.

made a bishop’s seat and erected into a burgh of ba-

rony/' governed by a provost and bailies or magis-

trates, who derived their offices from their patron the

bishop, and who associated councilors with them-

selves. Without attempting to record any of the

fluctuations of several centuries of charters altered

and renewed, of ecclesiastical authority now domi-

nant and now abdicated, of royal interventions some-

times in favor of the bishops, sometimes of the barons,

and sometimes of the citizens, it is sufficient to say

that the sixteenth century was well advanced before

the citizens, organized in guilds for the regulation of

their various trades, became strong enough to wrest

away any considerable share of municipal authority

from their ecclesiastical and baronial rulers. A royal

charter granted in 1611 specifically gave the burgh to

the ^^magistrates, council, and community”
;
but there

were still reserved to the archbishop certain rights of

nomination.

It was not until 1690, when William and Mary gave

a new charter, that the city was fully empowered to

choose and elect its own provost, bailies, and other
j

officers. Originally the burgesses were the members

of the merchants’ guild; but the handicraftsmen, gunis.

separately organized according to their crafts but

federated in a “Trades’ House,” afterward attained

the right to share with the “ Merchants’ House ” the

government of the city. Gradually in Glasgow, as in

all the British towns, the municipal corporation ^be.-
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Chap. IV, came seM-perpetuatiog. Down to 1801 the executive

council of Glasgow was composed of the lord provost,

three bailies or magistrates, the dean of guild (head

of the Merchants^ House), the deacon-convener (head

of the Trades’ House), and the treasurer. The dean

of guild and deacon-convener, as the elected presi-

dents of the Merchants’ and Trades’ bodies, were ex-

officio members of the council
;
while, as regards the

other members, the council itself filled all vacancies

ill its own number by selection either from the Mer-

corp^ratfon. chants’ Order or the Tradcs’ Order. Prom its own mem-
bership it appointed the lord provost and treasurer.

The town clerk and chamberlain were standing ofiBlcers

of the corporation, outside the membership of the

council. In 1801 there were added two more bailies,

one from each order, making a total of nine. It may
be here remarked that the course of municipal devel-

opment in the other Scottish towns had been quite like

that of Glasgow. The abuses which had grown so

scandalous in most of the English towns before the

municipal reform laws of this century were passed

seem to have been less marked in Scotland, although

they must have been serious enough.

It has already been remarked that the parliamen-

tary reform bill of 1832 made municipal reform in-

evitable, and that Scotland, with a smaller number of

towns than England, and with fewer extraordinary

and anomalous conditions to be dealt with, received

scotcti Re- its municipal reform act first, th Scotch bill having

beCii passed in 1833, while the English bill was de-

layed until 1835, and municipal reform in Ireland

came as late as 1840. The Scotch Municipal Beform

Act, 1833, made the municipal franchise the same as

the new borough parliamentary franchise, and pro-

vided for the election of councilors in all the larger

towns by wards, empowering the council thus chosen
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to select a provost and bailies from its own numbers.

In Edinburgh and Glasgow the dean of guild and
deacon-convener were allowed to remain in the coun-

cil as ex-officio members, while in other large tow’ns,

as Aberdeen, Dundee, and Perth, the dean of guild

was similarly retained as a municipal councilor. The
Dean of Guilds^ Court’’ was also preserved, with au-

thority over such matters as street-lining, the width

of highways, the safe construction of buildings, etc.,

the court consisting of the dean, with four assistants

from each of the incorporated orders. In 1846 the

boundaries of Glasgow were greatly extended, and at

that time the number of wards, and the size of the

council, were much increased, while the functions of

the body were enlarged by Parliament
;
but the gen-

eral form established by the act of 1833 remained.

While popular and modernizing in its spirit, that act

showed great wisdom in retaining as many old names,

customs, and official posts as could without harm be

wrought into the new system, thus preserving the

continuity of the municipal life, and minimizing pre-

judiced and selfish opposition against what was really

a reform of the most sweeping character.

A difference or two might be profitably noted be-

tween the Scotch, English, and Irish reform bills— all

of which were alike in making the council the full

governing body. The English bill provided for a cer-

tain number of aldermanic members of the council,

to be selected by the council from the whole body of

qualified citizens (although in practice quite invari-

ably selected from their own number, thus creating

vacancies to be filled by ward elections), and to sit for

six years, while ordinary councilors were to be elected

for only three years. The Irish act authorizes the

council to choose a certain number of aldermen, but

only for terms of three years. Aldermen are sinrply
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a dignified rank of councilors, elected by an elected

body, and in England (though not in Ireland) enjoying

longer tenure than ordinary councilors. The Scotch

bailies, on the other hand, are always first elected

from wards as ordinary councilors, and they continue

their duties as such, although selected by their fellows

as citizen magistrates. In this magisterial capacity

they try police cases
5
they also sit as a licensing court

;

and they have various minor duties placed upon them
outside their functions as councilors. Inside the coun-

cil-chamber they are simply the elected representa-

tives of their wards, although there as elsewhere they

are regarded as persons of superior dignity. The pro-

vosts in Scotland, also, are chosen for three years,

while the mayors in England and Ireland are elected

annually— in all cases alike being chosen by the coun-

cil, At the risk of some slight repetition I shall now
describe more particularly Glasgow's constitution.

The present municipal organization of Glasgow is

simple and easily understood in its main features, al-

though somewhat anomalous and complex in certain

minor respects. The whole government may be said

to be exercised by a grand committee of seventy-five

men chosen by the qualified electors, together with

the provost and two other ex-officio members, making
a total body of seventy-eight. There are twenty-five ^

municipal wards, each of which elects three members
of the town council. The election is for a term of

three years, and one man from each ward retires an-

nuaUy. «*The two ex-officio members of the council

are the dean of guild, who represents the vener-

able Merchants^ House, and the deacon-convener, or

chairman of the associated trade-guilds; these two

1 The number of wards was increased from sixteen to twenty-

five when the boundaries were extended in 1891, the elected

oonncilors being increased from forty-eight to seventy-five.
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functionaries representing the bodies which before

the Scotch Municipal Reform Act of 1833 were in sole

control of the municipal government. This allow-

ance of a small share in municipal government to the

old-time trades^ and crafts’ corporations is not practi-

cally objectionable, and it unites the present with the

past in a manner peculiarly British.

In the preceding chapter I have discussed minutely

the conditions of the municipal franchise in Glasgow.

I have shown that, in considering the effect of the

franchise upon city government, it is to be borne in

mind that not only is the mass of unmarried work-

ing-men excluded, but also all others who have failed

to pay their rates. About one third of the householders

enfranchised by the act of 1868 evade the rates and
never vote. If it were possible to secure reinstate-

ment by payments of arrears, asan election approaches,

there would be a tempting field of activity opened up
to corrupt politicians. But this cannot be done. The
better class of working-men in Glasgow pay their

rates, take an active interest in public affairs, and do

not fail to vote. But there is a very large population

of the degraded poor which does not in fact partici-

pate in elections, and is not of the slightest service

to ward politicians ”— genus which, by the way, is

rarely found in British cities. What I have called

the self-disfranchisement of the slums is an important

consideration in Glasgow’s municipal government.

The councilors of Glasgow come chiefly from the

ranks of men of business, and are upright, respeseted,

and successful citizens. No salaries attach to such

offices anywhere in the United Kingdom, and it is

deemed an honor to be selected to represent one’s

ward. Party lines are seldom very sharply drawn in

municipal elections. An efficient councilor may, in

general, expect reelection for several terms if he is
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ctLAT, IV. willing to serve. The seat of a satisfactory man who
asks reelection is in a majority of cases not contested

at alL No other candidate will appear, and he will

be awarded the seat without the actual holding of

an election. It may be said that in the twenty-five

wards of Glasgow it is unusual to have more than

from five to ten contests for seats in any one year.

From their own number the councilors choose a

^^ProvosV’ usually called the ^^Lord Provost,” and

the prwOTt. the “ Bailies” or magistrates. The provost in Scotch

towns corresponds to the mayor in English towns,

while the bailies are in some respects analogous to the

English aldermen. The provost presides over the

council, serves on council committees, and personifies

the pomp and dignity of the municipality
;
but except

in his capacity as a member of the council, he has no

important executive responsibility. He has no ap-

pointments to make, and has no veto upon enactments

judiciiii of the council. Like the bailies, he is, however, a

^tellies.
® magistrate, and has his share of judicial work to do,

mostly in the exercise of ordinary police jurisdiction.

The bailies sit as citizen magistrates, in certain dis-

tricts of the city upon a plan of rotation, each being

assisted by a paid legal adviser technically called an

‘‘assessor.” To relieve them somewhat, there has

been employed a “stipendiary,” or salaried police

judge, sitting constantly in the central district. The
^provost and bailies are designated for three years.

It is important to make clear to American readers

Xli«provoit that the lord provost is in no sense an administra-

e«cutt?e. tive head as the American mayors are, and that there

is not in British cities any disposition whatever to

concentrate appointing power and executive control

in the hands of one man as an effective way to secure

responsible administration. There is nothing in Brit-

ish organization or experience to sustain the propo-
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sition of many American municipal reformers that

good city government can be secured only by mak-
ing the mayor a dictator. American conditions differ

so widely, however, from English conditions that the

success of administration by town councils in G-reat

Britain is not quite a conclusive argument against the

practical wisdom of the American reformers.

All appointments, as I have said, are made by the

council itself. Heads of departments are selected

with great care, and their places are practically per-

manent. In the minor appointments the responsible

heads are allowed to Use large liberty of suggestion,

the council ratifying such selections as are agreed

upon by the departmental head and the supervising

council committee. Although the number of persons

in the employ of the Glasgow departments is large,

there is no examination system in use. The best

men are selected from among the applicants, and
there is little or no complaint of favoritism. Those

conditions under which an examination system might

be very desirable happily do not exist.

While the full government of the city is vested in

the seventy-eight members of the town council con-

stituting a body officially known as ‘^the lord provost,

magistrates, and council,^’ they exercise their powers

under various acts of Parliament, which make them

(1) water commissioners, (2) gas trustees, (3) market

and slaughter-house commissioners, (4) parks and

galleries trustees, (5) city-improvement trustees, and

(6) a board of police commissioners. These diertiinc-

tioi\s are chiefly matters of bookkeeping. The essen-

tial fact is that the powers are all vested in the com-

mon council. Each of these departments is organized

separately, and its work is carried on under the super-

vision of standing committees of the council.

The town clerk attends the counciPs meetings as
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cbap. IV. its constant legal adviser. He drafts measures de-

sired from Parliament, and takes charge of them while

the clerk, pending. He is the city^s conveyancer, the custodian

of its title-deeds and charters, and its attorney in all

civil actions. Glasgow's present clerk, James D. Mar-

wick, LL. D., is a high authority upon questions of

municipal history ^nd law.
'
cfimblriain. The chamberlain, whose olBce, like that of the town

clerk, is very ancient, is the treasurer of the corpora-

tion proper
;
and the present incumbent has been ap-

pointed as the treasurer of several of the newer de-

partments or ^Hrusts.” He has also, in Glasgow,

gradually assumed the function of a compiler of mu-
nicipal statistics. He joins the provost and town
clerk in arranging for special occasions and doing

the honors of the city to distinguished guests. The
nominal treasurer of the city is a member of the coun-

cil; but the chamberlain is actual custodian of the

funds, while the cashier is still a different official.

Theassessor. Upon the assessor there devolves the important

work of valuing ^^ands and heritages^' from year to

year for rating purposes, and also that of making the

registration lists of parliamentary and municipal vo-

ters. Of other officials enough will be said in the

deseriptions of the working departments.

Sanitary Considerations of the public health have been pre-

dominant. •dominant in determining the most important lines

of action entered upon within the last quarter-century

by municipal Glasgow. I shall find it convenient,

therefore, to begin an account of the several depart-

ments with a sketch of the organization and work of

the sanitary administration. These new municipal

undertakings find their true center in the bureau of

the medical officer of health, who furnishes the vital

statistics, and the deductions from those statistics,
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which incite and direct municipal activity, and who
gives constant advice and authoritative judgment as

to general methods and particular cases. A council

committee of eighteen supervises the entire sanitary

administration of the city, with subcommittees on

cleansing and hospitals. The Sanitary Department is

a model of good work and thorough organization. Its

ultimate authority is the medical officer of health,

while its executive head is the chief sanitary inspec-

tor. The department is in some sense double-headed;

yet there is no conflict of authority, and the arrange-

ment works admirably in practice. The medical of-

flcer is relieved from the details of administrative

work. His office-room adjoins that of the sanitary

inspector, and the two officials are in constant com-

munication. The entire force of inspectors is at the

service of the medical officer, yet he has no respon-

sibility for their routine work.

The department was established in 1870 upon a

broad and wise basis. It was at that time proposed

by the new incumbent of the office of sanitary inspec-

tor ; (1) that the city should be divided into five main
districts for sanitary purposes

; (2) that a subinspec-

tor should be appointed for each main district, having

under him ordinary or nuisance ” inspectors, epide-

mic inspectors, a lodging-house inspector, and a lady

visitor
5
and (3) that a central office should be estab-

lished, with the necessary clerks. This plan was ac-

cepted by the council, and went at once into operation.

The population at that time was 450,000, add the

average inhabitancy of the main districts was there-

fore 90,000. The work began with an out-of-door

force of forty inspectors, of whom five were the dis-

trict chiefs, five inspected lodging-houses, seven were

occupied with the detection of infectious disease, eigh-

teen were ‘^nuisance'' men, searching for ordinary
I.~6.
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insanitary conditions in and about the houses of their

districts, and five were women house-to-house visi-

tors/^ In essential features the organization was re-

tained unaltered until the city was enlarged in 1891.

There remained the five main districts in which sani-

tary inspection was carried on, although their boun-

dary lines had been altered in order to make each one

of them precisely inclusive of a certain number of the

twenty-four areas into which, for purposes of vital

statistics, the medical officer had divided the city.

There were employed eight epidemic inspectors, six-

teen nuisance inspectors, and six female inspectors

under the immediate supervision of five district in-

spectors. In addition to these there were six night

inspectors, two food inspectors, a common lodging-

house inspector, and a vaccinator.

By legislation in 1890, extending the scope of the

Sanitary Department's work, and by the increase of

municipal area in 1891, there was rendered necessary

a further addition to the little army of inspectors.

At present Mr. Peter Fyfe, P. R. S. E., the efficient

chief inspector, commands the services of about one

hundred and fifty competent people, whose duties are

highly specialized and most methodically performed.

There are now seven general districts, over each of

which there is a foreman inspector. The nuisance

inspectors number more than a score, and there are

half as many men constantly occupied in making the
“ smoke test " to discover defects in drain-pipes for

the proteclion of the people against bad plumbing.

On constant duty are twelve or more infectious-dis-

ease inspectors, and following in the wake of their

discoveries is a staff of disinfecting officers and an-

other of whitewashers, together numbering about

twenty-five men. Protection against improper food-

supplies requires the services, besides analysts in the
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municipal laboratory, of three meat inspectors, seven chap. iv.

milk and dairy inspectors, and four inspectors of other

food-supplies. So greatly have the common lodging-

houses improved that whereas five or six special offi-

cers were formerly kept at work inspecting them,

only two are now necessary. Six night inspectors

continue to make the rounds of th*e tenement-houses,

and six women inspectors pay visits in the interest of

domestic cleanliness. A workshop inspector repre-

sents the demands of new laws touching the hours

and the general conditions of factory operation.

There is also a peripatetic vaccinator who fulfils re-

lentlessly the requirements of law. In the commodi-

ous central offices of the Health Department there is

a skilled indoor force of clerks and assistants. The
chief sanitary inspector reviews his men daily. The
seven district chiefs are in conference with him every

morning, and the individual inspectors who perform

special dnties are also in personal daily communica-

tion with headquarters. Thus the sanitary organiza-

tion is kept at the height of efficiency.

It must be remembered that the prime necessity for Popuiation-

all this vigilance grows out of the density of popula- Glasgow?

tion, which is not equaled by that of any other British

city except Liverpool. The density of London, ac-

cording to the census of 1881, was 51 to the acre, while

that of Glasgow was 84, which was increased to 92 by
the census of 1891, the annexed suburbs not being in-

cluded. The average density of sixteen of the tyren-

ty-four sanitary districts, moreover, is above 200,' and

the average density of five districts is 300. Localities

are not few where single acres contain a thousand or

more people. The tenement-house is almost univer- system,

sal. The best as well as the worst of the laboring

class, and the large majority of the middle class,,live

in the flats of stone buildings three or four stories
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high. In some cases two or three hundred people use

a common staircase, and much greater numbers may
be found using common passageways, or closes,^' as

they are called in Scotland. For no other English-

speaking city, as far as I am aware, are the statistics

of house room and inhabitancy so complete as for

Glasgow. To quote Dr. Russell, the distinguished

medical officer of the city, 25 (24.7) per cent, (of the

inhabitants of Glasgow) live in houses of one apart-

ment
; 45 (44.7) per cent, in houses of two apartments

j

16 per cent, in houses of three apartments
; 6 per

cent. (6.1) in houses of four apartments
5
and only 8

per cent, in houses of five apartments and upward.^^

This simply means that 126,000 of the people of Glas-

gow lived in single-room housekeeping quarters in ten-

ement buildings, and 228,000 in two-room quarters,

at the time of the census of 1881. In Scotland the

word tenement is usually applied to the entire build-

ing, and the word house’' to the one or more rooms

arranged for the occupancy of a family; thus the

ordinary tenement" contains many houses," The

census of 1891 shows a cheering improvement. Dr.

Russell informs us that whereas in 1871 the Glasgow

population living in houses of one room amounted to

30,4 per cent, of the whole, the proportion had fallen

to 24.7 per cent, in 1881, and to 18 per cent, in 1891.

The proportion of two-room dwellers, on the other

hand, had greatly increased. Thus in 1891 there were

only 100,000 people living in one-room houses, while

neariy 2^4,000 were in two-room houses, this class of

dwellers constituting 47.5 per cent, of all the people

within the city limits at the time of the census. A
population thus housed might well give employment

to an army of sanitary inspectors. Glasgow's extra-

ordinary rapidity of growth filled the tenements with

Irish and Highland laborers from the huts of the ru*
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ral districts, where they had known nothing of the

relations of cleanliness to health, and where, more-

over, their insanitary modes of life were not a menace
to thousands of other people. Their uncleanliness in

the great city of Glasgow has tempted epidemics and
kept the death-rate high.

Among these overcrowded tenements the epidemic

inspectors are constantly at work ferreting out cases

of infectious disease. Until lately the law did not

make it obligatory upon medical practitioners in Scot-

land to report cases of such disease
;
but their volun-

tary cooperation with the Glasgow department was
quite general, and 5230 cases were reported at the of-

fice in 1887, making a total of 9000 cases registered.

In 1892 there were 12,171 cases reported at the oflSice,

and 3708 other cases were discovered by the inspec-

tors. Scarlet fever and measles were accountable

for the vast majority of these cases. The epidemic

inspectors are trained men who have usually served

in the higher ranks of the police force. The nuisance

inspectors are practical men who understand plumb-

ing and the building trades, and who reported in 1892

nearly 30,000 nuisances,^' practically all of which

were in consequence remedied. These had to do with

defective drains, matters of water-supply, garbage ac-

cumulations, offensive ash-pits, and all sorts of struc-

tural defects, decays, and unwholesome conditions.

The work of the night inspectors is done under the

authority of a clause in the Glasgow police apt which

provides for the measurement of all houses and ‘the

ticketing of those which have less than 2000. cubic

feet of space. The tickets posted on the doors show
the maximum number who may occupy the house, and

the night inspection is to prevent overcrowding. For,

small as these abodes are, great numbers of them take

lodgers in addition to the regular family. Fourteen
I. -6*
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per cent, of the one-room houses and 27 per cent, of

the two-room houses take lodgers. In a recent public

address, entitled “Life in One Room,^^ Dr. Russell,

the medical ofiS.cer, remarked, “Nor must I permit you,

in noting down the tame average of fully three in-

mates in each of these one-apartment houses, to remain
ignorant of the fact that there are thousands of these

houses which contain five, six, and seven inmates, and
hundreds which are inhabited by from eight even to

thirteen.^^ A recent report of the department shows

16,413 ticketed one-room houses, and 6617 ticketed

two-room houses. Of these one-room houses, 3285

contained less than 900 cubic feet of space. The in-

spection of these houses is of immense public benefit

;

but the undeviating enforcement, by the use of pains

and penalties, of the rules regulating overcrowding, is

obviously impossible. The inspectors and the police

magistrates are obliged to use discrimination, and to

deal leniently in one case and severely in another.

A change in the law has now made it obligatory, in

ticketing the houses, to increase the minimum air-

space allowed for each adult by 100 cubic feet, and for

each child by 50 feet, above the allowance made by the

law up to 1890. Mr. Fyfe explains that “ the distur-

bance of population caused by the new clause amounts

to 17^ per cent. That is to say, the 24,000 ticketed

houses, instead of being legally able to accommodate

98,400 persons (adults) are now only capable of legally

accommodating 81,180.^^

It is the business of the common lodging-house in-

spector to secure the registration of all establishments

of the sort everywhere known as lodging-houses, to

visit them frequently, and to enforce public regula-

tions which have wholly transformed these places in

Glasgow. But I shall have occasion on a later page

to refer again to lodging-houses.
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The work of female visitation/^ as it is called,

among the poor families is doubtless productive of

great good. Statistics cannot adequately express the

extent and significance of the work done by these

lady inspectors
;
but it is worth recording that in the

last year for which report has bee^i made (1892) they

paid some 75,000 visits to the domiciles of their poor

constituents. Their suggestions as to cleanliness and

household reform seem to carry weight by virtue of

their official position. It is hardly necessary to say

that in the selection pf ladies for this work care is

taken to obtain the services of those who have tact,

discretion, and sympathy.

For its great vigilance, excellent system, and general

thoroughness, the work of food inspection in Glasgow
is to be commended. Its efficiency is somewhat ham-
pered by the law (applicable to Scotland) whichrequires

the evidence of two sales of an adulterated article

instead of one. The milk-supply has the constant at-

tention of the department. All dairies and milk-shops

are registered, and their arrangements are subject to

approval and inspection. On the present list are about

1200 places where milk is sold. The health officer

has long desired authority to regulate all the sources

of milk-supply, in order to prevent the bringing of

infection into the city. To some extent this is now
done. The farms whence the city is supplied are aU
listed, and many of them have been visited for inspec-

tion of their sanitary conditions. But thq laws do

not as yet give the power that should be given to the

sanitary governments of all cities to refuse the ad-

mission of milk not produced under approved condi-

tions. About two hundred cases of typhoid fever at

one time in Glasgow a few years ago were traced

directly to milk from a certain farm where the cows

drank polluted water.
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But I must pass on to a description of the means
used by Glasgow for the isolation and treatment of

infectious disease; for the health authorities long

ago discovered— what some American cities seem so

slow to learn— that epidemics are not inevitable visi-

tations, but are preventable. Glasgow had suffered

from typhus and smallpox and cholera and other

plagues from time to time, and had depended upon
the parochial authorities and the privately managed
hospitals to make special provisions at such times for

the epidemic cases. At length, ip that series of health

acts passed by Parliament, some for Scotland as a

whole, and some for the local authorities of Glasgow,

which began about 1855 and which is yet far from

ideally complete, it was provided that the Privy Coun-

cil might, by order, in special emergencies, confer

upon the local authorities temporary powers for deal-

ing with epidemics after their acknowledged outbreak;

these powers including the right to provide ^‘such

medical aid and such accommodation as might be

required.” Serious prevalence of typhus in 1864 com-

pelled the health officer to look to the authorities for

accommodation; and a temporary pavilion hospital

was accordingly opened. Its usefulness was so great

that when, in 1866, the Glasgow police act was re-

vised, a new clause compelled the local authorities to

maintain the existing hospital, and empowered them

to open others for the reception of infectious cases

and. the .protection of the public against epidemics.

In 1869 typhus compelled the enlargement of the

original hospital to 250 beds, and in the next year

relapsing ” fever not only filled these quarters with

patients, but forced the authorities to make additional

provisions.

They acted with a most commendable wisdom. On
the extreme eastern edge of the city was a private
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estate, called Belvidere, containing rather more than

thirty acres, and sloping beautifully down to the Clyde.

It was purchased, and the mansion-house was en-

larged and transformed into quarters for the atten-

dant physicians and nurses. Wards were hastily

built of wood in the detached-pavilion form. These

have gradually been replaced by permanent pavilions

of brick and stone, each containing two wards. The
establishment is now the most attractive and com-

plete in its appointments and in adaptation to its

particular purposes, and the most satisfactorily ad-

ministered, of any in, the United Kingdom, if not in

tlie world. It has accommodations for 1000 patients,

without overcrowding of the spacious wards. A
technical description of the arrangements of this in-

stitution is not compatible with the scope of my
inquiry, and I must not digress in that direction.

Thoroughly compatible, however, is a discussion of

the policy of the Glasgow authorities in giving this

place the semblance of a lovely village, with its trees

and lawns, its playgrounds and beautiful flower-gar-

dens, with its separate and home-like private apart-

ments instead of common dormitories for the eighty

nurses, and with convaleseing-rooms and every con-

venience attached to each sick-ward— when it would

have cost mu(}h less money to build a big, repulsive

pest-house and inclose it with a grim wall, “ a place

for sick paupers to die.’’

I am not dealing with sentimental considerations

when I commend this policy. The differenc,e bet^ween

popularity and unpopularity in a public hospital for

infectious diseases may well mean all the difference

between a terrible epidemic and its easy prevention.

What, for instance, is the extra cost of a spacious and

attractive hospital where it is actually a privilege for

a poor child to be ill, compared with the frigt^tful
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cost, direct and indirect, entailed upon a city by the

prejudices which so frequently lead to the secretion

of epidemic patients by the ignorant poort In a
densely populated city everything depends upon the

discovery and isolation of such forms of disease at the

earliest possible moment. An epidemic destroys val-

uable lives, and it^also paralyzes trade and industry

and causes immense pecuniary loss. It is the endeavor

of Glasgow to treat infectious cases with such care

and tenderness, and such affluence of all that modern
invention and science can suggest, as to secure ready

cooperation from all classes in^the work of isolating

infection. The plan is growingly successful. After

the average sojourn of six weeks at Belvidere, patients

are reluctant to leave
;
and they carry wonderful tales

back to the tenement-rows. The Belvidere nurses are

ladies
;
and the city gives them such accommodations

as, in their arduous and necessarily secluded work,

they might reasonably desire. The smallpox wards

are built separately, and in fact the smallpox hospital

is entirely distinct in all its departments
j
but when

there are no smallpox patients, some of the wards are

used for scarlet fever, measles, or other diseases, and
the whole group of buildings is administered as one

great fever hospital. It should be said that the rich

as well as the poor may, and do, avail themselves freely

of the privileges of this hospital, especially for scarlet

fever and measles. The average daily number of pa-

tients in 1887 was 332, and the total number received

in tjie yfar was about 3000. Dr, Allan, the accom-

plished medical superintendent, agrees with Dr. Rus-

sell, the health officer, in regarding the establishments

at Belvidere as large enough for the highest efficiency.

In 1892 there were 5282 infectious cases removed to

hospital, and a temporary establishment was fitted up

to relieve Belvidere in a season of unprecedented epi-
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demies of measles and scarlet fever. Meanwhile^ the

city had acquired land at the opposite end of the city

for its second permanent epidemic hospital; and it is

now under construction. No effort will be spared to

make its appointments even more perfect if possible

than those of Belvidere. Glasgow will now have in-

vested more than a million dollars, of capital outlay

in municipal hospitals for infectious diseases, and no

expenditure could have been more advantageous and

profitable.

Not the least important feature of the Health Depart-

ments work in Glasgoiy are the sanitary wash-houses.

A similar establishment should be a part of the mu-
nicipal economy of every large town. In 1864 the

authorities found it necessary to superintend the dis-

infection of dwellings, and a small temporary wash-

house was opened, with a few tubs for the cleansing

of apparel, etc., removed from infected houses. For

a time after the acquisition of Belvidere, a part of the

laundry of the hospital was used for the purpose of a

general sanitary wash-house. But larger quarters be-

ing needed, a separate establishment was built and

opened in 1883, its cost being about $50,000. This

place is so admirable in its system and its mechanical

appointments that I am again tempted to digress with

a technical description. The place is in constant com-

munication with sanitary headquarters, and its col-

lecting-wagons are on the road early every morning.

The larger part of the articles removed for disinfec-

tion and cleansing must be returned on the same day,

to meet the necessities of poor families. I visited the

house on a day when 1800 pieces, from 25 different

families, had come in. In 1887, 6700 washings, aggre-

gating 380,000 pieces, were done. The quantity, of

course, varies from year to year with the amount of

infectious disease in the city. Thus in 1892 more than
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700,000 articles were washed. Very recently, in 1894,

there has been opened at Buchill, at the west end

of Glasgow, a new and still larger sanitary wash-

house, the buildings and machinery costing not less

than $75,000. It occupies two acres of the 38-acre

tract which had been secured for the new infectious-

diseases hospital.
^

The establishment has a crematory,

to which all household articles whatsoever that are to

be burned after a case of infectious disease must be

brought by the vans of the Sanitary Department. The
carpet-cleaning machinery and the arrangements for

disinfection by steam, by chemicals, and by boiling I

cannot here describe.

The Health Department's disinfecting and white-

washing staff is operated from the wash-house as head-

quarters. A patient being removed to the hospital,

the authorities at once take possession of the house

for cleansing and disinfection. It is a point of interest

also that the cityhas provided a comfortable house of

reception ” of some ten rooms, with several permanent

servants, where families maybe entertained for a day

or more as the city^s guests if it is desirable to remove

them from their homes during the progress of the dis-

infecting and clothes-washing operations. This house

is kept in constant use, and it is found a very conve-

nient thing for the department to have at its disposal.

As net results of the sanitary work of the Glasgow

authorities may be mentioned the almost entire exr

‘tinction of some of the worst forms of contagious dis-

ease, and a mastery of the situation which leaves no
ground for much fear of wide-spread epidemics in the

future, in spite of the fact that Glasgow is a great

seaport, has an unfavorable climate, and has an extra-

ordinarily dense and badly housed working popula-

tion. The steady decline of the total death-rate, and
its remarkably rapid decline as regards those diseases
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at which sanitary science more especially aims its

weapons, are achievements which are a proper source

of gratification to the town council and the officers of

the Health Department.

In close affiliation with the Sanitary Department,

and under the superintendence of the same general

committee of the common councH, is the Cleansing

Department. While for administrative purposes it is

a distinct service, it seems to me important to make
conspicuous the fact that the street-sweeping, garbage-

disposal, street-watering, and other work of this im-

portant public department are a part of the sanitary

government. Health considerations come first. It is

the business of the Superintendent of Cleansing not

merely to manage his department to the greatest pos-

sible economic advantage, but to manage it pri-

marily in such a way as to satisfy a fastidious medical

officer of health. Mr. John Young, for a number of

years at the head of this department, has made it

a model of efficiency. To use Mr. Young^s own lan-

guage, the work of the department embraces (1) the

scavenging of all courts and back yards forming a

common access to lands and heritages separately oc-

cupied
; (2) the scavenging and watering of all the

streets and roads within the cityj and (3) the collec-

tion, removal, and disposal of all night-soil, general

domestic refuse, and detritus.^'

The propriety of cleansing private courts and pas-

sageways at public expense is better considered in

the practical than in the theoretical aspects.* Glasgow

has a population of which more than 90 per cent, live

in closely built tenement-structures, and of which 70

per cent, live in houses of one or two rooms. Health

demands that the common courts and stairs be kept

clean. Experience shows that if done properly the

owners would pay their private employees more tiian
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the small tax— one penny in the pound sterling of

rental value— which is collected of them as a special

rating for this purpose. There are 11,000 of these

courts, etc., to be kept clean, some of which have to be

cleansed two or even three times in a day, and all at

least once a day. For this work the main cleansing

districts are subdivided into sections, which are laid

off into about 200 beats, each of which is cleansed by
one man under the supervision of a section foreman.

The streets (181 miles) are swept nightly, most of

the work being done by twenty-three horse-machines,

which are followed by the department's removal-carts.

A good feature of this work are the iron boxes or

bins, with hinged lids, sunk in the sidewalks next the

curbing along the principal streets at intervals of

forty yards. Men and boys are kept busy brushing

up the day litter and depositing it in the boxes, the

contents of which are removed by night with the

sweepings.

The summer street-sprinkling is also done by the

Cleansing Department; and it is done with great

economy, for the simple reason that the amount of

the street-cleansing work varies inversely to the

amount of street-sprinkling required; and so the

regular force of men and horses employed to keep

the streets clean during the rest of the year is suffi-

cient to do that work and the watering besides in the

summer months. The sidewalks of Glasgow are left

to be swept by owners and occupants, who are, of

coui^ce, required to keep them clean. The system as

a whole results in well-cleansed thoroughfares.

The third distinct portion of the work of the Cleans-

ing Department is the collection and disposal of do-

mestic refuse and night-soil
;
and this is more difficult

and expensive than the other two portions combined.

For this service the city is divided into several main
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districts, regard being had in this division to the chaf.iv,

points of outlet. The central or business part of the

city is served by daily morning dust-carts, each house

being provided with a special form of covered bucket

which facilitates collection. As regards the great

bulk of the population, living in tenement-houses^ it

has been found best to collect refuse, including such

excrementitious matter as is not carried down the

sewers, from improved ‘^ash-bins ” in the back courts.
^

Bach main district has a force of men engaged in system,

emptying these bins and wheeling the contents out

to meet the night-carts^ which ply between the district

and the nearest “despatch station of the depart-

ment. It should be explained that each district is

subdivided for this work into six sections, one section

being cleansed every night, and the entire city being

thus served once a week. As the use of the water-

closet system is becoming more general, the amount

of excrementitious matter to be collected by the de-

partment decreases. But many large factories, be-

sides the numerous “public conveniences^^ on the

streets, make use of the “pail-closet” system, the

pails being very frequently exchanged and the re-

moval to the despatch stations being in covered vans.

This system of scavenging is as thorough in execu-

tion as it is methodical and complete in its plan.

There are three principal and several minor de-

spatch stations. The most approved in their appoint- •

ments are the one known as the “Crawford Street sta^' nu'u

"

Works,” opened in 1884, and that at Kel'Wnhangh,

which dates from 1891. Stated briefly, it is the policy

of the department to send out as manure to the farms

just as large a proportion, in bulk and weight, of the

street-sweepings and general refuse as can be made a

marketable article. At Crawford street the carts drive

across a weighing platform to a great dumping and
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cbaf, IV. sorting floor. Street-sweepings, after a little raking

to remove newspapers and large articles, are shoveled

through hatchways, without further treatment, into

railway wagons standing on the lowest floor. The
contents of the ash-bins are passed through great re-

Tho sorting
double riddles or separating-machines. The

proiicss. larger cinders are sorted out and furnish fuel for the

establishments boilers. The finer ashes and cinders

pass down to the floor below into the mixing-ma-

chines, where they are met by the discharges from
the tanks holding excrementa. The newspapers, old

baskets, boots, bricks, broken furniture, etc., pass from

mat(,ry
riddlcs to a sorting floor and tUfence down flumes

furnaces. to the crematory furnaces, where they burn furiously

without the aid of any other fuel, a chimney two hun-

dred and forty feet high making a strong air-draft.

The expense of a much closer cremation and of the

drying and condensation of manure, which is neces-

sary in the large English towns from lack of a mar-

ket for bulky fertilizers, is avoided in Glasgow. The

heavy, cold Scotch soil is improved by a coarse and

ashy manure that could not be used in the middle

counties of England. The sweepings of the macadam-

„ ,
ized roads, which are not salable, are used by the city,

ings used on Qu its owu bog-rcdeemcd farm of Fulwood Moss,”

“fanii. for filling, “ top-dressing,” etc. The total quantity of

material carted by the department for the year ending

May 31, 1893, was in excess of 361,000 tons, and the

amount of manure sold was 276,000 tons— the differ-

ence beiitg made up of snow, drainage of water from

muddy sweepings, materials cremated, and macadam-
sweepings. This is a remarkable record. The ma-

nure is sold in fifteen counties, much of it going sixty

or seventy miles. The city owns its railway wagons

fertilizer, (scveu huudrcd of them), and has an arrangement

with all the roads by which the manure is carried for
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one halfpenny (one cent) per ton per mile, cars re-

tni*ned free. It would be for the obvious advantage

of the city to send out the largest possible quantity

even if nothing more than freight charges were re-

ceived. The net proceeds are, however, from twenty-

five to fifty cents a ton.

The operations of this department* are a charge upon
the general police rate, excepting the cleansing of pri-

vate courts and tenement stairs, which is paid for by
the proprietors benefited by means of a special levy

of one penny per pound of rental value. There were

employed, on the average, throughout the year 1 894,

1053 men— 537 if domestic scavenging, 232 in private

street and court cleaning, and 284 in public street sca-

venging and sprinkling. The city has invested more
than a million dollars in works and plant, much of this

amount having been lately expended to provide for

the enlarged area and population secured by incorpo-

ration of suburbs. Noteworthy is the acquisition of

the so-called Ryding estate of nearly six hundred acres,

which, like “ Fulwood Moss,'^ will be conducted as a

municipal farm and a place for the advantageous dis-

position of a great city’s refuse. The total ordinary

expenditure of the department in 1888, including in-

terest, was $370,000. Sales of manure brought in a

revenue of $130,000, and after deducting the cost of

the private-court scavenging met by special assess-

ment, there remained only $190,000 of general charge

to be paid out of the rates for an admirable and com-

plete service of street cleansing and watering and of

domestic scavenging for a population of nearly 600,000

— a net cost per capita of only about thirty-five cents.

And this economy is the more noteworthy from the

fact that the ruling motive of the department is that

of the health officer and sanitary engineer rather than

that of the contractor. Since 1890 the tendency hci^

I.~7
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been toward an increased relative expenditure. Nev-

ertheless, the cost to the ratepayers is trifling in com-

parisonwith the magnificent service that the Cleansing

Department renders. I am tempted to go into some
details of the method used by Superintendent Toung
in buying supplies (horse-feed, etc.) for his large op-

erations. His department has reduced these matters

to so economical and businesslike a basis that it has

become purveyor to the Fire Department, the Police

Department, the Sanitary Department, the Markets

Department, and the Parks and Gardens Department,

all of which to a less extent are fiorseieeping branches

of the municipal administration.

Shortly after the extension of Glasgow's boundaries

in 1846, and the consequent reorganization of the

municipal government, public attention was forcibly

drawn to the frightfully crowded and insanitary con-

dition of the central parts of the city. The success

which had followed the city^s brave efforts to enlarge

and deepen the tiny Clyde into a great ocean highway
had been attended with a most extraordinary develop-

ment of industries in the Clyde valley, and growth of

urban population. The more fortunate classes moved
out of their old homes in the central district of the

town to the handsome West End suburbs. The busi-

ness core shifted somewhat also, and the old buildings

were packed with an operative class which Glasgow's

new prosperity had drawn by scores of thousands

from the Highlands and from Ireland. Most of

these people lived there in single-room apartments,

and in unwholesome conditions which will not be

readily comprehended by future generations. Epi-

demics, originating in these filthy and overcrowded

quarters, invaded the homes of the better classes, and
self-protection made some measures of reform a ne-
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oessity. It was resolved by tbe town council to set

aside $150,000 for the acquisition of property in some
of the worst neighborhoods

j
but while a considerable

investment was made in condemned tenement-struc-

tures, the work of building others on the same bad
models was going on apace. At length a committee

was appointed to make inquiry and’report to the coun-

cil upon the sanitary laws and arrangements of the

large cities and towns of the kingdom. Mr. John
Carrick, who was a member of that committee, and
who at the time of his death in 1890 was the efficient

city architect and maslber of public works, after nearly

half a century (ft inestimably valuable service in the

municipal government of Glasgow, is the principal

source of my information upon this subject. The
report was made in 1859. It observes:

Originally the closes'^ and lanes of the city were not all ob-

jectionable. The houses were of moderate height, and unbuilt

spaces were attached to many of the dwellings, and promoted

ventilation. Now, however, in those localities almost every spare

inch of ground has been built upon, until room cannot be found

to lay down an ash-pit. Houses, too, which were only intended

to accommodate single families have been increased in height,

and are found tenanted by separate families in every apartment,

until they appear to teem with inhabitants. ... A worse state

was disclosed by an inspection of some of the more recently

erected houses for the working-classes. Tenements of great

height are ranged on either side of narrow lanes with no back-

yard space, and are divided from top to bottom into numberless

small dwellings all crowded with occupants. Occupation of

cellars and sunk fiats as dwelling-houses is largely on t}ie in-

crease.

These quotations will show the nature of the evU.

As remedial measures the committee advised that new
police powers be obtained from Parliament to deal

with the height of buildings, the size of apartments,

the area and backyard spaces, the lighting and ventj-
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Chap. IV. lation, tlie provision of water-closet and ash-pit ac-

commodations, ample water-supply, and so on. It

was further advised that the new legislation for Glas-

gow should increase the powers conferred on local au-

thorities by the General Nuisance Removal Act (Scot-

land) of 1856, and that specific authority should be

obtained for the appointment of a competent medical

officer and staff of nuisance inspectors
;
for the pre-

vention of overcrowding apartments by regulating

the maximum number of inmates on the basis of their

air-space
;
for the prevention of the use of sunk floors

as dwellings
;
for compelling owners to cleanse and

whitewash house property
;
and to prevent the dis-

charge of refuse from certain factories and works into

the common drains. It was still further recommended
that all ashes and night-soil be made the property of

the city, and that all proceedings under the new police

act be taken summarily before the city magistrates.

Special suggestions were added, to the effect that

powers be obtained from Parliament to acquire prop-

erty for the sake of sanitary improvement, upon pay-

ment to the proprietors of sums to be fixed in the last

resort by competent tribunals, and that public baths

and wash-houses be built and opened for the benefit

of the working-classes.

I have enumerated these propositions at some length

because at that time they were so novel and so far in

advance of prevailing notions. With great difficulty

granted. the desired legislation was secured, in 1862, for the

brief and experimental term of five years. To short-

en the story, let it be said that in 1866 the Glasgow

police act was renewec^ with amendments, and made
permanent

;
and under its wise provisions have been

developed those admirable sanitary and cleansing ser-

vices which I have already described. But in 1866

those parts of the earlier act which related to the pur-
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chase and improvement of property were made parts

of another famous enactment of the same year, by
which the town council was constituted an improve-
ment trust for the carrying out of certain definite

objects specified in the act. It had become constantly

more apparent that drastic measures must be taken

with the old part of the city. Nothing short of very

extensive demolitions could remedy the evil. There

were practically no streets at all
;
but only a system

of wynds, vennels, and closes,” permeating an almost

solid mass of tenement-houses.

Other large British tbwns have followed the example

set by Glasgow
;
and demolition, street-widening, and

improved construction under public auspices are no

longer a novelty. But Glasgow, it should be remem-
bered, had the courage to lead the way

;
and the Glas-

gow City Improvements Act furnished Lord Cross

with the model upon which his Improved Dwellings

Act was constructed, Glasgow’s action was hastened

by the fact that several railway companies were seek-

ing access to the heart of the city for great terminal

grounds and buildings, and the time seemed especially

opportune for a rearrangement and improvement of

streets. As laid before Parliament in 1865, the scheme

covered an area of 88 acres, which then contained a

population of 51,294
j
the average mortality of the area

for some years past being 38.64 per thousand, with epi-

demic diseases the cause of 36 per cent, of the deaths.

The average density was nearly 600 to the acre, and

in various parts of the district it exceeded idOO—^the

total inhabitancy of the city then being 423,723, cov-

ering an area of 5063 acres, ap|l showing therefore an

average density of 83 as contrasted with 583 in the

area to be dealt with. The financial side of the scheme

looked plausible. The initial outlay was estimated at

about $7,250,000, and it was expected that the re-sal^

L- 7*
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Chap. IV. of building-sites would pay back all but $750,000. A
new park was to be made at a cost of $200,000, and

the paving and sewering of three or four miles of new-

made streets was estimated at $325,000. For all the

advantages of improved streets, improved health, and

improved general appearance of the town, the rate-

payers were not to be charged at all dearly,

iti enlarged
couucil committee which carried out the im-

•cope. provements acquired some further powers and did

more than was originally contemplated. Besides pur-

chasing the 88 acres and some other small areas in

the crowded parts of the city, 'they acquired and laid

out in streets and squares for working-men^s residences

two estates known as Overnewton ^ and Oatlands.'^

They also formed an important open space, the Ca-

thedral Square,” in a densely populated neighborhood,

and carried out other large enterprises not at first in

the list. Their operations were very vigorous from

1869 to 1876, and were coincident with, if not directly

the cause of, much house-building and real-estate spec-

ulation in Glasgow. A considerable amount of the

property acquired by the trustees was disposed of on

good terms
j
but there came a general reaction,— due

in part to idle shipyards,— a marked decline in the

price of land, and a cessation of sales. For some years

the improvement trust was obliged to hold a large

amount of property at a reduced valuation. The
* total cost of all its purchases and improvements, not

Financial
interest charges, has been about $10,000,000.

status. Fop‘land!s sold there has been received approximately

$5,000,000. The property still held by the trust is

valued, at present redqged prices, at less than its cost.

The margin of shrinkage has, however, been practi-

cally covered by current taxation, so that the account

now stands about even ; j.e., the assets and liabilities

of the trust are at a balance. The act authorized an
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annual assessment of sixpence in the pound of rental

valuation, but the trustees have steadily reduced the

levy until it is now only a halfpenny.

The principal improvement made is a system of

modern streets in the center of the city that will be

of advantage for centuries, and will repay the cost

hundreds of times over. Twenty-nine new streets

have been formed and twenty-five old ones greatly, wi-

dened and improved. The old insanitary tenement

property has not all been demolished. The plan was
adopted of tearing out intermediate buildings, open-

ing back courts where none existed, and otherwise

ameliorating such property as the new streets and

the wide swaths cut by the elevated tracks of the in-

vading railways left still inhabited. In fact the busi-

ness depression which checked operations, and dis-

couraged and alarmed all Glasgow for the time being,

made the city improvement trust unpopular, and

obliged the council to proceed cautiously. The city

is, therefore, to-day a landlord on a large scale, and is

holding really insanitary property for the sake of the

rents, waiting for an opportunity to sell the sites be-

fore demolishing the buildings. Its rents now bring

in annually about $100,000, which sum goes far to-

ward offsetting the interest charge on the property

held for sale. The improvement trust has given the

city, among other things, the handsome new Alexan-

dra Park. Since 1892 the trust has, in various ways,

assumed a fresh activity. The enlargement of the

city has made necessary new tasks of reform, tod it

is expected that Parliament will give renewed and

greatly extended powers, un||er which various other

areas of Glasgow will be subject to compulsory pur-

chase and reconstruction of streets and houses.

It remains for me to speak of the model tenements,

and of the important series of model lodging-houses.
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which this department has ventured to erect and
maintain as a part of its reform work.

.
It was the original understanding that the city’s

work was to be that of demolition, and that private

enterprise, regulated by the new sanitary rules and

requirements, would suffice for proper reconstruction

and would make due provision for the displaced popu-

lation. Rather early in their operations, however, the

committee found it advantageous to build one or two
tenement-houses as a model and example of proper

arrangements and construction; and it may be as-

sumed that a good influence was thus exerted upon
the character of the large amount of new house-room

that builders were at that time providing. These

were, however, only incidental undertakings. More
recently the council committee has gone into im-

proved-tenement building on a larger scale, and, as it

seems to me, with more doubtful propriety. On Salt-

market street, in a very central locality and on the

site of old tenement-houses which had been removed,

the improvements committee in 1888 expended $50,-

000 in building a row of solid tenement-houses, with

a dozen shop-rooms on the ground floor
;
and subse-

quently there were additional houses of like character

built on the same street. The twofold object was

avowed of bringing back population to a neighbor-

hood comparatively empty, and of getting some re-

ctum for valuable property that had been lying un-

productive, vainly awaiting purchasers. But it would

seem'*a mistake to attempt to draw population back

to the heart of the city. It is the peculiarity of Glas-

gow that the laboring people live on the inner circle

of their work; and this has been so frequently de-

plored that it would seem decidedly a reactionary

move for the authorities themselves to build tene-

ments with the view to bring back the very people
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whose dispersion to the suburbs has always been re-

garded as so important a desideratum. It was, how-

ever, the best class of working people for whom the

city provided these new houses, and the real motive

seemed to be the promotion of a market for the adja-

cent property. Whether wise or Tjnwise, the experi-

ment was not upon a sufficiently large scale to have

very significant results. But now the committee has

entered in a larger way upon this policy of building

municipal tenement-houses. In 1893 a new row of

thirteen tenements in the same neighborhood was be-

gun, containing twelve shops and 127 houses for work-

ing people; and two or three other like projects have

been resolved upon. Thus the municipality becomes

the landlord of several hundred families, for whom it

has provided what it deems to be a model type of ten-

ement-house.

Much more important and interesting is the experi-

ence of Glasgow in providing common lodging-houses.

Every large city has a transient and shifting element

that finds accommodation in the cheap lodging-houses,

and these places are too frequently the haunts of vice

and crime. They had been particularly bad in Glas-

gow until brought under strict regulation by the new
police acts. There was also an almost irresistible ten-

dency to overcrowd the smallest and most wretched

tenement apartments with nightly lodgers of the ab-

jectly poor class. Partly to relieve this pressure, and

to assist somewhat in the readjustments of population

necessitated by the improvements scheme, and partly

to institute a competition that would compel the

private keepers of such houses to improve their estab-

lishments, the council committee in charge of the im-

provement works opened two model lodging-houses in

1870. So decidedly successful in every way were these

institutions that another one, in temporary quarters,
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was opened in 1874, to be replaced by a large and
permanent one in 1876. Three more large houses on

the same plan were opened in 1878, and a seventh and
last in 1879. They have continued to be an unquali-

fied success. Their incidental advantages as a police

measure, in promoting the good order of the city, can

hardly be overestimated. The common lodging-house

inspector had 101 houses on his list in 1888, although

the city^s seven establishments provided about one

third of the total accommodation, having nearly 2000

beds out of a total 6273 reported by the inspector.

It is a pleasure to visit these municipal hostelries, and
see for one’s self how cleanly, comfortable, and decent

they are. Every lodger is given a separate apart-

ment, or stall, in one of the high and well-ventilated

fiats, and has the use of a large common sitting-room,

of a locker for provisions, and of the long kitchen-

range for cooking his own food. The charge per night

is or 4id. (7 or 9 cents), according to the lodger’s

choice of a bed with one sheet or with two. In any

case he rests on a woven-wire mattress. Six of these

houses are for men, and one is for women, the charge

in the latter being only 3d. The regulations require

of all the common lodging-houses of Glasgow that

they shall be exclusively for one sex or the other.

The success of the corporation’s houses has had the

good effect of leading private enterprise to open simi-

larly improved establishments, with the same scale of

prices and conducted on the same strict rules as re-

gards good order and cleanliness. Thus in 1893,

although the total capacity of the Glasgow lodging-

houses had increased by 25 per cent, in five years,

the number had fallen from 101 to 71, the municipal

policy having succeeded in wiping out many of the

smallest and worst. I find that the city’s six houses

for men, during the year ending May 31, 1888, enter-
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tained 647,681 nightly lodgers, and that the house for

women, which is smaller than the others, entertained

33,986.* The returns for the preceding year are about

the same. Since then, the number of guests has been

increasing. The cost of the houses, which are sub-

stantially built, was about $450,000. After paying all

running expenses and a due amount for deterioration

of property, they yield a net return of from four to

live per cent, on the investment. It costs about $6000

a year to run ” one of the houses, and the receipts

are from $8000 to $9000. They are, therefore, a

source of actual proflt'to the city, although of course

designed primarily to promote good order and the

welfare of the unfortunate classes. So far as I am
aware, no other city has established lodging-houses

of this kind upon so large a scale, and Glasgow's ex-

perience has peculiar interest. Several of the houses

were enlarged in 1894, and it has now become a part

of the regular order to provide every winter a series

of social entertainments in each of these seven model

lodging-houses, with the result, as Lord Provost Bell

assures us, of not only brightening the lot of the in-

mates of the houses, but helping materially to remove

temptation from their path.”

As a further development of this general policy,

the improvement trustees—i 6.,the city council—have

in 1894 entered upon the construction of a Family

Home,” which is designed to supplement the lodging-

houses, and to meet a peculiar need that they cannot

supply. It is to contain 176 separate doVmitsnries,

each of which will be capable of accommodating a

small family and will be designed particularly for the

use of a widow or a widower with small children, who
may be under the necessity of going out to work, thus

leaving the children behind during the day. The es-

tablishment will contain dining-rooms and kitchen,
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day sitting-rooms and play-rooms and a crhche, and a
playground will adjoin. Practical experience in con-

ducting the lodging-houses has shown the need of

this family home as a temporary refuge. It can be

made self-supporting on the principle of the lodging-

houses, and it will be the first public institution of the

kind in the United Kingdom, if not in the world.

As a part of that large scheme of sanitary and so-

cial amelioration that I have thus far been describing,

are to be regarded the great public baths and wash-

houses of Glasgow. Power to establish such places

was obtained in the police acts*of 1862-66
;
but it was

not until 1878 that the first one was opened. Glasgow
was not at that time at all well provided with baths

;

and if private capital had been disposed to embark
extensively in the business, the common council would
hardly have ventured to add this to its undertak-

ings. But there was manifest need, and the author-

ities courageously proceeded to supply the facilities

pro bono publico. They have now five large establish-

ments in different parts of the city, the first of which

was opened in 1878 and the last in 1884. Each in-

cludes under the same roof very capacious swimming-

baths for men and for women and numerous small

bath-rooms, every modern facility being provided

;

and also, as a distinct feature, an elaborate and ex-

tensive wash-house for the use of poor families that

«^lack home conveniences for laundry-work. The sub-

stantial character of these institutions will appear

when -I state the fact that, although honestly and

economically built, they have cost more than $600,000,

The swimming-baths are kept open through the en-

tire year, at a uniform temperature, and the pure and
soft Loch Katrine water makes them particularly in-

viting. Their establishment was an inestimable boon

to the working-classes, who needed them as a com-
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mon decency of life, and who enjoy them as a luxury.

They are in charge of competent swimming-rnasters,

and there are swimming-clubs and frequent contests

in connection with each of them. Glasgow affords

the masses so little healthful recreation comparatively

that this feature of the baths is the^more appreciated.

The number of bathers exceeds 450,000 a year, and

there is reason to believe that it will increase; al-

though the present average of 1500 per day the entire

year through would seem to justify the city’s outlay.

The charges are of course small— twopence for use

of swimming-bath, and a little more for the private

baths, with special rates for school children.

Hardly less useful in the cause of public cleanliness

and decency are the wash-houses. For the trifling sum
of twopence an hour a woman is allowed the use of a

stall containing an improved steam-boiling arrange-

ment and fixed tubs with hot and cold water faucets.

The washing being quickly done, the clothes are de-

posited for two or three minutes in one of a row of

centrifugal machine driers, after which they are hung
on one of a series of sliding frames which retreat into

a hot-air apartment. If she wishes, the housewife

may then use a large roller-mangle, operated, like all

the rest of the machinery, by steam-power
;
and she

may at the end of the hour go home with her basket

of clothes washed, dried, and ironed. To appreciate

the convenience of all this, it must be remembered

that the woman probably lives with her family in one

small room of an upper tenement fiat. The number

of washings done in these houses increased from 76,-

718 in the year 1885-86 to 96,832 in the year 1887-88,

and to 155,221 in the year 1890-91
;
and unquestion-

ably this patronage is destined to have a very large

future growth.

It would be a decided oversight not to mention the
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fact, in passing, for the sake of those interested in

noting the advancing socialism of the day, that in each

of these establishments the city also separately con-

ducts a general laundry business, drawing its patron-

age from all classes of society. I observe by refer-

ence to one of the printed municipal wash-lists that

its charges for shirts, skirts, etc., are at about the cur-

rent Glasgow rates. This line of enterprise has doubt-

less been assumed because the baths and wash-houses,

while paying running expenses, do not as yet, at their

low rates of charge, pay interest upon the investment.

The rather undignified entrance of the municipal cor-

poration into competition with the private laundries

of the city can hardly find permanent favor
;
but this

is merely incidental, and it detracts nothing from the

praiseworthiness of the public services rendered by
the baths and wash-houses.

The municipal functions of ‘‘Watching and Light-

ing” are associated together in Glasgow under the su-

pervision of the same council committee
;
and the Fire

Departmentis alsointimately related to that of “watch-

ing,” or ordinary police. These three services pertain

to the general police government of the city, and their

cost is defrayed from the fund provided by the gen-

eral police rate, as is that of the Sanitary and Cleans-

ing departments, the public baths, and the streets,

' sewers, and bridges.

The Glasgow police force is a fine and well-disci-

plined body of nearly 1400 men. Size and strength

have been counted prime qualifications in their selec-

tion, and their average height is just under six feet.

Their average age is 34, and their average length of

service is ten years. They are organized under a chief

constable, 10 superintendents, and 28 lieutenants,

with a number of inspectors and sergeants in imme-
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diate command of the patrolmen, or ordinary con- chap. iv.

stables. A majority of the men are Highlanders.

They are of excellent personal character as a rule, and
^

very faithful in the performance of routine duties, ciiaracter.

The force is universally praised by the citizens, and
those complaints and expressions of criticism and dis-

trust that one hears in anyAmerican city are unknown
in Glasgow. The chief seems to use his own discre-

tion very largely in the selection of new men, and
there is no ordeal of competitive examination to be

passed. The selection of the chief is made by the

council on recommendation of the committee, and
vacancies in the other offices are usually filled by pro-

motion. From top to bottom, the police service com-

mands admiration and confidence.

The police courts belong to this department. Justice

is dispensed by the Lord Provost, and by those mem- The police

bers of the council, ten in number, who have been

set aside by their fellows as Bailies or Magistrates.

They arrange a scheme of rotation, and are assisted

by assessors, these being practising lawyers who are

paid for advising the citizen-magistrates on points

of law. The magistrates themselves are, of course,

not paid; but in order somewhat to lighten their

labors, a stipendiary magistrate, or salaried police

judge, is employed at $5000 a year, who sits constantly

in the central district and disposes of a large share of

the business. The general police government of the
*

city also employs a law officer or attorney known as

the procurator fiscal,” who conducts prosecutions,

when necessary, in the enforcement of the sanitary

and other statutes and regulations administered by

the council in its capacity as a police board.

Half the expense of police-force salaries and cloth-

ing is met by a government grant, as for all Qther

municipal corporations in the kingdom, the mainte-
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nance of order being in theory and origin a general

rather than a local function. The net charge of the

police force upon the local rates is only about $250,-

000. Glasgow has adopted the plan of building very

commodious police-station establishments, in which

are sleeping-rooms, kitchens, and mess-rooms for the

unmarried raemlJers of the force. Retiring pensions

are allowed, and everything possible is done by the

municipality to promote a high standard of personal

character and a strong sense of fidelity among the

men charged with keeping the city^s peace and order.

The advantage of abundant illumination at night

as a police measure seems to me to be appreciated in

Glasgow as in few other cities. There is nothing very

noteworthy about the gas-lights along all the public

streets, unless the commendable clearness with which

street names are painted upon the four sides of the

comer lamps as well as upon the corner buildings

should merit a passing compliment
;
but very notable

and unusual is the illumination by the authorities not

only of all private streets and courts, but also of all

common stairs. The cost of gas and wages of lighters

for illuminating the common stairs alone are greater

than the same items of expense for lighting all the

public streets of the city.

A part of the extra outlay is recovered by special

assessments
;
but a considerable margin is a charge

upon the general rates. Thus it cost for the year

1887-88 to light private streets and courts about

$21j2\)0,‘ of which $12,300 was collected by a special

assessment of $3.75 per lamp, leaving about $9000 to

be paid from the treasury. The expense of lighting

common stairs was $95,500, of which $56,800 was re-

covered from owners by an assessment of $2.50 per

light, leaving the city nearly $40,000 to pay. The net

cost to the city of the Street-lighting Department
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proper, excluding the two services just mentioned,

but including cost of superintendence and central offi-

ces that pertain to the three services, was less than

$100,000 .

The sums that owners pay the city for lighting

courts and stairs are perhaps more than they would
pay for insufficient illumination if *the matter were

left in their hands. The excess paid by the city in

order to secure proper lighting should be regarded,

like the police force and the street lamps, as a legiti-

mate outlay for public protection, convenience, and

order. As the Chief of Police has remarked to me,

each lamp is as good as an additional constable.

The statistics of apprehensions and convictions for

crimes show a remarkable increase in proportion to

the number of crimes reported, sinee the improve-

ment trust and the stair-lighting have opened up the

many once dark and almost inaccessible rendezvous of

thieves and criminals, while the total amount of seri-

ous crime has steadily diminished in proportion to

the population.

The Fire Department of Glasgow is interesting to

an American chiefly on account of its modest propor-

tions and trifling cost. The population of Glasgow

is greater than that of Boston; but while the fire-

extinguishing service of the latter city costs annually

about $800,000, I find that the net expense of the

Glasgow department for the year 1891 was less than

$60,000— about one thirteenth that of Boston. Glas-

gow’s great saving in this item is due partly^ cO" the

compactness of the city, partly to its construction of

fire-proof materials, and partly to the great pressure

in the water-mains. The storage reservoirs being

more than 300 feet above the city, there is a pressure

in the pipes that varies from 50 to 100 pounds per

square inch, being greatest of course at night, when
I.-8
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fires are most likely to occur; and in the large major-

ity of cases the firemen have only to connect their

hose with the hydrants and turn on the water. Thus
1 find that while the department possessed six steam

and nine manual fire-engines, and while engines were

taken out on occasion of 237 of the 344 fires which
were extinguished by the firemen in 1887, yet the

engines were actually worked at only fourteen fires.

Flames spread slowly in the stone buildings, with their

universal stone staircases and flagged hallways. Buck-

ets and hand-pumps, in two thirds of the cases, are

sufficient apparatus
;
and a single line of hose attached

to the nearest hydrant answers for nearly all the rest.

Glasgow was in earlier times built largely of wood,

and its historians record some great conflagrations.

But the present city is remarkably solid and non-

combustible. The total permanent fire-force num-
bered 86 men in 1887

; 51 policemen being also drilled

as an auxiliary fire-force. The number in 1894 is per-

haps 100 men as against 800 for Boston. The Glas-

gow firemen all have houses provided rent free, in

flats above the engine and hose rooms, and each man
lives apart with his family, being summoned to duty

by an electric call-bell from the watch-room below.

This plan of course delays the response to an alarm.

The service, as a whole, is by no means primitive,

however, and, indeed, the accomplished and learned

City Chamberlain, Mr. James Nicol, declares that

“ of all Glasgow's municipal organizations, the Fire

Brigade is the most interesting and popular.”

Until 1860 Glasgow was supplied by a private cor-

poration with water pumped from the river Clyde.

The Clyde is but a small stream
;
and as the develop-

ment of industries and a great population in the Clyde

valley made the quality of the water wholly unsuit-
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able for domestic uses, tfie volume of supply became
inadequate also. A rehearsal of the various schemes

proposed from 1834 to 1854 would be out of place

here, and it is enough to say that courageous and far-

sighted views at length prevailed, and in 1855 the

corporation of Glasgow obtained parliamentary au-

thority to purchase the works and interests of the

existing water-company, and those of a smaller com-

pany which supplied the district south of the Clyde,

and to bring in a supply of 50,000,000 gallons a day
from Loch Katrine, 34 miles distant in the Highlands.

This was a great project forty years ago, when
large engineering enterprises were less common than

to-day; and its success has been of inestimable advan-

tage to Glasgow. The old supply was abandoned and
the new works were opened in 1860. The supply is

practically inexhaustible, the average yearly rainfall

of the drainage area of Loch Katrine being about 100

inches, and two other lakes in the same neighborhood

being utilized as compensation reservoirs. Although

the demand has not yet seriously overtaxed the capa-

city of the existing aqueduct, the entire system has

been gradually duplicated; and in the course of a

year or two the works will have a capacity of 100,-

000,000 gallons per day, and suffice for the needs of a

population of from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000. At pres-

ent, a population of more than 800,000 is supplied,

and the average daily quantity is 40,000,000 gallons.

A few years ago a smaller population used nearly

2,000,000 more gallons; but much attentio*whas re-

cently been given to the stoppage of waste by the use

of improved fittings and by vigilant inspection. It

is interesting to note the fact that Glasgow uses more

than twice as much water per capita as Manches-

ter or Liverpool, and about three times as much as

Birmingham. The present daily supply is about 50
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gallons to each person, of which about one fourth

may be called the trade and manufacturing supply,

the rest being the domestic and municipal supply.

It is further worth while to note that Glasgow is

able to provide its much more bountiful supply at

less expense to the users than is incurred in the large

English towns. It is the almost universal plan in the

towns of the United Kingdom to levy a domestic

water-charge upon the rental value of the premises

supplied. The old charge made by the Glasgow water-

company was 14d. in the The corporation reduced

it in 1865 to 12d., in 1871 to 8^.^ and in 1886 to Id. (the

large outlying population, however, being charged

llcZ.). It has since been reduced to Qd. In addition

to this, a public water-rate of Id. in the £ of rental

valuation is levied, to defray the expense of water used

for various municipal purposes. The water used in

manufacturing, etc., is supplied specially at a meter

charge of 4d. per thousand gallons. For purposes of

general comparison with other cities it may be well

to state that Glasgow furnishes 40,000,000 gallons of

water per day at an average remuneration for all

branches of the service of about one American cent

for every 200 gallons.

The income of the works in a recent year was more
than $800,000, of which, in round sums, $160,000 was
derived from the domestic rate inside the municifial

limits, $160,000 from the larger domestic rate charged

. outside the boundaries, $420,000 from the trade sup-

ply, ftndr$60,000 from the public rate levied to pay for

municipal consumption. The large revenue from the

trade supply is noteworthy, as far exceeding that of

any other British town. The total expenditure of the

department was $600,000, and a net revenue of $200,-

000 was therefore earned, all of which was applied to

the sinking-fund.
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The t(ftal capital expenditure up to date is approx-

imately $14,000,000, about one fourth of which repre-

sents the debts of the old water-companies assumed
by the corporation, ancL three fourths represents the

cost of the new system as finally completed. As
against this great outlay, a sinking-fund begun in

1S71 has now grown to $3,000,000. llius, with steadily

declining water-taxes, it has been found possible to

meet current expenses, including interest, and to pay

off about two per cent, of the capital outlay every

year. The duplication of the works

—

i. e., the construc-

tion of a second aqueduct and an additional great

storage reservoir near the city, with embankments at

Loch Katrine which will nearly double its storage ca-

pacity— will have cost from $5,000,000 to $6,000,000;

but this outlay can be met without increasing charges

or taxes by a single penny. The corporation will have

nearly a month’s supply in its reservoirs, which are

300 feet above the general level of the town and
seven miles distant.

In remarks upon the fire service I have mentioned

the great saving of expense due to the immense grav-

ity pressure in the water-pipes. This saving is esti-

mated as equal to more than a fair interest charge

upon the entire cost of the Loch Katrine works, or

perhaps $250,000 a year. Competent authorities also

estimate the yearly saving to the people of Glasgow
in the two items of tea and soap as equal to an

amount at least quite as large. The Loch Katrine

water is almost wholly free from solutions o^ftitiinral

ingredients, and doubtless its softness results indi-

rectly in very large economic gains. On the other

hand, its lack of bone-making material is said to have

resulted in much deformity among the children of the

poor— a charge that I have not investigated, but

regard with skepticism. One of the latest of the
L--8*
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construction of a great establishment, at a cost of

several hundred thousand dollars, known as the

power works. Hydraulic Power Works,” for the purpose of

supplying water under high pressure as a motive

power for elevators, hoists, light machinery, etc.

These works, of course, distribute power through a

distinct set of pipes. With electric power for distri-

bution also, from its new electrical works, Glasgow
will in the early future derive a considerable revenue

from this function.

The entire council is constituted a Board of Water
Organization Commissioners by Parliament, and a large coipmittee,

Dtiiiai’tment. divided into subcommittees on works and.<dflnance,

has active supervision. The executive organization

separates the financial from the engineering adminis-

tration, an engineer and his staff having full charge

of the works, while a treasurer and his staff have the

entire management of the money affairs of the de-

partment. This separation of works and finance,

quite universal in British municipal government, acts

as an excellent check.

Having made the waterworks a grand success, hav-

assumptkm ing uext beguu a corporation park system, and then a
ofgas^sup-

(jonsolidated market system (to both of which I shall

subsequently refer), and having entered vigorously

and hopefully upon the sanitary and city improvement

schemes already described, Glasgow was prepared in

1869*tcrundertake another large municipal enterprise.

In that year, after much difficulty in adjusting the

details of the arrangement, the gas-supply of the city

was transferred from private hands to the corporation,

to be managed by the council as an ordinary depart-

ment. The original cost exceeded $2,600,000. Twen-
ty-five years of management by the authorities has
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given unmitigated satisfaction to all the citizens of

Glasgow. The quantity of gas sold had increased

from 1,026,000,000 feet in 1869-70, the corporation's

first year, to 3,126,000,000 in 1890-91, an increase of

170 per cent., while the population supplied had grown
onlyperhaps 25 or 30 per cent. In 1869-70 the amount
manufactured was 20 per cent, greater than the amount
sold or accounted for. Careful management has re-

duced this amount of leakage to about 10 per cent.

More than 140,000 meters are in use
;
and as it is not

the policy of the corporation to charge its customers

for more than they* actually receive, it is inevitable,

that there should be a considerable percentage of loss

in delivery. From $1.14 per thousand feet, which was
charged consumers in 1869-70, the corporation has

been able to make reductions year by year until for

several recent years the price has been fixed at 60

cents. No one will claim that a private company
would have made these reductions while continuing

to supply a satisfactory quality of gas, especially in

view of the fact that the price of gas-making coal has

greatly increased.

Yet the department has been able to construct new
works (it now owns four immense establishments),

pay its interest charges and running expenses, write

off large sums every year for depreciation of works,

pipes, and meters, and accumulate a sinking-fund

easily capable of paying off capital indebtedness as it

matures. The total indebtedness was at,^the highest

point in 1875, when it reached $5,300,000. "The net

debt is now reduced to about $2,400,000, which is very

much more than covered, of course, by the value of

the plant. Whatever competition gas as an illumi-

nant may have to face in the future, the Glasgow cor-

poration works have reached a point of perfect finan-

cial security.
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osAP. IV. In the rather gloomy winter climate of Glasgow,

which necessitates a large use of artificial light, cheap
sociaipoiioy ^as in all the tenements however humble, and in

supply, every passageway, is an inestimable blessing; and

the more than doubling of the per capita use, under

the city^s management of the works, means a vast in-

• crease in comfort and happiness that defies statistical

expression. Great wisdom and humanity have been

shown, therefore, in the policy of smaller earnings

and a less rapid debt-payment for the sake of a more
rapid reduction of the charge to consumers, and a more
rapid growth of the total consfimption. These con-

siderations of the general good which dominate the

public control of such services as those of light and

water can have only small w'^eight in the counsels of

a private money-making corporation
;
and herein lies

perhaps the most fundamental reason for the munici-

pal assumption of such functions. No other city in

the world, at least outside of Scotland, can at all com-

pare with Glasgow in the universality of the use of

gas in the homes of the working-classes.

It remains to speak of the recent experiment of the

Glasgow Gas Department in supplying gas cooking-

stoves, either selling them at about cost price, or rent-

ing them at a moderate charge by the year, half-year,

or quarter. To understand the local application of

this experiment, it is necessary to recur to the fact

\hat fully 70 per cent, of the people of Glasgow live

in houses of one or two rooms, using the same fire for

oooking^and heating, but spending as little as possible

Encouraging for mere heat during eight months of the year. All

these houses are fitted with gas for illumination. An
immense saving would be effected by the use of gas

for cooking, besides the consideration of comfort in

the summer months when fires for heating are not an

object
;
and these same considerations apply to a mar
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jority of the families living in more than two rooms.

The city recovers in rents a fair interest and depre-

ciation charge on its investment in stoves, and is at

the same time extending the market for its gas. Since

1885 this business has gone on briskly, the city having

a large sum invested in stoves. During the year 1887-

1888 there were sold 1193 heating and cooking appli-

ances, and 1465 were rented. In 1892 the department

had more than 8000 gas-stoves of its own on hire in

the tenement-houses, and had in the preceding seven

years sold many thousands. This is not to be deemed

a permanent feature of the Gas Department, but mere-

ly a passing bit of semi-commercial, semi-philanthro-

pic enterprise, to stimulate the use of gas as fuel in

the abodes of the poor.

The Glasgow authorities evidently look forward to

a time when the use of electricity as an illuminant will

to some extent supersede the demand for gas. Ac-

cordingly they propose to develop the local practice of

using gas as a fuel. So inevitable is the very general

use of gas stoves and furnaces in the early future that

no possible extension of the use of electricity for light-

ing purposes can render gas making and distributing

plants superfluous. Meanwhile, the municipal author-

ities of Glasgow have determined to monopolize the

business of distributing electric light and power from

central establishments. They obtained powers from

Parliament in 1890 to undertake electric lighting. T;i

1892 they bought out an existing private company,

and in 1893 they opened a large municippj^ plant, in

the heart of the city, for supplying arc and incandes-

cent lights to private consumers as well as to streets

and public buildings. The experiment is deemed sat-

isfactory thus far, and this enterprise, which is under

the management of the Gas Department, promises to

have a great development in the early future.*
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ckai?. IV, Some remarks upon the sewerage may perhaps be

well introduced at this point. Glasgow has not until

Sewers and lately been so far advanced in its drainage system as

in many other respects. Its streets had been well pro-

vided with ordinary sewers, but there were no main

conduits or intercepting sewers. The street-drains dis-

charged their offensive material at frequent intervals

' into the Clyde on both sides. The dredging operations,

which had given deep water and brought a consider-

. able tidal movement up as far as Glasgow, had made
it possible to continue a system which otherwise would

have become absolutely intolerable long ago. There

was no clear proof, it is true, that the discharge of

millions of gallons of sewage daily into the river was
seriously detrimental to public health, although the

stream was made horribly filthy, and its banks were

most malodorous. For forty years the authorities

had been considering the question of the ultimate dis-

posal of sewage
j
and at length, in 1892, a practical

step was taken. Glasgow is not so situated as to make
the sewage-farm plan a feasible one for the disposi-

tion of liquid filth, and it became evident, as experi-

ments in other British and continental cities were

studied, that some system of separation of the solid

ingredients by the aid of chemicals, and with filtra-

tion works, would have to be adopted. In 1894 Glas-

gow completed, at a cost of half a million dollars, one

of the most perfectly arranged establishments of this

character that modern ingenuity has yet devised.

The seacor^system of the eastern part of the town has

been reconstructed, and the mains which carry off the

Thenew pie- refuse from portions of the city occupied by nearly

300,000 people have been made to converge at one

point of outfall, on the river bank, up-stream from the

harbor, where the municipality has acquired about

thirty acres of ground. The works erected thereon
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are too elaborate for description in detail. Some-
thing, however, should be said, because this new sys-

tem at, Glasgow is representative of what numerous
European cities, are now adopting, in pursuance of

one of the most imperative functions that modern
cities recognize, that of sewer-drainage and a dispo-

sition of the sewage. The infloWing sewage is re-

ceived in great vats, where skilful mechanisms skim

off bits of wood and floating substances, and also ap-

propriate the pebbles and heavy ingredients that sink

readily. The inky fluid then passes on through a

channel in which it is* treated with milk of lime and

a solution of sulphate of alumina, to assist in the sep-

aration and precipitation of the solid ingredients. It

rests for perhaps half an hour in a series of pi*ecipita-

tion-tanks, then flows in shallow sheets across the

floors of a series of aeration-tanks. The sludge that

settles in the precipitation-tanks is dropped through

yalves into a passageway underneath, and is carried

to several sludge rams worked by compressed air,

which in turn force it into a number of powerful

sludge presses,” which squeeze all the remaining

water out of it, and deliver solid cakes of sludge by

shutes directly into railway freight-wagons, standing

on the tracks below. These manurial sludge-cakes

are carried by rail out to the city^s extensive new
farm, where fodder is to be raised for the muni-

cipal horseflesh that belongs to the Cleansing De-

partment and to the Street Railway Department.

Meanwhile, the comparatively clean water"^ from the

precipitation and aeration tanks is carried to a series

of filter basins. Part of these basins is filled with

gas coke, which, when it has become too foul for fur-

ther use in that way, is removed and consumed as fuel

for the boilers which make steam to supply the great

engines of the establishment. The other filters a^e
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of stones and sand, on the general pattern that has

become approved for purposes of water-purification.

From these filters the water passes, clean and innocu-

ous, into the Clyde. Thus the pure water from Loch
Katrine, having served its purposes and become foul

in use and laden with refuse, and having passed

into the sewers, is made to undergo a process that

permits its effluence into the Clyde almost as free

from foreign ingredients, and quite as odorless, as

when it left its cloud-compassed source in the High-

lands. This is the modem ideal. Sewage-farms will

accomplish that ideal best and least expensively where

the situation favors that method. Otherwise such a

plan as this which Glasgow has adopted is the satisfac-

tory one. At present it is not a large proportion of

the city’s total sewage that Glasgow purifies in that

manner. But the existing works can readily and at

small expense be enlarged to a capacity equal to

nearly half the total discharge
;
and it will doubtless

be the council’s decision at an early day to provide

for the rest by building another precipitation-plant

below the city. No very profitable use can be made
of the sludge-cakes, but it is calculated that they will

at least pay for the cost of their removal to farming

land. The purification of the harbor is an object

worth the expense that sewage-purifi(iation entails on

the ratepayers. Indeed, the cost of constantly dredg-

ing a fouled harbor is itself equal to a large propor-

tion of the expense of a perfect separation system.
ff

A city which assumes so many things on its own
account might have been expected to undertake the

direct construction of its public works. But this

would have been foreign to English and Scotch ideas of

business propriety. Thecontract system is universal,

—

or has been until lately. Every piece of new paving or
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sewer-work is let out on contract to the lowest re- chap.iv.

sponsible bidder ,* and while the Glasgow authorities

see no. objection to owning and operating common
lodging-houses, tenement-houses, public wash-houses,

markets, slaughter-houses, and assembly-halls, they

would unanimously condemn the suggestion that the

city go into the building business*and erect its own
establishments. The English and Scotch working-

men had seemed never to find the contract system

obnoxious, as their American brethren had. Nor un-

til a very recent day have municipal contracts ever

attempted to protect ’the workmen by clauses pre-

scribing maximum hours and minimum wages. The
master of works and his men have looked out for the

interests of the ratepayers only. They prepare the

plans and specifications, and they carefully inspect the

work as it progresses. It should be added, however,

that since 1890 there has grown up, especially in Lon-

don, a strong movement for direct municipal employ-

ment as against all forms of public contracting.

Streets and paving, sewers, buildings for the fire,

police, sanitation, city-improvement, park, market, las duties,

and other departments, and municipal constructions of

various kinds, are designed in the ofiice of the Mas-

ter of Public Works and City Architect,” and carried

out under the supervision of himself and his staff. In

the English towns this officer would be called “ bor-

ough surveyor,” and in America he would be the *

^^city engineer,” although the Glasgow master of-

works has a rather larger scope than corresponding

officials in the United States. The recent incumbent,

Mr. John Carrick, was a very distinguished maxi among
British architects and civil engineers, and he had held

his office for forty years or more. Probably no man in

the world occupying a like post has planned and car-

ried out a larger amount of solid public work tl^an
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Mr. Garrick. He h€id as his assistants three compe-

tent architects, five civil engineers, a large out-of-door

staff of inspectors for buildings, sewers, pavements,

etc., and an indoor staff of draftsmen and clerks.

Glasgowpaving is nearly all of granite blocks. There

is some wood and some asphalt in use, but neither of

these materials is well suited to the climatic condi-

tions. Granite is cheap in Scotland, and a well-laid

pavement resting on a foundation of concrete is prac-

tically indestructible. Mr. Garrick once told me that a

redressing of the surface after ten years’ use, with a

shortening of the blocks by 10 per cent, would make
the pavement as good as new for another ten years,

and so on. For cuiTent repairs of streets and sewers,

the city of course keeps its own force of workmen.
Glasgow has been so fortunate as almost wholly to

escape scandals and imputations of jobbery in the let-

ting of contracts for public works
;
and the one or

two instances in which vague charges have led to in-

vestigation, have only served to vindicate the honesty

and sound business character of the department. The
works as a whole are admirable for suitability of de-

sign and solidity of construction.

As regards the financial side of street, sewer, and

bridge making, the whole expense is defrayed from a

public levy on what is known as the ‘^statute labor”

account. In the good old days the statutes of the

realm required every man to turn out and do his share

of work upon the highways. So far as the cities are

conoemeii, the old requirement has been converted

into a money tax. The special assessment plan for

paving and sewerage is not in use,—although in Glas-

gow, as all over Great Britain, there has arisen a de-

mand for the adoption in city improvement works of

a familiar American principle known in England as

‘‘betterment,”

—

i. e., the principle of charging all or
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part of a public improvement, such as a sewer, a pave-

ment^ a sidewalk, a bridge, or a park, against property

directly benefited “Betterments^ will carry the day.

A magnificent municipal building has recently been

completed, at a cost of about $2,250,000, with office

accommodations for the various departments, which
had previously been scattered.

In all of Glasgow’s municipal experiences, I find

nothing so likely to interest city authorities elsewhere

as that which relates to street railways. It is an ex-

perience which may well make American cities blush

for their own short-sightedness. Street railways, or

“tram lines” as they are generally called in Great

Britain, were an American invention, and the first

ones in London and some other English towns were

constructed by American companies. It was none

other than that enterprising American citizen George

Francis Train who first proposed to build tram lines

in Glasgow. Having laid a line in London and an-

other in Birkenhead, Mr. Train undertook in 1861-62

to get parliamentary authority to begin operations in

Glasgow. His bill was opposed by the city authori-

ties, who intercepted him by inserting in a bill then

pending for the increase of the city’s powers in other

directions a clause giving the council power to lay

tram lines. The new power was not utilized, however,

and in 1869-70 two syndicates, one or both being of

American origin, again promoted bills in Parliament

for power to invade the Glasgow streets with a horse-

railway system. Again the authorities were aroused,

and the result was a compromise all around. It was

agreed that the city should keep the control of its

streets, any part of which it was so unwilling to

surrender, and that it should construct and own the

tram lines, while the two syndicates were to unite m

12T,
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one company and work the lines on a lease. The first

lines were opened in 1872, and the lease then made
was to terminate in 1894. By its terms the company
was required to pay to the corporation (1) the annual in-

terest charge on the full amount of the city^s invest-

ment, (2) a yearly sum for a sinking-fund large enough

to clear the entire cost of the lines at the expiration

of the lease, (3) a renewal fund of 4 per cent, per an-

num on the cost of the lines, out of which they were

to be kept in proper condition and restored to the city

in perfect order and entirely as good as new in 1894,

and (4) a yearly rental of $f50 per street mile. Such
were the money conditions of the lease

;
and certainly

the city’s interests were well looked after. But, mean-

while, the interests of the public as passengers were

equally well secured. First, it was provided that in

no case should the charges exceed a penny per mile.

This, it should be remembered, was at a time when
fares were nowhere else less than 2d. Further, the

parliamentary act described a number of important

^^runs,”—those most likely to be used by laboring

men and large masses of population, several of them
considerably exceeding a mile,— and specified that

one penny should be the charge for these, and that

morning and evening cars should be run for working-

men at half price, equal to one American cent.

The companywhich accepted these remarkableterms

took advantage of a passing mania for investment in

tramways, and sold the lease to a new company of

local capitalists for a premium of about $750,000.

This new company experienced hard times for two or

three years; for besides running expenses, interest

upon the capital invested in the business,and the heavy

payments on the four accounts to the corporation,

there was the burden of the enormous premium to

carry. Not until 1875-76 did it begin to pay its stock-
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holders dividends. After 1880, however, the business

flourished, and dividends averaging 10 per cent, were

paid, after writing off each year a due proportion of

the unfortunate premium charge.

The city was so compact—covering, as I have said,

only 6111 acres of ground before the extension of

1891— that a large mileage of tramways was not to be

expected. The total of 31 miles at that time served

the public very well, the system providing continuous

lines across the city from north to south and from

east to west, with convenient access from the center

to almost every outlying neighborhood. In arrang.

ing the system originally, just at the time when the

great improvement scheme was fairly begun, the

authorities had in mind a service that would help

them to relieve the central congestion of population

and would aid in the symmetrical development of the

city. To this end they wished to build certain addi-

tional lines that did not seem to the operating com-

pany to promise immediate profits. The system as

scheduled by the act of Parliament embraced about

17 miles of lines, and the city found that it had no
authority under its lease to compel the company to

work additional lines on the same conditions, A
compromise was made by which the company agreed

to pay the interest and the renewal-cost upon the new
lines, and was relieved from rental and sinking-fund

charges. This was perfectly fair under the circum-

stances.
^

The total capital investment of the city had been

a little more than $1,700,000, interest charges upon

which were paid by the company. On the 1st of July,

1894, the sinking-fund, provided by the company, had

reached somewhat more than $1,000,000, paying the

full cost of the original system. There remained the

cost of the newer lines, some 14 miles in extent. Thc^

I.—
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renewal fund had left the system in perfect repair.

The city had received in rental money a sum amount-

ing to about $225,000. As for the company, it had
paid off its premium incubus, had earned good divi-

dends, and had made due allowance for depreciation

in the value of its working plant.

It was expected that when the time came for mak-
ing a new arrangement, the old company would be

granted a further lease, on terms still more favorable

to the city treasury and to the general public, and
that after 1894 the tramways of Glasgow would yield

a large municipal income. ^But tedious negotiations

resulted in a total failure to reach any agreement with

the company; and during the progress of these nego-

tiations there began to be heard among the citizens a

very distinct demand for the experiment of direct

municipal operation of the lines. This demand grew

to the point of practical unanimity on the part of the

community, and the council, having obtained due

authority from Parliament, voted to obey the popu-

lar will. It was then expected that the stables, cars,

horses, and total operating plant could be purchased

from the retiring company. But a new difficulty

arose. The tramways committee of the council re-

quired from the company a promise not to engage in

the operation of omnibus lines in competition with

the municipal street-cars, in case the city should take

over the company's existing plant at a fair valuation.

The company refused to make this agreement, and
negotiations were broken off. It was then determined

by the council, with the very general approbation of

the citizens, to proceed upon its own methods to create

a working plant, and to have everything in readiness

to begin operations on July 1, 1894.

The first and most important step was the selection

of a general manager. Mr. John Young, who had
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since 1875 rendered such rare service as the head of chap. iv.

the Cleansing Department, was appointed to the new
post. With an energetic and able committee of the creation of a

council behind him, Mr. Young proceeded rapidly to pai pi^nt

assemble the elements of the most complete and well-

devised horse-railway system in the United Kingdom.
Nine large stations, at a total cost of $500,000, were

constructed in different parts of the city as car bams,

stables, etc., all of them being built with particular

reference to the early abandonment of horses and

the use of cable and electric systems. Mr. Young
invented an improved <type of cars, and several hun-

dred of them were built on short notice. He pur-

chased three thousand fine horses and trained them

for their work, and engaged thirteen hundred men of

unusual intelligence and fitness. In connection with

the stations Mr. Young established car-building and

repair shops, harness-making shops, and other ad-

juncts to a complete and economical organization. Question of

There was much disappointment expressed in Glas- power*

gow because it was not found expedient to mark the

municipalization of the street passenger service by

the introduction of improved mechanical motive

power, in place of horses. But there had been too

little time in which to determine upon the best me-

chanical system, and it was therefore deemed safest

to begin with horse haulage and to transform the

lines gradually. There was much discussion of the

question what rates of fare should be fixed. A uni- .

form penny fare had many strong advocates. But it

was finally decided to divide the lines into half-mile

stages and to charge a halfpenny (equal* to one

American cent) for each stage. It should be remem-

bered that Glasgow is exceedingly compact, and that

the bulk of the patronage of the tramways comes

from passengers riding less than a mile. It* is^ be-
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lieved that the halfpenny fare for short rides will add
a large element of patronage that the uniform penny
rate would have missed.. Experience alone can settle

the question whether the new rates will be as advan-

tageous as was expected. After a few weeks of trial

it was found advisable, without altering the basis of

the system of halfpenny fares, to fix certain long

penny “ runs ” especially for working-men.

The lessee company had kept its drivers and con-

ductors at their posts for long hours— often not less

than fourteen, twelve being the minimum. The new
municipal management makes a ten-hour day, and
fixes a satisfactory schedule of wages.

The service was begun on July 1, 1894, with success

and high prestige, and with every prospect of proving

beneficial to the community and lucrative to the pub-

lic treasury. Some extensions of the lines were at

once begun, and preparations were also set on foot for

the early use of cables on several routes. Provision

was made for the electric lighting of the cars, and in

every detail it was determined to give Glasgow, under

direct municipal operation, the best surface-transit

system in Great Britain. The experiment can but be

observed with the greatest attention and interest by
municipal authorities everywhere.

Municipal tramways in Glasgow will have to meet

the competition of a very elaborate system of omni-

buses established by the retiring tramway company,

which was left with a great plant on its hands and

with-plenliy of experience and ability. At the time of

the assumption of transit as amunicipal function, more-

over, there were approaching completion certain lines

of underground road to connect with the great rail-

way stations and to provide quick transit across the

city
;
and it was inevitable that the operation of the

underground system should affect somewhat the future
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of the surface lines. But these considerations had full chap. ir.

weight with the council, whose members were broad

enough in their views to perceive that the provision of

varied and ample means of cheap transit for the peo-

ple was a far greater desideratum than the making
of large profits out of the working of a municipal

monopoly.

Of market arrangements in ancient Glasgow I shall

have nothing to say, but shall begin with 1865, when
by act of Parliament the market management was con-

solidated and vested in the city council as a “ market

trust.” At present the city owns and controls (1) a

great central fruit and produce market in which prac-

tically all of the commission and wholesale business

of Glasgow in these lines of trade is carried on, and

above which is a very large public hall, let by the

authorities for concerts and various gatherings. This
*

market is a time-honored institution, and has always

been called the Bazaar.” It should, perhaps, be ex-

plained that there are no truck ” or retail markets

in Glasgow, the small business all being done in the

shops. (2) The fish-market is an important establish-

ment, through which several hundred thousands of

boxes and barrels of white fish, haddocks, and her-

rings pass every year. (3) An interesting novelty is

the old clothes market,” a great building full of stalls

occupied by dealers in second-hand clothing for men, *

women, and children, in old hats, old shoes, and aU

sorts of cast-off articles. Undoubtedly its bargains

are a blessing to the poor. But far more important

than these are (4) the cattle-market, (5) the dead-meat

market, (6) the public slaughter-houses, and (7) the

great yards and abattoirs at the docks for foreign

cattle. In a central and convenient locality the au-

thorities have a tract of twenty acres or more, oecu-
1.^9*
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pied with a great roofed live-stock market^ having ac-

commodations for many thousands of animals. Ad-
joining on one side is a separate market for dressed

beef, etc., and on the other side are very extensive

slaughter-houses. All the trading in live animals in

Glasgow

—

i.e., in native British animals— is done in

this cattle-market, and from 400,000 to 500,000 cattle,

sheep, etc., pass through it annually. The dead-meat

marketwas established in 1876, when American dressed
beef began to arrive in large quantities, as a center of *

supply for the retail meat-shops. The importation of

dressed meat has expanded remarkably since 1888,

and the meat-shops have learned to buy dressed meat
rather than live animals. So this great market for

“carcasses" maintains an increasing activity. AH
slaughtering in Glasgow is done in the public munici-

pal slaughter-houses, there being two large establish-

ments in other quarters of the city, besides the one

adjoining the cattle-market. Of necessity these places

are extensive and well appointed, and it is sufficient

here to say that an exceedingly low charge is made
for each animal slaughtered. More than a quarter of

a million animals are slaughtered in them annually.

In addition to these, there is at the docks an exten-

sive establishment exclusively for the reception and

slaughter of beeves from the United States, provision

existing for the treatment of two thousand at a time.

> The annual importation of these cattle is about 40,000

head, all of which must be slaughtered at the docks

as a, precaution against contagious disease. For Ca-

nadian cattle, a similar number of which are imported,

there is ample provision made by the city authorities

on the opposite side of the harbor. The Canadian an-

imals are presumed to be healthy, and many of them

go to the farms to be fattened.

The Sanitary Department and the Markets Depart-
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ment cooperate in measures for the protection of the

public health against unsuitable food; and the con-

trolof slaughter-houses and of flesh, fish, and produce

marts by the municipal authorities is deemed a point

of great advantage.

The cityhas marketpropertyvalued at about $1,200,-

000, not including the dock cattle-yards and abattoirs;

and the indebtedness of the market account is perhaps

$700,000. The income of the market trust from ren-

tals, slaughter-house fees, etc., is $100,000 per annum,
and the total expenditure, including both interest and

sinking-fund, comes •well within that amount. So
that the markets undertaking is, incidentally, a source

of net revenue.

Until 1860 the people of Glasgow had never been

taxed for the purchase or maintenance of public parks.

The Glasgow Green on the river bank, a fine tract

of 136 acres, which had been the town commons from
time immemorial, sufficed until that date. But the

demand for a park in newer Glasgow at the west end,

and the acquisition by legacy of the beginnings of a

public art-gallery, led to the securing of legislation Aequiaition

which constituted the city council a parks and gal- sinc^l860.

leries trust.’' The West-end or Kelvinside Park was
thereupon acquired

;
and some years later, as a sort

of offset, the Queen’s Park south of the Clyde was
opened, and the Alexandra Park at the east end,*'

created by the improvement trust, was^iven over*

for management to the parks administration. ••Kel-

vingrove has 80 acres, twenty of the 100 acres ori-

ginally purchased having been platted and sold on
advantageous terms. The Queen’s Park, of 141 acres,

is an excellent instance of financiering. The original

purchase was 245 acres, and the sales for residence-

sites have more than paid for the park. Lands- sold
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in like manner adjoining Alexandra Park (which con-

tains 86 acres), or lands still held for sale, will more

than repay the cost of this public pleasure-ground.

More recently the parks trust has acquired Cathkin

Braes, a 50-acre tract four miles from the city, and

the years 1890-94 h^,ve been remarkable for the devel-

opment of the park system in many ways. A number
of squares and several old churchyards have also re-

cently become park property; so that Glasgow has,

although tardily, accomplished a good deal in the

important direction of providing small open spaces.

But a great deal more ought t6 be done for a popu-

lation of 800,000 which sorely needs playgrounds for

children and recreation space for adults. The policy

of providing playgrounds has now been entered upon

in a practical manner, and will have much to show by

1900. Lands held by the parks trust for sale or

^^feuing^ will ultimately more than pay the out-

standing total indebtedness of about $1,250,000. At

present a rate of twopence in the £ is levied for main-

tenance of parks, museums, and galleries.

Bequests of two very important private collections

of paintings by old masters, to which additions have

been made by numerous minor bequests and by mod-

erate purchases, have given the corporation of Glas-

gow a picture-gallery which, though somewhat lacking

in the elements of popularity, has educational and his-

'^Wical value of a high order, and which, when properly

‘displayed in a suitable building and reinforced by

purch*ases of modem works, will be recognized as one

of the notable art museums of Europe. In Kelvin-

grove Park the corporation has also a museum build-

ing containing various collections of antiquities and

of objects illustrating industrial processes and the

natural sciences. Municipal encouragement is aiding

a fapid growth of popular interest in art and science.
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Glasgow is now the only important town in Great chap. iv.

Britain that has refused to avail itself of the advan-

tages offered by the Free Libraries Act. That act, it adopt Free

may be well to explain, gave town councils the author- Act

ity to establish public libraries and support them by a

tax limited to one penny in the»£ of assessed rental

valuation, provided the act were adopted by a majority

vote of the ratepayers. The matter has been sub-

mitted to the voters of Glasgow at three different

times— the last plebiscite being in April, 1888, when
of 89,000 persons entitled to vote, 13,500 cast their bal-

lots in favor of the* act, 23,000 voted against it, and
52,500 did not take enough interest to vote at all.

Glasgow has led the other English and Scotch towns

in most matters of municipal enterprise, but it lags

behind quite unaccountably in respect to libraries.

Fortunately, public-spirited citizens have done some-

thing to supply the lack. The Stirling Library, ^Library?®

founded by a small bequest in 1792, and governed by

trustees composed of the lord provost, a committee

of the council, and representatives of several other

permanent Glasgow bodies, is free to the public as a

reference collection and contains about 50,000 vol-

umes. Managed in connection with it is the Baillie

Library, recently opened, supported by a fund of

nearly $100,000 bequeathed by a Glasgow lawyer.

Still larger and more catholic in its character and ob-,

jects is the MitcheU Free Library, founded by a mer-

chant and town-councilor, who bequeathed $350,000

for that purpose. It has been open since 1878, and

has received other important gifts of booksand money,

so that it has already accumulated 100,000 volumes,

having made a progress in its first decade that has

hardly been paralleled by any other library in the

world. Without large funds, and hampered by most

inadequate temporary quarters, the zeal of the coun-
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cil committee on
,
libraries, and the indefatigable

efforts of the wise and accomplished librarian, Mr,

Barrett, who has held that post from the outset, per-

formed great things. In 1891 a removal to adequate

quarters began a new era for this excellent institution.

The Mitchell Librarys periodical room, containing 300

or more current publications, is the completest in

Great Britain for practical use, and is crowded with

readers. In this and the Stirling collections, Glasgow
possesses the nucleus of a magnificent public library.

Mr. Barrett is in hearty accord with the best Ameri-

can ideas of library administration, and he would make
the library a true people^s university. His ideal for

Glasgow is a central library with ten branches, each

having reference, loan, news-room, and lecture-room

departments
;
and he assures me that with the cooper-

ation of the existing foundations, the penny rate al-

lowed by the Free Libraries Actwould accomplish it all.

It is certainly to be hoped that some means can be

found toplacate the hostile shop-keepingelement which

has hitherto defeated the act because it means more
rates to pay.

Poor-relief and public education are not in the

United Kingdom made functions of municipal corpo-

rations, but are intrusted to distinct elective local

^bodies. None the less it may fairly fall within the

scope of this r6sum6 to state briefly how the people of

Glasgow provide for these two extremely important

objects. In a word, let me say that Scotland, urban

as weU as rural, is divided into parishes, each of

which has an elective board that levies poor-rates,

dispenses relief, and has entire charge of the indigent;

while elementaiy education in Scotland is now uni-

versal and compulsory under the management of

elective school-boards, school taxes being collected
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by the several parish authorities, although the juris-

diction of the Glasgow School Board extends over the

entire city. A magnificent array of public-school

buildings has appeared in Glasgow since 1873. In-

deed it would not be easy to name any other city in

the English-speaking world that has,within a period of

twenty years created so complete a “ plant for the

work of elementary education. In the old times, par-

ish schools and private schools were the rule in Glas-

gow as well as throughout Scotland. How the faci-

lities provided by the Glasgow School Board have

gained in favor may Be shown through a few sum-
mary figures. In 1881 the enrolment in public

schools was 37,263, in Roman Catholic schools 13,-

864, and in all other schools 19,680. In 1890 the

numbers were 65,306 in the public schools, 15,354 in

the Catholic schools, and 5739 in all others. The
non-Catholic private and church schools are rapidly

giving way before the superiority of the schools pro-

vided by the public board. As I have explained in a

previous chapter, the Glasgow School Board is com-

posed of fifteen members, elected on general ticket

by the whole city every three years, the voters having

the privilege of cumulating their votes; that is to

say, the elector may give one vote apiece to fifteen

candidates, may give fifteen votes to one candidate,

or may distribute his fifteen votes in any way he likes

among any number of candidates between one and

fifteen. The result in Glasgow has been satisfactory.

The board is widely representative, has the phblic

confidence, and has been able to proceed boldly and

brilliantly with its work.

Pupils' fees are the rule in British public schools

;

but inasmuch as school attendance is compulsory, it is

obvious that there can be no enforcement of fees as

against the very poor. There is a close relationship
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between the School Board of Glasgow and the Boards

of Guardians of the Poor,* and it is a part of the duty

of these guardians to pay the school fees of all chil-

dren whose parents are indigent. With Glasgow's

great density, and its close commingling in the same

neighborhoods of,. all classes of people, it would not

be practically feasible to attempt to instruct all chil-

dren, rich and poor, in the same rooms. An ingeni-

ous provision in the fixing of tuition fees affords a

practical classification of pupils. Accessible in every

district are schools having the same quality of in-

struction, and the same advantages in all particulars,

but having three very different scales of tuition

charge. The wealthier classes, as a rule, patronize

the higher priced schools, and thus keep their children

from contact with the children of poverty. There is

nothing in the system to prevent a poor man from

sending his child to the school that exacts high fees

if he chooses to pay the difference, and vice versa.

The system would not be approved in America, nor

would it be feasible in rural communities. But it is

a practical success in Glasgow, and it has given the

public-school system a leverage against the private

schools that could never have been gained by any

other means. The higher fees that the richer chil-

dren pay go toward the maintenance of the system

as a whole, and do not procure any superior facilities.

Pupils’ fees do not raise a large proportion of the sum
needed to,.support the schools, and since 1889 they

have been greatly reduced. Thus in 1890 the levy of

school-rates by the board procured a revenue of £77,-

000, and from the annual grants made by the general

government £70,000 was received, while from pupils’

fees there accrued only £27,000. In the period from
1881 to 1891 the board expended £500,000 ($2,500,000)

of borrowed money for new buildings.
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The public authorities of Glasgow realize the mod-

em necessity of technical education that shall at once

help to sustain the great industries that are the main-

stay of the community, and help young men to enter

upon the means of a livelihood without abandoning

their native city. A number of older institutions have

been amalgamated under the name of The Glasgow

and West of Scotland Technical College," governed

by a board of thirty trustees, of whom the town coun-

cil names several, while others are appointed by the

school-board, the Glasgow University, the engineers

and ship-builders, the Trades^ House, the Merchants'

House, and otherpermanentand representative bodies.

The scientific and technical evening classes of this

great institution have a total attendance of some three

thousand young men, most of whom are apprentices

or working artisans. The day classes have also a con-

siderable attendance. The institution is made directly

promotive of the ship-building, chemical, and textile

industries of the Clyde valley.

I am tempted to devote some consideration to the

work of poor-relief in Glasgow,— to the methods and

results of that branch of local administration which

taxes most heavily the resources of the community.

But I have elsewhere explained the mode of creation

of the boards that administer the poor-law in three

separate Glasgow districts or parishes
;
and there is,

perhaps, nothing sufficiently distinctive in their man-
agement of poor-houses and infirmaries, their conduct

of insane asylums, and their dispensation of outdoor

relief to require a detailed account. It is enough to

say that the practical success attained by the compe-

tent and faithful administrators of the poor-law is

more worthy of praise than the system itself, and
that it will be a distinct gain when the care,of the

poor becomes a direct municipal function. It should
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be added that Scotland will undoubtedly have extended
to it, with the least possible delay, the popularization

of the poor-law system that was embodied in the Lo-
cal Government Act of 1894 for England and Wales.

That act abolishes plural voting and makes any citizen,

male or female, eligible for membership on the poor-

law boards. It will in due time, doubtless, be followed

by legislation that will wholly or in part assimilate the

administration of poor-relief with other tasks of local

government.

I have only to add to this exposition of the develop-

ment of the Glasgow municipality some brief remarks
upon the work of a special municipal agency to which,

more than to anything else, the greatness of Glasgow
is due, and which promises by its untiring energy and

great resources to bring Glasgow at the end of the

nineteenth century to the position of a commercial

and manufacturing community of a million inhabi-

tants. It is to the department known as the ‘^Navi-

gation,’’ or more precisely as the “ Clyde Navigation

Trust,” that I have reference. The beginnings of

Clyde improvement under the auspices of the town
council date back to 1750. The greatest shipyards

of the world now line the banks of a stream that was
readily fordable in those days

;
and indeed it is said

that there are residents of Glasgow who still remem-

ber the stream in that condition. The original man-

agement of the deepening projects by the council was

subsequently altered in such a way as to admit to the

board of Clyde-navigation trustees certain represen-

tatives elected directly by the shipping interests and

by the larger taxpayers of Glasgow. The provost

and council are, however, ex officio the dominating

element, and the management of the harbor must be

regarded as a municipal enterprise, credit for its

magnificent success being accorded to the munici-
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pality. The revenues of the trust are derived chiefly

from certain harbor charges known as tonnage dues,

goods dues, and crane dues. Everything pertaining

to the harbor is a part of the monopoly of this muni-

cipal board. The supply of ships with water; the

service of harbor tramways
;
the use of graving-docks

;

the rentals of weighing-scales, of cranes, and of vari-

ous yards and ofiB.ces,— all contribute to the revenues,

A remarkable and interesting service of ferries and

harbor steamers, operated directly by the trust, has

been found both convenient for the public and finan-

cially profitable. The number of passengers trans-

ported is about 15,000,000 annually. Possibly it was

the city’s success as a common carrier on the harbor

that had much to do with the readiness of the Glas-

gow public to entrust the general tramway system to

direct municipal management. Prom all sources, the

annual revenue of the Clyde trustees is from $1,750,-

000 to $2,000,000. Much of this sum goes to pay in-

terest on the large indebtedness of the trust; but the

revenue is ample enough to justify the constant devel-

opment of great projects. Thus within the past few

years millions have been spent in the construction of

new docks; and a further general deepening of the

entire river, to keep pace with the increasing draft

and size of steamships, is now in progress. At the

present rate of improvement, it will not be long before

the accounts of the trust will show that $100,000,000

has been expended, since' the beginning, in its im-

provement works. So courageous an investment has

deserved the great results that have accrued from it.

Without it, Glasgow would have remained a small

inland town. It must always stan^ as the most strik-

ing example in the history of municipalities of a

greatness achieved by deliberate purpose in the face

of extraordinary difficulties. The Clyde improvement
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project was the initial one in a series of brave mnnici-

pal undertakings that in my opinion render Glasgow
the most praiseworthy of all modem cities.

All municipal taxation in British cities takes the

form of rates levied upon the rental value of occupied

lands and buUdings. In Glasgow the rates are divi-

ded between owners and occupiers in a manner which
could not be described without entering into much
detail. The general financial position of the munici-

pality is excellent. Its debt is not formidably large,

and most of it is potentially covered by the growing
sinking-funds of prosperous and productive depart-

ments. The numerous undertakings of the munici-

pality, far from imposing heavier burdens upon the

ratepayers, promise in the years to come to yield an
aggregate net income of augmenting proportions, to

the relief of direct taxation. Glasgow has shown that

a broad, bold, and enlightened policy as regards all

things pertaining to the health, comfort, and advance-

ment of the masses of the citizens may be compatible

with sound economy and perfect solvency.



CHAPTER V

MANCHESTER’S MUNICIPAL ACTIVITIES

SIR J. R. SOMERS VINE, a high authority upon the

municipalities of England, has said of Manchester

that by the excellence of its local rSgime it has come
to be regarded, and not without good reason, as the

foremost example of English modem municipal gov-

ernment.” Certainly the symmetrical and virile char-

acter of its municipal institutions entitles it to a place

of leading importance in any account of the well-gov-

erned cities of the world. Manchester’s progress as a

manufacturing and commercial center has been a long

series of triumphs. In none of our great American
cities have the municipal organization and its appur-

tenances compared at all favorably with the achieve- Manchester's

ments of industry, commerce, and private enterprise.

Manchester presents the picture of a populous com-

munity created almost wholly by the developments of

modern industrialism, magnifying its municipal inter-

ests and concerns, and bringing as much wisdom, en-

ergy, and farsightedness to the managemeiit of the

affairs of the municipal corporation as its most ‘ex-

perienced citizens were bestowing upon their large

private undertakings.

Manchester has been fortunate in the possession of

a strong municipal consciousnessr The corporation

seems to occupy as large a place in the minds of Man-
chester citizens as in those of any German city. Its •

I.— 10 146
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activity is not hamperedby any distrust of its charac-

ter and ability, or by any narrow theories as to the

proper limitation of its functions. It is intrusted

with the care of general local interests, and its organs

are so devised and arranged that it can adapt its opera-

tions readily to changing needs and conditions.

This Lancashire metropolis is the center of a great

and dense population. Within a radius of twenty

miles from the-Manchester town hall there are dwelling

more than three million souls. But Manchester itself

is a compact municipality, with 505,000 people by the

census of 1891, and 520,000 fis estimated in 1894. In

1890 Manchester annexed suburbs, as had also been

done in 1885. With these considerable enlargements

of territory, the municipality includes 12,911 acres, or

about 20 square miles. As a matter of comparison, it

may be remarked that Chicago in 1890 had twice the

population of Manchester with an area of 160 square

miles. But it is to be remembered that the borough
of Salford, though a distinct municipality, is as es-

sentially a part of the great industrial community of

Manchester as is any ward inside of Manchester's cor-

porate limits. Salford has a population exceeding

200,000, and an area of 5171 acres. If the plans for

the union of Salford with Manchester should be car-

ried out, there would be a community of nearly or

quite 750,000 people occupying somewhat more than

18,000 acres, or 28 square miles. Here we have an

average density four times as great as that of Chicago.

But if Manchester's bounds were extended more gen-

erously, so as to include a population as large as tha;t

of Chicago, the average density of the two cities would

not perhaps be very different, Brooklyn in 1890 had
a population greater than that of Manchester and Sal-

ford, housed in an area somewhat more restricted.

The character of the housing accommodation of Man-
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eliester and Salford is somewhat similar to that of

Brooklyn, the small, ^^self-contained'’ house prevail-

ing as against the Glasgow, New York, or Paris type

of tenement-house.

Previous to the enlargement of the corporate limits

in 1890, Manchester was governed by a council of 76

members, and was divided into seventeen single and
one doable ward. The double ward was a central

and very populous one, not convenient to subdivide,

and therefore accorded six instead of three councilors.

At present there are twenty-four single and one double

ward— equivalent to twenty-six regular wards. There

are twenty-six aldermen and three times as many or-

dinary councilors, making a representation of four

from each ward—a total governing body of 104 men.

It is the Manchester plan, in selecting aldermen, to

assign one to each ward. That is to say, the council

itself promotes the senior councilor from a given

ward to the rank of alderman, and the ward elects an-

other councilor to fill the vacancy. This method

amounts, virtually, to giving the wards four instead

of three members and makes the aldermanic distinc-

tion as merely nominal as it could well be. One hun-

dred and four men form a rather large administrative

body
;
but there is no reason to consider it too large

for an advantageous management of the various cor-

porate affairs of so great a city. These men well

represent the responsible citizenship of Manchester,

and they find strength and resources rathef than con-

fusion and weakness in their numbers.

The working organization of the Manchester coun-

cil is so excellent and methodical that it may well

claim some of our attention. The full body ordi-

narily holds two meetings a month. The mayor pre-

sides, and in his absence the deputy mayor takes the

chair. The mayor is almost invariably an alderman,
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Chap. V. and it is not uncommon to pay him the compliment
of a reelection for a second year. The deputy mayor

Mayor and this year is the alderman who served last year as

nwyor^ mayor. There are some sixteen grand standing com-

mittees of the council, with an average membership
of perhaps twenty, some being larger and some being

smaller. Each alderman and councilor is assigned

to duty on three different committees. Such at least

standing
though there are a few exceptions. The

coiumitteea. mayor is a member ar officio of every standing com-

mittee, besides being chairman of a so-called general

purposes’’ committee that mfeets at his call. Each
committee has its chairman and deputy chairman, and
it apportions its work to a number of subcommittees,

to each of which the chairman and deputy chairman

Frequency
The committees meet more or less frequently

of ineivtiiigs. according to the nature of their duties. Thus the

finance committee and the watch (police) committee

hold weekly meetings, while the cleansing committee,

the gas committee, the waterworks committee, and

several others meet once in two weeks, and the art-

gallery committee, the baths and wash-houses com-

mittee, and others find it sufficient to assemble once

a month. The subcommittees meet as frequently

as occasion requires. Careful synopsized reports of

the committee meetings are brought to the full coun-

cil. The system combines high specialization of over-

sight with complete harmony and centrality. The
mayor as f,

member of all committees is in touch with

all .departments. Each councilor by virtue of mem-
bership in several committees has a varied range, and

each great committee with twenty or more men in-

cludes some representative of all or nearly all the other

great committees.
A hundred The Subcommittees, of which there are nearly a
subcommitr , ^

,
tees. hundred, give every councilor some particular work
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to do. The more carefully this Manchester system of

committees and subcommittees is studied, both in

theory and in practice, the more worthy of admiration

it seems. The following list of standing committees,

arranged alphabetically, will indicate the chief depart-

ments of municipal activity in Manchester, and the

mode of partition that has been found advantageous

:

(1) art-gallery committee, with subcommittees on the

audit of accounts, on the art building and care of the

galleries, and on art, L e., purchase of pictures, etc.

;

(2) baths and wash-houses committee, with subcom-

mittees on the audit of accounts and on each one of

eight important establishments in different quarters

of the city; (3) cleansing committee, with subcom-

mittees on audit, on estates, on works and stores, on
horses and provender, on new districts, and on the

garbage works at Water street and Holt Town; (4)

finance committee, with subcommittees on audit and
charitable trusts, and on stock and bonds; (5) gas

committee, with subcommittees on audit, on each of

three great gas-works, on street mains and lighting,

and on electric lighting; (6) general purposes com-

mittee, with subcommittees on amalgamation and on

parliamentary matters; (7) improvement and build-

ings committee, with subcommittees on audit, on cen-

tral district, on northern district, on southern district,

on purchasing and widening of streets, on building-

by-laws, and on the Victoria Arcade
; (8) markets com-

mittee, with subcommittees on audit, on ca^ttle plague,

on central markets, abattoirs and slaughter-hnuses,

on Smithfield Market, and a special one on matters

regarding provision for dealing with foreign cattle;

(9) parks and cemeteries committee, with subcommit-

tees on audit, on Alexandra Park, on Ardwick Green,

on Birch Fields, on Cheetham Park, on open spaces,

open-air baths and nurseries, on Philips Park tod
I.— 10*
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Cemetery and open-air bath, on Queen^s Park, on

Queen^s Park Art Museum, on Southern Cemetery,

and on music in the parks
5 (
10

)
paving, sewering, and

highways committee, with subcommittees on audit

and offices, on yards, and on each of the southern,

northern, and central districts;
(
11

) public free-lib-

raries committee, with subcommittees on audit, on

reference library and general purposes, on reference-

library extension and on the selection of books, and

five subcommittees on specified groups of the fifteen

neighborhood branch libraries;
(
12

) rivers commit-

tee, with subcommittees on audit and on the sewage-

disposal scheme; (13) sanitary committee, with sub-

committees on audit, office and clothing, on nuisances,

on unhealthy dwellings, on hospitals and analyst’s

laboratory, and on the Shop Hours Act, etc.
; (14) town

hall committee, with subcommittees on officers and

audit, on decorations and furnishing, on stationery,

organ, bells, and clocks
; (15) watch committee, with

subcommittees on audit, on clothing for the police,

firemen, etc., on weights and measures and petroleum,
on lock-ups, etc., on fire-brigade and theaters, and
on hackney-coaches

; (16) waterworks committee, with

subcommittees on sale, supply, street mains and ap-

peals, on audit, on the new Thirlmere aqueduct, and
on hydraulic power. Besides these sixteen, there is

a large committee on the Manchester Ship Canal,

under the mayor’s chairmanship, which includes, be-

sides others, the chairmen of all the standing com-

mittees, and there is one on technical instruction, with

subcommittees on the municipal technical school, on
the municipal school of art, on audit and grants, and

on new buildings.

This arrangement of committees is by no means an
unalterable one, and it can be made as flexible as the

changing and expanding character of municipal busi^
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Bess could possibly require. But while its details are chaf. v.

changeable on demand, its principles are fixed and
lasting^ Our larger American cities have yielded so

habitually to the temptation to create a separate

board or commission for every new or important

undertaking, that they seem to have lost all sense of

the importance of a unified, central administration

that can be held directly accountable. It is for their

benefit primarily that I have thus recapitulated the

specific committees of the Manchester council, to

which is intrusted the oversight of aU the branches

of administration, and which perform their duties far

more efficiently and responsibly than do the detached

commissions that control the several departments in

such a system as New York’s, for example.

The supervisory services of council committees do

not, be it said, make any the less needful the employ- skilled de-

ment of a highly skilled and well-salaried chief as the

executive head of each working department. Under
the town clerk there is an elaborate organization of

solicitors and staff employees. Similar things may
be said of the City Treasurer’s Department

;
and also

of the City Surveyor’s Department, with its architects

and civil engineers. The Police Department is organ-

ized under a chief constable who has great authority,

and the Fire Brigade, the Sanitary Department, the

Gas Department, the Markets Department, the Public

Parks, etc., are each under a chief superintendent.

The city’s large staff of officials is appointed by the

council on grounds of fitness and with expectation of

permanence on good behavior.

Manchester has brought an enviable degree of abil-

ity and energy to the provision for its citizens of

those common services that are admittedly the func-

tion of modern municipal corporations. Besides the

maintenance of a suitable system of streets and high-
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Chap. V. ways, it is everywhere agreed that the supply of wa-

ter and the disposition of sewage and waste material

pertain to the business of a municipal government.

Manchester is disadvantageously situated as respects

an easy and natural solution either of the water prob-

private company formerly supplied Manchester with

water, from works in the adjacent hilly country, at

Longdendale, some eighteen miles distant. In the

year 1847 the city purchased the plant, and it has

been greatly developed since •that time. There are

now thirty square miles (19,300 acres) of drainage

ground, supplying sixteen reservoirs at Longdendale

which have an aggregate area of 854 acres and a stor-

age capacity of nearly 6,000,000,000 gallons. This

system has been delivering about 25,000,000 gallons

per day and supplying a million people in Manchester,

in Salford, and in several adjacent districts which buy
water from the Manchester corporation.

It was long ago perceived that the Longdendale

supply could not suffice for the future Manchester,

and much thought and inquiry was bestowed upon

the question whence to derive a large additional quan-

tity of pure water. Finally it was decided that the

Lake Thirl* famous Lake Country in Cumberland afforded the

qSwdL best available supply, and by parliamentary action in

1879 Lake Thirlmere became the property of the Man-
• Chester corporation. This sheet is very small, but its

drainage basin is of considerable area, and the rainfall

of the district is extraordinary, varying from 52 to

137 inches per annum. It was decided to raise the

lake fifty feet above its natural level, and thus to

double its area and to increase its capacity to more

than 8,000,000,000 gallons, making possible a dis-

charge of fully 50,000,000 gallons per day. The aque-
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duct from Manchester to Thirlmere will exceed nine-

ty-five miles in length, and the new works were begun
in 1890: They have been pushed rapidly, and will

soon be ready for use. The corporation has invested

$16,000,000 or more in the Longdendale works, which

it has not ceased to develop, and Jihe estimated cost

of the Thirlmere works and aqueduct is $17,000,000.

Water rates are so adjusted as to make the depart-

ment self-sustaining, besides providing for aU sink-

ing-fund requirements. Manchester rates are much
higher than those of Glasgow, the Scotch city being

by far the most satisfactorily supplied with water of

all the large British towns. But its rates are practi-

cally the same as Birmingham’s, and less than those

of Liverpool. Under seriously difficult conditions, the

Manchester authorities have found an admirable set-

tlement of the water question.

The drainage question has been an equally difficult

one. Manchester is so surrounded by populous towns

that its drainage into the small river Irwell had long

been extremely objectioinxble, while sewage-farms in

that particular district were thought to be out of the

question. At length, when the work on the ship

canal made the further use of the river as a trunk

sewer an impossibility, science had gone so far in suc-

cessful experiments with sewage purification as to

point out a pi’ompt remedy for conditions that were

growing intolerable. Authority to borrow $2,500,000

was secured, and in 1891 a large beginning was made
toward a system of precipitation and filtration works,

similar in some respects to the still more recent Glas-

gow works that I have already described.

Manchester had long before this met the problem

of garbage disposal more successfully than any other

city in the world. The lack of proper means for the

disposal of sewage had necessitated a very general
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use of a system of ^‘pail-closets’’ for night-soili of

which there were recently not far from 70,000 in use

in Manchester. The contents of these closets have for

years been collected by the covered vans of the Sani-

tary Department once, twice, or even oftener every

week, at the same time that they collect garbage,

ashes, and kitchen refuse in general, from the domes-

tic ash-bins. The city owns several hundred thousand

great sheet-iron pails, which the teamsters of the Sani-

tary Department cover with rubber-rimmed lids when
they are removed and replaced by empty pails. The
contents of these pails go into enormous closed evapo-

rators at the Works,” and come out as a dry powder
which, mixed with a percentage of burned bones and
perhaps with a portion of the ashes and street-sweep-

ings that are brought to the same establishment, is

sold as a fertilizer and brings a good price. The
garbage is consumed in furnaces. From some of the

collected refuse the city makes a commercial quality

of mortar, and from slaughter-house refuse it makes
carbolic soap. It has for some time also employed

the plan of buying low ground near the city and

gradually filling it with the non-combustible refuse

for which some dumping-place must be found, thus

making good building-land which it subsequently

sells. The adoption of a sewage-purification system

will naturally lead to the general use of water-closets

in place of pail-closets
j

but the great “Sanitary

Works ” of Manchester will not become obsolete, and

they will remain a credit to the city, and an example

Jbo other places that would learn how to dispose of the

garbage and miscellaneous refuse of a populous com-

munity.

Perhaps no other city can point to so long an ex-

perience as Manchester’s in the public operation of

gas-works. This business has never been in private
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handS; but was begun by the local authorities in 1807,

in the very early days of the introduction of gas as an
illuminant. The municipal gas manufacture and sale

has grown to enormous proportions, many neighbor-

ing townships being Manchester's customers for gas

as well as for water. An area more than twice as

great as the city itself is supplied mth gas from the

municipal retorts. The daily consumption in 1894

varied from 5,000,000 cubic feet a day in summer to

22,500,000 in winter. The ordinary price is 2s. M,
(60 cents) per thousand feet. More than 81,000 private

consumers and more than 15,000 public lamps are sup-

plied. For the last year's operation of which accounts

are at hand, the gas-works, besides furnishing public

illumination at actual cost and the private supply at

a moderate price, earned above all expenses (renewal

funds being reckoned as current expenditures) a clear

sum of more than $500,000, of which nearly $200,000

was applied to interest and sinking-fund payments

on account of the capital investment, and more than

$300,000 was paid over to the general city treasury as

net profits. In 1893 Manchester entered upon a plan

of great enlargement and improvement of its gas-

plants, and in the course of a few years it is expected

that several million dollars will be thus expended.

The Manchester gas committee, like that of Glas-

gow and some other British cities, is doing all that it

can to encourage the use of gas as a fuel, and to that

end it rents many thousands of heating and cooking

appliances. Like Glasgow also, the municipal cor-

poration of Manchester has (in 1893) constructed a

great central electric-lighting plant, and has entered

definitely upon the policy of supplying electricity for

public and private illumination and eventually also

for power. It should be remarked that one of the

latest achievements of the waterworks committed has
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been the construction at an expense of about half a

million dollai‘s of a station for the distribution of

hydraulic power. Thus the Manchester municipality,

having betterfacilities than any private company could

have for the economical operation of power plants

and the distribution of power through water-mains

or wires, has assumed that function both for the

benefit of the industrial community and also for the

sake of profits to the public treasury.

Some fifty years ago Manchester purchased the

manorial rights under which the local markets had

been private property, and the system has been de-

veloped in many directions, to the great convenience

and advantage of the citizens considered both as con-

sumers of food-products and also as ratepayers.

There are extensive municipal abattoirs connected

with the market system, and the cleansing and food-

inspection departments are the better able to serve

and protect the community by reason of the con-

centration of the general food-supplies in public

markets. The rents and tolls of the various market-

places yield a large revenue, out of which mainte-

nance charges are paid, and full provision for interest

and for yearly instalments of capital investment is

deducted, after which nearly a hundred thousand dol-

lars a year is paid into the city income fund for the

relief of the tax rate.

In 1875 Manchester began the construction of

street railways— a policy that has been continuously

pursued. More than forty miles of tram-lines are the

property of the corporation, there being also about

ten miles of private lines within the municipal bounds.

The municipal lines are rented to an operating com-

pany on terms that pay the city more than ten per

cent, upon its investment. Nearly a million dollars

has been expended in laying the rails, and yearly
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rentals of more than a hundred thousand dollars are

received. Repairs and renewals are made by the city

authorities and charged to the operating companies.

After sinking-funds and interest charges have been

duly considered, there remains a handsome net profit

for the city. Salford^s corporation tramways are

leased to the same company. Both cities have found

their tramways policy amply successful already, and

the prospect for increased revenues in the future is

very bright. The code of rules to which the leasing

companies are subject is very minute and stringent,

dealing with every detail of operation, in the interest

of the public. One clause in the Manchester leases

declares that every lease of the tramways shall imply

a condition of re-entry if th e lessees do not run carriages

each way every morning of the week and every even-

ing of the week (Sundays, Christmas Day, and Good
Friday always excepted), at such hours as the Corpoi’a-

tion think most convenient for artisans, mechanics,

and daily laborers, at fares not exceeding Jd. per mile

(the lessees, nevertheless, not being required to take

any fare less than provided always that in case

of any complaint to the Board of Trade of the hours

so appointed, the said Board may have power to fix

and regulate the same from time to time.’^ This pro-

vision, made as long ago as twenty years (1875), when
tramways were first begun in Manchester, illustrates

well the spirit in which the whole matter has always

been regulated. A workman's morning and evening

ride for a penny is a municipal service wortL ac-

complishing.

It is the unanimous sentiment among the citizens

of Manchester that no private (jompany should be

allowed on any pretext to occupy with its wires, pipes,

or rails any portion of the public thoroughfares.
^
For

this reason, Manchester has made determined efforts
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Chap. V. to obtain the right to operate a municipal telephone

system. But the intention of the national post-office

service. at an early day to make the telephone service a part

of the postal administration, has stood in the way of

Manchester’s preferences.

In the many branches of its health administration

Sn2t2timi^ Manchester is alert and energetic. Its housing ar-

rangements are so different from those of tenement-

built Glasgow, that sanitary inspection and the re-

moval of cases of infectious disease do not occupy so

imperative and so large a place in the municipal ad-

ministration. But these services are duly provided

for and efficiently carried out. Under parliamentary

coB4itions. acts relating to unhealthy dwellings the Manchester

authorities are acting with much vigor, condemning

and demolishing houses that are beyond redemption,

and requiring the approved reconstruction of those

that are not too bad to be spared. As in Glasgow,

very eminent medical and sanitary engineering talent

is employed on behalf of the municipality, and the

average conditions under which the people of Man-
chester live and work are growing constantly more
wholesome. The Manchester Dwellings Recon-

struction Scheme of 1891,” based upon provisions of

the great public act of 1890 relating to the “ Housing
of the Working Classes,” is destined to accomplish a

wide-spread reform, aided by the new thoroughfares

that have been required in order to reach tlie ship

canal and docks, the opening of which is clearing

away many insanitary dwellings.

Manchester has imitated the continental cities in

making comprehensive municipal arrangements for

the burial of the dead. The arguments in favor of

cwneteiSes. municipal cemeteries are, it seems to me, well-nigh

conclusive, and with the rapid growth of our cities

they become stronger every year. All cities have
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found it necessary to exercise strict oversight in the

interest of the general health over the disposal of

human bodies, and the maintenance of public ceme-

teries greatly facilitates such supervision. The Man-
chester cemeteries committee has adapted the service

of its burial-grounds to the needs. of the public at

every point. The two gi'eat cemeteries are so subdi-

vided as to furnish separate grounds for the Church

of England, the dissenting Protestants, the Roman
Catholics, and the Jews. Prices are arranged upon

scales that make possible a decent burial, with inscrip-

tion on stone over grave, at about four dollars for adults

and three dollars for children, this charge including

all cemetery fees and expenses. The purchase prices

of freehold graves vary from ten to thirty dollars

— prices that are very low, under the circumstances.

The committee furnishes monuments and stone or iron

work at reasonable prices, and for small annual fees

or moderate commutation sums will agree to maintain

any specified condition of turf, plants, or shrubs, either

by the year or in perpetuity. The value of this public

cemetery service to the people of a great community
like Manchester— although it saves them great sums
of money— is far beyond any computation in money
terms. It is a moral and social service that the mu-
nicipality owes to its citizens, and that it is in position

toperform incomparably better than any other agency.

There are, of course, numerous private cemeteries in

and about Manchester
j
but the inevitable tendency

will be toward their gradual disuse. The municipal

authorities find it easy to administer the cemeteries in

such a way as to make them entirely self-sustaining,

as regards both original cost and current expenditure.

It is obvious that there are advantages of practical

administration in the Manchester plan of bringing the

management of public parks and cemeteries under
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Chap. V. one head. Manchester has no very large parks, the

Alexandra of sixty acres being the most extensive,

p^kB?
.
while Queen’s, Philips, and Birch Fields have each

about thirty acres. Besides these there are nearly

twenty small parks and recreation grounds. The
total area of 214 acres of parks, though not large, has
the advantage of being weU distributed, easily acces-

sible, and solicitously managed for the best results to

the community.

There are several other social services that the Man-
chester corporation provides, with marked benefit to

Municipal the public. One of these is*the maintenance of as-

rooms. sembly-rooms in all parts of the city which are rented

for any proper purpose at very reasonable prices.

The chief architectural pride of the city is its great

town hall, recently built at a cost of $5,000,000— re-

garded as the finest municipal building in the British

Empire, and admirably arranged for the purposes of

the council and the municipal departments. Its large

hall is always for rent for public meetings, concerts,

and balls, and small rooms are available for commit-

tees or societies of limited membership. There are

several older town halls in other parts of the city

which are rented for social uses of all kinds, and
various other buildings of municipal ownership simi-

larly available. This function of the government is

one that has been assumed gradually because the city

owned btiildings, rather than entered upon de novo

as a comprehensive scheme. But its benefits are so

great that it will in the future be extended rather

nent policy. than reduced; and it is being carried out as sym-

metrically, with regard to the different quarters of the

town, as the system of markets, or parks, or as any

other general seiwice.

It was in or about the year 1880 that the Manches-

ter authorities resolved to establish a system of public
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baths throughout the city, and in the course of a dec-

ade they had opened eight very ambitious and capa-

cious establishments at a cost of nearly a hundred
thousand dollars apiece. Connected with each bath

is a public gymnasium, and some of the establish-

ments also have assembly-rooms. The fees paid by
bathers are very small, the policy of this department

being to encourage the largest possible use of the

institutions rather than to earn profits. As yet, the

baths fall considerably short of self-support, the cost

of maintenance being heavy, especially in winter. But
like the parks and recreation grounds, and like the

pubUo libraries and reading-rooms, the baths are

deemed an agency of civilization that the authorities

ought to provide. Ultimately, it is very probable that

this department will be developed to the point of full

or approximate self-maintenance without advancing

the low fees that are collected from school-children

and the general public.

Hardly any other social service performed by the

Manchester corporation is so widely appreciated by
the community as the maintenance of free public

libraries. Manchester early adopted the Free Libraries

Act,

—

i, e.y decided by popular vote to open public

libraries and maintain them by a yearly rate of one

penny in the £ sterling of assessed valuation, in

accordance with a general act of Parliament. Since

1865 Manchester has pursued this policy, with great

satisfaction. The libraries now contain about 250,-

000 volumes, of which 100,000 or more are kept in

a central reference-library building where they are

accessible to everybody from early in the morning

until 10 o^clock at night. There are also some fifteen

branch libraries and reading-rooms, of which nine are

extensive, with perhaps 15,000 or 20,000 books each,

while half a dozen are principally newspaper and
I.-- 11
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to be read on the premises. These branches are much
frequented in the evening by working-men, being

kept open until 10 o^clock. Connected with each one

there is a separate boys^ room open from 6 to 9 P. M.

The total number^of books issued each year approaches

2,000,000. The municipal investment on account of

libraries has been a million dollars
;
but the sinking-

fund accumulations are now equal to three quarters

of that amount, so that annual charges for interest

S and liquidation are light. Eighty thousand dollars a

^nse.** year suf&ces for aU such chaiges, as well as for pur-

chase of new books and running expenses of the entire

system. Thus for about fifteen cents per capita per

annum, the people of Manchester are supplied with

what is perhaps the most efficient and popular system

of free libraries and reading-rooms to be found in any
city of the world. In the single item of the access

uieftiito to ^^want” advertisements that the supply of British

newspapers in the numerous reading-rooms gives to

working-men, the cost of the whole system is saved

to the wage-earning classes, the reading-rooms thus

serving the purpose of intelligence and employment
bureaus, and helping in the prompt distribution of

labor to the points where it is demanded through a

region thick-studded with manufacturing towns.

Manchester has fallen into line with all the leading
* industrial centers of Europe in recognizing the ad-

^ vantage of promoting under municipal auspices those

branches of special and technical education that have
bearing upon the principal local trades. The general

provision of elementary instruction is left with the

school-board. But the municipal jcouncil concerns

itself seriously with the task of helping working-

men’s sons to attain special skill in the crafts and
industries to which the town owes its prosperity.
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^’ormerly the chief technical schools were under pri-

vate auspices
;
but they have been made over to the

city authorities, and about $100,000 a year is expended

in their conduct, while the city’s capital property of

this character is worth nearly $1,000,000. The Man-
chester Municipal Technical Schools include a great

spinning and weaving school in which everything

pertaining to those industries is taught in such a

manner as to abet at all points the maintenance of

Manchester’s supremacy in textile industries
5
a school

of art and design
5
and several important schools of

mechanical arts, engineering, and practical trades.

The fees are low, and there are many free scholar-

^ships which are awarded on merit. The attendance

is large, and the system supplements in a highly

satisfactory manner the well-administered elementary

schools, which do not retain the average lad beyond
his thirteenth or fourteenth year. The technical even-

ing classes are well attended by apprentices whose
day hours are occupied. The technical schools pro-

vide instruction in literary and commercial subjects,

elementary science, drawing and designing, bookkeep-

ing, type-writing, shorthand, and modern languages, as

well as in engineering subjects, mathematics, physics

and practical electricity, applied chemistry, wood-

working, metallurgy, all building trades, sanitary

engineering and plumbing, bleaching and dyeing as

well as spinning and weaving, and numerous other

subjects and trades. Dressmaking, millinery, and do-

mestic pursuits are also taught to young women.
The municipal council has (in 1894) constructed the

finest technical school building in Great Britain. In

1891 a committee of the council visited German and

Swiss technical schools, and reported the dangerous

inferiority of Manchester’s facilities. A revolution has

been accomplished since the committee raised its note*
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of alarm. What English manufacturing centers have
learned from the Continent, those of America must
learn from England. This technical-instruction com-
mittee, which proceeded to reorganize the municipal

work of Manchester in their department, made the

following declaration:

The principal object of the municipal technical school is to

provide instruction in the principles of those sciences which bear

directly or indirectly upon our trades.and industries; and to

show, by experimental work, how these principles may be ap-

plied to their advancement.

The aim of the school is distinct from that of the University

colleges, inasmuch as it is designed to teach science solely with

a view to its industrial and commercial applications, and not for

the purpose of educating professional scientific men. It, how-
ever, offers to students of the university colleges the opportu-

nity of technical instruction in the industrial application of

certain branches of science.

The technical school requires that all its day students must
possess on entrance a sound general education, and it must
therefore look for its supply of suitably prepared students to the

grammar schools and other secondary schools, and to the higher

grade elementary schools.

The school also provides evening lectures and laboratory

and workshop practice for apprentices, journeymen, and fore-

men, in the scientific principles underlying their respective

trades and industries, and especially aims to bring to their

knowledge newly-discovered processes and methods for the pur-

pose of improving any special trade, or of introducing new
branches of industry.

But municipal encouragement of practical instruc-

tio:a does not stop in Manchester with the mainte-

nance of this system of advanced technical and art

schools. From the Technical Instruction Exchequer

Account the municipal council makes various annual

grants, aggregating perhaps $30,000, as subsidies and
tokens of interest and good will, to other local schools

that are carrying on some work in technical science,
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manual training, or practical trades instruction. At
least half of this amount goes to the Manchester

School Board, and $5000 is contributed to Owens Col-

lege in promotion of its scientific work. Small grants

also are made to special schools and societies : as, for

example, $600 to the Manchester and Salford Practi-

cal and Recreative Evening Classes Committee, $750

to the School of Domestic Economy, $250 to the Chris-

tian Arts and Crafts School, $1250 to the Manchester

Grammar School, $1500 to the Lower Mosley Street

SchooPs Evening Classes, $500 to the Union of Lan-

cashire and Cheshire Institute, and $250 to the Catho-

lic Collegiate School. The siibsidies are allowed upon
the quality and extent of the work these and other

aided institutions are doing in the field for whose
cultivation the Municipal Technical Instruction Ex-

chequer Account was opened. The policy may be

explained to be that of securing the largest possible

amount of technical teaching for the money expend-

ed, this end being furthered by subsidies to private

schools, and by free scholarships, as well as by main-

tenance of municipal institutions.

The municipal art-gallery is eminently creditable

to the people of Manchester, and is highly appreciated

as an educational adjunct. The art committee of the

council holds semi-annual exhibitions, with the very

active cooperation of the best British artists. The
permanent collection is rapidly increasing in extent

and value. Moreover, the Manchester corporation in

various ways encourages musical culture. It provides

good music in the parks, employs an organist who
gives frequent concerts in the great hall of the muni-

cipal building, and lends official patronage to a very

excellent local college of music.

ManchestePs crowning project has been the great

ship canal, opened in 1894 after ten years of courar
I.— 11*
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geous struggle against Luge obstacles. For many dec-

ades the idea of an artificial connection with the sea

had been in the minds of the men of Manchester, but
it was not until 1877 that it was taken up with a
purpose to carry it into execution. It began as a

movement among public-spirited men of the general

Manchester district, who formed themselves into a

company. Their plans were heartily supported by
all the communities of the Lancashire region that the

proposed canal would serve. Several years were re-

quired to obtain the necessary parliamentary author-

ity, inasmuch as the Liverpool interests and those of

several railway companies were strenuously opposed

to any plan that would make Manchester a seaport.

At first $25,000,000 was estimated as the inclusive cost

of the entire project; but as the work proceeded it was
found that $50,000,000 must be provided, and finally

the figures were raised to $75,000,000. The company's

resources were exhausted, and the municipal corpora-

tion of Manchester came to its relief, furnishingthe last

$25,000,000, and securing control of the enterprise by
a majority representation on the canal board. Eleven

of the twenty-one directors of the canal are appointed

by the Manchester town council from its own mem-
bership. The Manchester municipal corporation can

point to numerous examples of town governments that

have made dockage, wharves, harbor-deepening, and
the general appurtenances of a seaport one of their

chief corporate functions. Glasgow has long pur-

sued this policy, with results of the most gratifying

character. Liverpool’s vast unified system of docks

is vested in a public board intimately related to the

municipal corporation
;
and other seaport towns, Brit-

ish and Continental, have assumed financial responsi-

bilities on account of their trade by water that are

relatively greater than those of Manchester’s new un-
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dertaking. As a direct investment, it may be many
years before the ship canal will justify itself. But
Manchester and the surrounding district are finding

theindirect results to be of enormous value. Notalarge
number of first-class vessels patronized the canal in

1894, although its depth, width, spacious locks, and
vast terminal docks and wharves at Salford and Man-
chester are upon a scale that invites the greatest ocean

freighters. But if the ships are not at first crowding
the canaPs accommodations, it is because of great

changes, in Manchester’s favor, in the rates of com-
peting transportation routes. Formerly it cost as

much, or more, to transfer a cargo of cotton at Liver-

pool and deliver it by rail in Manchester— a distance of

some 35 miles— as to bring it from America to Liver-

pool. The fact that these charges have been greatly

reduced to meet the canal’s competition militates

against the revenues of the canal company
;
but none

the less it benefits the industrial community to serve

which the canal was constructed. Several years,

doubtless, will have elapsed before the wisdom of the

municipality’s investment in the canal will have ceased

to be a controverted question. But while far-sighted-

ness is not a universal faculty, it happens that the

short-sighted view has not prevailed in Manchester.

This magnificent public work will remain a monument
of civic faith and energy for centuries after the inef-

fectual opposition that delayed its construction has

been forgotten. The canal, together with the new
water-supply and other vigorous new projects, is pre-

paring Manchester for a twentieth-century career of

vast prosperity.
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CHAPTER VI

BIRMINGHAM: ITS CIVIC LIFE AND
EXPANSION

SO similar in general scope a^e the municipal activi-

ties of Manchester and Birmingham that with

some omissions and suppressions it is quite conceiva-

ble that an account of the one corporation could be
made to do service with readers outside of England
for an account of the other. An intimate acquain-

tance with the history and the present undertakings

of the two municipalities of course reveals abundant
individuality in the life and career of each

;
but for

purposes of international comparison either would
suffice entirely as an English typo, A recent English

Birmingham Writer has expressed a common opinion when, re-

cipai Mecca” marking that municipal reformers look to Birming-
' ham as the eyes of the faithful are turned to Mecca,

he further declares that ‘‘Birmingham was the first

to initiate, in a broad and comprehensive spirit, the

new r6gime of municipal socialism on which our hopes

of improvement in the condition of large towns are

now so greatly dependent, and that “there, some
twenty years ago, municipal statesmanship arose with

the brain to conceive and the hand to execute enter-

prises which were really commensurate with the diffi-

culties and the problems of a rapidly growing city.^^

The facts would hardly sustain this claim of priority

and preeminence. It is true that in the decade fol-

lowing 1873 the Birmingham corporation evinced a
168
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constructive and a reconstructive energy that has led chap. vi.

to the transformation of the town. But Glasgow had ^® Coinparcid

already* set the example on a larger scale for nearly

every one of the series of municipal enterprises that MaSSer.

Birmingham inaugurated, and Manchester had also

led the way in several. The outMossoming of the

municipal spirit in Birmingham has been magnifi-

cent, and the array of tangible results is indeed bril-

liant. But the conscientious investigator cannot well

admit that Birmingham has contributed more than

Glasgow to the solution of the problem how to apply

municipal remedies to the relief of sanitary and so-

cial evils in crowded industrial towns, or that it has

accomplished as much as Manchester or Glasgow in

the municipal management of productive public ser-

vices. It has, however, accomplished enough to give

it place and rank with these two
5
and that should be

sufficient honor.

There has always been a Birmingham, but the town
was not incorporated until after the reform acts, when,

like Manchester, it obtained its charter in 1838. There

were local commissions and authorities of one char-

acter or another, however, whose powers were not at
^ ^

first made over to the new municipal council; and not fuiFyStaT-

before 1851 did the corporation acquire full authority issi,

over public works and complete municipal jurisdiction

throughout its entire area. Even then the municipal

authorities were passive rather than active, and con-

tent to administer corporate affairs honestly and eco-

nomically without entering upon any very bold or

innovating policies.

It is not easy to believe that a city which has at-

tained S’-'ch splendor of development and such perfec-

tion of administration could have accomplished it all Results in

within the working lifetime of one man. For the lifetime,

light they throw upon the whole course of municipal
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Chap. VI. evolution in England since 1835, some remarks made
at the jubilee celebration of the Birmingham corpora-

tion on the last day of October, 1888, may well be
quoted. At a special meeting of the town council the

honorary freedom of the borough was bestowed upon
Mr. P, H. Muntz, M. P., who had been active, fifty

years before, in the task of procuring the charter. I

quote from the Birmingham Daily Post ” of Novem-
ber 1, 1888

:

The minutes of the previous meeting of the council having
been coniinned, the town clerk read the resolution conferring

on Mr. Muntz the honorary freedom of the borough, a copy of

which had been engrossed and illuminated upon a silk and vel-

lum scroll.

The mayor, addressing Mr. Muntz, said it was a matter of con-

gratulation to the members of the town council that they were
able to welcome his presence on an occasion which would form
an epoch in tho annals of Birmingham. Mr. Muntz was one of

the founders of their municipal liberty. It was to him and those

ContrustB of
were associated with him that Birmingham owed its muni-

flfty years, cipal self-government
;
and now, when fifty years had elapsed

since the royal charter creating Birmingham a borough was
signed, it was their privilege to be able to offer him personally

their thanks for heroic struggles in years gone by, for achieve-

ments which would fill a conspicuous page in the history of

Birmingham, and for benefits which had been the foundation

of the prosperity of Birmingham. Fifty years ago Birmingham
had 180,000 inhabitants, with property rated at £475,000, and a

burgess-roll of 6000, qualified by the £10 rental; but to-day

it had 450,000 inhabitants, with property assessed at £1,772,000,

and a constituency composed of 77,000 burgesses, who voted

under the qualification of household suffrage. Fifty years ago

meadows and fields surrounded Birmingham
;
to-day a chain of

houses linked the town with what wore once small outside vil-

lages, and formed with them practically, though not administra-

tively, the greater Birmingham— perhaps the Birmingham of the

future. There were fifty years ago numerous independent gov-

erning bodies, who derived their power from the unwelcome

source of self-election. To-day they had a municipality freely

elected by the widest suffrage, which transacted business of
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great magnitude and of the most responsible and varied charac-

ter. The streets and footpaths were then, as a celebrated author

said, painfully paved,” imperfectly watched and lighted, and
the cleanliness of the town, the culture of the artisan classes,

the health of the town, were comparatively neglected
;
and the

disposal of the sewage was an unsolved problem. Now they had
streets, public buildings, sewage works, works connected with

the health department, baths and parks, free libraries, a mu-
seum, and a host of other matters which challenged compari-

son with any town in the United Kingdom. Their progress dur-

ing the fifty years had been on the whole gradual and steady.

Occasionally it slackened and almost retrograded. On the other

hand, it progressed with giaut strides under the influence of

men inspired by a high standard of public duty, whose ability,

integrity, and devotion enhanced the value of their municipal

work, and aroused the council to groat enteri>rise. So important

had been the work of the council that the council became a

training-school for Parliament
;
for he found that, including Mr.

Muntz, there were eleven gentlemen who had passed the mayoral

chair, and, in addition, two or three other distinguished mem-
bers of the council, who had occupied, and some of them still

occupied, a seat in Parliament, and he might say with great dis-

tinction too. It was fitting, therefore, that they should signalise

the fiftieth anniversary of the municipal life and progress of the

town; and they could not better mark it than by connecting it

with Mr. Muntz, who had passed some of the best years of his

life in the service of the corporation, who had fought and won
for them municipal emancipation. The name of Muntz had been

closely allied with the industry and prosperity of the town;

indeed, they allied it with half a century of municipal existence.

What was the freedom of the borough f That question was once

asked of Mr. Muntz’s former colleague, Mr. Bright, whom they

were still proud to call their representative. He answered it as

follows: ‘‘Last week one of my acquaintances asked me what

was intended by the freedom of the city— whether there was in

it that was useful or valuable, any privilege or right thr.t the

man could care for. I told him that, as I understood, there was
nothing in it which could be put into the scales and weighed,

nothing that could be measured by the rule
;

but there was
something in it much more precious, if rightly considered, than

silver or gold.” Thus, by conferring the freedom of the borough

on Mr. Muntz they expressed their thanks to him for seryices

rendered in days gone by—for his active participation in the
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Chap. VI. admixiistration of the town during its infancy^ and also for his

having supported their administration later, when they were
able to march more progressively than they had done at the be-

ginning. The freedom also expressed the gratitude of his fellow-

citizens, their deep respect, their reverence, and their wishes

that many more years were in store for him, gladdened by the

knowledge that the g^od seed which he had sown was multiplied

and increased a hundred-fold. In conclusion, his worship handed
the roll conferring the freedom of the borough to Mr. Muntz>
with the remark that an appropriate casket was in preparation

for it
;
and he then offered him the right hand of fellowship as

the second honorary freeman of the borough of Birmingham.

Mr. Muntz, having signed the roll, was loudly applauded on

rising to acknowledge the presentation. He said he accepted

the privilege of the freedom of the borough in the same manner
and in the same tone in which it was given by the mayor. He
scarcely knew how to find words to thank tliem for the honor
they had done him. It was an honor largely enhanced by the

fact that the coimcil, as the representatives of the ratepayers

and burgesses of Birmingham, had unanimously agreed to con-

^rctrospec-*
done his offenses— at all events to approve his conduct, for the

tkms. nearly sixty years he had worked in the midst of them in every

capacity. Only those who had gone through the ordeal of apply-

ing for the charter which was the foundation of their liberties

and the foundation of the present meeting could have any idea

of the enormous labor that was requisite to carry it through.

He remembered when he first came to reside in Birmingham

—

then a very young man— it seemed to him a very strange fact

that in that large and prosperous town the people had nothing

to say in their own government, that they were a mere village

with two or three county magistrates to govern them, and with

the addition of three or four local bodies—he forgot the exact

number—who did little bits of work on their own account. He
made enquiries of several people, and found that at that time it

coulcLnot be altered
;
but a year or two afterwards the govern-

ment passed the municipal corporations bill, which included a

clause giving the crown power, on application from the rate-

payers or burgesses of any town, to extend the powers of a cor-

poration to them. On the passing of the act he applied to several

friends to take the matter up and make an application, but he

found no one would listen to him. It seemed as if there was a

sort of apathy which was to him incomprehensible. He went
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round to one after another, and at last persuaded his friend

William Scholefield, who was afterwards their member, and
Clarence Soholefield and some other gentlemen to sign a requi-

sition to about a hundred of the principal people in Birming-
ham to meet at the public office and to decide whether they
would apply for a corporation or not. At that meeting it was
decided that they should apply. He need not go into the details

of all the troubles they had to get the charter of incorporation

which was signed that very day fifty years ago, for it was then

that their difficulties really began. They had to encounter an
opposition the virulence of which was extraordinary. There

was a very large and influential body who decided that they

would not have the incorporation of Birmingham. He remem-
bered that a very comical matter occurred about that time.

Lord John Russell, who afterwards was the greatest enemy the

corporation had, pronounced a decree that the Whig govern-

ment would never allow any further extension of liberty. Upon
that the men of Birmingham declared that Lord John and his

colleagues had lost the confidence of the people of Birmingham

— at which Lord John was very much incensed— and that no-

thing short of household suffrage and vote by ballot would satisfy

them. When they applied for the corporation, there came out a

celebrated placard, written in large letters, from an association

well known in those days— Quack, quack, quack! Household

suffrage, vote by ballot, and corporation for Birmingham!
Quack, quack, quack !

” That placard sounded very pretty, but

in spite of it, and of all the opposition, they had got household

suffrage, vote by ballot, and a corporation for Birmingham. All

that was now consolidated, but before they obtained that con-

solidation they were opposed by every species of litigation, and

the government were assured that if they got the control of the

police into their hands it would be the police of the political

union, and would only be let loose to disturb the town. How-
ever, with a great deal of difficulty they got the right to control

the police, and after that various improvements
;
and ultimately,

in 1861, they got a consolidation act agreed to by all parties, which

placed the powers of the various local bodies in the hands of the

council. That was the end of their long labor, which he thought

had lasted from 1836 to 1851. That was a long time, and there

certainly was no end of trouble, but he always said to his friends,

Remember the old Chinese proverb ‘ Patience and persever-

ance make mulberry leaves into satin,’ ” and they worked pa-

tiently and determined not to rest until they got aril they claimed.
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ohaf. vl Popular self-government in Birmingham by means
of municipal institutions had indeed a difficult and
tedious ordeal to endure before the opposition to it

^ , melted away. But the ground was cleared in the
Concentra* •

power period that ended with the act of consolidation in

ciL 1851, which removed the independent boards and com-
missions, vesting all their powers in the town council,

and which gave large new powers in the direction of

sanitary and general improvements to the municipal

authorities. The following twenty years witnessed a

g^’fl'dual development, and was a period of respectable
^1871. administration. TheBirminghamof1871 wasnotatown

that could have attracted the stranger, or that could

have been pointed out as a remarkable illustration of

modem municipal enterprise. But conditions were all

ripening for the outburst of civic patriotismandenergy
that was soon to effect so notable a metamorphosis.

Fortunately, Birmingham had from the outset se-

cured good men as councilors and mayors, and the

time came when a growing local pride, an increased

number of wealthy men who were able to retire from
active control of great industries and manufactories,

and a revival of interest throughout the kingdom in

the sanitary conditions of the towns, gave Birming-

ham an exceptionally influential body of councilors.

Advent of Foremost among these municipal statesmen was Mr.

teriain. Joseph Chamberlain, then in early middle life, but

already possessed of a great fortune accumulated in

successful manufacture. In November, 1873, Mr.

Chamberlain was elected mayor. He had served for

several years in the council, and had gained a great

influence. He brought to the mayor^s chair an inti-

mate knowledge of Birmingham’s affairs, a strong

ambition to accomplish great things, and a political

and administrative ability that have since commanded
the world’s recognition.
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Birmingham at this time was supplied with water

and gas by private companies. Several unsuccessful

attempts to municipalize the water-supply had been

made in the years previous to Mr. Chamberlain’s may-

oralty. He was determined to bring both these agen-

cies under the direct management of the council, and
circumstances made it the better diplomacy to begin

with the gas-works. Two competing companies were

supplying the citizens of Birmingham and lighting the

streets. Mr. Chamberlain undertook private negoti-

ations, and found that it would be possible to induce

these companies to sell oat their works and business

on terms that seemed to him reasonable. He then

presented the subject to the council, making an elabo-

rate argument in favor of his proposed policy, particu-

larly from the financial point of view. He pointed out

the growing need of municipal revenues for objects

not directly remunerative, and held that the munici-

pal management of the gas-supply w^ould yield large

net profits with which sanitary and educational ex-

penses could be met. He expressed confidence in the

business ability of the council, and enumerated reasons

why the municipality could manufacture and sell gas

more economically than the private companies. No
phase of the subject was neglected in Mr. Chamber-

lain’s comprehensive presentation. The council was
so completely convinced that a resolution favoring the

purchase was adopted by a vote of fifty-four to two.

When a few months later it was voted to ratify the

purchase, there was only one opposing vote. A large

price was paid,— some $10,000,000,— but the bargain

has proved very profitable. The first year’s profits

were about $170,000, and they have steadily advanced

until they are twice that amount. Yet it has been

found possible since 1875 to reduce the price to con-

suniers from about seventy-five cents per thousand feet*
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to about fifty cents. This reduction and other favor-

able arrangements have promoted the diffusion of gas

among the poorer classes. The municipality in 1889

conceded the eight-hours day to its employees (nearly

2000) in the Gas Department, and in other respects

there have accrued social as well as financial benefits

,
from the policy of municipal operation.

Success in his gas policy made it the easier for Mr.

Chamberlain in the same year, 1874, to gain assent

to the proposition of a municipal water-supply. The
arguments for public water are obviously more irre-

sistible than those for public lighting works. The
mayor’s plans were approved unanimously. Mr.

Chamberlain’s high personal position in the business

community aided in the negotiations with the water

company as in those with the gas-companies. The
price paid for the, existing waterworks was about

$6,750,000. The company’s supply had been inade-

quate, and a large part of the population had de-

pended upon wells, many of which were dangerously

contaminated. Mr. Chamberlain laid down the prin-

ciple that a municipal YYater-department ought to be

self-sustaining, but ought not to earn surplus profits.

He advocated the policy of increasing and improving
the supply and of reducing the water rentals, rather

than that of earning profits for the relief of the

general ratepayers. Under municipal operation the

works were extended, and the actual daily supply was
doubled, while the cost per gallon to consumers was
much reduced.

Birmingham has now outgrown the old sources,

and municipal enterprise has gone far afield for the

great and inexhaustible supply of the future. What
the municipality bought twenty years ago was a com-

posite system of supply from neighboring streams

and deep wells. As the demands upon the storage
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reservoirs had increased, new wells were sunk, or

some additional stream was brought into requisition.

And this mode of increase from time to time has
been pursued by the corporation until now. But it

has reached a natural limit ; and it became evident

several years ago that some bold project for the ac-

quisition of a large, new source would have to be
adopted. The uniformly brilliant results that had
followed all the large experiments of the so-called

‘‘Chamberlain era” sufficed to give the council and
the community the courage to face a still more
costly undertaking. It was found that the most de-

sirable of all possible sources of supply was the Elan

river and its drainage basin, eighty miles distant in

Wales. Powers were obtained from Parliament to ac-

quire control of a great expanse of uninhabited Welsh
moorland, lying at a height of from 800 to 2000 or more
feet. Dams and reservoirs in that district, and eighty

miles of aqueducts, would give Birmingham a supply

good for a hundred years, and for a future popula-

tion of several millions, and the ultimate cost of the

undertaking would approximate $35,000,000. The
present system necessitates a large annual outlay for

pumping, while the “Welsh supply” will distribute

itself by gravity. This saving will go far to pay the

interest on the cost of the new undertaking; and if

the water rentals are for a period of years restored

to the schedule that existed in 1875, the entire stu-

pendous project can be executed and made to bear

its own financial burdens, including a sufficient sink-

ing-fund, without drawing anything from the general

municipal treasury. As in Glasgow, so in Birming-

ham, it is argued that a supply of soft, pure moun-
tain water will save the citizens a vast amount in

their soap bills and tea bills, besides conducing greatly

to the development of numerous lines of manufacture.
I.— 12
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Chap. VI. For example, they contend that the soft water in

steam-boilers will effect a saving of thousands of

pounds sterling every year to the Birmingham facto-

ries. The new system is to be constructed gradually,

and Birmingham can easily sustain the financial charge.

But to return to Mr. Chamberlain^s eventful years

mayor’s chair,—for he was twice reelected, and
crowning therefore served continuously for three years,— there

ment remains to be described his crowning achievement as

a municipal statesman. It was the boast of the third

Napoleon that he found a Paris of brick and made it

a Paris of marble. Mr. Chamberlain’s improvement

scheme, which has resulted in the transformation of

the central district of Birmingham, was not so showy
or ambitious as the Paris reconstructions, but in its

way it was not less noteworthy, and it may claim

marked superiority in its freedom from financial scan-

dals, and in the soundness and economy of its business

methods. Glasgow had made progress with its cou-

rageous renovation of the slums, as described in a

previous chapter; and, guided largely by Glasgow’s

Artisans' experience, Parliament had enacted the Artisans’
DwdlllKMB * ^

Act of 1875. Dwellings Act of 1875. Under this act it was per-

missible for the local authorities of any large town

to mark out an insanitary area for reconstruction and

improvement; and upon approval of the scheme by
the Local Government Board, and final parliamentary

ratification, the municipal council could proceed to

buy under compulsory powers at fair prices all the

lauds and buildings included in the area of the

scheme, and could then rearrange streets, clear away
condemned houses, and dispose of sites for the con-

struction of sanitary dwellings on approved plans.

Mr. Chamberlain had taken a great interest in the

passage of this bill through Parliament, and at once

proposed its application to Birmingham.
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Some street improvements in the heart of the town chaf. vi.

had been effected from year to year, and the ingress

of railroads, particularly, had broken through the

huddled masses of old houses crowded together in

narrow streets, lanes, and courts. But nothing radi-

cal had been accomplished, and the great town of

Birmingham, having by that time nearly 400,000 peo-

pie, had grown up around a nucleus surviving from

old village days, unwholesome, mean, and altogether

disgraceful. Mr. Chamberlain was not the less mind-

ful of the public health, if he was equally zealous for

the appearance of the town, and appreciative of the

opportunity to secure a handsome business street or

two, with modern public buildings and mercantile

edifices. In his admirable history of the corporation

of Birmingham, Mr. Bunce gives the following report

of a part of Mr. Chamberlain^s speech on July 27,

1875, when he presented the Improvement Scheme
to the council

:

The “ Im-

It might run a great street, as broad as a Parisian boulevard,

from New street to the Ashton road
;

it might open up a street outlined,

such as Birmingham had not got, and was almost stifling for the

want of—for all the best streets were too narrow. The council

might demolish the houses on each side of the street, and let or

sell the frontage land, and arrange for rebuilding workmen's

houses behind, taking the best advantage of the sites, and build-

ing them in accordance with the latest sanitary knowledge, and

the requirements of the medical officer of health. Having made
such a scheme as that, the council would have to go to the Local

Government Board, and they would institute an enquiry, and

should they approve of the scheme, they would carry through

Parliament a provisional order which would have the force of

• law, so that the council would get the advantage of a private

Improvement act, without the responsibility and cost, which

were thrown upon the government. This act having been ob-

tained, the coimcil would have the power of compulsory pur-

chase of the whole of the property, without paying one penny
for the compulsory sale. This was an important provision,'for

the British Parliament had, for the first time, recognized some-
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thing higher than property. They should not have to pay the

landlords what was termed solaUum; they would be able to

acquire the property at a fair market price, without anythii^

added for compulsory purchase. Having got possession of the

property, the council would proceed gradually to lay out the

streets and open up the approaches. The council were not, ex-

cept as a last resort,^ to undertake any building speculation, but

were to employ others to carry out this work. Another im-

portant facility was given to the council which they had not

hitherto enjoyed. Having obtained the freehold of the land,

they were no longer bound to sell what they did not want for

their improvement. They might lease it for years, and tonse-

quently secure for future generations of ratepayers the advan-

tages hitherto secured by a few lavge land-owners in the town.

They had a power, also, under the act, to raise loans, and the

Treasury had power to lend them the money at 31^ per cent.,

and those loans were to be repayable in a period of fifty years,

and any deficiency, if there was any, as the result of such

changes, would be thrown upon the borough rate, to which the

ratepayers proportionately contributed. He did not suppose

that such a scheme as be had suggested could be carried out

without some expense to tlie ratepayers, but it would not in-

volve nearly so much expense as the bit-by-bit improvements

which they were making in the town, and which never repaid in

proportion to their cost.

Several years were required for the preliminaries,

but Mr. Chamberlain’s project was adopted with spirit

and energy, and with results that have thus far vindi-

cated most strikingly the sagacity of his predictions.

The chief monument of the undertaking is Corpo-

ration street,” Birmingham’s finest public thorough-

fare and business avenue, splendidly built up with

new and solid structures that will become the prop-

erty of the municipality when the seventy-five-year

ground leases expire. The area included in the im-

provement scheme was about 90 acres in extent, and

was covered with about 4000 houses, in which from

15,000 to 20,000 people were living. The mortality

rate of this district was very high, in some streets
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being several times as great as that of the more fa-

voredparts of the city. The condemnation proceedings

were tedious and delayed, but the city^s estimates of

value were generally sustained by the courts, and the

gross outlay amounted, as Mr. Chamberlain had pre-

dicted, to about $8,000,000. It was not expected that,

after creating new streets and rearranging the district,

the city could wholly recoup itself by sales or leases

of building sites. It was anticipated that about one

third of the expenditure would have to be met out of

the municipal treasury. As revenue accounts now
stand, the improvement scheme costs annually for in-

terest, sinking-fund, and various charges about $400,-

000, and receives in rentals about $300,000. But the

rent-roll will grow considerably, and the interest and
sinking-fund charges will diminish

;
so that within a

very few years the turningpoint will havebeen reached,

and this department of the municipal administration

will yield a surplus revenue. In fifty years from the

time of the investment, the debt will all have been

paid off, and then the ground rents for twenty-five

years, or thereabouts, will accrue to the municipal

treasury as clear income. And at the end of that

period the leases will fall in, and the improvements

—

chief of which are the palatial business houses that

line both sides of Corporation street— will become

municipal property without cost to the city or com-

pensation to the retiring lessees. Then, as Mr. Cham-
berlain has said, Birmingham will be the richest

municipal corporation in the kingdom, and it will bless

the memory of the council of 1875 that had the fore-

sight to make such plans.

In so far as a working-class population remains in

the area dealt with, there has been a vast improve-

ment in the average health. The municipal authorities

have tried the experiment of building and renting e
I. -^12*
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Chap, vl considerable number of model flve-room cottages. As
^ health measure, the improvement scheme of 1875

tages. has repaid all that it cost, while as a project for the

modernization and adornment of a commercial city

Brilliant that possesscs adue measure of local pride, it has also

improve- been justified. But in the end, perhaps, it will have
Bcheme. attracted still greater attention as a brilliant financial

,
stroke, and as a demonstration of the rate-saving pos-

sibilities that lie in land municipalization.

It was during Mr, Chamberlain^s period of munici-

pal leadership that a fourth great project, the existing

drainage system, was given its determining character.

The small river Tame is the natural outlet for the

drainage of Birmingham and the surrounding coun-

try. But its further pollution with sewage had long

since become intolerable. The sewage committee of

the council had made exhaustive inquiries, and had

reached the conclusion that for Birmingham the sew-

fclS? age-farm system would offer the true solution.

In a limited way the system was begun, but practi-

cal difficulties prevented its large development until

after Parliament had passed the Public Health Act of

1875. This act authorized the union of contiguous

sSSSo^uie municipalities and districts for the formation of a

R^aiieys. Drainage Board with comprehensive authority to deal

with the sewage of a region whose parts belonged

naturally to the same drainage basin. Mr. Chamber-

lain, as mayor of Birmingham, presided in 1875 over

a joint meeting of representatives of the towns and

rural districts pertaining to the valleys of the Tame
and Rea. Birmingham comprised most of the popu-

lation, but only about one fourth of the area. Not to

dwell upon details, let it be said that the union was
duly formed, under a managing board of twenty-two

members, to which the mayors of Birmingham and

Aston Manor belonged ex officio^ while the othertwenty
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induded eleven from the Birmingham council and one csap. vi.

each from nine outside districts. It was a work of

great difficulty that lay before the commission, but its

chairman,Alderman Avery of Birmingham, gave years
to its consummation. By successive purchases a farm
of some 1500 acres, possessing all the requisites of

location, slope, and subsoil, was acquired. Great

sewer tunnels, intercepting the street mains, carry

the foul liquid out to the subsidence-tanks at Saltley,

where treatment with lime assists the precipitation of irrigation

solids, and the liquid, by irrigation and soil filtration, Suahed.

is at length carried off through underground tUes,

pure enough to pass into the adjacent streams, and
eventually into the river Tame, without doing the

slightest violence to the spirit or the letter of those

stringent acts that now forbid the pollution of Eng-
lish rivers. At first, the disposition of the sludge ^

in the subsidence-tanks was a hard problem. When sowng

spread out over the soil, it was so offensive that it ren-

dered the very name of sewage-farms ” odious in all

the vicinage. But after a time it was learned that the

sludge could be spaded into shallow trenches, covered

with fresh soil, and thus gradually absorbed as a fer-

tilizer without causing any annoyance whatsoever to

the neighboring farmers. In fact, the Birmingham
sewage-farm is altogether a wholesome and agreeable

tract of land, under high cultivation, and exceedingly

rich in crops. The subsoil is pure gravel, and consti-

tutes a natural filter-bed. The farm can be gradually

extended as the quantity of sewage increases, and the

system is fully equal to any test to which it can ever

be subjected.

The system of intercepting sewage-tunnels and fil-

tration-farms was only one half of the great scheme

for the proper disposal of refuse that was adopted by

Birmingham in the seventies. Until that system-were
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fully developed, it was obvious that the sewers should

be kept as free as possible from solid waste. In 1871,

with more than 73,000 houses in the town, there were

less than 4000 water-closets. For the most part there

was in use a most objectionable system of ‘‘ middens.^'

The water-closet as a substitute not being immediately

feasible for lack of sewage-disposal works, the so-called

Rochdale system of closet-pans and ash-tubs was in-

troduced on a large scale. This system has been

continued, with a high degree of local approbation.

Although there are now more than 20,000 water-

closets in use in Birmingham, the pan-closets are

nearly twice as numerous. The ^^pans” are heavy

galvanized iron cylinders, 18 inches in diameter and

15 inches deep, and the city owns a vast supply of

them. They are easily removable, and once every

week, in the night, the closed vans of the Health De-

partment remove them, substituting cleansed cylin-

ders. Each house is also supplied with a specially

designed ash-tub, for kitchen garbage and other solid

refuse as well as ashes
;
and the contents of these are

emptied into a box attached to the van that removes

the pans.^^ The whole work is organized by districts

with perfect system. There are several receiving-sta-

tions, all located on canal wharves. The coarser gar-

bage is consumed in furnaces, of which there are

about fifty in operation. The fine contents of the

ash-pits are mixed with a portion of the contents of

the closet-pans, forming a fertilizer that is removed

by canal-boats and sold to fanners. But most of the

material from the pans is made into a dry, powdered
fertilizer by evaporation in special machines. The

heat derived from the burning garbage suffices to

work the evaporating machines. The poudrette

fertilizer is sold at $30 a ton. The residuum of the

incinerated garbage is a mass of clinkers,’’ useful for
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concrete or mortar, for road-making, or for filling low
ground. The Health Department makes large use of

the canals that radiate from Birmingham, and owns
thirty or forty capacious canal-boats, which are in

constant use for the removal of fertilizers and other

final products of the sanitary works which deal with

the cleansings and refuse of a great city. All in all,

Birmingham has evolved a most complete and satis-

factory system for the public management of every

form of waste material— a system adapted in all its

parts to the actual conditions of the place.

The elaborate reorganization of the Health Depart-

ment of Birmingham dates from 1875. Besides the

disposal of sewage and refuse, the health committee

of the council was charged with the inspection of

houses and removal of nuisances, with maintenance of

epidemic hospitals and disinfection facilities, and with

milk and food inspection. Dr. Alfred Hill, who still

serves in that capacity, was appointed Medical Officer

of Health, and a great increase in the staff of inspectors

at once wrought a marvelous change. From 20,000 to

30,000 nuisances a year were reported and abated.

Within seven or eight years, more than 3000 wells,

used by 60,000 people, were condemned on the ground

of serious sewage contamination, and permanently

closed. Domestic cleanlinesswas enforced, zymotic dis-

eases which had prevailed were successfully attacked,

and within a few short years an average yearly death-

rate of about twenty-six per 1000 was reduced to

twenty or less. This signified the saving of from
2000 to 2500 lives each year, the prevention of scores

of thousands of cases of illness, a marked increase in

the average longevity, and particularly a revolution

in the survival and health of infants in the poorer

streets. The average for the whole city does not ex-

press the measure of benefit reaped by the streets and
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OmjLr. VI. districts most seriously concerned. There were local-

ities where the death-rate had averaged year by year

from sixty to eighty per 1000 inhabitants, and where a

M^eioos
years of the new sanitary administration reduced

^ from twenty to twenty-five. Birmingham is

tricts. a naturally healthy place, and the high death-rate had
been due to remediable conditions. Twenty years of

reformed health arrangements have wrought a com-

plete transformation, and amount in their aggregate

results to one of the chief triumphs of city govern-

ment in this generation.

Birmingham illustrates well the recentness of the

Fkrks and
movement amongcommercial towns, elsewhere

opw ipaces. asWell as in England, forparks and recreation grounds.

Until 1856 the town did not possess a square foot of

land devoted to such purposes. In that year a ten-acre

park was presented to the corporation, and in the next

year one of thirty-one acres was given by another

local benefactor. Agitation for more such grounds

became rife, and Aston Park of fifty acres was acquired

in 1864. It was in 1873 that Miss Eyland gave Can-

non Hill Park of nearly sixty acres, and within the

next ten years four or five other smaller parks and

gardens were added to the list. More recently there

have been several other acquisitions, so that the parks

committee has in keeping some fourteen parks and

grounds, with a total extent of 350 acres. If this area

is nothing very impressive, it should be understood

that Birmingham's parks are easily accessible, well

distributed, and handsomely maintained as true plea-

sure gardens for the people.

In charge of the same committee of the council (the

Cemeteries parks and baths committee, which also maintains

“cSes^?* cemeteries somewhat upon the plan of those described

in the foregoing account of Manchester) are the Bir-

mingham public baths. For some reason, the ides
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of municipal baths obtained favor in England many ckap, vi.

years earlier than the period of the public health acts

and the more thorough sanitary reforms. It was in

1844 that the '^Association for Promoting Cleanliness

among the People ” was formed in London, and in

1846 Parliament passed the Baths and Wash-houses

Act, under which municipal and other local authorities

were permitted to establish public baths and laun-

dries, at low prices, in the interest of health and de-

cency. Birmingham people were ardent in the move-

ment, and voluntary association was superseded by
municipal action in 1848, when the council adopted

the baths act. It was in 1851 that the first establish- ha^« muni-

ment was completed and opened at a cost of about iiSSmenu.

$120,000. Its popularity was immediate, and it was
patronized by a hundred thousand bathers a year.

In 1860 a second establishment was opened, followed

by a third one in 1862. The bathers soon averaged

two hundred thousand a year, and gradually increased

to three hundred thousand. In 1863 a fourth great

establishment was opened, and the bathers at once

increased to four hundred thousand. These are, of

course, in perennial use, and artificially warmed in

winter. But the committee also provides open-air open^tir

summer baths in two or three of the parks. The baths,

school-children of Birmingham have the pleasure and

benefit of splendid swimming-baths, the year around,

at the price of a halfpenny for each bath. Citizens

who wish to pay for Turkish baths find them pro-

vided at a shilling. It is not attempted to make these

establishments fully self-sustaining. The running ex-

penses of the system are more than $35,000*a year, chati?e8,and

and the receipts from bathers are less than $30,000.

The city, moreover, has interest to pay on an invest-

ment of $350,000. But when the benefits to school-

children alone— not to mention the hosts of young
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working men and women— are considered, the net

charge against the rates is a trifling matter for a rich

city of half a million people.

The laundry feature of the Birmingham baths was
abandoned some years ago, because its limited patron-

age proved that it was not a public necessity. In

Glasgow this auxiliary has been growingly successful.

But the housing accommodation of the two cities is

totally unlike. The Glasgow family lives in a flatted

tenement-house, often with only one or two rooms at its

command, and with no separate facilities for washing.

There are no such buildings in Birmingham. Each
family lives in a small but separate house, and pro-

vision is made for washing. The public wash-houses

of Birmingham were the result of a theory rather

than the outcome of a pressing local condition, and
they had to be abandoned. The experiment was not,

however, a costly one, inasmuch as the abandoned

laundry quarters were needed for the extension of

bathing facilities.

Perhaps in no other municipal undertaking has

Birmingham ever shown a finer enthusiasm than in

the establishment and development of the free-li-

brary system. It was in 1850 that Parliament passed

the first Free Libraries Act, and in 1855 that impor-

tant amendments made it better available for local

adoption. The Birmingham voters confirmed the ac-

tion of the council, and adopted the libraries act early

in 1860. The act, in brief, authorized the levy of a

penny rate for the creation and support of free libra-

ries and museums. At that time, such a rate was
productive of an income of about $17,500. The li-

braries committee reported that “the scheme, as a

whole, should comprise a central reference-library,

with reading- and news-rooms, a museum and gallery

of art, and four district lending-libraries, with news-
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rooms attached.” Within seven or eight years this

whole system had been created, and the number of

volumes. in all the libraries had reached fifty thou-

sand. The patronage was enormous from the very

beginning. In 1872 the innovation of Sunday open-

ing was made, in the face of an opposition at first

strong and bitter, but afterward altogether with-

drawn. A fire in 1879 that destroyed the central

reference collection only served to demonstrate the

popularity of the institution. The citizens contrib-

uted large gifts of money, and the restored library

soon exceeded in all respects that which was de-

stroyed. The branch libraries have now been in-

creased in number, the aggregated volumes exceed

200,000, and the yearly issue of books reaches 1,000,-

000 or more, while the patronage of the newspaper

and periodical reading-rooms has grown to a remark-

able total. The devotion of the best citizens has been

shown in generous gifts of special collections; and

the central library has many rare and distinctive fea-

tures that add to its charm and its value. The library

rate has been increased somewhat from the original

penny, and the department has an income of about

$65,000 a year for all purposes, including the art mu-
seum and gallery.

The municipal art-gallery began modestly as an

annex to the central library. But so many gifts have

been made to it by the public-spirited citizens of the

town that it has come to assume both proportions

and importance. It is now well housed, adequately

maintained, and highly popular. As an outgrowth

of this art museum, Birmingham maintains a central

school of art, with several branches, chiefly for night

pupils from the working-classes; and the desirability

of the undertaking has been proven by the fact that

three thousand or more pupils avail themselves of thft
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nearly all of these pupils being

instructed in various applications of art to the local

industries in which they are employed.

Like Manchester and other progressive towns, Bir-

availed itself promptly of the opportunities

education, afforded by the Technical Instruction Act of 1889, as

supplemented by an act of 1890 which makes availa-

ble for the support of technical education a large part

of the excise taxes which formerly went to the na-

tional treasury. Thus the so-called Exchequer Con-

tribution Fund now gives Birmingham every year a

sum which, after providing for police superannuation,

etc., leaves from $30,000 to $40,000 for the mainte-

nance of municipal technical schools. The corpora-

tion proceeded at once to open temporary schools,

and to make plans for a great central building to cost

$300,000 or more, which is to be opened before the

end of 1895 as one of the best-equipped technical

schools in the kingdom. It need not be added that

the school-board of Birmingham, which provides

ample facilities for elementary instruction, is in full

sympathy with the municipal policy of practical edu-

cation along lines that shall train boys and girls to

places of usefulness and assured self-support in the

local industrial community.

I have yet to refer to Birmingham's policy as re-

spects street railways. George Francis Train's fa-

mous attempts to introduce tramways in the British

towns in 1860 did not neglect Birmingham. Mr.

Train was granted an experimental concession which

Corpora- he failed to utilize, and in 1861 the corporation itself

car lines. obtained parliamentary authority to build tramways.

But nothing was done until after the General Tram-

ways Act of 1870 was passed. At length in 1873 the

council laid the first line, at a cost of $75,000, and

leased it for seven years to an operating company.
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From time to time other lines have been built and
leased; but the corporation’s limits included only

8400 acres until November 9, 1891, when they were
increased to 12,365 acres by the annexation of sub-

urbs then containing some 50,000 people. Thus,

when the corporation’s street-railway system was
under construction, the average distance from the

center to the circumference of Birmingham was only

two miles; and twenty-two miles of tram lines are the

total extent of the municipal ownership. Outside of

the city’s jurisdiction, the operating companies have

extended the lines by a still greater mileage. In

the future, undoubtedly, these extensions will be ac-

quired by the Birmingham corporation at a fair valua-

tion, in accordance with the methods prescribed in the

General Tramways Act. The present municipal lines

are operated in part by horse-power and in part by

steam, with cable and electricity also introduced on

certain routes. The terms of rental are worthy of

mention. First, the leasing companies agree to pay

4 per cent, on the full municipal investment for the

first fourteen years of the lease, and 5 per cent, for the

remaining seven years. Second, the companies also

pay an annual sum which at compound interest will

accumulate a fund equal to the whole capital outlay

at the end of the twenty-one years’ lease. It is cal-

culated and agreed that 4 per cent, for fourteen years

and 5 per cent, for the remaining seven years will

suffice to raise the full amount of capital. Meanwhile,

also, the companies pay all current charges for repairs

and maintenance of the lines, upon receiving. bills

certified by the city surveyor. It should be remem-

bered that Birmingham is able to borrow at very low

rates
;
and it is clear that these terms are profitable

to the municipality. At the end of the twenty-one

years, the earning value of the franchises will have*
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increased, and new leases can be executed on terms

still more advantageous to the city. But while Bir-

mingham has thus protected the ratepayers so hand-

somely, it has accomplished even more in the guarding

of the interests of the traveling public. Every detail

as to rates of f^re and character of service is pre-

scribed in the by-laws and regulations that the com-

panies have to accept. The minuteness of the re-

quirements touching duties and conduct of drivers

and conductors, furnishing and lighting of cars, and

so on, would amaze an American community.

It is readily apparent that it would have been ad-

vantageous for Birmingham to have secured many
years ago a large increase of territory. The munici-

pal gas-works, the drainage system, the water-supply

and the transit system already serve an area much
greater than that which is included within the boun-

daries as now extended. The city should have had

direct control over the streets and house-building of

this suburban area, and should have been in position

to lay down for itself the tram-line extensions.

Birmingham at an early day (1824) acquired from

the manorial lord the market rights which had long

been held as private sources of emolument, and there

has been developed a series of important public mar-

kets, which aid in the cheap “ approvisionment " of the

city, and make more feasible and certain the thorough

health inspection of food-supplies. The markets yield

a considerable net revenue.

lii 1872, just before Mr. Chamberlain became mayor,

Birmingham’s municipal indebtedness was somewhat

more than $2,500,000. Since then, it has raised in

loans for what may be called investments of capital

about $45,000,000. A portion of this sum has been

repaid, but the debt stHl stands at approximately

$40,000,000. This would be a formidable sum if there
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were little or nothing to show for it, or if it had for chaf. vl

the most part been sunk in unproductive expenditures.

But the support of this huge outlay has not added
anything to the rates, which remain almost exactly

i^ot^pubuc
what they were in 1873. Birmingham’s finances are bupden.

consolidated and admirably managed, and the average

interest rate on its debt is a little over three per cent.

Mr. Chamberlain had foreseen the necessary growth

of unproductive expenditures, and had favored the

municipal control of productive monopolies of supply

as an offset. His forecasts have been justified. Mu-
nicipal water, gas, tramways, markets, etc., have, from
the financial point of view, been completely success-

ful. In all the municipal financiering, the accounts financiering,

of the several departments are kept distinct,* and it

is the laudable ambition of each council committee to

make the revenues of its particular department go as

far as possible toward meeting the current expenses.

Each specific investment is provided with a sinking-

fund that must extinguish the debt within a prescribed

period; and thus the great volume of indebtedness is

as easily and precisely managed as if it were only one

tenth as large. Viewing the expenditure as a whole,

it has been made more advantageously by far than The commu.

any private firms or companies could have effected it,

and the community, as individuals and as a corporate

body, is the richer at least by two or three dollars for

every dollar of the forty or fifty millions that the cor-

poration has dared to borrow and invest.

I.-1S
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES OF BRITISH TOWNS

Before passing on to a survey of the govern-

ment of the great English metropolis, there may
he some advantage in a rapid review of the growing
municipal activity of the provincial towns. The ac-

counts that I have given of the social progress under
municipal auspices in Glasgow, Manchester, and Bir-

mingham will suflBlce as representative sketches of

individual towns, although Liverpool, Leeds, Notting-

ham, Sheffield, Edinburgh, and several other large

centers would furnish instructive pictures of recent

A period of municipal development. It will be enough if a re-

markable period of awakening and improvement in

the British towns can be made the more clearly com-

prehensible by a summary grouping of facts and
statistics.

The chief motive in all this work of town improve-

ment has been the promotion of the health and civili-

Dominant
nation of the community. Commercial considerations

mottrea: and the sentiments of local pride have played their

part A wholesome spirit of emulation in good works

has come to the aid of the local leaders whose own mo-

tives were of a higher order. One town’s enterprise

in the matter of a noble water-supply has powerfully

stimulated action in other towns. An attractive sys-

tem of libraries and reading-rooms in A or B, has had

a decisive effect upon C, D, E, and F. In a review of
194
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some of the departments of municipal activity that

are now most characteristic of the English towns,

there is no need of any attempt at a classification of

functions. There is a limited usefulness, sometimes,

in distinguishing between monopolistic services of

local supply, and other services not regarded by econo-

mists as naturally tending to monopoly. And for

financial purposes there are obvious advantages in

distinguishing between the revenue-earning or pro-

ductive services, and those that are supported wholly

or chiefly out of rates or taxes. But no such classifi-

cation can ever serve a permanent end. At least it

must yield to frequent revision. As to many depart-

ments, the classification would only register a prevail-

ing policy. Thus, water-supply is commonly managed
as a self-sustaining and moderately productive depart-

ment, while drainage with sewage-disposal is con-

sidered unproductive. But in point of theory it would

be perfectly feasible to reverse the management of

these two equally necessary and complementary ser-

vices, and to distribute water freely, charging the

expense against the general treasury, while making
the disposal of sewage and other waste a productive

municipal monopoly.

The large British towns have had the wisdom to

perceive of late that a good water-supply is the most

imperative of all local considerations. They have

learned that a public supply is desirable because no

private company can find it profitable to make ac-

count of the motives that should govern the fixing of

a permanent system. I have mentioned in detail the

great water undertakings of Glasgow, Manchester,

and Birmingham. These costly supplies of pure wa-

ter will result in a wonderful variety of indirect com-

pensating advantages to their respective communities,.
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MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT IN GREAT BRITAIN

and, considered as public investments, are unimpeach-
ably sound

;
but as private investments they would

have been ruinous, for the simple reason that a pri-

vate company could not have turned indirect benefits

into cash dividends. In general, it is the approved

plan of British towns to 'obtain soft and pure water

from high sources, so that it may be introduced and
distributed by gravity. Pumping expenses are thus

saved; and this saving— as against the cost of a sys-

tem which pumps up and artificially filters a contam-

inated river water— is enough to pay a large part of

the interest on the initial cost of a mountain supply

brought a long distance by aqueduct. Moreover, the

advantage of the gravity system for the Fire Depai*t-

ment and for hydraulic-power works represents an-

other large annual saving. It is, therefore, the policy

of the British towns to secure control, each for itself,

of some elevated and uninhabited area whose water-

shed it can preempt, and whose extent gives assur-

ance of a quantity of water large enough for future

needs.

I have mentioned Glasgow's Loch Katrine supply,

ManchestePs acquisition of Lake Thirlmere, and Bir-

mingham's bold project of a supply from the Elan in

the mountains of Wales. Liverpool has also gone to

Wales for its supply, which it derives from Lake
Vyrnwy, and conveys a distance of 68 miles through

aqueducts. This splendid public work was completed

in the summer of 1892, some $10,000,000 having been

expended upon it. Bradford, one of England's most

progressive municipalities,— a town of some 225,000

inhabitants,— has also gone far afield for a safe and

permanent supply of water. It had protected its ex-

isting nearer sources by the purchase of large areas

of land to guard against possibie contamination
;
but

now it has secured as a heritage for future genera-
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tious (by terms of the Bradford Water Act of 1890)

the almost uninhabited and uncultivated moorlands

at the* sources of the river Nidd on the slopes of

Oreat Whernside, distant 40 miles from the town,”

whence an unfailing supply of pure water will be

brought by aqueducts. Cardiff, t*he Severn seaport

and South Wales metropolis, purchased the works of a

private water-company in 1879 at a cost of $1,500,000,

and since then has spent $3,000,000 more upon a

scheme which brings the purest of water from the

Taff Fawr valley, distant 32 miles in the hills. Bol-

ton, an excellent type of the best manufacturing

towns, with a population approaching 125,000, brings

its admirable water-supply from the Entwisle moors,

whicK fortunately are only a few miles distant, al-

though the works have cost about $4,000,000. Shef-

field has since 1887 purchased the waterworks from

a private company at a cost of $7,500,000, and is im-

proving them. The sources are some miles distant

and are of a fortunate character. Leeds, the great

Yorkshire manufacturing town, has an elaborate sys-

tem of storage and filtering reservoirs and pumping-

works through which it distributes the water of the

river Washburn
;
and Hull, Yorkshire's seaport, has a

good public supply. Nottingham and Leicester, also

representative manufacturing towns of approximately

200,000 inhabitants each, municipalized both water

and gas some twenty years ago, with good results.

The magnitude of municipal investments in water-

works may be illustrated by the statement that the

outstanding indebtedness of English and Welsh local

authorities on account of this one item has reached

$200,000,000 and is nearly one fifth of the aggregate

of local debts. Mo|J of this vast outlay has been in-

curred since 1870. ^ Sinking-funds are accruing to

4UC&t maturing obligations; and the ooiqpletion of
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water systems for the larger towns makes it almost

certain that after the year 1900 the annual cost of new
works will he less than the annual growth of sinking-

funds, and thus the net volume of waterworks in-*

debtetoess will decrease.

It is interesting to note the fact that English local

authorities are taking up the question of sewerage

and sewage-disposal with such vigor that they are now
spending more every year in that direction than upon
water-supplies, although the aggregate indebtedness

for sewer-works in 1892 was only half as great as the

water debt, having reached just $100,000,000. In a

recent year, $4,000,000 of borrowed capital was spent

upon new public waterworks, and $5,000,000 upon
main drainage-works and sewage treatment. Such is

the energy with which English municipalities take up
great questions and deal with them in the order of

their importance. It will not be necessary to cite

many instances, in addition to those presented in the

three foregoing chapters. Sheffield is spending a

great sum upon its Blackburn Meadows sewage-pre-

cipitation works. Salford, which obtains its water-

supply from Manchester, has carried into operation a

very elaborate scheme for the collection and artifi-

cial purification of sewage—an exceedingly creditable

system for this public-spirited town of 200,000 people.

Oldham, also in the Manchester district, a fine town
of 160,000 people, famous for its weaving industries,

is noW spending a million dollars upon works for the

interception and treatment of sewage. Chorley, in

the same neighborhood, has a good system of sewage-

farms. Leicester has developed a sewage-farm of

about 1400 acres, and is a mo^ corporation in its

sanitary engineering system. *eamington, in War-
wickshire, furnishes an illustration of excellent sani*
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tary arrangements in a smaller town. It has fewer

than 30,000 inhabitants, but its water-supply is derived

from lofty hills, and its sewage is successfully treated

by land irrigation. Shakespeare^s town of Stratford,

in the same lovely Avon valley, is {ilso a model of

cleanliness, with a good public water-supply and a

sewage-farm of the most modern character. The large

towns of Wolverhampton and West Bromwich are

among the English municipalities that have adopted

the sewage-farm as the true solution of a difficult

problem. The same thing is true of ancient Canter-

bury, of Tunbridge Wells, and of Darlington. Practi-

cally all the large British towns have now executed

main drainage-works of a permanent character, and
it only remains for those that are still draining into

rivers or the sea either to divert the intercepted sew-

age to irrigation farms, or else to establish works on

the Manchester model for artificial precipitation and
cleansing.

Municipal gas-works were undertaken by many of

the English towns, at the same time that the water-,

supply was municipalized. The arguments in favor

of the public control of gas-supplies are certainly not

so strong as those that can be urged in the case of

water. The gas business rests upon a more strictly

commercial basis, and furthermore it does not involve

any of those far-reaching questions as to the source

and nature of the supply that, in most cases, make it

wise for towns to manage their own water. But if a

city wants excuses for assuming the manufacture*and

sale of gas, they are numerous enough. It is itself

a large consumer, in street-illumination and public

buildings. The distri^tion of gas requires the use

of the public streets for pipes; and a private com-

pany’s occupation of any part of the streets is con-
*
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ghap. vm. fiidened lighly objectioaaaible in En^and and in Oer-

many. Gas is necessarily a monopoly product
j
and

its sale at somewhere near cost can only be expected

of the public authorities. In many incidental ways,

the authorities^ are at .an advantage in the busi-

ness. Some of the arguments that would apply even

in America have a greatly added force in England.

Oenertii use
more use must be made there, for climatic rea-

‘eSfah
artificial light. Gas is almost universally

towns, used by aU classes in England and Scotland, while in

America refined petroleum is largely used. An abun-

dant supply of a cheap iUuminant is a social desidera-

tum of the highest consequence in a country where

during the winter the daylight does not suffice for in-

door occupations a longer time on the average than

, ^ ^ from five to six hours in the twenty-four. The boon
A boon to ^ i I, . , i , «
the poor, of cheap gas to the poor in tenement-houses, for

instance, is inestimable. It is one of the foremost

agencies of civilization. Again, an abundant use of

Asa dice
light in the gloomy towns of England and

measure. Scotlaud is a potent safeguard against crime. One is

constantly told by chiefs of police that each light

counts for a constable.’^

Financial It was, however, largely from revenue considera-

tions. tions that the English and Scotch towns assumed the

gas business. They believed that they could not only

cheapen gas to the consumers and provide a more

ample street-lighting, but also earn net profits and

thus reduce the rates. Not to enter upon a detailed

discussion, I can only gay that it is almost the univer-

sal testimony in Great Britain that the municipal gas

enterprises are a brilliant success. They have steadily

reduced the selling price, and largely increased the

consumption. Their raanagemj&nt has been as efficient

agement. •and economical as that of the private companies.

lE^ey ha.v« been able, while selling gas at a low pmce,
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to pay expenses and! interest, accumulate sinking-

funds, enlarge the plants and make good all current

depreciations, and still pay net profits into the muni-
cipal treasuries. The price in the large towns is gen-

erally from 50 cents to 75 cents per 1000 feet. The
net profits are in most places kept low by reductions

of price whenever they tend to become very consider-

able. But when the initial cost of the works has been

paid off, it will manifestly be feasible to maintain

prices and to pay into the town treasuries the large

sums that now go to sinking-fund and interest ac-

counts
;
and then the gas-works will be very produc-

tive properties.

In 1893 there were in the United Kingdom 185 com-

munities that maintained public gas-supplies, the

number having increased from 148 in 1883. Of these,

34 were in Scotland and 6 in Ireland. Belfast, Limer-

ick, Tralee, and Newry are the chief Irish towns that

make their own gas. The Scotch list includes all of

the principal places, the Edinburgh corporation hav-

ing several years ago purchased the plants of two gas-

companies that had supplied Edinburgh and Leith.

The notable thing about municipal gas in Scotch towns

is its marvelously wide distribution to the homes of

the people, and the extent to which the municipality

makes itself responsible for public lighting. Thus,

according to returns for 1893, the number of con-

sumers (that is, of separate accounts) in the town of

Paisley was 14,346
;
in Aberdeen there were 24,475

;

in Dundee, > 32,629
;
in Edinburgh-Leith, 61,397, and in

Glasgow, 156,^^0. In these Scotch towns the munici-

pal authorities light the common stairs of tenement-

houses as well as the regular streets
;
and it is prob-

ably true of Edinbuirgh, Dundee, and Aberdeen, as it

certainly is of Glasgow, that the common stairs and

courts of tenement-houses are lighted at a greater cost
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otuT. vii. for gas and wages than the public streets. Thus the

total number of public gas-lights reported from these

Scotch towns was as follows : Paisley, 1,682 5
Aber*-

deen, 3,824; Dundee, 4,746; Edinburgh, 11,522; and
Glasgow, 20,648. Considering population and area,

these numbers of public lights are unprecedented.

Another interesting outcome of the assumption of

the gas business by the Scotch municipal authorities,

and to some extent also by the English, is the attempt

Pweigasand
^i^courage the use of gas as a domestic fuel by sup-

gM-stoves. plying stoves and fixtures at a very low rental and by

keeping them in order and ^repair. Edinburgh has

adopted Glasgow’s policy in this regard, and Aberdeen

and Dundee are also leasing and selling gas-stoves.

Convenience and economy will undoubtedly make gas

the ordinary domestic fuel of the future in these towns,

and, as purveyors of gas, the municipal authorities

would seem to be justified in providing such facilities

as will hasten the innovation. But whether they can

wisely attempt in the future to compete with private

enterprise in supplying stoves and utensils, either of

their own manidPacture or under the contract system,

must remain for experience to determine, the presump-

tion being wholly in favor of private enterprise. The
A^pro8p«c- important point, however, is that in these Scotch, and

monopoly, in some English, towns the fuel-supply, following the

water- and the illumination-supply, is fast tending

toward the form of a local-service monopoly, and that

as such it is already passing into the hands of the

municipal authorities for manufacture and distribu-

tion. It is further to be observed that as soon as the

demand for fuel gas becomes suflBciently large it will

be manufactured separately, and at much lower prices

than the differently constituted illuminating fluid,

and will be distributed in separate pipes. It is to be

remarked, also, that if electricity should supersede gas
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as an illuminant, the existing gas-works would be
available for the fuel-supply, and would not, therefore,

as some persons have predicted, lose their value.

Comparing the returns of the 185 public gas un-

dertakings in the United Kingdom with those of the

429 private companies, it appears that, if London and

its adjacent populations (which are still chiefly sup-

plied by private companies) were omitted, the public

works are supplying considerably more than half of

all the consumers, and making rather more than half

of all the gas. And the municipal supply is steadily

gaining upon the private supply. Although the re-

ports of 1893 showed that the receipts of private com-

panies were £12,693,000 and those of public gas-works

only £5,983,000, it was further shown that the public

works supplied 1,203,574 consumers as against 1,213,-

322 for the private companies, while the public de-

partments also supplied 201,484 public lamps, the

private works supplying 288,021. The huge metro-

politan consumption, however, swells enormously the

volume of gas made and sold by private companies

;

and the public gas is only about 60 per cent, as great

in amount. Outside of London, the great towns still

supplied by private companies are Liverpool, Dublin,

Sheffield, Bristol, and Hull. On the side of municipal

supply are nearly all of the enterprising commercial

centers : Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, Belfast,

Edinburgh-Leith, Leeds, Bradford, Nottingham, Bol-

ton, Leicester, Dundee, Aberdeen, Huddersfield, Old-

ham, Salford, Rochdale, and a host besides. The
ordinary gross receipts of municipal gas-works in the

United Kingdom have now reached an aggregate of

more than $30,000,000 a year, and the expenditures

are about $24,000,000. The local indebtedness on ac-

count of gas undertakings exceeds $75,000,000, and

this large investment is both safe and profitable.
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Almost exactly one third of the mileage of street

railways in Great Britain has been constructed and is

owned by the municipal or local authorities. I have

explained in detail the policies of Glasgow, Birming-

ham, Manchester, and Salford. Liverpool also has

preferred to contrpl tram lines as a part of the street

surface, and has kept them in municipal hands. The
Liverpool system embraces about thirty miles, most

of it double-tracked, and has cost $1,500,000. It is

operated by a leasing company which pays rents

amounting to 10 per cent, on the city^s investment.

Inasmuch as the corporation pays only about 3 per

cent, interest, and the maintenance expenses are not

heavy, it is obvious that the rentals are rapidly pay-

ing off the original cost, besides leaving a considerable

sum for net profits which Liverpool applies to the

general cost of such works as street-paving. In the

early future Liverpool's tram lines will be far more

remunerative than at present,* for under renewed
leases the city can secure a higher rental.

Sheffield a few years ago constructed ten miles of

tram lines, which are leased on terms that will soon

have made them an unencumbered municipal asset, and

a source of much profit. Glasgow's experiences must

have interest for Sheffield, because the lease to the

Sheffield Tramways Company, executed in July, 1875,

for twenty-one years, expires in 1896
;
and the muni-

cipal corporation can at its option acquire the working

,
plant, after which it may re-lease the system on terms

of increased advantage or, with special parliamentary

consent to be had for the asking, it may venture upon

direct municipal operation. The form of the existing

Sheffield lease is deserving of mention. First, the

company pays the city a yearly interest on the full

amount of the city's investment and outlay of aB
kinds connected with the tramway system. Second,
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the company pays a minimum yearly rental of jSlOO

($500) for each street mile of railway, with the farther

proviso that if the company earns a dividend of 10

per cent, an additional i£50 of mileage rental is to be

paid, with further similar increases on a sliding scale

for every additional 5 per cent, of dividends. The
principle of the sliding scale is introduced in numer-

ous contracts between English municipalities and
street-railway operating companies. As yet, the com-

panies are too young for maximum pecuniary results.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Bradford, Leeds, Oldham,

Huddersfield, Sunderland, Blackpool, Dundee, Green-

ock, Birkenhead, Preston, Blackburn, Bootle, South

Shields, Plymouth, and Eccles are among the towns

that have entered upon the policy of municipal street

railways. The Bradford lines are leased to two com-

panies which pay respectively ^300 and £400 per mile

per annum. The Sunderland lines are leased at

per cent, on cost, together with a sliding scale rental

like Sheffield's. The Newcastle system is profitably

leased at about 10 per cent, on the investment. Ac-

cording to a recent return, there were in Great Brit-

ain 274 miles of publicly owned lines, and 573 miles

of lines owned by private companies. The mileage

of municipal lines would be much greater than it is,

but for the fact that the suburbs of English cities as

a rule lie beyond the corporate limits
;
and in many

instances the companies that are lessees of lines in-

side the limits are owners of suburban extensions.

The private companies were all chartered for twenty-

one years
;
and inasmuch as the decade from 1872 to

1882 witnessed the initiation of a great majority of

the street railways, the franchises are beginning one

after another to fall in. Under these circumstances,

the evident sentiment is favorable to the aeqnisitioii

of private lines by municipal authorities; and the
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next few years will add very much relatively to the

mileage thus controlled.

To some extent, moreover, there is apparent in

Great Britain a demand for municipal operation.

There is, of course, no necessary connection between

the ownership of the line.s as a part of the surface of

the highways and the operation of a common-carrier

business. One of the chief reasons for municipal

ownership of the lines is the better control that it

gives over the local transit system as an aid to the

wise distribution of population throughout the town’s

area, on grounds of the public health and general wel-

fare. It also has its great advantages in helping to

make more apparent the natural right of the public

treasury to the rental values that arise ^out of the

monopoly of tram lines in the streets. It has been

found under the system of leases to private operating

companies that it is not difficult to secure favorable

conditions for the people as to fares, working-men’s

cars, school-children’s privileges, and the like.

The notable instance of direct municipal operation

is that of Glasgow, whose new policy I have already

described. In England, the case of Huddersfield is

conspicuous. This enterprising Yorkshire town of

100,000 inhabitants has entered with much boldness

upon the direct management of public works
j
and

having tried corporation water, gas, and electric sup-

plies, and municipal parks, cemeteries, markets, baths,

libraries, and technical schools, it was not content

until in 1890 it obtained parliamentary authority to

operate steam tram lines. The experiment was begun
with enthusiasm and is deemed successful. About
twenty miles of lines are owned and worked by the

council, and a recent report showed nearly 4,000,000

passengers carried in a year. Bates have been made
low, and the system is locally popular.
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In 1893 two other municipal corporations—namely,

Plymouth and Blackpool—entered upon the business

of common-carriers. Blackpool is a favorite seaside

resort on the west coast, and has rapidly grown to a

town of more than 25,000 people. Its municipal au-

thorities are now operating electric btreet railways as

a part of an exceedingly active municipal program.

Plymouth is an ancient town with modern proclivi-

ties which will soon have reached its full 100,000 of

population, and with its immediately adjacent commu-
nities is already much larger than that. Its experience

in the conduct of street railways is too brief as yet to

afford any instruction, but it will be worthy of future

note. It is significant that the Liverpool corporation

some time ago decided to obtain parliamentary au-

thority to operate street railways, its immediate ob-

ject, perhaps, being to improve its position for making
advantageous terms with leasing companies. The
general progress of street railways in the United King-

dom may be illustrated by the fact that a total invest-

ment in them of $20,000,000 in 1878 had grown to

nearly $70,000,000 in 1893
;
that a mileage of less than

300 had grown to about 1000
;
that 146,000,000 pas-

sengers in 1878 had increased to nearly 600,000,000

in 1893
j
and that gross receipts, which were in the

former year less than $6,000,000, were $18,000,000 in

1893. These are not formidable figures when brought

into comparison with corresponding statistics that

show the enormous expansion of street railways in the

United States. But the English systems are prepar-

ing to give us, within ten years, some extremely inter-

esting experiments in the field of municipal operation.

The perfect unity of British municipal administra-

tion makes it possible to consider each department in

its bearing upon all the rest. Thus it is evident that

the future of municipal tramway operation is inti-.
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chap. VII. mately connected with the development of electrical

appliances. Some of the most important municipal

corporations have as yet declined to construct electri-

cal works, but the more general tendency in Great

Britain bids fair to be toward the municipalization

of electricity. The towns are beginning with a cen-

Lightand tral lighting-plant, and are proposing also to furnish

j^nts. power for machinery. It is expected that when an

approved system of electric transit is devised, the

municipal electric works will be prepared to furnish

power to the lessee tramway companies, unless the

town should prefer to operate the tram lines directly.

As yet, there is comparatively little electric street-

lighting in England, outside of London, Municipal

works have lately been entered upon in Manchester,

Cambridge, Oldham, Huddersfield, Brighton, Ports-

mouth, Burnley, Blackpool, and several other towns.

For nothing else except waterworks have British

local authorities since 1870 expended so much money
as for improvements that may be grouped under the

Harlx)r8, words harbors, docks, piers, and quays. England's

ami quays-’ shipping interests are of vital importance, and the

navigable estuaries are so frequent that a great num-
ber of thriving towns have access to the sea. It is

deemed in England a sound policy for towns to im-

prove their facilities for commerce even at great ex-

pense. The cost for the most part is sustained by
harbor-dues and tcdls, and is therefore levied upon

Live ooi’s
rather than upon the ratepayers. Liver-

Ss? * pooPs vast system of docks has been considered one

of the marvels of our generation. There are more

than thirty of these huge artificial basins, with a quay-

frontage of twenty miles. It is justly claimed by

Liverpool that it has doubled its population and its

trade every sixteen years during the present century
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Its preeroinenoe as a port is not, however, to be so

absolute henceforth. Manchester's great canal, with

the docks and quays at Manchester-Salford, is in-

tended to bring a large part of LiverpooPs former
ocean freight traffic directly to the mills of the spin-

ning and weaving district
;
and Southampton's nota-

ble harbor-improvements are designed to divert much
,of Liverpool’s old-time transatlantic passenger busi-

ness. But these recent sources of competition are

only stimulating Liverpool to greater efforts, and

new port facilities and shipping conveniences on a

large scale are the order of the day.

Meanwhile, Swansea and Cardiff, on the south shore

of Wales and on the north coast of the Bristol Chan-

nel, have grown to colossal importance as seaports.

Swansea has practically doubled its population since

1881, has fifty acres of docks, and has a great export

trade in copper, tin-plate, and various metal products.

Cardiff has had a still more remarkable growth, and

ranks as the third port in the British empire. Re-

cent enlargements give it a dock area of 150 acres,

and its various harbor improvements are on a gener-

ous scale. The rise of Cardiff has at length awakened

Bristol, which was once a far greater shipping-point

than Glasgow or Liverpool, and which has been sur-

passed by one rival after another for no reason so po-

tent as that of their superior civic and municipal

energy. Bristol is now carrying out extensive harbor

improvements. Plymouth with the protection of its

Sound by a great breakwater, and with its ship-

building industry and its adjacent navy-yards, has

more than regained its old-time importance as a ren-

dezvous of ships and a trading port. I have alluded

to Southampton’s new harbor undertakings. The

Thames improvements and the London docks- are

matters of common knowledge. On the east coast

I.— 14 / '
’
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one finds a striking array of new harbor improve-

ments. Old Boston has built a new municipal dock

at much expense, and is reaping the benefits of a

commercial awakening, llull has accomplished im-

portant works thq^t are reviving its shipping interests,

and Stockton is another old port that is finding new
life. At Sunderland and Newcastle, the great coal-

shipping ports, astounding improvements have been

carried out within a recent period, millions upon mil-

lions having been spent for new docks, deep channels,

and all the paraphernalia of tljie best modern harbors.

And I have by no means exhausted the list of seaport

towns where important harbor-works have lately been

accomplished or begun. In 1891 the outstanding

loans of English and Welsh local authorities for har-

bor and dock improvements amounted to nearly $160,-

000,0005 and even this vast sum falls short of the

total outlay of the past thirty years. British trade

and commerce thrive by reason of these great collec-

tive undertakings that are so characteristic a part of

the modern municipal and governmental policy.

Next after waterworks and harbor improvements,

in the list of undertakings for which the English

towns and localities have incurred indebtedness, comes

the item of street and road improvements, against

which there are outstanding loans of perhaps $145,-

000,^000. In reality, the street and road debt can only

suggest the magnitude of the work that has been ac-

complished, inasmuch as highway construction and
paving work are so largely paid for out of current

revenues. It is not many years since England was
a country of wretched highroads and of abominable

town streets. All this has been changed, and the trans-

formation, which has been costly, has seemed to impose

a heavy burden by reason of its rapidity. But it
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would have been a good investment at almost any
price. Fortunately, the work has been done in a per-

manent manner. Street pavements, whether of gran-

ite blocks, of asphalt, or of wood, have been laid upon
an indestructible foundation of concrete. The mac-

adamized roads are so solidly founded that they will

endure for centuries.

A solicitous regard for the food-supplies of its popu-

lation is one of the recognized duties of the modem
English town. This concern has manifested itself in

the municipalization of markets
;
and the town which

has not provided one or several great and elaborately

appointed market-houses, is not considered progres-

sive. Municipal slaughter-houses are becomingnumer-
ous, and every detail in the supply of a town with meat
is closely supervised by the public authorities. About
$30,000,000 of outstanding loans for market and abat-

toir improvements gives evidence of a movement that

is at once recent and wide-spread. Moreover, every

town is obliged to have its public analyst, whose lab-

oratory is conducted under the general direction of

the medical officer of health, and who is constantly

engaged in the detection of food adulterations. Pood
inspectors, as emissaries of the Sanitary Department,

are aggressively making the rounds of the markets

and milk-shops, and the very existence of so good an

organization acts as a deterrent and protects the con-

sumers against unwholesome food. The crusade in

behalf of pure milk is waged with especial vigor, and
with incalculable benefits to the health of young -chil-

dren. The public markets not only promote the effi-

ciency of the health-inspection of food, but also enable

the masses of the population to supply themselves

more cheaply than would otherwise be possible. In this

way they promote Britain's commercial supremacy.
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Within the memory men still young, the majority

of British industrial towns were practically without

Any parks, public gardens, or recreation-grounds what-

soever
;
and those that had such grounds possessed

them through ^ood fortune rather than any act of

j>ublic policy. Such a thing as a municipal depart-

ment for the provision and administration of public

pleasure-grounds was almost unheard of. Even the

old-time village greens and town commons had for the

most part been occupied and built up by encroaching

landlords. An entire change has come about, and

every town has created its system of parks and gar-

dens. Many of these pleasure-grounds have been the

gifts of public-spirited citizens. Liverpool’s municipal

policy in regard to parks has been magnificent. It

was entered upon in about the year 1867, and has been

steadily continued with brilliant results from every

point of view. Sheffield— once so devoid of such at-

tractions, now supplied with a dozen charming parks

and recreation-grounds in which are museums, gal-

leries, and baths— is a fair type of the esthetic meta-

morphosis of the British industrial towns. Leeds is

ano&er of the great manufacturing centers whose mu-

nicipal authorities have recently created a full sys-

tem of parks and gardens. Let us take the summary
record for Nottingham, as another instance: ‘‘The

town possesses an arboretum, about eighteen acres in

extent, in a very picturesque situation
j
there are also

several broad walks for a total length of about three

miles, besides public cricket- and play-grounds con-

taining about 150 acres, the greater part of which

were set out under the Local Inclosure Act. Bulwell

Forest, a piece of uninclosed land containing about

135 acres, has been acquired by the corporation, and

,is maintained as an open space for the nse of the in-

habitants. Nottingham has greater bathing facilities
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provided for the iDhabitants than any other town of

its size in the kingdom ^ (its population being about

225,000). But it would be a much briefer task to

enumerate the towns that have neglected parks than

to give a list of those that have recently accomplished

creditable things in this direction. Municipal councils

have recognized the wholesomeness of the athletic

tendency that makes young English folk of both sexes

so fond of outdoor recreations, and are everywhere

providing playgrounds. Old commons are being re-

stored to their rightful public use
;
churchyards and

ancient cemeteries are being made over into small

parks
;
and the private parks of old families are, either

by gift or by purchase, falling to the inheritance of

the municipalities. So many of these open spaces

have been municipalized without the incurrence of

public debt that the total achievements of the move-

ment could hardly be inferred from the existence of

local loans to the extent of $20,000,000. It is safe to

assert that the real value of the park and pleasure-

ground acquisitions of the English towns since 1870

is several times that amount.

Simultaneously with the closing of ancient burying-

grounds adjacent to churches, and the utilization of

many of them for small parks in the very heart of

X)opulous towns, there has been recognized a necessity

for large cemeteries under public administration
;
and

the municipal authorities have quite generally as-

sumed the duties prescribed by Parliament for public-

burial boards. It would be superfluous to recite the

social and sanitary benefits that accrue to modem
town populations from a comprehensive public treat-

ment of the problem of the interment of the dead.

Perhaps $15,000,000 would fail to represent the recent

investment of English local authorities in the provi-

sion of public cemeteries.
I.— 14*
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Chap. vu. Interest in public baths aud wash-houses had been

aroused throughout the United Kingdom much earlier,

Municipjj as has been shown in the chapter on Birmingham,
wHttii-houses. than the need was felt for parks and open spaces.

The condition of the crowded town populations was
such that bathiiig facilities seemed to be more imper-

atively required than pleasure-grounds or libraries.

The demand was recognized by most of the large

towns. I have given an account of the experiences of

Liverpoui'a
Birmingham, and Manchester in providing

•yiteiu. splendid systems of public baths
j
and Liverpool, it

should be said, has kept fully abreast of its contempo-

raries, having established seven well-distributed bath-

ing institutions, under a policy begun before 1850

and extending to the present time, and at a total cost

of perhaps $800,000. I have alluded to Nottingham's

remarkable bathing facilities. The Oldham corpora-

tion has constructed great public baths as a memorial

to Sir Robert Peel, and is extending the system. Cov-

entry, an old town throbbing with new industrial life,

enterp^. and fortunato in the possession of a most intelligent

and energetic municipal government, has established

Salford
adinirable baths as a part of its long list of municipal

2d other
®^t®^prises. Salford does not send its young people

towns, to Manchester for such luxuries as swimming-baths,

but has provided four distinct establishments at a

cost of $200,000. Among other towns— not to at-

tempt a full list— that have adopted the baths and
wash-houses acts, and provided admirable public es-

tablishments of this character, are Sheffield, Hudders-

field, Halifax, Birkenhead, Hanley, Bolton, Leicester,

Plymouth, and Kidderminster.

The topic to which I must next allude belongs rather

to the future than to the past. The character of the

housing of the people has come to occupy almost or
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quite the chief place in the minds of British sanitary

and social reformers and municipal statesmen. I have

recounted the great projects of Glasgow and Birming-

ham, which have led the way; and it is evident that

within the coming quarter-century a marvelous trans-

formation will have been wrought throughout the

towns of the kingdom. A notable beginning has been

made in several other towns besides those whose efforts

have been described. Liverpool, with a population

that is denser and is less favorably housed than that

of any other English town, has approached the prob-

lem with energy and persistence. In the ten years

from 1881 to 1891, nearly 5000 houses were demolished

in Liverpool, about 10,000 new houses having been

erected in the same decade. In the next twelve

months, to 1892, there were 437 houses taken down
and only 371 new ones built. Of the 437, more than

half had been bought up by the municipal authorities

as a part of the work of the council committee on

insanitary property. Livei’pool has seen the financial

advantage of Mr, Chamberlain's Birmingham plan,

and has acquired a great amount of property for the

sake of clearing off condemned houses and widening

the streets, and then instead of selling the building

sites it has leased them for 75 years. The Liverpool

corporation has also invested considerable sums in

model tenement-houses, and is the direct landlord of

hundreds of working people. Millions have been ex-

pended in these Liverpool improvement projects, and

the policy is to be maintained. It is easy to calculate

that strict and wise regulations to prevent the improp-

er construction of new houses, coupled with a steady

plan of demolishing old houses as they become unfit

for habitation, must in a few decades result in a re-

constructed city, with a diminished death-rate and, a

higher tone of civilized life. The Scotch town of
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Greeuock some years ago cleared away several acres

of wretched old cottages, and built as municipal prop-

erty about two hundred houses with perfect sanitary

arrangements, in which a thousand people are living.

Still earlier, the Huddersfield authorities had carried

out a large scheiiie of a similar kind, which has proved

a good pecuniary investment. Even Dublin, the Irish

capital, has entered upon the policy of municipal tene-

ments, having completed nearly ahundred siuallhouses

in 1890, which are a great success in every way.

Sheffield, whose civic and municipal regeneration

has been so marvelous, adojTted in 1876 a scheme for

the acquisition of property, the tearing down of unfit

houses, and a revision of the central street system.

The work has been steadily prosecuted at a large

cost, and with benefits innumerable. Bradford is

another great town that has been completely re-

modeled, with sanitary results that could hardly

have been anticipated by the most sanguine advocates

of the bold municipal program that was entered upon

in the seventies. The general interest in the question

of housing reforms led to the enactment by Parlia-

ment in 1890 of a very elaborate general measure en-

titled the Housing of the Working Classes Act, which

goes much further than any previous legislation in

confirming to local authorities a wide range of power

both as to the acquisition of property and its clear-

ance of insanitary structures, and also the provision

of new houses whether directly by the authorities or

by.private owners in conformity with plans approved

by the municipal governments. Under the favorable

methods provided in this law, there has begun to ap-

pear a considerable activity in many quarters.

This care for the decency and wholesomeness of the

working-man^s home has been attended by intelligent

effort to provide special accommodations for the classes
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of people who ought, temporarily or permanently, to chap, vii,

be removed from residential quarters. Particular

activity has been shown in the establishment of mu-
^

nicipal hospitals for cases of infectious disease; and ditease*.

epidemics not only of cholera, smallpox, and typhus

have thus been brought under control, but those far
’ ’

more dangerous maladies scarlet fever, diphtheria, and
even measles, have been checked in their ravages. In

hardly any other direction have the British towns ac-

complished more than in their triumph over the de-

structiveness of infection, and the result is largely due

to the provision of epidemic hospitals.

Every city has a floating population that finds shelter

either in the so-called common lodging-houses, or else Municipal

as lodgers sleeping on the floors of the already over- houses,

crowded homes of the tenement-house families. The
well-being of the town requires close supervision over

this class of people, and the other British towns to some
extent are following the example of Glasgow by con-

ducting municipal model lodging-houses. So-called

industrial schools, which are in fact homes for neg-

lected or misdemeanant children, provide everywhere

for another element of the town population that needs

to be separately sheltered and trained
;
and for the

seaport towns the industrial schools frequently take homes, etc.

the form of training ships.^^ But these schools, like

the local workhouses, the lunatic asylums, and the

whole mechanism of the relief of the poor, although

closely associated with the municipal life and devel-

opment, do not ordinarily come under the direct ad-

ministration of the municipal councils, and may be

regarded as belonging rather to local administration

in general than to the municipalities distinctively.

The adoption of the Free Public Libraries Act l)y.

the greater British towns has been almost unanimous,
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and many of the smaller municipalities have also by
popular vote instructed their councils to provide refer-

ence and lending libraries and free reading-rooms, A
list of these municipal libraries would require citation

of the names of nearly or quite a hundred towns. Be-

sides Birmingham and Manchester, with about 200,000

volumes each, Leeds is to be mentioned as approxima-

ting that number, while Liverpool, SheflBleld, Salford,

Bristol, Nottingham, Bolton, Bradford, and Newcas-

tle have municipal libraries that will soon have reached

the 100,000-volume mark. Among the towns that

have from 25,000 to 50,000 volumes or more are Bir-

kenhead, Blackburn, Brighton, Cambridge, Cardiff,

Coventry, Derby, Halifax, Oldham, Plymouth, Ports-

mouth, Rochdale, Tynemouth, and Wolverhampton.

A great number of towns, which have somewhat re-

cently begun to levy the rate of a penny in the pound

for libraries and reading-rooms, have already accumu-

lated collections of from 10,000 to 25,000 volumes

which are rapidly growing. The free reading-rooms,

open at night, are everywhere popular with working-

men.

Municipal art-galleries are by no means as common
as municipal libraries

;
but there is a strong awaken-

ing, in all the British towns of any considerable size

or standing, of the kind of local pride that could never

rest satisfied without such agencies as museums of

art, of science, and of local history and archaeology.

A beginning once made, such institutions grow by
natural processes of accretion

j
and their develop-

ment everywhere in England, within thirty years,

would require a long chapter if it were to be re-

counted with any detail. The dignity of aU the pro-

vincial towns is enhanced by this joint recognition of

history and of esthetics, and the whole life of each

community is made the richer and better rounded.
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The great Education Act of 1870, under which ele-

mentary instruction became a public interest, has re-

sulted in the creation of a new educational plant”
of buildings and furnishings, the magnitude of which
is evidenced by an indebtedness on this account of

about $100,000,000. But the circumstances under
which the national-school system was founded made
it appear necessary to intrust its conduct in each town
to a separately elected school-board rather than to the

existing town councils and local authorities. In my
judgment it would have been far better if in the in-

corporated towns the council had been authorized to

administer the Education Act. Just so it would be

better, also, in my opinion, if poor-relief within all

municipal districts should be in the hands of the mu-
nicipal government rather than in those of specially

elected boards of guardians of the poor. Sooner or

later, I am convinced, the British people will perceive

the advantage of a complete unification of local gov-

ernment
j
and then the school-board and the guardians

of the poor will become, simply, a couple of standing

committees of the town council, as the police-board

and the health-board now are.

The new technical education acts have wisely rec-

ognized the town councils rather than the school-

boards, and there is growing up in every large center

of British industry a system of general and special

instruction in all the scientific, artistic, and techuical

principles and processes that pertain to standard lines

of manufacture; and this system is under complete

municipal control as a department of the work of the

town council. It is supported in part by local rates,

—

the technical education acts having authorized muni-

cipalities to levy a penny rate for such schools,— and

in still larger part by subsidies out of the royal ex-

chequer. Manchester and Birmingham, as I have
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shown, are entering magnificently upon this policy.

But so also are many other towns, some of them hav-

ing begun years ago. Nottingham learned that it was
in danger of losing its preeminence in certain special

textile lines, and discovered some years ago that its

declining trade was due to the rise of Chemnitz in

Saxony, and further, that the success of Chemnitz was
due to a system of municipal technical schools of

weaving, dyeing, designing, and so on. Nottingham

has adopted the German policy, with gratifying re-

sults. Oldham, like Manchester, is adapting great

technical schools to the needs of its cotton industries.

Huddersfield, the center of the Yorkshire woolen in-

dustry, has applied the same policy. Kidderminster,

the gi’eat carpet town, maintains its school of design.

Bradford is in line with its contemporaries. Sheffield

and Leeds have taken steps in the same direction of

technical instruction. Swansea maintains schools of

metallurgy and of mechanical engineering, on account

of their benefit to its vast metal-working industries,

Hanley and Burslem, the chief towns of the famous
potteries district, have one its Government School

of Design” and the other its “Wedgwood Institute,”

—both of which teach the technical science and the

decorative art that bear upon the wonderful special

industrial developments of the region. Besides the

pupils who take advanced instruction in the muni-

cipal art, science, and technical schools, there are tens

of thousands of practical young workers who are at-

tending night classes, and obtaining knowledge and
skill that not only help them as artisans to earn good
wages in the shops of their own towns, but in turn aid

the towns to maintain and to increase their industrial

prosperity. These municipal schools are not narrow
in their local specialization, and their facilities of in-

struction as a rule extend over a broad range of scien-
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tific and technical knowledge; but they also adapt

themselves with a commendable elasticity to the ac-

tual trade position of their own districts— whether
ship-building or metal-working, pottery, decoration

or the brewing of beer, cloth-weaviu<g, the refining of

sugar, or the manufacture of chemicals. The elemen-

tary schools encourage their pupils to continue their

studies in night classes, and the municipal authorities

intervene to help the growing lad to adjust himseK in

the environing industrial society. This new field of

municipal activity has, evidently, an important future

in the British towns. There are single manufactur-

ing centers where from fifteen to twenty thousand

pupils, who are nearly all young artisans and ap-

prentices, are attending the evening technical and
applied-art classes under the auspices of the munici-

pal government. This is a new development of the

highest significance. England now believes that she

has found in technical education the best form of

protection ” for her industries.
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THE GOVERNMENT OF LONDON

Metropolitan London, the greatest and most
enlightened city this world has ever seen, has

never had a legal existence, a fixed boundary line, or

a municipal government. For limited purposes the

metropolis became in 1889 an administrative county,

and acquired a representative council; but previous

to the Local Government Act of 1888, which gives all

the counties of England elective councils, the me-
tropolis had no distinct organization or corporate

form. London, the ancient city, had retained its old-

time bounds and its venerable charters ; but its area

was only one square mile and its ent popula-

tion was less than forty thousa m ‘metropoli-

tan London had attained a pop ion more than a

hundred times as large, spread c i area of at least

a hundred square miles, and C jater London lay in

the three counties of Middlesex, Ken
,,
and Surrey,

with huge suburbs in Essex and encroaching outposts

in Hertfordshire, including, altogether, from five hun-

dred to a thousand square miles, with a population of

six millions or more. It was governed in the most

anomalous manner by Parliament directly as an inter-

posing providence, by the ministers of the Crown, by
the magistrates of the several counties, by specif

boards and commissions, and by many scores of parish

vestries and other minor local authorities. The acts
i 222
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of Parliament that affected one feature or another of CBAr. vni.

the administration in whole or in part of the metro*

politan area were legion, and were scattered through

the statute-books of centuries. Truly this great ag-

gregation of people and interests had a perplexingly

intricate organization. But still it was somehow gov- ^
“"onS*

emed. Its vast expanding life as one social, commer-

cial, and industrial entity found its organs.

How London has been governed in the past, how it

is governed at present, how it is meeting the various

social and economic problems of modern metropolitan

life— these are questions eminently worthy of con-

sideration by all who would study municipal matters.

For London is the capital not only of the British em-

pire, but in some sense also of the whole world. Its

experiences are of universal interest and importance.

In it the new forces of urban life are at work in most «>'munici.

significant ways. It is slowly but surely evolving cen-

tral municipal institutions to meet its peculiar needs.

Its population is waking up with a sense of unity, and

with a new perception of great things to be done

through united municipal action for the common wel-

fare. As I have observed in my introductory chapter,

it is only lately that the people of advanced industrial

nations have learned to accept the fact that life in

cities under artificial conditions must be the lot of the

great majority
;
that it is the business of society to ideals,

adapt the urban environment to the needs of the

population
;
that such life should not be an evil or a

misfortune for any class
;
that there should be feuch

sanitary arrangements and administration as to make
the death-rate of the city smaller than that of the na-

tion as a whole
;
that there should be such educational

facilities as to insure to all the young people of a city

the most suitable physical, intellectual, and industrial

training. The masses of the people in London* are
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rising to some comprehension of these truths, and
they are beginning to clamor for social and govern-

mental reforms. The immediate future of London is

fraught with magnificent possibilities. From the ex-

treme of chaos, disorganization, and uncontrolled free-

dom of individual action, it is not impossible that the

great metropolis may early in the twentieth century

lead all the large cities of the world in the closeness

and unity of its organization and in the range of its

municipal activities. Municipal socialism, so called,

has a better outlook in London even than in Paris or

Berlin, although as yet London has given fewer tan-

gible evidences of this trend than has any other center

of civilization. However that may be, the London
questions have assumed an extraordinary importance

in England, and to understand them reasonably well

it is necessary to review and analyze with some care

the government of London.

Prom the benefits of a half-century’s reform legisla-

tion, under which town life and government has flour-

ished elsewhere throughout the United Kingdom, Lon-

don was almost wholly excluded. To review rapidly

a movement already described in these pages, the ever-

memorable Reform Act of 1832, which gave representa-

tion in Parliament amodern and rational basis, was soon

followed, as a part of the reform program of the day, by
a general municipal government act which abolished

the ancient and exclusive privileges of the merchants’

and trades’ guilds, and enlarged the municipal corpora-

tions by the inclusion of the whole body of citizens

paying a certain minimum amount of rates. This act

of 1835 is the most signally important piece of legis-

lation in all the history of modern city governments.

Similar to it, and a part of the same general movement,

were the act of 1833 reforming the Scotch munici-

palities, and that of 1840 which rendered a like service
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to those of Ireland. Apart from minor differences in

the three acts, this legislation gave a uniform frame-

work of municipal government to practically all the

large towns and cities of the United Kingdom. It

preserved the old-time government by mayors, aider-

men, and councilors, while doing away with close cor-

porations and throwing open the municipal franchise

to the new classes of electors who had received the

borough parliamentary franchise in the reform oi

1832, the councilors becoming the direct representa-

tives of the burgesses or citizens. Half a century

witnessed much additio::al legislation, which was em-

bodied in the great municipal government consolida-

tion act of 1882
;
but the general plan of 1835 remains

unchanged because experience has given it the stamp

of thorough approval.

But London was excluded from the operation of

this act that gave healthy and popular representation

to all the other large communities of England. The
situation of London was exceptional, and Lord Rus-

sell announced that its reform must be made the sub-

ject of a separate act. For more than fifty years that

promised reconstruction and modernization of Lon-

don government has been awaited in vain, except in

so far as various special enactments are to be regarded

as advance instalments of reform— the new adminis-

trative county government being a very substantial

instalment.

The conditions of medieval town life seem to have

been fairly well met by a local government that was
in the hands of the organized mercantile and trade

bodies — the associations of burgesses who' secured

the old borough charters and revived the local liber-

ties that had languished under feudal tyranny. But
when in the later days the organization of industry

was revolutionized, and the towns were growing at
I. - lb
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an unprecedented rate under the new forces of modem
life, the government by the self-perpetuating guilds be-

came totally obsolete and inadequate. The guilds had
remained as close corporations with their old names
and old privileges, but they included few, sometimes

none, of the acthal working members of the trades

whose names they bore, and they had no longer any
relation to the industrial life, nor were they in any
sense representative of the community at large. In

short, their pretenses to exclusive governmental au-

thority had become absurd and intolerable. Elsewhere

they were disbanded and their accumulated estates

were applied to public objects, or else they survived

merely as social or mutual-benefit clubs
;
but in the

City of London they held their ground, and they re-

main to-day, their authority being only slightly

diminished.

Let us examine briefly the survival of old-time mu-
nicipal government as it exists within the narrow
bounds of London proper, before passing to the dis-

cussion of the great metropolis that has overflown the

limits of the old City walls. There are nearly eighty

of the so-called City companies, these being the sur-

vivors of the medieval guilds. They are commonly
known as the Livery Companies, because on occasions

of ceremony their members of the higher grade wear

distinctive garbs that date from the reign of Edward
III, The twelve principal companies, in the order of

precedence, are the Mercers, Grocers, Drapers, Fish-

mongers, Goldsmiths, Skinners, Merchant Taylors,

Haberdashers, Salters, Ironmongers, Vintners, and

Clothworkers. It might seem superfluous to give the

long list of minor companies
;
but each name contains

a picture of the old London life of periods when nearly

all the reputable citizens were grouped as members of

these quaint callings. Alphabetically arranged, and
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omitting the twelve already named, the London com-
panies are; Apothecaries, Armourers and Braziers,

Bakers, Barbers, Basket Makers, Blacksmiths, Bow-
yers, Brewers, Broderers (Embroiderers), Butchers,

Carmen, Carpenters, £51ockmakers. Coach and Coach-

harness Makers, Cooks, Coppers, Cdrdwainers, Cur-

riers, Cutlers, Distillers, Dyers, Fanmakers, Farriers,

Fellowship Porters, Feltmakers, Fletchers, Founders,

Framework Knitters, Fruiterers, Girdlers, Glass-

sellers, Glaziers, Glovers, Gold and Silver Wire-draw-

ers, Gunmakers, Horners, Inn-holders, Joiners, Lea-

thersellers, Loriners, Makers of Playing Cards, Masons,

Musicians, Needlemakers, Painters, Parish Clerks,

Pattern Makers, Pewterers, Plasterers, Plumbers,

Poulterers, Saddlers, Scriveners, Shipwrights, Specta-

cle Makers, Stationers, Tallow Chandlers, Tinplate

Workers, Turners, Tylers and Bricklayers, Upholders,

Watermen and Lightermen, Wax Chandlers, Weavers,

Wheelwrights, Woolmen.
The companies were originally designed to regulate

the callings whose names they bear, and to benefit the

members and their families in various ways. They
became incorporated, and at length they assumed joint

control of the government of the City. Admission

to them was by the four methods of purchase, patri-

mony, apprenticeship, and honorary vote, all of which

remain in vogue, although the apprenticeship is now,

of course, a mere matter of form. The guilds are so-

cieties of gentlemen. Great endowments have accu-

mulated from the gradual increase of modest estates

or charity trust funds that were acquired by the com-

panies for the most part several hundred years ago.

The aggregate annual income of the London guilds

is not far from $5,000,000, most of it being derived from

the r§nts of the‘Kouse property that they own in all

quarters of the metropolis. They have estates, in
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many parts of England also, and the capitalized value

of aU their holdings would probably far exceed

000,000. The Mercers and Drapers are the richest, with

incomes of $400,d06 or $500,000 each
j
while the Gold-

smiths, Clothworkers, and Fishmongers are reputed to

be worth $250,060 or $300,000 a year. A number of

other companies are very wealthy, while many of the

minor guilds have trifling incomes. Half of the com-

panies have their own halls, some of which are among
the notable architectural survivals of the old-time Lon-

don
;
and most of those which are without their sepa-

rate buildings transact theii business at the central

Guildhall. A large number of the original old halls

were destroyed in the great fire of London. About
one fourth of the income of the companies is derived

from charitable trust property, and is devoted to the

stipport of almshouses, to educational purposes, and
to general charity. A large part of the remaining

sums is spent in lavish ways, not less than half a million

dollars a year going for banquets and entertainments.

In many of the companies the members are paid sub-

stantial fees for attending ordinary meetings. Mem-
bership varies from a mere handful of men in the

smallest companies to about 450 in the largest, the

average being not far from 100, and the total mem-
bership of the entire number being in 1894 about 8800,

as against 9500 fifty years ago.

The resident population of the City of London
proper was fifty thousand by the census of 1881, and

tbi|iy-seyen thousand by that of 1891. The City is a

business district, with a day population ten times as

great as that which sleeps within its narrow limits

;

and it is entered every day except Sundays and holi-

days by more than a million souls, most of whom re-

side in Greater London. The members of the guilds

do not, of course, to any extent live in the City. But
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those who reside within a radius of twenty-five miles

are entitled to have a part in the City^s government.

They vote, in one or another of the twenty-six City

wwds, for aldermen and common councilors. Each
ward elects an alderman for life, and e^ach elects a num-
ber of'^common councilors for a one yearns term, the

whole number of common councilors being 206. The
Lord Mayor, aldermen, and common councilors form

a great court, or governing body, that controls all the

affairs Of the City. Recent legislation has made it

possible for resident householders to assist in electing

councilors and aldermen
;
but the affairs of the muni-

cipal corporation remain practically in the hands of

the close and self-perpetuating guilds. The Lord
Mayor— whose jurisdiction, it should be understood,

extends only throughout the limits of the small,

inner City— is chosen annually from the ranks of

the aldermen. The Court of Common Hall

—

i. e., the

entire body of liverymen of the guilds— selects two
aldermen who have served as sheriff of London, and
from these two the group of aldermen designate one

to fill the office of Lord Mayor. Reelection to that

office is an honor rarely bestowed. When the year is

ended, the Lord Mayor turns the Mansion House over

to his successor, and continues to serve the City as an

alderman who has passed the chair.^^ Of the present

alctermeh about half have passed the chair,'^

—

i, e,,

have served their year as Lord Mayor,—and none of

them has served a second time. The Queen almost

invariably bestows knighthood upon the Lord Mayor,

and he emerges from his brief and always exceedingly

expensive months of lavish entertaining in the Man-
sion House with the handle of Sir to his name.

Thjg^jCity corporation, with its headquarters in the

noble old OuOdhall, has, like the individual companies,

large estates, chiefly in the form of housq property

;

I.- - 15* .
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and it also owns the great markets of London. Its af-

fairs^ axe administered by committees of the council.

The City proper has its own separate police system, its

street and drainage authorities, its educational work,

anjTts various functions. Its liverymen, besides vot-

ing for members of Parliament in the districts where
they actually live, assist in electing two jaembers for

the City of London. It is not to be disputed that the

corporation of London, with its constituent guilds,

has become a great privileged monopoly, held together

by the powerful but selfish interest of some nine thou-

sand influential men. It was, perhaps, in 1873 that

Mr. Gladstone in a speech at Nottingham declared that

the London guilds must be reformed, and their great

sums of money devoted to public purposes. Previous

to that utterance the liverymen were to a considerable

extent Liberal in politics, but since then they have be-

come almost unanimously Conservative. In 1880 a

parliamentary commission was appointed to inquire

into the history, status, and revenues of the London
companies

;
and its voluminous report, published in

1884, is marvelously interesting. This commission,

composed of men of the highest weight and authority,

advised the reform of the guilds by law, and the

application of their properties to public uses.

Eecent years have witnessed on the part of the work-

ing-men and the Liberals of Greater London a series

of determined assaults upon the companies; but as

yet there has been no result except a marked change

in the conduct of these societies. They have begun to

make a large use of their funds for the purchase of

parks and open spaces in and about the great metrop-

olis, and for the endowment of technical and general

education, principally in London, but also in other

parts of the British Islands. The ^^City and Guildsof

London Institute,’’ endowed by a number of the com-
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panics, supports great central institutions for techni-

cal education, and it grants subsidies to night classes

in the practical trades throughout the United King-

dom. Two,or three of the companies are contributing

heavily to the maintenance of polytechnic institutes

and people^s nalaces ” for the young working-folk of

London.

Sooner or later the guilds will be obliged to sur-

render their political and municipal privileges, and
public opinion will compel them to account openly

for their funds. Possibly their endowments may 1^

construed by Parliament as public trusts, and devoted

by law, after the analogy of the old London parochial

charity endowments, to the promotion of the general

welfare of the metropolitan masses. However that

may be, the county council, as the representative of

the aroused and gradually centralizing municipal life

of the greater London, will eventually undermine the

venerable charters and privileges of the City, and will

reduce the central district to the status of one of a

series of subordinate parts of an inclusive municipal

corporation. This survival of the unreformed medi-

eval borough will pass away within a few years
;
and

those who have never seen a Lord MayoPs show on

the ninth of November should not postpone the sight

too long.

But we must turn from this anomaly, this fossilized

relic of medievalism, to the vast modern city in which

it is embedded. What are the bounds of Greater Lon-

don t There are a hundred or more diminutive old

parishes within the area of the City— the inner tech-

nical London. Outside this center, parish after par-

ish has been invaded by the steadily extending rows

of brick houses and the metropolitan street system.

At least a hundred thousand people are added- every

year to this great aggregation that we popularly (sail
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London. One may go east or north or south or west

from Charing Cross, and almost despair of ever reach-

ing the rim of the metropolis. In fact, at the time of

the reform acts, the urban district had confessedly

grown beyond aU. knowledge and control. It covered

scores of parishes, each of which was governed upon
ancient rural lines by an elected board 0i vestrymen,

whose business it was to provide for street-making,

paving, drainage, public lighting, and other concerns,

and to levy the rates wherewith to pay the cost of

parochial government. Noftwo parishes were gov-

erned exactly alike. There was little or no account-

ability on the part of local officers. No interest was
taken in the election of vestrymen. One parish knew
nothing about the affairs of another. The West End
parishes knew less about those of East London than

theyknew about Calcutta or Hong Kong. Within the

continuously built area there were several hundred

separate local authorities. Scores of old villages had
been swallowed up by the ever-encroaching metropo-

lis, and rural conditions had given place to those of

urban life.

There was a certain unmistakable organic unity in

the metropolis; yet no political organization corre-

sponding to that unity had been effected. Numerous
affairs essentially important called for united action.

But the absence of central agencies left the city to

grow of itself, without regulation and without intel-

ligent plans. When the vast developments of modern
indhstry and commerce began fairly to appear, the

necessity for measures recognizing the metropolis as

a whole became absolutely imperative. Fortunately,

Parliament could be appealed to in cases of dire emer-

gency;. and the British Parliament may indeed be

said to have been the governing body of London from

the moment when it began to be regarded as some-
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thing more than a network of contiguous parishes

covered with houses.

The earliest recognition of the unity of London
was shown by the general government in its provision

for the registry of vital statistics. London, according

to the Registrar-General, was not merely the ancient

City, but the^ larger populated district. The old so-

(mlled bills of mortality, dating from the plague of

1592, prior to which deaths were not officially re-

(5orded, were from time to time extended to include

larger areas as the outside population grew. In 1838

this wider area came to be definitely known as the

Registrar-GeneraPs District. It then contained 44,816

acres, or just seventy square miles. It was afterward

extended several times, but for many years it has re-

mained fixed at 74,692 acres, or about 122 square

miles. This district is practically identical with that

which was adopted as the metropolis in 1855 for the

purposes of the Metropolitan Board of Works, and

which was adopted again in 1870 as the sphere within

which the newly formed “ school-board for London ’’

should operate. And it has now, by the law which

became operative early in 1889, and which detaches

its parts from the counties of Middlesex, Kent, and

Surrey, been erected into a separate administrative

county. The London county line sweeps in an extra

hamlet at one point, however, which gives it a total

extent of 75,442 acres, or 123 square miles. This, then,

must be taken as the present official limit of metro-

politan London. The London of the metropolitan

parliamentary boroughs has until very lately re-

mained an area nearly identical with the seventy

square miles of the reform period
;
but it now includes

125i square miles, and is therefore a little larger than

the new county, the boundaries being mainly identical.

But the Central Criminal Court District, which is
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regarded as another of the London boundaries, com-
prises more than 268,000 acres, or 420 square miles.

Finally, the Metropolitan Police District contains

440,891 acres or 690 square miles, and includes all

the parishes within a radius of 15 miles from Charing

Cross. As an illustration,of the manner in which the

urban population has filled up what were once rural

neighborhoods, it is interesting to note the fact that

within this Metropolitan Police District, besides the

City proper, there are fifty-three parishes of the county

of Middlesex, thirty-five of Surrey, eighteen of Kent,

fourteen of Essex, and ten bf Hertfordshire.
,
This

district is now called “ Greater London,’^ in distinc-

tion from the metropolis, in the weekly returns,^^ ^the

Registrar-General. The multiplicity of boundaries is

somewhat confusing. But henceforth London, or the

metropolis, will be commonly regarded as the county

area, and Greater London will designate in a general

way the whole urban population, most ofiwhich is in-

cluded in the Metropolitan Police District. The cen-

sus of 1881 gave the City of London 50,652 people,

found 3,834,354 within the area now known as the

metropolis, or the county of London, and enumerated

a total of 4,776,661 in the Greater London of the

Metropolitan Police District. The census of 1891

showed that the county then included 4,232,118 peo-

ple, and that there were within the police circumscrip-

tion 5,633,000. The estimate of 6,500,000 or 7,000,000

people now living within twenty miles of Charing

Cross may not be regarded as extravagant. And
popularly speaking these people are all Londoners.

XJntimately the official bounds of the municipality

will very possibly include them. This larger area is

not as yet densely peopled, and it will be made to ac-

commodate several millions more.

Prom about 1805 to 1855, an even half-century,
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Conditioni
in 1856.

Drainage
and streets.

London^s population had grown from a round million chaf. viil

to two millions and a half. The situation had become
almost intolerable from lack of central management.
The home department of the general government main-
tained a metropolitan police force and kept tolerably

good order. Government commissioners of sewers

also levied taxes upon the whole community, and pro-
*

vided an imperfect sort of drainage system. Under-

ground sewers were entirely unknown in London
uiitU 1831, and they were not numerous or extensive

in 1855. Not a single large underground main had

been constructed at this last date. Such as they

were, the sewers and drainage ditches poured their

pollution directly into the Thames at frequent inter-

vals on both banks, and at times the river was so be-

fouled and clogged with filth that navigation was
obstructed. The era of modern trade and commerce
had set in, and traffic was blocked on the streets for

lack of suitable central arteries. There was not in all

Loudon at that time a good pavement, nor a broad

convenient thoroughfare. The river was without an

adequate supply of bridges, and without suitable em-

bankments and retaining walls.

The parishes, of which there were seventy-eight

outside the City proper, and within the Begistrar-

General^s metropolitan district, were attending in an

irregular way to local concerns, while some parts of the

metropolis were ‘^no-man's land,” and were without

any pretext of local management whatever. The sel-

fishness of the fossilized City corporation was egregi-

ous. It never at any time tried to extend its govern-

ment so as to include the huge outlying population

;

nor would it consent to any reasonable scheme for

the incorporation of the Greater London. Either pro-

ceeding would have swamped this inner sanctuary

of monopoly and exclusive privilege. The oiftsi^ers

Selfishiieu
of the City.
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were too disorganized to act together. Moreover, too

many of their influential fellow-citizens were mem-
bers of one or another of the city companies. And
so reform dragged.

A great beginning, however, was made in the year

1855. In lieu of the complete reform and munici-

palization of the overgrown city, Parliament enacted

what has since been known as the Metropolis Man-

agement Act. This act contained the rudiments of a

municipal constitution. It divided the area outside

the City proper into thirty-eight districts, following

parish lines and uniting small parishes for the pur-

poses of the act. Twenty-three parishes were re-

garded as large and populous enough to stand singly,

and fifty-five smaller ones were grouped into fifteen

districts. To these thirty-eight districts were con-

firmed, under a somewhat more uniform system, the

local functions that the parishes had always exer-

cised— these including local sewerage, street-making

and paving, street-lighting, sanitary administration,

and some other minor matters, to which additions

have been made by subsequent enactments. The
principal purpose of the act, however, was to create

a central authority. This body was called the Metro-

politan Board of Works, Each parish or district was
governed by an elective board, called in the single par-

ishes the Vestry, and in the consolidated areas enti-

tled the District Board
;
and these bodies were chosen

by all ratepayers who were taxed for the care of the

poor on a rental value of $200 a year. The vestries

and district boards varied in size according to the

population of the area, the average being about 75,

and the whole number of these local representatives

being about 3000. Each district board or vestry was

authorized to send a representative to the Metropoli-

tan Board of Works, and the corporation of the City
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of London was given three members. Subsequently chap. viii.

the board was enlarged, and the greater districts or

parishes were accorded two or three delegates, mak-
ing a central body of about sixty members in all.

These thirty-eight parishes and dis^tricts remain to-

day in possession of their functions as constituted in
, .

1855. The Metropolitan Board of Works survived career of the
^ nietroi)or»

until April, 1889, when it was superseded by the new
County Council, which I shall take further occasion

to describe. The centraLimprovements of London
for the period from IBS') to 1889, enormous as they

had been in the aggregate, were the work of the met-

ropolitan board. Its first and most imperative task

was the creation of a system of main sewers. Obvi-

ously the petty parish vestries could undertake no
such work. Then it became the board^s duty to im-

prove systematically the main thoroughfares. The

river banks, the Thames bridges, the paramount prob-
^

lem of parks and open spaces, the problems of over-

crowding and insanitary houses, and numerous lesser jnents.

matters, came under the board^s jurisdiction. Its

rounded generation of active work resulted in vast

improvements. London was chaos when the board

found it. It had many of the appointments of a mod-

ern metropolis, and was well advancfed toward the

assumption of a fully organized niunicdpal life, when
the metropolitan board gave way to its successor.

Before taking up the specific departments of the

board’s work, and the whole subject of London’s mu-

nicipal appointments and public services, it will be

well to continue further the discussion of the govern-

mental machinery. The metropolitan board accom- rauUsofthe

pushed a great work, but in its latter years its ad- taifS ni.

ministration was honeycombed with scandals. Its

indirect election removed it from the people. There

was no interest in its personnel, and its members were
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for the most part obscure. The London public knew
astonishingly little about it. It was the creature of

the vestries^ and these vestry local governments had
not themselves been successful. The vestries and the

district boards ^ere practically unaccountable. The

ratepayers, at least until- very recently, have almost

utterly ignored the election of vestrymen. The levy-

ing of rates has been most various in the different

parts of the metropolis. There has been much incom-

petency, in some cases much extravagance, at times

great niggardliness, and of^r^n much lack of wisdom
in the making of such public improvements as have

come within the sphere of the parishes and districts.

Numerous attempts have been made to build further

upon the foundation laid in 1855, and to secure a full-

wrought municipal government for London. A select

committee of Parliament reported in 1861 in favor of

the direct election of the Metropolitan Board of Works
by the ratepayers, with a view to transforming it

into a regular municipal common council. And about

once in four or five years ever since 1855 some cabinet

minister or prominent member of the House has

brought in a bill to create a central elective council,

and to supersede the vestries by newly constituted

local areas with subordinate councils. Such bills were

introduced by Sir George Cornewall Lewis in 1860,

by John Stuart Mill in 1867, by Charles Buxton in

1869-70, by Lord Elcho in 1875, by Mr. J. F. B. Firth

in 1880, and by Sir William Harcourt as Mr. Glad-

stone’s Home Secretary in 1884.

Sir William Harcourt’s important measure proposed

to create a great central council of 240 members, merg-

ing the old city corporation in the metropolis, and

treating the inner City as one of thirty-nine admin-

istrative areas, but giving it a large representation in

recognition of its historical importance and its heavy
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property and commercial interests. Among the other vin.

districts, representation was proportioned to popula-

tion and wealth. All the authority possessed by the

old Board of Works, by all the parish and district

boards, by the authorities of the City porporation, and

by other local functionaries was concentrated in the

hands of the new central council. This body was ex-

pected to revise and consolidate^the districts, reducing

their number and granting to each a local district

council composed of the mp^bers of the central body
from any given district, a^id of other elected members.

These local councils were to do simply the things

delegated to them by the higher authority, and were

to be subject always to the control of the central

council.

This London proposition adapted the general mu-
nicipal system of England to the peculiar conditions

of the metropolis. The principle of the English sys-

tem is that of ‘^absolute control through a directly unity versus

elected authority of all administration and of all ex-
*

‘

ment.

penditure.” This principle was not in controversy
j

it was accepted by all parties. But there had long

been a strong party, inspired by the liverymen of

the guilds, and now largely identified with the Con-

servatives, who advocated the partitioning of Lon-

don into six, or ten, or twelve, or even a greater

number of cities, and the giving to each one a sepa-

rate municipal government of its own. The idea had

some seeming justification in the fact of London’s

vastness, and of certain traditional topographic and

natural lines of division. But the real motive was

the effectual dismemberment of the great London that

threatened to assimilate and absorb the ancient City,

and to dispossess its privileged beneficiaries.

What the situation called for was not a series of dis-

tinct municipalities, but a sort of federalized municipal •
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Chap. vm. government. There were great common concerns

Defeat of
required concerted action and vigorous central

^cte ?n 1880
fl-dministration. The defeat of measures proposed in

and 1884. 1880 and 1884 was accomplished by the active opposi-

tion of the guilds, which were accused, upon seem-

ingly reliable testimony, of spending hundreds of

thousands of dollars in lobbying and sham demon-
strations, and which Qooded Parliament with petitions

containing thousands cf fictitious names. The great

bill of 1884 contained tht.>j)rovisions of a magnificent

metropolitan constitution, aV^d its adoption would have
been of incalculable advantage to the millions of

Londoners.

Meanwhile there had been a continual demand for

Reft*rm of reform in the county governments of England. These
ernment. governments had been wholly non-representative. In

every county a number of gentlemen, usually belong-

ing to the landlord class, held the Queen^s commis-

sion as magistrates or justices of the peace
;
and they,

meeting four times a year in the so-called quarter-

sessions,” levied the county tax, managed the road

business, granted liquor licenses, and attended to all

the administrative as well as the minor judicial busi-

ness of the county. The great towns had all acquired

their representative municipal governments, and were

for most ordinary purposes detached from the coun-

ties. It was at length proposed that elective councils

on about the same plan as those of the municipalities

should be given to the counties, with subordinate dis-

tri(jt councils in subdivisions of the county. This

Local Gov- great measure was brought forward by the ministry

*"o?i888. in 1888, and it became a law to the satisfaction of all

parties. It was no part of the original intention of

this measure to reform London administration
;
but

it was found in drafting the so-called Local Govern-

ment Bill that it would*be wholly impracticable to in-
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elude in an elective government intended for the great

rural county of Kent a million or two of Londoners

who had’ overflown the extreme northwestern corner

of the county; and similar considerations were ap-

plicable to Middlesex and Surrey. It^was found much
more feasible to treat all the great urban communities

of England as separate counties for administrative

purposes. Thus London was jniide a county, with the

area of the old Metropolitar. Board of Works. The
other cities of England /-. ere already organized for

administrative work, b .t the new administrative

county ” of London had to be dealt with specifically in

the bill. It is a curious fact that the Conservatives,

who had so strenuously opposed the earlier plans for

a great London municipal organism, were now the

men who laid the solid framework for such a struc-

ture, as a mere incident in the elaboration of a mea-

sure intended to initiate local self-government in the

rural parts of England. When direct and centralized

self-government had been given to the towns and cities

of England, London was made an exception. More
than fifty years later, when it was no longer possible

to deny some measure of local self-government to the

counties and townships of rural England, London was
for the first time given an elective central authority.

If English legislation is sometimes in defiance of logi-

cal symmetry, it sooner or later accomplishes the de-

sired results with a practical wisdom that is rarely

equaled in other countries.

The parishes and districts of 1855, which still re-

main the local government areas of the metropolis,

and from whose vestries and boards the Metropolitan

Boai\l of Works had always been constituted as a

delegate body, were not taken as the basis of appor-

tionment for the new county council. The parlia-

inentary reform bill of 1885 had created fifty-seven

1.-16
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Chap. viii. districts bcsidcs the City within the metropolitan area,

for the purpose of representation in the House of Com-
mon s; and these districts were taken as the best tern-

toigtnote porary divisions for the election of councilors. Each
betihip. was accorded two members, while the City pi’oper was

allowed four; and thus provision was made for one

hundred and eighteen members, to be elected every

three years. The councilors were empowered to add

to their body nineteen\*nembers having the rank of

aldermen and holding t^i^ seats for six-year terms,

but having no different auti ority from the ordinary

members. They were further to choose annually,

from their own number or otherwise, a chairman, a

vice-chairman, and a deputy chairman, thus bringing

the whole body up to about one hundred and forty

members of a metropolitan parliament.

Incomplete. The bill left much to be done in the future. Thus
26*^1888. the City of London and its functions remained prac-

tically untouched, and the parish vestries and district

boards continued to exercise their accustomed juris-

diction in minor affairs. Ultimately, of course, these

powers will all be conferred upon the central county

council, in order that it may re-delegate such author-

ity as it deems best to a revised series of ward or dis-

trict councils
;
or else Parliament itself will ordain a

new and improved subdivision of London, and consti-

tute minor councils with well-defined duties subject

to the county council. But, as matters stand, the

county council is not without an important range of

authority. It supersedes the Metropolitan Board of

Works, which had grown to be an administrative

itorttoM of body of vast undertakings. It is also assigned certain

owmcu.^ administrative duties that had formerly belonged to

the county justices. It is every year demanding from

Parliament very extensive additions to its powers, and

gains something at almost every session. If as yet it
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is but a framework, it is a substantial and enduring

one
;
and it will, in the very early future, have become

the most important municipal administrative body in

the world. It is expected that it will in time secure

an enlargement of the oflS.cial bounds of London to

include an area perhaps as extensive as that of the

police jurisdiction. Its members wAl ultimately sit

es officio in reformed district ^jouncils for minor ad-

ministrative purposes. It w|}i invade the sanctuary

of the inner City, and destrf^its “flummery’^ and an-

cient traditions so far as tjtey carry with them peculiar

immunities and privileges. It will take in hand, one

after another, great public works, and will make Lon-

don a fitting place for its people to live in, and & con-

venient place for the vast world commerce that centers

there.

Henceforth, then, the government of London will

be that of the county council, which will gradually ab-

sorb the authority now belonging to obscure parish

authorities, and will acquire very much of the juris-

diction now and heretofore exercised directly by de-

partments or bureaus of the imperial government.

The full development of that government is only a

question of time. Nobody doubts what its form and
principle will be. The absolute control of municipal

affairs by one central elective body, representing the

masses of the citizens, will be the permanent and final

government of this chief of urban communities. Such
is the British ideal of a perfect municipal government.

All administrative and appointive power will be vested

in the council. It will work through standing com-

mittees, each committee supervising some branch of

business or administration, at the head of which will be
a skilled executive oJHcer appointed upon his merits.

London^s new county government rests upon a

franchise so popular that theoretically nobody who

Chap. VIII.
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Chap, viil would care to vote is excluded. In the first place, all

householders are enfranchised
;
and this includes every

rents a place for his family, even if it be
London, only a small room in the garret or the cellar of a tene-

ment-house. It ^so includes those who live within

fifteen miles of the metropolis, but who for any pur-

pose own or occupy metropolitan quarters worth a cer-

tain very limited renM. Owners of freehold property

in London, no matter ^ere they live, if British sub-

jects, are entitled to voN^ Widows and unmarried

womenwho are householder ^or occupiers or owners of

property, are also authorized to vote for county coun-

cilors. The principal basis of the franchise is the

household
;
and the chief disqualifications are receipt

of public alms and failure to pay rates that have fallen

EiigMiiiity due. Any male resident of the metropolis or vicinity

who is entitled to vote is eligible to election. Further-

more, any British subject who owns land in London
or who is possessed of a certain amount of property,

no matter where he lives, may be chosen a councilor

of the county of London. The fact of residence in

one district does not disqualify, either in law or in the

popular judgment, for candidacy in another district.

Thus the first council, elected in January, 1889,

from fifty-seven districts besides the City, was consti-

tuted in utter disregard of the precise residence of

members. The successful candidates in East or South
llesidence in London districts were in many instances prominent
required, men who Uvcd in the West End or in rural suburbs.

If it were the English fashion, as it is the American,

to elect as representatives of a ward or district only

men who lived in that ward or district for the general

duties of a municipal council, the district or ward

plan would be given up in whole or in part, and coun-

cilors would be elected upon a general ticket by the

whole city
;
for the strict ward plan can never result
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in a representative body of the best type. But no- chap. vin.

where in England is residence in a ward deemed a

necessary qualification.

Great interest was shown in the ele(jtion of the Meehamsm
of nomiiui*

first council. The machinery of nomination and elec- tion.

tion was borrowed from the general municipal and » #

parliamentary systems in vogue throughout the coun-

try. Thus, it being desired the^eTohn Burns should

be a candidate for the Batta»4ea district, it was only

necessary for purposes of .<» valid nomination that a

blank should be filled out with John Burns’s name,

residence, and calling, and the name of the district;

that it should be signed by a proposer,” a seconder,”

and eight other resident voters
;
and that it be filed

with the county’s returning oificer at least six days

before the date of the election. An unlimited num-
ber of such nominations may be filed. The names
are announced, and opportunity is given for can-

didates to withdraw if they choose. Pour days before

the election the revised lists of candidates in all the

districts are posted up conspicuously. The Australian

system of secret voting has long been in vogue in

England, and the government provides the ballot-

papers. Nobody may be voted for except those who
have been duly nominated in the manner specified

above.

Since two councilors are elected from each of the

London districts, the nomination is equivalent to an _ ,

election when only two candidates are presented. In onsav.

the case of Battersea, for example, there were six

nominations, and therefore six names appeared on

the ballot-paper. The voter marked two names, and

the two candidates who received the highest num-

ber of votes were elected. The candidates averaged

about five in each district, one having eight. In only

one was there no contest: in St. George, Hanover
1 .
— 16 ^^
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Square, Colonel Howard-Vincent and Mr. Antrobus
were the only nominees, and no election was held. In

future elections it will doubtless happen in numerous
districts that the incumbents will be returned without

opposition, as is'^the custom to a great extent in muni-

cipal elections throughout Great Britain.

All the string^it regulations against the lavish and
corrupt use of moii^'^^ that have proved so salutary

in purifying English\arliamentary elections, have
been made applicable to\he election of London coun-

cilors. Under no circumstances may the election ex-

penses of a councilor aggregate more than twenty-five

pounds ($125), except that an additional threepence is

allowed for each voter in the district above the first

five hundred. All expenditures must be made through

authorized agents, and these must report the items to

the candidate, who within a month must render a

complete return of expenses incurred in his election.

No payments may be made on behalf of any candidate

for conveyance of voters, for bands of music or parades

or other public demonstrations, for clerks or messen-

gers except at the rate of one employed person for

each thousand voters, nor for placards or printed mat-

ter except through a selected advertising agent. These

laws are construed strictly, carry heavy penalties, and

are scrupulously observed.

This first London council possessed as high an aver-

age of ability and distinction as the House of Com-

mons. Sir John Lubbock and the Earl of Eosebery

were two of the four members for the City, and

such well-known men as Mr. Firth, Mr. Lawson, Mr.

Martineau, Colonel Hughes, Colonel Howard-Vincent,

Mr. Antrobus, Lord Monkswell, Sir R. Hanson, Lord

Compton, and John. Burns were in the list, together

with many others who had a high local reputation for

characterand ability. Two ladies were elected—Lady
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Sandhurst and Miss Jane Cobden (now Mrs. T. Fisher

Unwin). Unfortunately, it was after a time decided

by the courts that women were not eligible, and these

two eminently capable ladies had to withdraw, together

with another who had been selected as an alderman.

The councilors added to their numbenby choosing the

following persons as aldermen: I^d Lingen, Lord
Hobhouse, Quintin Hogg, Sir T^^^^ias Fairer, Frederic

Harrison, John Barker, Edird ld Rontledge, Frank
Debenham, S. S. Tayler, Artlxur Arnold, Hon. R. Gros-

venor, S. Hope Morley, J. Eccleston Gibb, G. W. E.

Russell, the Earl of Meath, Evan Spicer, Mark Beau-

foy, Miss Cons, and the Rev. Fleming Williams. A
council containing'so much distinguished material and

approved political ability was certain to have prestige

and success. The aristocracy by no means predomi-

nated in this London council, although it was so liber-

ally represented. The noble lords who held seats were

practical, popular men, with a talent for affairs, and

they sat beside several scores of plain untitled citizens

of London, some of whom are of as humble origin as

John Bums, the labor leader, but most of whom are

men of more than commonplace abilities. It may in-

terest New York, Boston, and Chicago readers to be

assured that there were no saloon-keepers or ward
bosses in this London council, over which Lord Rose-

bery presided as chairman, while the scientist-states-

man Sir John Lubbock served as vice-chairman, and

the distinguished London reformer, the late Mr. Firth,

as deputy chairman.

For the first time in their history the citizens of

metropolitan London had participated in the election

of a central governing body. They had been aroused

out of their lethargy, and had learned to interest them-

selves, with new hopes and new convictions, in t^e

welfare and progress of their huge community. More-
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over, for tlie first time in their history they found

themselves able to follow intelligibly the programs

and policies that were being devised for their weal or

woe. The absolute publicity of a great nin nicipal coun-

cil was a revelation to them. The Metropolitan Board

of Works had courted Secrecy and mystery in all its

methods. The vestries had as a rule conducted all their

affairs in ways obsi^Bf^ and inscrutable. The average

Londoner knew only tmfet he paid heavy rates. Nobody
had ever accounted to lim for the expenditure of his

money. He had heard that favoritism and jobbery

were rampant in the large financial operations of the

Board of Works, and that the vestries and district

boards were at least unbusiness-like and haphazard

in the performance of their ill-defined functions. He
knew that anomalies and manifestly wrong conditions

were about him everywhere. But he had grown ac-

customed to these things, and had learned to submit,

because he did not see where to look for remedies.

With the advent of the county council— zealous, dis-

interested, aggressive, eager to champion every right-

eous reform in the affairs of the metropolis— all was

changed as if by magic. At last the plain citizens of

London had something to rally about, viz., their own
elected council. If their representatives in the first

council had proved themselves unworthy of full con-

fidence, London^s destined transformation would cer-

tainly have been retarded for years. But the council

rose to heights of patriotic service that won even the

reluctant acknowledgments of its enemies; for ene-

mies it had, and very bitter ones. The London re-

formers advocating a so-called progressive policy

found themselves in a large majority when the ballots

were counted
;
and the nineteen aldermen whom they

selected, and whose names have just been given, were

of that same municipal, economic, and political faith.
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Here, then, was a body of men irrepressibly moved by
the reforming spirit, and determined to magnify their

ofiSces, who had set for themselves the task of so using

their existing nowers, and so laboring to obtain more
powers from" Parliam^t, as to cryst^ize out of the

anti-social and chaotic conditions that prevailed in

their great “province covered withhouses

a

true

modern municipality, with manjr ect activities and

many spheres of influence andC ontrol. Such a body
must needs have set in opposhion against it all the

privileged and selfish interests whose gainful oppor-

tunities were disturbed or threatened, besides arousing

the prejudices of those whose environment and affili-

ations make them apprehensive of all movements that

propose to tax the community for the benefit of the

community.

At the end of its three years' work, the first London
council had so conducted itself that its friends could

say without contradiction that “through all these years

of administrative labors, as complex and confusing as

ever fell to any governing body in the world, not one

breath of scandal, no shadow of a shade of personal

corruption, has attached to any single member of the

council." The members had served without a penny

of reward, direct or indirect
;
yet many of them had

given all or most of their time to the municipal service,

while the whole body of 140, though composed of men
who for the most part had private business or profes-

sional duties that could not be abandoned, gave an

average of one third of their working time

—

i, e., two

whole days each week—to council and committee meet-

ings and labors connected with the public affairs of

the metropolis. It is recorded, not as an exceptional

illustration of county-council industry, but as a fairly

typical instance, that “ in the year 1889-90 the parks

committee met 120 times as against twenty meeting!^
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of the similar body attached to the Board of Works,
and in 1890-91 it met 210 times, or ten times the

number of the Board of Works’ meetings.” Nor wa^
any of the council’s incessant work properly tc be

criticized as pernicious activity”
;
for it assumed its

various tasks with a remarkable intelligence and dis-

OiTetion, and apmrtioned them with excellent system

and comprehensic

It was not to be Itoected that the election of a

second council—which was fixed for March 5,. 1892,

the entire body (excepting the nineteen aldermen) re-

tiring every three years— would be without an ex-

citing campaign. The fact that in six of the fifty-eight

constituencies there were no contests showed, how-

ever, that London might in time settle down to the

admirable custom of the provincial towns, which, as I

have shown, make it a common practice to reelect

good councilors term after term without any opposi-

tion. This election of 1892, which awakened so intense

an interest and polled so heavy a vote, was not fought

strictly upon municipal issues. A great parliamentary

election was expected soon to occur, and the line that

separated Liberals from Conservatives was just then

too sharply defined to make it humanly possible that

politics should be completely excluded from a muni-

cipal campaign. It so happened, however, that the

line of cleavage between the great political parties

coincided in a rough way with the natural divi-

sion that had taken place during the previous three

years upon legitimate municipal questions and issues.

Friends of sound municipal government in London,

who dread the mixing of issues and the demoraliza-

tion that always threatens a city when party politics

control local government, did their best to keep party

names and party watchwords out of the discussions of

the campaign, and they were measurably successful.
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They fought the battle under the designations re-

spectively of Progressives’^ and Moderates.” The
Progressives defended the general policies of the re-

tiring London council. They stood for taxation re-

form which should^ake the great landlords, and
holders of ground-rents, pay their shiwe of municipal

revenue. They stood for the extinc^on of the rights

of the eight private water-comnn-^iles that now fur-

nish London with an inferior and high-priced supply

of water, and for the creation of a directly owned and
managed municipal supply. They stood for the pol-

icy of the council in pressing measures for the reform

of the housing conditions of the poor
;
in general for

an enlargement of the powers of the county council

by additional acts of Parliament
;
for an energizing

and uplifting of the public municipal life and author-

ity of London
;
for a more severe administration in

the general interests of morality
;
and for a variety of

those modem social ameliorations which Birming-

ham, Glasgow, and other cities have already secured.

Now it happened that the Liberals were for the most

part thoroughly committed to the policy of the Pro-

gressives, while it also happened that the Tories or

Conservatives were enlisted as Moderates in the mu-
nicipal campaign— that is to say, they opposed what

they called the extravagant and utopian projects of the

council. Their campaign was directed by the great

landlords who own most of London, and their allies

were the water-companies and various holders of pri-

vate monopolies of supply, the great vested liquor

interests, the proprietors of low music-halls, and all

those who found present and past conditions to re-

dound to their own interest and profit. The Pro-

gressives announced bolder programs than ever,

aroused intense enthusiasm among the working-men,

and carried the day triumphantly. Thus the second.
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bmav. yin. council, elected to serve until March, 1895, contained

84 Progressives and 34 Moderates. This does not count
siiMess of the aldermen, whose choice, of course, has been at the

ives. hands of the majority, though the second council en-

deavored to avoid the reproach!%f partisanship by se-

lecting severaKConservatives when it had to fill a
*

‘ group of aldermanic vacancies.

' The ordinary cch^ems of municipal life, as I have

said, still remain for the larger part in the hands of

the parishes or the amalgamated districts as arranged

in the Metropolis Q-overnment Act of 1855. These are

in control of paving, lighting, sewers, street-cleaning,

The vestries garbage disposaJ, and sanitary inspection, and have
ftinctionB. many discretionary powers for usefulness in such re-

gards as housing reform, baths and wash-houses, free

libraries, and other enterprises and ameliorations that

belong to the recognized work of all the best provin-

cial municipalities. Of late, some of these London
vestries have begun to stir themselves, under the con-

tagious influence of the county counciPs progressive

schemes and doctrines. But most of them have shown
themselves ill adapted to their tasks. Why they have

been so unresponsive to the demand for modem im-

provements can be explained, in part at least, by a few

simple facts as to their constitution. As compared

with the system existing before 1855, the present ar-

rangement is the embodiment of order, lucidity, and
* effectiveness. But when compared with any really

^ ^
symmetrical and logical system, that which now rami-

the system. fies London is almost baffling in its confusion. If,

however, we avoid its minor intricacies and confine

ourselves to its main outlines, we may hope to com-

prehend it. There were left as administrative or mu-
nicipal units twenty-three large parishes, and there

were grouped into fifteen other units seventy-eight

smaller parishes. These smaller parishes retained
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their elected vestries for certain purposes of civil gov*

eminent, but for the purposes of various improve-

ments each vestry was required to electm quota of a
district board of Tmrks^ The dissolutioi^f a group or

two nowleat^es twenty-nine parish vesfEies andthirteen
district boards as the forty-two iinits^f ordinary mu-
nicipal administration in the metropolis. Not to con-

cern ourselvbo with the former lAiuitations upon the

franchise, it is enough to say that for some years past

the ratepayers have all been entitled to vote for mem-
bers of the vi^stry. The vestries have been large

bodies composed of 120 men in the greater parishes,

and they have numbered about 5000 in the aggregate

for all London. Eligibility to a vestry in London had,

down to 1894, been conditioned upon a property

qualification— or, rather, a ratepaying qualification

— high enough to exclude working-men. The limit

remained at an assessed valuation of £40 per an-

num. But London working-men do not pay $200 a

year for house rent. Indeed, many very worthy ones

do not earn more than that amount. In the great

parishes of London— and these municipal divisions

average 100,000 people, while some of them contain a

quarter of a million— five sixths of the men who pay

rates and who would be eligible for Parliament or for

the county council, have never been eligible for a seat

in their own local vestry. Since they have been in-

eligible themselves, they have not been in the habit of

exercising their right to vote. Moreover, it was never

convenient for them to vote
;
for the vestry elections

had not been conducted like other elections. One
third of the places were filled annually, and the busi-

ness was done in the most antiquated manner ima-

ginable. In a parish of, let us say, 200,000 people, the

election was usually nothing but a show of hands at a

slimly attended meeting. Frequently not one voter in
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a hundted was present. No nominations had been

announced in advance. The n^eeting was held at some

hour in th^iorenoon when working-men could not

leave their tifaks. The vestrymen of ^.parish under

these circiimstf^.qces became vl?thalfy a close corpo-

ration, reelectiite themselves and each other as their

terms expired. NThey were small house-owners and
landlords, local snhpjLeepers, and men of that caliber.

They were about as far as possible from fairly repre-

senting the sentiments and wishes of their great

municipal districts, yet they were levying in the aggre-

gate more than $10,000,000 a year which they were

expending in a more or less unaccountable fashion

upon streets, sanitary services, and other branches of

administration.

It has been mentioned as a curious fact that Lon-

don’s central municipal authority was created as an

after-thought, in the process of working out a mea-

sure designed to give elective governments to the

rural counties of England. It must then be re-

corded as a striking coincidence that the practical

downfall of London vestrydom should also have been

accomplished as an incident in the passage of a bill

providing primarily for real local self-government, on
pure democratic lines, in the rural parishes of Eng-
land and Wales. There are fifteen thousand parishes

where privileged vestrydom had always been ram-

pant, and the ‘‘squire and parson” had governed

as they saw fit. Mr. Henry Fowler, as President of

the Local Government Board in Mr. Gladstone’s last

cabinet, in 1893 introduced the “Local Government
Bill, England and Wales,” which became a law early

in 1894 after a most protracted parliamentary discus-

sion. This measure does for the townships or civil

parishes of England what the Municipal Corporations

Act of 1835 did for the large towns. It establishes
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local autonomy upon a system similar in many re-

spects to that of the township system ot/the United

States, to- which so much praise has always been ac-

corded
j
and it restor^ those rights (d self-govern-

ment in tfie* smafTcountry districts ,0/ England that

are supposed to have been exercised ancient Saxon
days. It provides for elections by ballot, and for

meetings after six o'clock p. M. The election of London
vestries, happily for the progress of reform in the

lagging metropolis, was dealt with by this bill. The
county council was accorded some supervision over

the parish elections, and aU the resident citizens, men
and women, were made eligible for election, while the

voting list was to include every name found on the

parliamentary or the county-council rolls. Moreover,

the choice of a parish council became a real election,

conducted under the balloting acts which regulate

parliamentary and municipal elections. When, at a

parish meeting for the renewal of an instalment of

the vestry, a poll was demanded, it had always been

held on the following day under conditions that pre-

cluded a general participation. Moreover, neither the

Australian ballot system nor the corrupt practices

acts had been applicable in the election of vestries.

All this was changed by Mr. Fowler's great enact-

ment, and in November, 1894, the first election was

held of members of London's new parish councils.

Thus, at a stroke, the forty or more sub-municipali-

ties that were carrying on most of the detailed work

of town administration for the four millions of dwel-

lers in metropolitan London, were reformed and mod-

ernized as to their ruling bodies.

On a former page^ some explanation was giyen

of the British municipal franchise as compared with

those for other purposes
;
and it will be remembered

1 See pp. 38-46.
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that the most complicated and by far the least demo-

cratic of aB was the franchise for the election of

guardians oV the poor. The system of poor-relief

created in 1634 arranged the whol^ country in a

series of poor-m^?' unions, so cSiied because as a rule

a number of pal^shes were united to make each poor-

law jurisdiction. There are about 650 of those unions

in England and Wales, and 31 of them are within the

limits of the county of London. The levying of poor-

rates and the dispensing of relief are in the hands,

for each union, of a board of guardians, elected by
owners and occupiers of property; and extra or

plural votes have been permitted on a graduated

basis, one vote being allowed for every £50 of as-

sessed valuation up to a maximum of six votes. Irt

the case of an owner who was also an occupier, it was
possible for one person to cast twelve votes for each

vacancy to be filled in the board of guardians. This

plan obviously gave to property a very excessive rep-

resentation. Moreover, there were ex-officio members
in all the boards of guardians who further increased

the preponderance of the propertied and privileged

classes. Mr. Fowler^s Local Government Bill of 1894,

although not primarily intended as a measure dealing

with the poor-law machinery, actually revolutionized

the entire system; for it abolished the plural voting

and ex-officio membership, made' all women eligible,

reduced the franchise to the most popular basis, mak-

ing it the same as that for the parish councils, and

made the term of guardians three years. The practi-

cal importance of this reconstruction of the boards of

guardians of the poor can hardly be overestimated.

For London the change will have many advantages.

The thirty-one metropolitan poor-law authorities have

huge responsibilities, with 100,000 paupers to main-

tain, and other duties and outlays which involve the
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handling of from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000 a year, c*ap. viil

These authorities oughi, then, to have th« confidence

of the people and to be elected as other pi^lic servants London,

fcre. Moreover,^e d^ocratic contr<^of the poor-

law machinery may now be expected /o promote the

project of a simplifying of. London^/ local divisions

and jurisdictions. At present the poor-law districts
*

do uot coincide, except here and there, with the parishes

and districts that constitute what we may call the sub- dictions,

municipalities. But inasmuch as the peculiar voting

system of the poor-law boards has been abolished,

there would seem to be no reason why in the early

future the two sets of districts should not be assimi-

lated. The whole London tendency is, clearly, toward

the creation of a series of distinct, popularly governed

sub-municipalities, under the SBgis of an aggrandized

central municipality. The Fowler act of 1894, trans-
^ j,armoniz

forming the vestries into district councils and deal- ingtendency.

ing analogously with the unions, will eventually have

accomplished almost as much toward London^s ulti-

mate municipal system as the Ritchie act of 1888,

which created the county council.

Mr. Fowler himself declared,when he introduced his

great bill, that it would constitute the second volume

of local government reform, the measure of 1888 hav- The “third

ing been the first volume, while the third would follow reform,

in due time, and would include the unification of Lon-

doufand the entire revision of its central and sectional

governmental system. As a proof of his practical in- •

’

tentions regarding London, he proposed to Parliament

the appointment at once of a royal commission to.con-

sider the proper conditions under which the amalga-

mation of the cityand county of London can be effected,

and to make specific and practical proposals for the mission on

purpose.^^ It was determined that the commissipn flcation.

should be so composed as to insure respect for its*

I.— 17 ^
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c*AT.vni. opinions. Mr, Leonard H. Courtney, a highly dis-

tinguishedmemherof parliament, universallyesteemed

for his imp^tiality and excellent judgment, was made
chairman. ^ Thomas Parrijj of tl)^'>^jg>ndon county

council, the s^icitor of the old City corporation, the

itifomoau
Livwpool (Mr. Robert D. Holt), and the

perwnnei. town clerk of Birmingham (Mr.Edward Orford Smith)

were the other members of the commission. Thus its

membership combined great knowledge of British mu-
nicipal administration in general with special qualifi-

cations to consider London^s peculiar problems. Much
testimony was heard, and the county council rendered

active aid in promoting a thorough inquiry. The old

City became disaffected when it found that its anti-

quated methods and incomprehensible finances were

considered a proper field for investigation, and with-

drew its member from the commission before the work
was completed. But the moral force of the commis-

sion's report was not diminished by the defection of

the old City. The conclusions reached ^ in August,

1894, and made public a few weeks later, constitute not

^ remarkably statesmanlike plan for the accom-
inetropoii- plishment of London^s task of municipal reconstruc-

ment. tion, but form a valuable contribution to the science

of administration as applied to large metropolitan

centers. A Greater New York,” for example, might
’ find in it many instructive suggestions

j
and to the

problems of the future metropolitan Boston it laight

seem to have an even closer application.

This so-called unification commission found that

the “large area of London outside the* city is really a

The federe- great towu, and requires town and not county govem-

ment”
;
and proceeded to declare that, “ bearing this

in mind, we have to apply to an area called a county,

but really a town now endowed with an elementary

1 See Appendix.
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form of government, tlie dignity and completeness of chaf. viil

the highest form of municipal life." But ifalso found

that London, while one*lWge town, ^‘for^onvenience

of adminis^t^^T) ^11 as from lo^ diversities,

comprises within itself several smallw towns; and

the application of the principles, and f^ill more of the

machinery, of municipal government to these several

areas must be limited by conditions arising from this

fact." It was then asserted that any controversy re-

maining would turn upon the partition of powers be-

tween this central and these local bodies.

The report then explains its plan of making the A .g^t mu-

county of London a great municipal corporation, and poSion.

transforming the county council into a central town

council, its chairman becoming a lord mayor, and ac-

quiring the dignities that now pertain to the lord

mayor of the old, inner City, with other and more
substantial ones growing out of the fact that he

would be the chief functionary of five million people

rather than of thirty-five thousand. The inner City

becomes reduced, under this plan, to the status of a ini? tiw sub-

sub-municipality—merely the central one of a series ities.

’

of local administrative districts. But the commission

urged the importance of allowing as much actual

authority over local affairs as possible to these dis-

tricts, and of encouraging their self-consciousness and

pride of locality. It found that in point of fact the

larg8f parishes and existing administrative districts,

under the system of 1855, are already ‘^administered

with varying but in many cases considerable success,

and possess attributes of local life which could .not

wisely be weakened or endangered.” It names nine- Retention of

teen of these which, in addition to the district it now divisi^.

calls the “ old City,” might very well, without much
or any rearrangement of areas, enter at once upon

a municipal career under the new system. Those *
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Chat, viil named in the report are
: (1) St. Maryleboiie, (2) St.

Pancras, («) Lambeth, (4) ^St. George, Hanover
t/L?ndon®8 Square, (5) Islington, St. Jmry, (6) Shoreditch, St.

Leonard, (7) ilensin^on, St.^ay^^hyWs. (8) Pul-

ham, (9) Hammersmith, (10) Miie-endOm^ Town, (11)

Paddington, (1^ Bethnd Green, St. Matthew, (13)
' Newington, St. Mary (Surrey), (14) Clerkenwell, St.

James and St. John, (15) Chelsea, (16) Hampstead, St.

John, (17) Westminster, St. Margaret and St. John,

(18) Poplar, (19) Whitechapel. The report does not

attempt to rearrange the other parishes of London,

but intimates that they could readily enough be

grouped into a few units of administration. Thus
the London sub-municipalities might altogether num-

iu all. her not far from thirty. The commission would give

them elective councils, like those of the provincial

ma) ors. municipalities, and would allow them to have mayors,

though dispensing with aldermen. Most of their pres-

ent duties would be left to them, and various others

would be added. The commission declares for the

principle of assigning to the local administrations

everything that they can do as well as the central

council could do it. It holds that in any case the de-

partments of administration possessing a common in-

Prhicipio of terest for all London would always give the central

nicipaiwork. authority enough to do, and that, as for other matters,

it would be best to allow the central body to make
rules and by-laws, to inspect and oversee, and to^istep

'

‘ in where there is default or neglect, but otherwise to

leave the actual performance of administrative work
to the local councils and their employees,

flnu treat- The commission proposes that such responsibilities

old aty. of the old City as are general in their nature should be

made over to the new London corporation, and that

the corresponding assets and liabilities should foUow

the same rule. It suggests reasons for allowing the
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old City a doubled representation in the central coun-

cil. It provides for tbe gradual extinction of the po-

litical and municipal prerogatives of the freemen of

the livery comganiey and offers the existing city

aldermerrtiie consoiation of life seaijs /n the local coun-

cil of the old City. In shprt, it abolishes the ancient

corporation with all possible courtesy and consider-

ation. So diplomatically is the scheme presented that

it might be said to revive and extend to the whole me-

tropolis the corporate life that has hitherto been pent

up in a single square mile, while still leaving the old

City in control of its local affairs. But whether one*

prefers to say that it annexes the county to the City,

or that it merges the City in a municipalized county,

the result is one and the same.

Public opinion has come so strongly to the support

of the proposals of the commission that there can be

little doubt that a law will soon be enacted to carry

out the plan. The great merit of the report lies in its

solid grasp of actual conditions and tendencies. The

measure of 1888 laid the foundation for a central

municipal authority
j
that of 1894 went far toward pre-

paring the way for the definite establishment of the

sub-municipalities upon uniform and efficient lines

;

and the amalgamation of the old City with the ad-

ministrative county, with the issuance of a municipal

charter to the metropolis, will come as the crowning

task at a very early day. The Conservatives have the

credit for the law of 1888, and the Liberals for that of.

1894. The completion of the task of creating a fed-

erated metropolitan municipality ought to be car-

ried out by common consent and without obtrusion

of party politics.

The commission has made it clear that there can be

found in practice a reasonable and effective division

of functions between a great central municipal council

I.-17* i
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and a series of highlyorganized, directly elected district

councils. iV suggests that the members of the central

council miglJfc advantageouslyMt ea? officio in the local

bodies of the oistricts they represent. It advises that

women shouldV^ eligible to the 'ffisffict^aifd central

councils, and that the franchise should remain, as in

'the law of 1894, open to all classes of parliamentary

and municipal voters. Mr. Joseph Chamberlain has
lately expressed the opinion that half a milUon people

are as many as can well be cared for by a centrally

administered municipal government. He would prob-

ably hold that when towns far outgrow that limit the

details become too numerous, the interests of localities

become too varied, and thewhole situation becomes too

complex for a system that is kept wholly under one

'

central authority. There is much to be said on both
sides of the question. If Mr. Chamberlain meant that

the great towns lack essential unity, and should there-

fore be broken into independent municipalities, his

position could not be maintained. There are general

concerns belonging to the class of towns having more
than a million people that require unity of treatment
even more imperatively than those of smaller towns.

But there may, on the other hand, be introduced into

the management of municipal affairs in the great cities

a federal principle that will secure better detailed

administration for localities while enhancing the au-

thority and the efficiency of the central municipal g**;’-

.ernment in all matters that have a general bearing.

This will be London^s contribution to the science of

metropolitan government at a time when the rapid

expansion of a series of metropolitan areas in Europe
and America is creating a new and peculiar problem
in administrative organization.



CHAPTER. IX

MtTROPOLITAN TASKS AND PROBLEMS

Modern municipal governments exist in order

that they may render certain positive services

to the community. The test of their excellence and
efficiency must lie in the success with which they per-

form their practical functions. A discussion, there-

fore, of municipal services and municipal problems
cannot well be detached altogether from a discussion

of the mechanism of the municipal government. How-
ever, it is quite possible to view the governmental
arrangements of a metropolis like London first from
the standpoint of organization for municipal pur-

poses, and second from a standpoint which permits

us to survey the work to which the administrative

machinery must be applied. In the preceding chapter

we have considered primarily the question how Lon-

don has been, is, and is to be organized for the ac-

complishment of the tasks of a modem metropolitan

govex^Maaent. We have now to consider the tasks

themselves; for it is obvious that the experiences

and problems of metropolitan London must convey

some direct lessons, and must throw many side-lights

upon the treatment of corresponding metropolitan

problems everywhere.

Curiously enough, to the pressing manner in which

the drainage problem was forced upon it London
owed the fact that it had, until recently, made any
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progressvwhatever toward a central administration.

Metropolitan government,^hen once established,

showed capabilities for sePving the interests of its

constituent millions of ciOTens m a great number
of ways; bulf^the need of a main-drainage system

was the obstinate fact which led to the reluctant

admission that there was any such entity as a metro-

politan London. The general government was in

control of the police system, and had no intention

to a-bdicate in favor of a metropolitan municipality.

A number of private water-companies,—taking ad-

vantage of the helplessness of a vast community that

had found no way even to discern, much less to assert,

its own interests,— had obtained perpetual charters

from Parliament, had parceled out the metropolitan

district, and were charging the people monopoly rates

and making splendid profits on the very simple plan

of pumping the unfiltered water of the river Thames
through the streets and into the houses. A series of

private gas-companies in like fashion were supplying

light, and demonstrating the axiom that competition

in the gas business always results in more oppressive

monopoly. The fossilized corporation of the inner

City, exclusive and self-perpetuating, had much more

in common with such private monopolies as the gas-

companies and water-companies than it had with the

modern municipal governments that exist for the gen-

eral welfare, and that are answerable to the pnbKc for

the manner in which they discharge their duties.

This inner corporation, while unwilling to admit the

greater London to its privileges, held a monopoly

control of market rights for the metropolis, and thus

took toll of the whole population in performance of a

highly necessary public function. The City corpora-

tion also kept some hold upon the river considered as

a navigable stream, and was the harbor authority.
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As for the docks, and shipping facilities ijll( general,

they had naturally, in the absence of an enlightened

local administration, taipn the form of control by
private companies as a ^semi-monopoly, taxing com-

merce directly and the community indirectly. The
more strictly local and detailed administration outside

of the old City was all in the hands of the vestries of-

many scores of parishes
;
and these vestries were so

constituted and conducted as virtually to exclude the

principle of popular representation. Bach vestry

its petty sphere was a privileged and self-perpetuating

body, eager to imitate the methods of the City corpo-

ration and the liveried companies. The vestries levied

rates as they pleased, and followed their own variable

moods and devices in matters of paving and street

lighting.

There were still other ^4nterests^^ besides those

that have been named. The disorganized condition of

several million people, living contiguously in a prov-

ince covered with houses, afforded infinite oppor-

tunities; and there emerged all kinds of substitutes

for an organized central administration. As Tam-
many HaU rose to power in New York through its

skill and tenacity in seizing hold of the simple fact

that New York had no positive, unified central govern-

ment, so in London the unreformed City corporation,

the packed vestries, the greedy water-companies, the

ill-r^gtsAated gas-companies, the great monopoly land-

lord interests, the trustees of innumerable charities

ecclesiastical and otherwise, the managers of asylums

and institutions, and scores of other elements and in-

terests, each in its own way and for its own purposes,

appropriated a portion of the control and authority

which should have been exercised either directly at the

hands of a central municipal authority, or else under

its stem supervision.
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But thVe was one public service whose mismana|f6-

ment could not be tolerate#, and which offered bo
compensations or attraction! for any of the selfish in-

terests which had apportio^d among tlmmselves so

many of the other attributes and functions of a metro-

politan government. This task was that of drainage.

There was no way to make monopoly profits out of

it. It was all expense and no income. It must be

remembered again that at the opening of the nine-

teenth century metropolitan London did not have as

many as a million people, and the population of the

Thames valley above London was only a fraction of

that which the census reports now show. But the

Thames itself was quite as large a stream then as

now, and it is possible that its volume of fresh water

may have been somewhat greater. There are several

reasons, easily apparent on a moment's reflection,

why the question of drainage began to force itself

upon many urban communities about the middle of

the century. For one thing, the modes and standards

of civilized life had grown more fastidious, the rela-

tion of cleanliness to health had come to be better un-

derstood, the idea of meeting and controlling epi-

demics by public measures had been fairly broached,

and the innovation of underground drains had be-

gun to be regarded as a desirable urban arrangement.

But in addition to these considerations, it should be

borne in mind that there was now appearingtlffi new
phenomenon of rapid town development. Great pop-

ulations were becoming massed together; and the

streams which had sufficed fairly well to carry off the

liquid waste that had been poured into them from the

small surface drains, had now become taxed beyond

the point of decency and safety. London, with the

adjacent country, is naturally drained by the river

Thames. As population developed in the early dec-
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ades of the century, the general govemi^ent found
it advisable to appoint a number of commissioners,

with limited authority, ^o exercise supervision over

the sewers and drainage of London. But the prob-

lem was far too large for any such*treatment. The
condition of the river grew steadily worse. Local un-

derground sewers had begun to be quite generally con-

structed, and they emptied into the river on either side

at the points of nearest access. The inflowing tides

forced the sludge-laden water far up-stream, and the

outflowing tides brought it back again to plague the

town. At times the nuisance became serious enough
to obstruct navigation.

, It was under these circumstances that the Metropo-

lis Management Act of 1855 was passed, the Metro-

politan Board of Works created, the parish system

considerably reformed and improved, and the tangible

beginning made of a metropolitan municipal govern-

ment. The first task of the Metropolitan Board of

Works was to construct a system of trunk sewers for

London. The main outlines were simple enough. The
problem of the Board of Works was that of gathering

all the sewage of London north of the Thames into a

series of great intercepting or trunk sewers which were

to converge at a convenient point, whence by means of

one great sewer tunnel the whole fluid mass should be

conveyed to a point of outfall on the river-bank some

miIe§*below the city. For that part of London south

of the Thames a similar system was to be created.

Local street sewers were to be constructed and main-

tained by the parish vestries and district boards, under

plans conforming with those of the metropolitan sys-

tem
;
and the drainage of each local district was te be

collected by some arm of the metropolitan board^s

ramification of trunk sewers. The system was car-

ried out efficiently. Trunk sewers at different levels
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pierced aU^ijhe metropolitan districts on both sides of

the river, and two huge tunneXs, one on the north side

arid the other on the south sfte, were constructed to

cajry the total effluent for a distance of sopie fifteen

miles, the outfallbn the north side being at Barking

and that on the south side being at Crossness.

^Puring the whole period of its active existence, from
1855 to the time when its duties and responsibilities

were turned over to the London county council in

1889, tjie Metropolitan Board of Works had expended

more than $35,000,000 upon its scheme of main drain-

age, while the parishes and districts had also expended

in the aggregate a sum probably much greater for

street sewers. The original plan of the metropolitan

board was that of temporary storage at the outfall

points, in order to discharge each half-day^s accumu-

lation upon the outflowing tide. This system had its

evident advantages
;
but experience proved that there

were disadvantages to an extent quite unforeseen. The
storage system at times of rainfall resulted in a choking

of the sewers and an overflow of sewage at innumer-

able places in London, with the most disastrous conse-

quences. At the point of convergence of the trunk

sewers north of the Thames, it was necessary to erect

a great pumping station which should lift the collected

sewage a distance of eighteen or twenty feet in order

that it might reach the Barking outfall at a point suffi-

ciently elevated to make possible its discharge on^e
turning tide

;
but the total result of the intermittent

system was an almost chronic failure of the mammoth
pumping works at the Abbey-Mills junction to keep

the collected mass in the receiving-tanks low enough
to prevent the flooding of the sewer system. It be-

came evident that the scheme of intermittent dis-

charge ought if possible to be abandoned. The fre-

quency of overflow had made it necessary to provide
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a system of relief sewers, discharging dhfectly into

the river. And thus, at all times of heavy rainfall,

a large proportion of the ordinary sewage found its

way to the stream in the very heart of the metropolis.

Besides the constant study of the jTroblem made by

the metropolitan board and its engineers, there were

several special examinations of the subject of metro-

politan sewage disposal made by royal commissions.

The last of these inquiries was conducted by a com-

mission which was appointed in 1882, and which re-

ported in 1884 after exhaustive investigation of the

experience of other great cities. The report was by

no means consoling. It declared that under no cir-

cumstances, neither by a continuous nor by an inter-

mittent system, ought any crude sewage to be dis-

charged into the Thames; and it went so far as to

condemn the discharge into the river of the partially

clarified effluent after a process of precipitation of the

solid materials—although it recommended such treat-

ment as an alleviating expedient. The Metropolitan

Board of Works accordingly proceeded to construct

huge intercepting outfall works at Barking and at

Crossness, and to endeavor with the aid of a staff of

chemists and sanitary experts to find an effective and

not too costly method for the separation of the sludge

before discharging any liquid sewage into the river.

Not to recount in detail the various experiments made,

the!"^crtmrd finally adopted as its system a treatment of

the inflowing sewage first with slaked lime and then

with sulphate of iron. About one grain of sulphate

of iron and four grains of lime were added to every gal-

lon of ordinary sewage as the material flowed on to-

ward the great settling-tanks, in which the chemicals

assisted the precipitation of the solids.

The county council found the Barking works in

practical operation, while the Crossness establishment
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Chap. XX. was Only 'begun. It bas succeeded in greatly improv*

lin rove-
efficiency of the system. Instead of using the

tFSSt reservoirs alternately, it allows the sewage
council. to flow slowly through the series, passing over weirs

and culverts as it moves on, depositing its sludge from

tank to tank until at length it emerges deodorized

and Comparatively clear and unobjectionable, and is

river. The county coun-

®i“f894. cil completed the Crossness works in June, 1894, and
since that time in ordinary weather the entire flow

of London sewage, exceeding 200,000,000 gallons per

day, passes through the separating process at one or

the other of these two great intercepting establish-

ments before it enters the river. It is still true that

a portion of the rainfall, in varying amounts and not

wholly unmixed with sewage, finds its way directly

into the river by means of the relief sewers ,• but this

quantity is less than it formerly was, and the comple-

tion of additional pumping and main-tunnel facilities

will at an early day make it feasible to carry off the

entire London drainage, even in exceptional seasons,

by way of the separation works at the two outfall

stations.

These outfall works have not been constructed with-

out considerable outlay. The Barking establishment

has cost approximately $2,500,000, and the corre-

sponding one at Crossness represents a cost of more
than $1,500,000. But these two stations by noncans

Theiieeiof Complete the working plant. A very essential auxil-

iary is the municipal fleet of great sludge steamers

that carry the soft inud from the precipitation-tanks

out to the deep sea. It has been demonstrated that

no. successful use of the sludge can at present be

Bittdge not made for agricultural purposes. The experiment was

tried for a time, but abandoned. In order to make
it possible to distribute sludge as a commercial ferti-
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lizer, it must be compressed into cakes or blocks. But our. a.

even then it has a lo'V value, and its utilization was
found to pay only a fraction of the expense of com-

pression and transportation. Since the completion

of the G]%s8ness works, the system lias required a fleet

of six steamers for the removal of the sludge, eacl

ship carrying a thousand tons on every trip. T)’(

arrangements for loading and discharge and for iht

whole movement of the fleet have been reduced to a Loading and
_ . -I 'i 1 . .

eiuptj'ing

system of great convenience and absolute precision, sludge ships.

The soft mud is driven by force-pumps through crane-

like tubes directly into the hold of the ship. The
cargo is carried fifty miles down-stream to a very

deep channel, when the discharging valves are opened

*below water-level, and the mass of sludge unloads

itself while the ship keeps on her course for a distance

of ten miles. Every conceivable test of close observa-

tion and chemical analysis has failed to detect any in-

fluence or effect of this discharge either in the water

or on the adjacent shores.

The county council has brought to bear upon every

detail of the management of the drainage system a zeal

at once for improvement and for economy. The old

Board of Works, neither in the one respect nor the

other, could compare for a moment with the sewage

committee of the county council. Constant additions

and reconstructions are bringing the network of col- the present

le^i^ sewers toward a condition of modern complete-

ness. Thus, for the present, the problem of Londorfs

drainage may be considered as solved; for the existing

system is susceptible of enlargement from time to

time as the volume of sewage increases. The ramifi-

cation of main sewers can be extended through a wider

area, and can serve another million people in the outer

ring, as it undoubtedly will within half a dozen years.

The pumping facilities can be increased accordingly, "
i
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additional outfall tunnels can be constructed, the pre-

cipitation works can be enlarged, more ships can be

added to the fleet of sludge-carriers, while continued

experience can devise means to make the precipitation

more complete, arid thus still better to protect the river

against pollution.

3ut even yet the final system of sewage disposal

hak not been adopted. Mr. Binney, the engineer of

the county council under whose direction the entire

system is now administered, made a report in 1891,

with the advice and assistance of Sir Benjamin Baker,

touching the whole subject in its broadest aspects. If

what may be called “ Main-Drainage London now
embraces a population of 5,000,000, there are already,

about 7,000,000 people within the district which the

drainage system must soon include
;
and within forty

years, by all conservative calculations, not less than

12,000,000 people will have to be served by the one

metropolitan sewerage and sewage-disposal system.

Forty years is not along time in the history of a great

city. That period has elapsed quickly enough since

the metropolitan board laid down the lines of Lon-

don's present drainage. It is therefore needful that

in the provision of essential public services the future

should be well considered. Messrs. Binney and Baker

made a careful study of the estuary of the Thames,

and proposed a system which might combine sewage

farms with the direct discharge of crude sewag^lBto

the sea. The proposed scheme would be a costly one,

the capital outlay being estimated at from $40,000,000

to $50,000,000 5
for it would require outfall tunnels

from forty to sixty miles long, according to the route

selected. One proposal would extend the existing

main tunnel from Barking in a direct line toward the

mouth of the Thames, some twenty miles further, and

there distribute the sewage to the amount of perhaps
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200,000,000 gallons a day over the surface of irrigated

sewage-farms on the •Birmingham or Berlin model.

But 200,000,000 or 300,000,000 additional gallons must
be removed in the early future, and a great tunnel

eighteeniCeet in diameter ha.s been pi\)posed that would
follow a somewhat circuitous route in order to take

advantage of natural grades, and extend well out un-*

der the shoals of the Foulness Sands to a point of

discharge in deep water.

For so great and so rich a community as metro-

politan London will be in the second decade of the

twentieth century, the cost of executing sewer works

such as those proposed by Mr. Binney will, relatively

^
speaking, not be half so great as was the cost of the

exisSng system. It was estimated by Sir Robert

Rawlinson in an elaborate paper published by him
some years ago on London Sewerage and Sewage,^^

that iiie entire volume of this fluid waste was then

worth nearly $9,000,000 a year for maniirial purposes,

and that the true system for London to adopt was that

of the direct irrigation of land. Sir Robertas opinion

is impregnably sound. The economic loss involved

in a system for the chemical separation of sludge,

with its removal to the deep sea by means of a fleet of

ships in constant service (making a round trip of a

hundred and twenty miles, which may in future have

to be increased to one hundred and fifty or two hun-

(fl‘ecl>miles), would appear on reflection to be very

great both in the expensiveness of the method and in

the irreparable waste of material that is abstracted

from the laud and ought to be returned to it. If the

present method does not require so great a capital, it

involves expensive processes. These entail an actual

financial burden as heavy as the interest payments

that would be required for an enormous capital in-

vestmm^it.
I.— 18
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But there is a farther consideration that remains to

be mentioned. The present system of chemical pre-

cipitation, while it removes most of the solid matter

suspended in the inky fluid and leaves a compara-

tively clear-loojfirfg effluent, by no means purifies the

released liquid. In explailiing the new Glasgow sys-

tem of sewage treatment, I have shown how the ef-

fluent after the sludge has been precipitated is carried

through a series of coke and sand filters. And thus

the fin^ result on discharge into the river is a water

that has been not merely relieved of its muddiness,

but also rendered both chemically and bacteriologi-

cally pure by a process of filtration. With a little

additional care, perhaps without any change whatever

.

in the system, the final Glasgow effluent might safely

be pumped into the reservoirs that furnish the town^s

supply of drinking-water. It is true that the settling

of the mud or sludge is a great gain. But the dis-

charged fluid at Barking or Crossness is still satu-

rated with chemical solutions of organic waste, and is

as impure as water could possibly be. No system of

discharge on ebbing tides can prevent the back-flow

of this poisonous liquid
j
and the fresh water coming

down from the upper reaches of the Thames is not

sufflcient in volume to purify it or to nullify its effects.

It was for this reason that the commission of 1884 de-

clared that any permanent scheme must*provide for

the further purification of this liquid by some proCSss

;

’ and they preferred to advise its application to land.

When manurial values are considered, it is true that

the apparently clear water flowing into the river from

the Crossness and Barking works contains far more

of the nitrogenous soU-enriching elements than are

carried out to sea in the 2,500,000 tons of sludge that

are now annually freighted away from the two out-

fall stations. I have not scrupled thus to discuss the
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problem of London’s sewage at length, becanse not

one of the nine or ten great American communities

that are' assuming metropolitan proportions has as

yet begun to grapple conclusively with the problem

of the finarand satisfactory dispositioh its sewage.

London’s case is more urgent; and our American
cities may yet profit, if they will, by the results of

London’s costly experiments and investigations.

It happens that there is a somewhat intimate con-

nection between the future of London’s water-supply

and that of its modes of sewage treatment. Two great

topics regarding the present and future supply of the

London population with water are now under con-

troversial discussion. One of these controversies re-

lates to the control of the supply, while the other

relates to its sources, quantity, and quality. Let us

consider the second question first. In 1891 it was
ascertained that the population supplied by the met-

ropolitan water-companies was 5,500,000 ;
and it will

soon have reached 6,000,000. The net daily supply

in that year averaged 171,000,000 gallons, or 31 gal-

lons per capita for all purposes. Of this amount

somewhat more than 100,000,000 gallons a day was

pumped from the Thames, perhaps 50,000,000 from

the river Lea, and the rest either from large wells or

basins dug in gravel beds along the Thames, or else

frompveay deep wells sunk into the chalk strata in

the territory lying east and southeast of London.

Much criticism has been directed against the supply

both on account of its insufficient quantity and also

on account of its alleged impurity. The county coun-

cil ever since its establishment has given constant

attention to the subject, with a view to its own as-

sumption of London’s water-supply. The council has

made exhaustive investigations on its own account^*
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Chap. IX. and the general government has also dealt with the

question through a royal commission which reported

in September, 1893, after an inquiry of a year and a

half. The county council, represented by its chief

engineer, I4|r, Binney, took the ground in extensive

council and arguments before the royal commission that London's

v present sources of supply should be altogether aban-

Qoned as no longer suitable as regards either quantity

or quality; and that London should follow the ex-

ample of Manchester, Birmingham, Liverpool, and

Glasgow in seeking a new and inexhaustible supply

from distant sources. To some mountainous region

in Wales, it is supposed, London would be compelled

to build its aqueducts if it should eventually conclude

to abandon its present sources.

The royal commission, however, made a highly

optimistic report in favor of the Thames and the other

A reijort In subsidiary sources of the present supply. The com-
Thames. missiou agreed with the London water-companies that

it would be sufficient to make a forecast of forty years,

whereas the county council had contended for the

consideration of a fifty-year period. The commission

concluded that in the year 1931 the area now supplied

by the metropolitan water-companies— which in 1891

was 845 square miles, and which then contained 5,700,-

000 people—would have an aggregate population of

11,250,000. The question which it set for itself to an-

swer then stood as follows : Can a sufficierft supply

of water of sufficiently good quality be obtained from

the Thames and Lea valleys for the use of eleven and a

Amount^ quarter million persons without serious prejudice to

1931. the other inhabitants of those valleys? " The commis-

sion dealt in an interesting manner with the question,

A r capita
^ reasonable per capita daily allowance of

da?fy Sow- water in view of the growing needs of a civilized town
gallons. population t They finally agreed upon 35 gallons as a
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safe basis of calculation, declaring their belief that

this figure erred on the,side of lavishness if it erred at

all. They found, then, that Water London” in 1931

must have a daily supply in round figures of 392,000,-

000 gallons. f

The volume of water flowing down fiie channel of

the Thames varies much, according to the conditions

of rainfall
;
but the commission, after some sifting of

testimony, found it to average 1,350,000,000 gallons

a day in that part of the river where the water-com-

panies^ intakes are situated. Regarding the Thames,

the commission reached the unanimous conclusion

that 300,000,000 gallons a day could be withdrawn

for water-supply without disturbance of navigation,

it wa» shown that in any ease the navigable condi-

tion is maintained by a series of locks and weirs
;
and

so long as the stretches of the stream thus ponded up

are kept full, it is a matter of comparatively little

consequence how much additional water is flowing

over the dams. The only stretch where navigation

could be affected extends for a mile or two below the

lowest weir, which is at Richmond
;
and only at the

lowest point of the ebb-tide would the depth of the

stream be diminished even there. It was proposed, in

compensation, that a reservoir should be constructed

in the Richmond Park, into which 50,000,000 gallons

would flow twice a day with each rising tide, only to

b^rel^ased at low tide as a substitute for fresh water

withdrawn by the metropolitan intakes at a point

above the weir.

That portion of the commission's inquiry which

was directed to the question how great a supply

might be derived from deep wells sunk in the tracts

of chalk country in the Lea valley and on the south

side of the Thames, was especially thorough and in-

teresting. As a conclusion it was reported that

I.- 18*
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about 70,000,000 gallons a day might safely be with-

drawn from those admittedly pure and desirable

sources without injury to streams or agriculture.

Thus, with 50,000,000 gallons from the river Lea, the

commission had provided for 420,000,000* gallons a

day, equal to a supply of thirty-five gallons per capita

for 12,000,000 people. Mr. Binney, the county coun-

cij^s chief engineer, was of opinion that every drop of

fresh water flowing down the Thames was needed for

its purifying effect upon the sewage constantly enter-

ing the stream below the city. The commissioners

maintained that Mr. Binney had given undue weight

to this consideration. They might have suggested

what is, after all, the most important point to be

borne in mind : that the true solution would'be the

withdrawal of all sewage and other sources of pollu-

tion. The smaller communities in the Thames valley

above London are one after another adopting sewage-

farms, and it will be feasible eventually to divert

London^s drainage away from the river. When that

is accomplished, the flood-tides will bring nothing

offensive that can require the neutralizing effects of

fresh water. Moreover, the great bulk of the river's

average daily flow would in any case remain unap-

propriated. The commission's plans contemplate a

great series of storage reservoirs at Staines, some
miles above London.

As to the purity of the water now supplied io Lon-

don, the commission took much testimony with reas-

suring results. It was found that although the exist-

ing practice of the companies was far from uniform,

the filtration of the supply had recently become gen,

eral; and, as regards most of the water fumi^ed,

the work of filtration had proved effective. The com,

mission was aided by experts in biology, who demon-

strated to its satisfaction that sand filtration not only
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removes deleterious chemical substances, but, what is

far more important, frees water from harmful bac-

teria. The evidence on this point collected by the

London commission antedated the most conclusive

demonstration that has now been made,— namely, the

absolute success of the new filtration works at Ham-
burg ^ in removing cholera microbes from the Blbe^

water, which, as pumped into the subsidence-basijis,

had millions of cholera germs in every cubic inch.

The recent experience of all the German towns deriv-

ing their water-supply from the rivers Rhine and Elbe

confirms to the point of an absolute demonstration the

position taken in 1893 by the royal commission on the

water-supply of the English meteopolis. It may there-

fore be considered as proved that for a good while to

come London may continue to drink the water of the

Thames; and the question of an ultimate supply from

the mountains of Wales or elsewhere may safely be

left for consideration twenty or forty years hence.

An immediate and a pressing question, however, is

that of the proprietorship and administration of the

water-supply. Eight water-companies now divide be-

tween them the sources, the territory to be supplied,

and the emoluments, which are very considerable.

The New River Company, which dates from the time

of King James I., supplies the central part of the

metropolis on the north side of the river, and serves

abeut 1,200,000 people, furnishing about 33,000,000

gallons a day. The East London Water Works Com-
pany was formed in the year 1805, having absorbed

Wo companies ofmuch earlier origin, and it also is sup-

plying approximately 1,200,000 people with 40,(X)0,000

gallons a day, its territory being that great and popu-

lous region extending from Whitechapel and Stepney

1 See ‘‘Hamburg's New Sanitary Impulse," by Albert Shaw, in

the “Atlantic Monthly" for June, 1894.
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to West Ham, known as East London. The Chelsea

Company was chartered in 1723, and supplies about

300,000 people with nearly 10,000,000 g^ons a day.

The West Middlesex Company was incorporated in

1806, and it supplies about 600,000 people at the West
End with 16,000,000 gallons a day. The Grand June-

stion Company also has its sphere of operations in a

mijmber of the extensive parishes of West London, and

it supplies 350,000 people with 17,000,000 gallons—
much the most liberal per capita supply of any London
company. It dates from 1798. The Lambeth Water
Works Company and the Southwark and '\fnuxhall

Company divide between them most of London south

of the Thames, including also great suburban areas

in the county of Surrey that lie beyond the laondoh

metropolis. The Lambeth Company was first incor-

porated in 1785, and the Vauxhall Company began

operations in 1805, although both companies have

had several subsequent charters which extended their

franchises to greater areas. The Lambeth Company
in 1891 supplied a population of 655,000 people with

20,000,000 gallons a day, and the Yauxhall Company
supplied about 850,000 people with 24,000,000 gallons.

Finally, the Kent Water Works Company, incorpo-

rated in 1809, operates in a number of far eastern

parishes south of the Thames, and in 1891 was sup-

plying 460,000 people with 12,500,000 gallons daily.

These companies, by the terms of their charters,

have been allowed to levy certain statutory rates based

upon the rental valuation of the houses supplied.

The arrangement is an antiquated one, dating from a

period when frequent revaluations of property were

unknown. The actual consequences have been, dur-

ing several past decades, that with every increase in the

assessed valuation of a house or piece of property the

water-company supplying that house has been able to
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increase the amoant of the yearly water tax, although

upon the average there*has been actual diminution in

the quantity of water supplied from year to year to

each house. The number of houses to be supplied has

increased^more rapidly than the suf)plies which the

companies found available for distribution. As a re-

sult, down to 1887, or later, only about half the houses^

in London were receiving a continuous supply, TJ^^y

were compelled to store in tanks or cisterns enough
water to meet the wants of those portions of the day
or night when their supply was turned off by the com-

pany. Public feeling against the companies has grown
so intense that they have made strenuous efforts to

give an improved service
;
and within the past five

years the continuous supply has been extended to the

great majority of London houses. It still remains

true, however, that the companies are in the absurd

position of being able to levy a fixed statutory rate

on the pound of assessed valuation, and thus to col-

lect an increased sum every five years, wherever the

assessed value of property advances.

It was alleged several years ago that it cost the

companies less than £700,000 a year to supply London
with water, for which the people of London had to pay
the companies £1,700,000. The receipts have now in-

creased to nearly £2,000,000, or $10,000,000. The com-
panies are paying dividends on a share capital of

sdlne $75,000,000, and it is alleged by the experts of

the county council that the aggregate plants of the

eight companies could be duplicated and greatly im-

proved by the expenditure of $50,000,000. No one

would have the audacity to dispute the proposition

that the people of London could easily provide them-

selves,throughtheagencyoftheirrepresentativecounty

council, with a much more satisfactory system than the

present one, while reducing the water rates at least
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cmaf, IX. fifty per cent. The county council has been, negotiat-

ing for the purchase of the fJroperties and rights of

the existing companies, but thus far no basis of agree-

ment has been reached because the companies have

vidiiin th«
upon ail aggregate valuation of from $150,-

woriw. * 000,000 to $250,000,000, nearly all of which is repre-

sented by the revenue-producing values of the public

frtmchises which have cost the companies nothing.

The solution of the question would be a very simple

How the
House of Lords. The House

of Commons would readily pass a measure giving the
tec&d.

' county council authority at its option either to nego-

tiate for the existing works, or to establish an inde-

pendent system, forbidding the companies to increase

their takings from the Thames, and sanctioning the

use of the river by the council. This would bring the

companies to terms at once
;
for the people of London

could readily provide themselves with a duplicate sys-

tem at one third of the price that the companies have

demanded for their antiquated establishments. Public

control of London^s water is, of course, only a ques-

tion of time. Nothing is more readily apparent to

Aconspiracy any foreign observer of English affairs than the fact

that there exists what is virtually a huge conspiracy

of ‘4nter^sts," monopolies, and privileged groups, all

of which rely ultimately upon the aid and counte-

,
nance of the House of Lords, and its constitutional

right to veto the legislation of the people^s r^re^n-
’ tatives in Parliament. But the position of the House

Awakening
itself has uow become somewhat critical

j
and

i^Mition? that distinguished body can hardly find it convenient

to lend itself too insistently to a scheme for compelling

the people of London to pay an extra hundred million

dollars to a group of private companies in order to

buy back what they have never sold,— namely, the

^
natural right to supply themselves with the most es*
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dential of all commodities. Justice in this case is so

clear that it must soon‘prevail over monopoly claims.

One of the most important functions that the county

council acquired in its capacity as Heir to the under-

takings of the Metropolitan Board of Works, was
that of the maintenance and improvement of a mair^

thoroughfare system. A street-map of London as^ihe

city was in 1840 or 1850 would be necessary to make
plain all the improvements that have been wrought,

especially in the central districts lying within four or

five miles of Charing Cross. As the metropolis grew,

the pressure of traffic upon its central thoroughfares

jnaturally became enormous. It was necessary, at

great cost, to widen and straighten important streets,

and to open new thoroughfares. Thus great improve-

ments were made in the lines of streets that lead from
Charing Cross to the Bank. It became imperative to

create other arteries between the City and the West
End

;
and the Holborn Viaduct, with High Holborn

and New Oxford streets, was constructed. Queen
Victoria street and the magnificent Thames embank-

ments constituted still another new route created with

the outlay of millions. The Northumberland Avenue,

the Gray^s Inn Road, the Charing Cross Road, and

dozens of other now important thoroughfares, have

been cut through solid masses of buildings, involving

ffeavy financial operations in condemning property,

clearing sites, constructing the streets, and reselling

the new street frontage.

London, like many other old cities, had a .tangled

network of streets that for the most part began no-

where and ended nowhere. Upon this networlc it

became necessary to superimpose a system of main
thoroughfares as avenues of communication.. This

work had begun, either under the authorities of the
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Chap. IX. City corporation or under special parliamentary com-

missions. long before the dsHy of the metropolitan

board; but this body accomplished the major part.

Including the splendid river boulevards and retain-

ing-walls known 'as the Albert, Victoria, and Chelsea

embankments, I find that the metropolitan board
'

' from 1856 to 1887 had expended about $75,000,000

cost^orduef up^i these main street improvements, during which
provenientB. time the outlyiug parts of the metropolis had added

to the ordinary street system about 2000 miles of new
thoroughfares, lined with several hundred thousand

* new houses. But the cost of these local streets had
been locally defrayed; and it is to the expense of

main arterial improvements that I refer. Including,

what the City and special commissions have spent,

not less than $100,000,000 has gone into this work of

reforming the vicious street system of London since

1850. And still the task is far from completed. New
lines of communication must yet be made to relieve

the glut of trafiic on east and west routes north of the

Thames.

Only a competent central authority like the new
council can manage these gigantic municipal reforms

in the suitable way. But while these main improve-

The lesser
progrcss, it sliould be said in jus-

tenf-good
vestries and district boards that the net-

paving. work of lesser streets has been wonderfully changed

for the better, and that London as a whole isTnow
'

. also a well-paved city. It devolves upon the council,

as upon its predecessor the Board of Works, to regu-

late the width and formation of new streets, the lin-

ing of the buildings, the naming of streets, and the

numbering of houses. Unfortunately the metropolis

was already far too large when this power was given

to a central authority. There are fine avenues in the

newer,suburbs
;
but throughout most of the metropo-
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lis the lesser streets must remain in a condition that

to an American seems painfully chaotic. An impor-

tant work had been done by the metropolitan board

in constructing Thames bridges, but^the supply was
wholly insufficient. The county council now main-

tains ten great bridges across the Thames, while four

(the Blackfriars, the Southwark, the London, and the’

new Tower bridge) are cared for by the old City

poration out of the revenues of its ancient Bridge

House Estate. The county council is completing an

enormous tunnel under the river at Blackwall, at a

cost of $5,000,000, and has obtained terminal sites for

another tunnel. In lieu of a bridge for the East Lon-

doners at Woolwich, the council operates a free ferry

for passengers and vehicles. The opening of this ferry

was one of the first acts of the county council. That

it supplied a serious want was demonstrated by the

fact that 4,000,000 people a year were soon making
use of it. Indeed, the statistics that show the in-

crease of traffic across the Thames are very remarka-

ble. The council is entering upon the work of recon-

structing Vauxhall bridge at a cost of $2,500,000, and

a long series of new bridges to bo built and old ones

to be made over forms part of the forecast of munici-

pal undertakings for the coming twenty years.

The council since its succession to the street-im-

provement work of the metropolitan board has not

be^n lacking in ambition to accomplish great projects

of reform. It has definitely mapped out schemes of a

central character that would cost millions upon mil-

lions. One of these is a widening of the Strand in its

narrowest sections, and another is a great new thor-

oughfare to connect Holborn street with the Strand.

The task of most immediate urgency is the construc-

tion of a system of approaches to th(i new Tower

bridge. But while the council has proceeded to exe;
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Chap. IX. cute numerous street-improvement projects of a less

costly nature^ it has taken tlfe position with regard to

dU large schemes that it will hold them in abeyance
Awaiting until it wius its battle in Parliament for a new system

form. of taxation that will place a part of the burden of per-

manent improvements upon the owners of the property

that is chiefly benefited. The Board of Works exe-

cy.ted its huge improvements, on a recklessly extrav-

agant scale, at the expense of the ratepayers of the

metropolis
;
and not a penny was paid by the wealthy

landowners, the value of whose property was in many
instances more than doubled. All London improve-

ments have hitherto proceeded on the principle that

the public must pay full damages to any owner who
can show himself injured, while the public may not

recoup itself at all by assessing part of the cost of the

improvement on those who are enriched by it.

The London rates are all paid by the occupiers,

—

i, e.f by the tenants,— and the cost of permanent im-

provements, no less than ordinary administrative out-

lays, must all be defrayed out of ordinary rates levied

upon occupiers in proportion to the rental value of

Thf* exempt
premiscs they rent. Unbuilt areas, held by land-

ediaHdiords. lords for Speculative increase of values, are not rated

at all. It is not denied that some large though inde-

terminate part of the rates paid by occupiers must in

the long run affect the rent charges, and must there-

la the bur
indirectly as a tax upon the landlwds tind

dcnahfftfcdf house-owners. But the occupiers do not believe that

the burden is thus shifted
;
and certainly in the case of

huge improvements that forthwith enrich the land-

owners of a distinct metropolitan street or area, it is

both absurd and oppressive to charge the cost upon

the ratepayers of ^e whole vast community. In

America we should collect all or most of the cost by
means of special assessments” levied against benefited
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praperty. The approaclies to the new Tower bridge

constitute a particularly aggravated case, and the

county council has declared that it will not proceed

to construct them until Parliament sanctions the

betterment principle.

Again, it is the House of Lords that stands in the

way. The House of Commons in the session of

1893-94 passed a London improvement biU whifeh

authorized the council to assess neighboring property

for a part of the cost of certain specified improve-

ments
;
but the House of Lords amended the bill by

throwing out this special-taxation clause. The Com-
mons refused to accept the amendment, and the sub-

ject was left in abeyance, with the practical certainty

that the Lords would not be able to resist public opin-

ion on the betterment” question for more than a year

or two longer. The value of London real estate in-

creases by millions every year not through any effort

on the part of landowners as such, but through the

general advancement of a community whose real

wealth-makers are its working-people, from the prime

minister to the humblest laborer or apprentice boy,

toiling with brain or hand in the accomplishment of

the varied tasks of our modern civilization. A local-

taxation system which unsparingly reaches the poorest

working-man, but exempts the landowner, and regards

thp unearned increment” as something more invio-

lable ttan wages or human life, is an abomination.

While in so many regards the London people are in

the very forefront of progress, they are in other re-

spects ihe most laggard, the most benighted, and the

most wronged and oppressed by conspiracies of priv-

ilege and monopoly, of all the denizens of modem
cities. They are destined to shake off their bonds, but

the struggle will be severe. And there is some grhund

for anxiety lest the reaction may carry them^ too far
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Chap. IX. toward Socialism. But the betterment principle does

not even savor of socialism or of economic heresy.

When the C9iinty council was first organized in

1889, the standing committee on which the largest

number of members desired to serve was that upon
^Interest hi th© “ housing of the working-classes.” The subject

question.** ol I^oudou housiug had been much agitated for several

years, and th© necessity for reforms had been quite

universally admitted. The county council, under th©

great housing act of 1890, became the authority in

which was vested the work of carrying out all such

schemes as that of the radical treatment of insanitary

areas. The earliest task of th© committee 'V5^,s that

of a careful survey of the facts; and it had soon

mapped out several scores of slum spots of greater

Tiiec uncii’s
extcnt which in its judgment demanded drastic

inqi^'iries. remedial treatment. The masterly and methodical

inquiries which Mr. Charles Booth had prosecuted in

respect to the housing, the poverty, and all the con-

ditions of labor and employment of the London pop-

ulation, lent both impulse and information to the

practical studies upon which the council entered.

The committee also made it a part of its duties to

find scattered instances of unhealthy dwellings, and

to report these to the district and parish authorities.

The reforming zeal of the enthusiasts of the county

council proved contagious, and the medical health of-

ficers of the parochial and district boards began to

Tiie act of
efficiency. It was largely due to the

• 1890. county council that Parliament in 1890 consolidated,

revised, and in various ways improved the body of

legislation relating to housing reforms which had

been accumulating on the statute-books for forty

years. The first part of this act of 1890 relates to

I the treatment of considerable areas, the second part
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to the condemning and demolition of individual

houses, and the third part to the public provision of

workmen's dwellings. The council in its preliminary

survey of housing conditions in the metropolis had
found that a portion of the parish of Bethnal Green

in East London was in a miserable state of dilapida-

tion. An area of some fifteen acres was covered with

ancient two-story cottages facing on streets barely

eighteen feet wide, and with the diminutive back-yard

spaces completely filled with outbuildings and work-

shops. Bethnal Green had once been a thriving’ com-

munity of Huguenot weavers who had taken refuge

in England from persecution in France, and had dom-
iciled themselves in what was then a little village in

tke suburbs of London. But Bethnal Green had been

swallowed up in the growth of the metropolis, and its

tiny cottages had become packed with a slum popula-

tion of the worst sort. The county council found five

or six thousand people living in this area of fifteen

acres, crowded into seven hundred and fourteen low

cottages. It was determined that the neighborhood

should be reconstructed in such a manner as to furnish

an object-lesson. The council’s scheme was sanctioned

in July, 1891, and then the tedious process of acquir-

ing the property was begun. Claims to the amount

of $2,500j000 were presented by the owners of this

pestilential slum, but official appraisers reduced the

iifbrdiRate claims, and the council came into posses-

sion for somewhat less than $1,500,000. Then en-

sued the work of rearrangement. The Housing of

the Working Classes Act of 1890 requires that every

scheme for the demolition of insanitary dwellings by

London authorities shall be accompanied by a scheme

for rehousing in a suitable way as many people as are

affected by the demolition
;
and that in London such

compensatory housing shall be either upon the* sites

I.- 19 , .
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that have heen cleared, or else in the same district

and within convenient distances. The reconstruction

project for Bethnal Green, known as the Boundary
Street Scheme, has an attractive street plan that

suggests a Parisian Place de V^toile on a diminutive

scale. In the center is a band-stand, surrounded by
^a public garden of an acre or more, with a street en-

circling it. Prom this circle seven streets radiate,

ana ‘connect the area with the street system of the

general district. In place of the old eighteen foot

streets, the county council has laid out streets that

are from forty to sixty feet wide.

In planning its new tenement-houses, the council

conformed scrupulously with the principles and pro-

visions that its committee on building by-la#s had
embodied in its new measure for the regulation of

building in the metropolis. It would be difficult to

select any topic with which the county council has

had to deal that is more important than that of the

proper regulation of new housing
;
and its proposals

as embodied in a bill which Parliament will undoubt-

edly sanction must be productive of the most salu-

tary results. So far as the new building regulations

relate to sanitary conditions, they deal with court and

back-yard areas, with the height of buildings, with the

depth and use of basements, and with the height of

ceilings, and they enter with great minuteness into

every detail as to admission of light and six to

rooms occupied as human habitations. They pre-

scribe the minimum size of living-rooms, and in gen-

eral they lay down a system which would of itself

make practically impossible any very dangerous con-

gestion of population in the neighborhoods constructed

under its regulations.

To return to the Bethnal Green scheme, then, it

may be said that while the rows of new municipal
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houses are not to be all exactly ali^e, the standard

plan that has been adopted provides for tenements of

five stories, with a height from the sidewalk of about

forty-five feet, the front line being set back some eight

feet from a forty-foot street, and the area space in the

rear being from forty to forty-five feet wide, to allow

abundance of light and air and to afford playroom

for children. The tenements are all divided into fam-

ily apartments of two rooms and three rooms. There

are no one-room apartments, and none larger than

those containing three rooms; but the sanitary* con-

veniences have been planned with great skill, and
when the entire scheme of reconstruction is completed

this county-council village in East London will con-

tain th(^ best-planned dwellings for very poor people

that can be found in London.

For several decades, under semi-philanthropic aus-

pices, there has progressed a movement in London
for the construction of what are called model tene-

ment-house blocks. The best-known of these struc-

tures are the Peabody Fund tenement-houses. The
ordinary type of working-man^s home in London is

the small, old-fashioned house commonly of two sto-

ries, sometimes of three. The model tenement intro-

duces in London the innovation of the five- or six-

story flatted structure built for many families, and

housing from 100 to 1000 people. There are now
some 600 buildings in London that belong to this

class, with a total capacity of perhaps 120,000 people.

The houses provided from time to time out of the

proceeds of the Peabody Fund now shelter a popula-

tion of 20,000. Many of these 600 buildings have

been constructed by commercial companies with a

suggestion of philanthropy about them, but with

more regard to dividends than to the real welfare

of the working-classes; and not a few of them aVe
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defective in their sanitary arrangements, and are to be

condemned on the ground that the death-rate in them

is very considerably higher than the average for all

London. The Peabody houses are excellent, and show
a favorable death-rate. But as to this system of great,

swarming, tenement hives, the best London opinion

does not approve of it
j
and the housing reformers no

longer look to it as providing a solution for the prob-

leni of the better housing of London^s working-people.

Metropolitan London is essentially a congeries of

old \dllages which in the last fifty years have grown
together and been encompassed in an ever expanding

sea of houses. The breathing-places have been al-

most wholly covered with additional structures, and

the passages are narrow. If the streets could be

widened, and larger court spaces restored, the grad-

ual rehousing of the population under a modified sys-

tem of apartment buildings like those of the county

council in Bethnal Green would be advantageous.

Even yet, however, the greatest need is for measures of

prevention. Nowhere is the suburban tendency more
striking than in London

;
and the chief care of the

housing reformers should be to protect future gener-

ations against the greed of speculators who are now
acquiring the budding sites in outlying districts, lay-

ing them out with narrow streets, and covering them

with flimsUy constructed small houses. In many cases

the scenes of these speculative operations liebeyond the

jurisdiction of the county council, but the local authori-

ties in the so-called “ outer ring are coming under the

influence of the county council in many ways, and they

may yet be induced to prescribe proper regulations.

In 1891, under representations made by the county

council. Parliament passed the Public Health Act for

London, the provisions of which fell to the supervision
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of the housing committee, which has since that time

performed its work under the name of the ‘^public

health and housing committee.” Its duties include

the inspection of workshops and factories to see that

they do not offend against sanitary itegulations, and
are extended to various other tasks in the interest

<*f the health and safety of the community. To no
topic has this committee given more attention than

to that of the provision of workmen’s suburban trains

by the great railways which have their terminal sta-

tions in the heart of the metropolis, and whose* lines

cross the outer ring” at twenty points or more. The
railways have received many public privileges, and

their rates and the details of their management fall

to a certain extent under control of Parliament and

the general government. The public health and
housing committee of the county council takes the

broad view that the best service it can render to the

working-men of London is to make it possible for them
to live in the outskirts. Rapid, cheap, and convenient

transit is therefore the watchword of the county coun-

cil. To this end it has made exhaustive statistical

reports upon the existing supply of working-men’s

morning and evening suburban trains on the London
railways; has communicated with the railway com-

panies, urging more favorable terms for working-men

;

and has shown great energy in promoting bills in

Parlianient regarding the insertion of clauses provid-

ing for working-men’s trains in all bills that in any

wise confer privileges upon railway companies. The
eouncil has also procured statistical data from con-

tinental cities, which it has brought into comparison

with corresponding London statistics, in order to show

how much more favorable are the provisions for

working-men’s suburban transit in Berlin and other

Kwopean cities than in London.
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In its efforts to facilitate the existing suburban ten-

dency, the county council hds really placed itself in

harmony with all the forces that are unconsciously

working toward the true solution of the problems of

density and overcrowding. Forty years tfgo it was
practically impossible for a poor man, even for a clerk

in a City bank, to live beyond walking distance from

hip work. Such stage-coaches as then plied between

London and the suburban towns were far too expen-

sive for men of humble means to use as a daily luxury.

To-day London is served by many thousands of cheap

omnibuses, which cover all parts of the metropolitan

district with astonishing efficiency. Besides the omni-

bus service there are systems of tram lines or street

railways in North London, South London, afid East

London— aggregating 125 street miles of trackage,

and considerably promoting the inward and outward

daily movements of population. The inner and outer

circles of underground railways are also an important

adjunct; and, finally, the great railway lines provide

means of transit for the more distant suburbs.

The effect of all these transit facilities, imperfect

though the system is as yet, has begun to be shown in

a remarkable rearrangement of the population. A few

decades ago the inner City contained a population of

100,000. The census of 1891 showed only 37,000, and

the ebb-tide has not yet ceased to flow. What is true

of the City of London in a high degree is tri^e of t5he

other central parishes and districts only in smaller

measure. Thus in the decade from 1881 to 1891, West-

minster lost 20 per cent, of its population
;
the Strand

district, 18.2 per cent.
;
St. Giles, 12.1 per cent.

;
Mary-

lebone, 8 per cent. In general, since 1861 there has

been a gradual decline in the inhabitancy of that cen^

tral area—comprising both the fashionable West End
districts and the unfashionable parishes of East Lon-
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don— whicli contains the innermost million of the chap, ix.

London population. This central area in 1861 con-

tained nearly 1,200,000 people. In 1891 it could claim

barely 1,000,000 people. Its falling off has been at an
increasing rate, the percentages of decline for the three

decades being respectively 2.7, 4.6, and 7.2 per cent.

Meanwhile, the rest of London inside the county coun-

<».il area has been growing. In 1861 this outer zone of zone,

the metropolis contained 1,600,000 people, and in 1891

it contained 3,200,000.

These three millions and more may be said’, in a

general way, to be the population served by the omni- omnibSL^s

buses and tram lines. Whereas their numbers had cars,

grown by 30 per cent, between 1861 and 1871, and by

29 pei^cent. in the next decade, they grew by less

than 18 per cent, between 1881 and 1891. But this

was only because the so-called outer ring,^^ lying

beyond the jurisdiction of the county council but in-

side the metropolitan police area, was receiving the

surplus population. This outer ring^^ has been

growing since 1861 at the rate of 50 per cent, each

decade. It had scarcely 400,000 inhabitants in 1861,

and more than 1,400,000 in 1891. Half a million people

had been added to the population of this zone of outer

parishes between 1881 and 1891. These people, now
exceeding a million and a half, may in an approximate

fashion be regarded as Londoners who are dependent

tfpon tiie suburban trains of the great railways, in so

far as their daily work takes them from circumference

. to center.

It has been customary to call the police area

Greater London ”
;
but in point of fact there is now

growing up outside of the police area still another

outermost zone of London suburbs, at a distance or belt,

from fifteen to twenty-five miles from Charing Cross,

which is taken as the center of the metropolis. It may
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be predicted that computations after the next census in

1901 will show that this outefmost belt, not now com- •

prised in any of the different London circumscriptions,

has lately been growing by the process of metropolitan

overflow at a higher rate per cent, than any of the

series of concentric zones lying nearer the center.

This remarkable new suburban movement, it may
be^ noted in passing, belongs to the area of improved

transit facilities
5
and it is not by any means peculiar

to London. It is almost equally apparent in Germany,

Austria, and other continental countries, and is perhaps

most potential of all in the United States. The census

of 1891 showed that Liverpool had absolutely declined

by 6.3 per cent, in ten years. But the Registrar-Gen-

eral reported that this decline did not indicate any

falling off in the prosperity and development of Liver-

pool, but only showed how restricted were the boun-

daries of the city, inasmuch as the contiguous suburbs

beyond the municipal limits had in ten years increased

their population by more than sixty per cent. And it

was further explained that a similar process was af-

fecting Manchester and other large English centers.

But to return to the metropolis, and the statistics

of its shifting population-density, it may be stated

that over against the accelerating decline in the cen-

tral districts and parishes may be noted in the last

census period a gain of from 45 to 65 per cent, in such

outlying metropolitan districts asWandsworth,flamp-
stead, and Fulham, while in the outer ring^^ many
districts show a gain of more than 100 per cent. Thus
in the immediate vicinity of London, and a part of the

Greater London of the metropolitan police district,

are, big communities like West Ham, Leyton, Willes-

den, and Croydon. Leyton in the ten years of the

census period had increased by 133 per cent., having

grown from 27,000 to 63,000 people. WiHesden^s gain
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had been 122 per cent., from 27,600 to 61,300. Tot-

tenham, another Londoh suburb, had grown 95 per

cent., from 36,500 to 71,300. West Ham, the hugest

of the suburban towns in the first “ outer ring,” had
gained 6(7 per cent., having grown from 129,000 to

205,000. Croydon, the next largest of the municipali-

ties lying outside the county counciPs line but inside

the metropolitan police district, had nearly 103,()00

people in 1891, as against less than 79,000 in 1881.

These instances must suffice to demonstrate the

tendency.

The growth of transit facilities, keeping pace with

the population developments of the past generation,

has made it possible for London to retain the general

c&aractbristics of its housing system. Thus with all

the overcrowding that doubtless exists in the central

districts, the census of 1891 found nearly 800,000

houses inside the boundary line of the metropolitan

police district, 150,OCX) houses having been added in

ten years. The average number of occupants was
seven to each hotise. In the more central portions

there were eight persons to a house, while in the

outer belt the average was six persons. The average

of the inner districts was increased by the model-tene-

ment blocks and other large houses sheltering several

families. At least three fourths of the population of

London would now appear to be tolerably weU shel-

tered. •It is estimated, however, that there are ap-

proximately a million people whose conditions of

shelter are positiv(iy deleterious to health, decency,

and civilization; and that for their purposes there

ought to be a reconstruction on approved plans of

about 400,000 rooms. The Bethnal Green project is

but the beginning of a series of ambitious housing

schemes that will do much to reform the central'parts

of London during the next quarter-century.
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Meanwhile, the improvement of transit facilities

will afford the principal relief. Within the hounds

of the metropolis the population-density is from 50

to 60 per acre; although we have seen that in the

Bethnal Green area the density was 400* per acre,

while it exceeds 1000 per acre in the large model-tene-

ment blocks. The outer ring,’’ on the other hand, con-

tains so much vacant space that it will yet be many
yeaifs before the average density has reached 10 per

acre. The administrative county, or metropolitan area,

while' of irregular shape, may be said to lie within an

average distance of five or six miles from Charing

Cross, except for a long extension southeastward, the

bounds of which are ten or twelve miles from Charing

Cross. The area comprised within the five or s& miles’

radius may be called the territory of tramways, omni-

buses, and underground railways
;
and this composite

system of transit is now carrying perhaps 600,000,000

passengers a year, or an average of 2,000,000 a day

for each secular working-day in the year. The num-
ber is of course constantly increasing. An area of

about 125 square miles is thus served by modes of

transitwhich are fairly efficient but susceptible of great

improvement. Every reform in the main thoroughfare

system of the metropolis assists materially in the daily

ebb and flow of population. This fact is so well ap-

preciated that the county council has in contemplation

a number of street-improvement projects, in addition

to those which it has already carried out as successor

to the policy of the Metropolitan Board of Works.

Street improvements will facilitate the development

of the tramway system, and the county council is mov-

ing definitely in the direction of the purchase of all

the lines now operated by private street-railway com-

panies within the county of London.

The £wenty-one-year franchises held by the dozen
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greater and smaller companies that operate street rail-

ways in London began oo expire in 1891, and will fall

in successively during a period of ten or twelve years.

The county council, following the example of the pro-

vincial municipalities, will acquire all these lines. The
process of purchase has been retarded by tedious ap-

peals to the highest tribunals, growing out of the,

refusal of the companies to accept the awards of arbi-

trators; but such delays are only temporary. By a

process of gradual extension and consolidation, the

usefulness of the system to the people of the metrop-

olis can be immensely enhanced. The City and South
of London” underground railway— which has tun-

neled beneath the Thames, is operated by electricity,

aChd is provided at all stations with passenger lifts or

elevators— has given a successful demonstration of

the possibilities of a series of subterranean lines ex-

tending in different directions from the center of

London. It was opened at the end of 1890, and is a

great improvement over the useful but uncomforta-

ble underground steam service of the Metropolitan ”

and Metropolitan District ” companies. The newest

electric underground project is the Central London
Railway which is now building.

It is the newer regions, lying for the most part at a

distance of more than five miles from central London,

that constitute the territory dependent upon the sub-

urban gervice of the great railways and the finger-tips

of the underground lines. The ten main railway com-

panies whose lines center in London operate about

2500 suburban trains each day, and carry hundreds

of thousands of people. They all furnish a service of

working-men’s trains, limited to certain hours in the

morning and evening. The county council is endea-

voring to secure for this sei’vice a larger number of

trains, a wider limit of hours, a more uniform classifi-

ed
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Gation of rates, and the introduction of something

approximating toward a zone*^tariff system. There is

some reason to believe that the London railways may
eventually be induced to make radical changes in the

principles upon* which their suburban service is con-

ducted, with a view to the more rapid development of

the suburbs and the consequent growth of their pas-

senger traffic. The county council has shown that

su\)hrban railway service is provided for working-men

in the continental cities at much lower prices than in

London. Its persistent agitation of this subject is

meeting with favorable responses, and most of the

railways centering in London are introducing various

improvements in their special suburban transit for

working-men. •*

As I have already explained, the public health and

housing committee of the county council is charged

with jurisdiction over certain portions of the metro-

politan health administration. The ordinary duties

that belong to the enforcement of the health acts are,

however, assigned to the parish and district boards.

Under the new Local Government Act of 1894, the po-

sition of these local authorities is strengthened so far

as their sanitary work is concerned. Each of them

maintains a medical officer of health and a corps of

sanitary inspectors. Until very recently their work of

inspection was incompletely performed. Son^ great

parishes, having from a hundred thousand to a quarter

of a million people, employed only one or two inspec-

tors. But a change for the better has taken place, and

under the moral influence and official oversight of the

county council, the parish and district boards have

vakly improved and developed their sanitary organ-

ization. They are responsible for the cleansing of

streets,* for the removal and disposition of garbage,
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ifciid for all minor tasks and processes that belong to

good njunicipal housekeeping. These tasks are as yet

niost unevenly performed in the different districts, but

there is striking progress visible almost everywhere.

That part of health administration which is con-

cerned with infectious diseases belongs to a Metropoli-

tanAsylums Board,whichreports directly to the central

British government,— i, e., to the Local Government
Board,— and which is composed of seventy-two man-

agers of whom eighteen are nominated by the Local

Government Board, and fifty-four are appointed by
the various boards of guardians in the thirty London
poor-law districts. This asylums board was formed

yi 1867, at a time when it was urgently necessary to

provide smallpox and fever hospitals and to bring all

the arrangements for the control of epidemics under

some central authority. There were other obvious

reasons why there should be some federation of the

local poor-law boards, particularly the demand for a

general administration of asylums and institutions for

certain classes of unfortunates. The responsibilities

devolving upon this board are too serious to admit of

any neglect
j
and although the metropolis ought not to

maintain a separate authority for such tasks, one may,

nevertheless, commend the vigor and efficiency which

has recently characterized the work of this organiza-

tion for the control of infectious maladies.
* The^hospitals of the board have since 1891 been

more than doubled in capacity, and every feature of

the work of isolating infectious diseases begins to

show some of that progress that has so strikingly

marked the municipal sanitary administration of Glas-

gow, Birmingham, and other provincial towns. In

1892 there were 27,000 scarlet-fever cases in London,

of which 14,000 cases were treated at home, -while

13,000 were removed to the hospitals of the asylums

SOI
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board. There were nearly 7800 cases of diphtheria,

of which it appears that about 5100 were removed to

the board’s hospitals. As for smallpox, the asylums

board isolates sporadic outbreaks so effectively that

the disease no longer assumes epidemic form* in any of

the London districts. Typhus has been almost totally

stamped out. The asylums board maintains a well-

organized ambulance service
;
has asylums for imbe-

ciles'; manages a training-ship for boys turned over

to its care by the poor-law authorities of the various

districts
;
and performs certain other services.

As a result of public improvements and reforms in

the sanitary administration, imperfect though these

reforms have been, the death-rate of London has been

reduced from more than thirty as the average knnual

rate per thousand during the half-century from 1800

to 1850, down to the present average rate of about

twenty. This means, in a population of 5,000,000, the

saving of 50,000 lives a year. It means, of course,

the prevention of a vastly greater number of cases of

sickness, a marked increase in the average duration

of life, and an important conservation of the physical

strength and wealth-producing energy of the people.

The saving of 500,000 lives in every decade in the one

city of London as a result of improved public ar-

rangements, is a triumph for sanitary science that

may well encourage further efforts.

The maintenance of lunatic asylums for the m^
tropolis is one of the duties that was laid upon the

county council by the act of 1888, and its hospitals for

this purposehavebeen enormouslyextendedduring the

brief period of its existence. The care of the insane

for a great community of five or six million people is no

trivial undertaking; and until the advent of the county

council the task was not altogether well performed.

There has been a remarkable change for the better.
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Public baths aud wash-houses and free libraries,

which have become so popular as departments of mu-
nicipal administration in the provincial towns, belong

to the domain of the London vestries and district

boards. ITntil a recent date these bodies had showm
little concern for the social welfare of their neighbor-

hoods, and only a few scattered districts had adopted

the Free Libraries Act, while baths and wash-houses

were scarcely known within the metropolitan area.

But more than half of the London districts have now
established free public libraries. Many of these dis-

tricts have built, or have begun to build, commodious
town-halls, in which the vestries or district boards

have their offices, connected with which are assembly-

rdoms and central district libraries and reading-

rooms, besides which, in some cases, there are contig-

uous public baths. In several of the districts there

are systems of branch libraries and reading-rooms in

addition to the central establishment. A movement
of this kind once fairly begun is seldom arrested in

its progress. The standard has been established;

those London districts not provided with libraries

will begin to demand them. The same remark may
be applied to the public baths and wash-houses. Their

erection in a few districts has given the metropolitan

masses a new idea, and the multiplication of these

beneficent institutions throughout the metropolis has

already Jbegun. The provision of common lodging-

houses is a matter that comes under the jurisdiction

of the county council. It has ventured to establish

one or two institutions on the Glasgow model, with

results that are admittedly important enough to jus-

tify a gradual extension of the policy.

The Progressives of the county council are aware

that their whole program cannot be carried out at

once, but their future policy includes among other
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things the municipalization of public lighting. At
present London is supplied "with gas by three com-

panies, one of which, the London Gaslight and Coke
Company, is a mammoth concern, monopolizing the

entire metropolis north of the Thames, whil^ the Com-
mercial Gas Company ,and the South Metropolitan

Company divide between them the district south of

the river. The prices charged to London consumers

have been at times regulated by acts of Parliament.

Theyareconsiderablyhigher,however, than prices that

would be charged under municipal operation. It has

been very conservatively estimated that if the county

council should buy up the London gas-companies,

even at the highest price that could be demanded, the

immediate result would be a saving to th^ people

of London of more than $5,000,000 a year, a sum that

now goes as dividends to private shareholders. This

sum could either be returned to the public in the form
of a reduced charge for gas, or it could be covered

into the municipal treasury and expended upon desir-

able works of public utility. Meanwhile, a number of

the vestries and district boards have acquired powers

under the electric lighting acts, and have established

plants for lighting their own streets and for furnish-

ing electric illumination to such private consumers as

may desire it. The tendency toward a municipal as-

sumption of the gas and electric lighting supply of

the metropolis is a very strong one. The praBence‘in

the London streets of gas-companies, water-companies,

and various other private interests has proved a serious

obstacle in the way of maintaining satisfactory pave-

ments. The provision of subways for pipes and wires

of. various sorts has made considerable progress, but

there are cases on record where the gas and water

companies have refused to avail themselves of sub-

ways that were placed at their disposal, and have torn
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up newly paved streets in order to lay their pipes in

the ground in accordance with their antiquated meth-

ods. Incidents of this kind are helping to accelerate

the growth of a London sentiment against the use

of public streets for any purpose by private water-

companies, gas-companies, tramway companies, elec-

tric light and power companies, telephone companies,

or any other private interests whatsoever.

Great attention has been given in recent years to

the acquisition of ground for parks. Formerly the

principal public gardens and open spaces of London
were appurtenances of the Crown, and were under

control of the commissioners of her Majesty’s works
add public buildings. This remains true of Hyde
Park, with St. James’s and Green, of Richmond,

Hampton Court, and the Kew Gardens, of Regent’s

Park and of Greenwich— all noble pleasure-grounds

that are freely at the service of the London masses.

But the county council has fallen heir to a number of

parks that had been either created by the metropoli-

tan board or transferred to it. Thus in 1887 the Vic-

toria, Battersea, and Kennington parks had been

transferred from the control of her Majesty’s com-

missioners to the metropolitan board
;
and among the

other well-known parks, commons, and open spaces

tliat came under the council’s charge are Southwark,

‘Finsbury, Blackheath, Hackney, Clapham, Hamp-
stead Heath, Stoke Newington, Shepherd’s Bush,

Tooting Beck, Plnmstead, Streatham, Wormwood
Scrubs, Wandsworth, Vauxhall, and Brixton. A- large

amount of legislation enacted within the past quarter-

century has had for its object the creation and preser-

vatiou of open spaces, the transformation of disused

cemeteries into park spaces, and the encouragement

iu all possible ways of park-making in and about tbb
I.- 20
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Chap* IX. metropolis. - The restdt has been surprising in the

aggregate. The City corp6ration has lately made
Aid of the good use of some of its wealth in the purchase for

guTids. public parks of several extensive tracts beyond the

limits of the "metropolis. The guilds aud certain

private associations are also zealously helping to

atone for past neglect, and to provide the present and

future metropolis with recreation-grounds and breath-

ing-spaces. But there is daily reason for regret that

the need of parks was not sooner foreseen, and that

so ihany ancient tracts of common land have been

swallowed up beyond recovery in the expanding wil-

derness of brick and mortar and narrow streets. Much
remains to be done in the opening of park spaces in

metropolitan London.

When the county council was organized in 1889, the

parks and open spaces committee proved to be only less

a«w council, popular than the committee on the housing of thework-

ing-classes. A remarkably large number of the county

councilors asked to be placed upon the parks commit-

tee. As constituted, it speedily proved its efficiency

;

so that its work obtained praise in many quarters

where the county council and its programs were gen-

erally criticized and opposed. Within three years

Doubling it had succeeded in expanding the park area controlled

thjwyeu^ by the council from fifteen hundred acres to three

thousand acres, and this development was due to the

acquisition of a great number of additional spaces well

distributed throughout the various portions of the

metropolis.

Even more remarkable than the increase of park area

was the transformation which this committee wrought

in the care and condition of the parks. Spaces which

inthepttiu. had been anything but attractive have come under

the magic touch of the landscape gardener. The
eouneii’s policy of making the parks minister in toe
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highest possible degree to the pleasure and recreation

of the people has found expression in a hundred in-

^nious ways. But most remarkable of all has been

the manner in which the committee on parks has made
provision»for the athletic culture of young Londoners
of both sexes/and for their natural and healthful de-

votion to outdoor sports. Cricket-grounds and foot-

ball grounds, literally by the thousand, have been laid

out, besides many hundreds of tennis-courts, and vari-

ous golf and hockey grounds. The council committee

has not merely provided these opportunities for rec-

reation, but it has gone so far as sedulously to super-

vise the use of the cricket-grounds and other play-

grounds, to the end that the largest possible number
of young people may get the best attainable results

of pleasure and physical development from their use.

The council has imitated the continental cities in mak-

ing provision of music in the parks, and its numerous

subsidized bands are giving more than a thousand

open-air concerts each season. I have only indicated

in a very summary fashion a part of the work of this

zealous committee which administers the parks and
open spaces. It has succeeded in making the parks

so attractive that several million persons each year

are now deriving pleasure either from participation

in the games, attendance at the concerts, or in other

similar ways. The preservation of several very large

outlying tracts of wooded parkland, together with the

opening, up of numerous larger and smaller public

pleasure-grounds in every district of the huge metrop-

olis,has now made it certain that the growth of London

can never shut off the children of future generations

from access to grass and trees and open-air sports.
^

On the creation of a popularly elected school-board

for the metropolis in 1870, and its great work of
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education, it may be said in a word that the board has

more than 400 schools, with taearly 500,000 children

enrolled as pupils. Prior to 1871 all the elementary

schools of London were denominational and private,

being partly supported by grants from the govern-

ment. There were then about 800,000 pupils enrolled

in all London
;
and a large proportion of the schools

were utterly inefficient, and attendance was irregular.

Pi^>bably not 200,000 children were receiving efficient

and regular instruction. There are now at least 750,-

000 enrolled in schools of good character and stand-

ing, approved by the government inspectors. Thud
the general educational condition of London has been

revolutionized within twenty-five years. Compulsory

education is not a merely nominal provision in Lon-

don, for school attendance is enforced by an army of

272 visitors.”

The school-board was the first public body that the

metropolitan population was permitted to elect by di-

rect vote. It has fifty-five members, elected in eleven

large districts. The entire board is renewed every

three years, and the principle of minority representa-

tion prevails. Thus, in the Tower Hamlets district,

which elects five members, the voter might ‘‘plump”

his five votes for a single candidate, or might distrib-

ute them to two, three, four, or five candidates. To
illustrate the working of the system in that district,

a few years ago Sir Edmund Hay Currie apd Mrs.

Annie Besant were candidates favoring the “progres-

sive” as opposed to the “reactionary” policy. The
radicals and anti-denominationalists concentrated

their votes upon these two candidates and elected

them, whereas if they had pushed a full ticket of five

names they would have been defeated. The plan

gives every considerable element an opportunity to

secure representation.
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The ultimate policy of the London School Board has

not yet been determined. The progressive element is

holding up before the people of London a school pol-

icy that corresponds with the municipal reform pro-

gram of tjie progressive majority in the county coun-

cil. Thus it is proposed to heighten the efficiency of

the board-schools in every possible way
;
to increase

tlie compensation of teachers; to annex a gymna-
sium and a swimming-bath to every public school j*to

put pianos and other means of pleasure and culture

in the school-rooms
j
and even, as regards the schools

in the poorest neighborhoods, to provide free meals

for the scholars, thousands of whom come to school

without having partaken of a breakfast. The conser-

vative 4)olicy, on the other hand, which has carried

the day at the triennial elections more frequently

than that of the progressives, would seem to regard

the parochial and private schools as the normal edu-

cational system, while the public board-schools are

but a supplementary arrangement which exists in or-

der to furnish the necessary modicum of elementary

education to such children as would otherwise receive

no instruction whatever. Economy is the key-note of

this party when in control of school administration.

The great electoral contest of November, 1894, was
embittered by the prominent introduction of the ques-

tion of religious instruction in the schools.

.Speaking broadly, it may be said that all elements

concerned with school administration in London are

making progress in their views, and that the so-called

reactionists of to-day are merely occupying the ground

upon which the progressives stood ten years ago. The
outlook for a constant development in the extent and
character of the instruction afforded by the London
School Board, and in the socialistic range of its activ-

ities on behalf of the poorer children of the m'etropb-
I.— 20*
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Chap. IX. lis, is as fright as the school reformers coiild well

desire. The hoard has begum to arouse itself to the

need of great improvements in its system of evening

Evening
benefit of boys and girls whose day-

•chwisf school work has^ended with their twelfth or thirteenth

year. These continuation classes deal with practical

^ subjects, and give protuise of a great widening of

their usefulness in the early future.

Several acts of Parliament for the promotion of

technical education throughout Great Britain have

rie coun
London county council in a position to or-

cii*« work of gauize and to develop a vast educational work under

edncati^. its owu direct control. Prom the royal exchequer the

London county council, in common with the councils

of the other chief towns of Great Britain, receives a

certain proportion of excise receipts and other dues

as a Technical Education Exchequer Fund.” With
these contributions from the general government, and

with appropriations out of its own revenues, the county

council is in position to expend about half a million

Half a mil. doUars a year in promoting the technical education of

•pend, the young people of London. It has entered upon this

great work with commendable prudence and wisdom.

Under the chairmanship of one of its most brilliant

and indefatigable members, Mr. Sidney Webb, the

oouncUhas formed a grand committee as a Technical

Education Board,” having added to the twen^ cona-

tion Board, dlors of the committee some fifteen leading representa-

tives of existing educational institutions and agencies

for the promotion of technical instruction in London.

It is the policy of this technical education board to

knit together into one harmonious system all worthy

institutions and classes already existing in London,

and to found new institutions only as their need

should become apparent for the rounding out of the
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system* The board’s first task was one of careful in-

quiry and tabulatiorf. Its secretary, Mr. Llewellyn

Smith,' drew up an exhaustive analytical report upon
the whole status of practical and technical instruction

in the tnetropclis. The report was accompanied by
diagrams showing the distribution throughout the

London districts of the chief industries, Mr. Oharleo

Booth’s inquiries promoted this interesting analysis.

As a result of investigation, the technical educAtion

board decided upon the plan of (1) granting funds

upon certain conditions to existing institutions; (2)

establishing a system of scholarships; Rnd (3) provid-

ing instruction for certain groups and classes of peo-

ple not already reached by existing agencies.

The origin and history of the guilds or livery com-

panies of London would seem to make it obviously

appropriate that they should use a portion of their

large revenues in establishing technical schools to ad-

vance the interests of those trades and crafts whose

names the guilds have borne through so many genera-

tions. This idea has in fact commended itself strongly

to the members of the City companies. Some years

ago a number of them, in conjunction with the City

corporation, founded the City and Guilds of London
Institute, agreeing to support it by large yearly con-

tributions. This institute has already accomplished

a great work for technical instruction throughout the

•Unitq^ Kingdom. It maintains (1) a great central

school of technology in South Kensington, London

;

(2) a practical technical college in another part of the

city; and (3) a school of applied art in South London.

Besides these central institutions, it subsidizes classes

in various technical subjects in all parts of the coun-

try, under the principle of grants of money based upon

the result of examinations. Side by side with the

work of the City and Guilds of London Institute,“has
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been that of the so-called Science and Art Depart-

ment of the general government. This department

maintains great central schools of science and art in

connection with the vast museums of South Kensing-

ton, and also subsidizes classes— most of them in the

industrial applications of the principles of science and
Hrt— throughout Great Britain and Ireland. A third

important agency in the vrork of technical instruc-

tion is the series of polytechnic institutes and people^s

palaces that has sprung into being in different parts

of London. Two or three of these great institutions

are now supported wholly by contributions from the

wealthier London guilds. Others have derived their

support in part from private benefactions, and in

part from charity funds which are at the disposal of
certain public commissioners. These commissioners

administer the revenues of a great number of old

parochial endowments which have been revised, con-

solidated, and reduced to modern uses, under the terms

of an act of Parliament which Mr. James Bryce some
years ago introduced and carried to a successful con-

clusion. The polytechnic institutes, besides affording

recreation in a vast number of ways to their thou-

sands of members, provide also a very wide range of

evening educational work, chiefly in technical subjects

and practical trades. Besides these conspicuous agen-

cies, there might be mentioned a long list of institu-

tions which in their own manner and measure, have'

for some time been engaged in practical instruction of

a kind which falls under the cognizance of the new
technical education board.

The connection of the board with all these London
institutions is twofold. First, it has secured a county

council representation upon their various governing

bodies, and second, it has brought into the member-

ship of the board itself a number of men most promi-
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nently identified with the control of the several

institutions. There has thus been effected a states-

manlike federation of all the interests and agencies

which are working toward the joint advancement of

LondoH^s industries and London’s Workers, under the

new method of furnishing education in technical pro-

cesses and principles. Of all departments of adminitv

tration which are now engaged in the task of making
London better, happier, and more prosperous, i am
inclined to the opinion that the technical education

board, with the institutions which it fosters, is the

department that bids fair to accomplish the largest

share in the aggregate result.

Otie of the London topics always under controversy

is the control of the police. The metropolitan police

organization falls under the direct control of the home
department of the general government. The old City

has a police force of its own. The metropolitan organi-

zation includes some fifteen thousand men, while the

City’s force numbers perhaps fifteen hundred. The
royal commission on the unification of London pro-

poses that the City police shall be amalgamated with

the metropolitan force, but does not propose to trans-

fer the police control from the general government to

the county council. The London reformers in general

have strenuously insisted upon the necessity of the

direct municipal control of the police, as in Birming-

ham, Manchester, and all the provincial towns. It

might be argued, on the other hand, that the position

of the metropolis is different from that of .the provin-

cial towns, inasmuch as Manchester and Birmingham
have no interests to protect except those that are

strictly local
;
while the metropolis includes, besides

the local interests of its inhabitants, an aggregation

of interests pertaining to the whole British empire.
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The question of London police control is not in fact

a very important one. The shreVdest municipal pro*

gressists in Paris, Berlin, and Vienna have no desire

to burden the municipality v^ith police control. They
willingly accept the argument that, since the policing

function is in theory and origin a general rather than

a* local one, the general government of a nation or an

empire may well retain the direct control of the police

of thfe capital town, even though it may find it alto-

gether expedient to delegate to provincial towns the

ordinary administration of their local police depart-

ments. As for London, a number of considerations

of practical convenience help to sustain the argument

for municipal control, and the ultimate solution may
be found to lie in a twofold system, the great bulk of

the police force passing over to the control of the mu-
nicipal council.

It is one of the demands of the London reformers

that permission should be given by Parliament to

the county council to establish a modern system of

metropolitan markets. The old corporation has re-

mained in possession as the market authority for Lon-

don, and its establishments, while in many respects

highly interesting and in some regards modern and

efficient, fall very far short of the reasonable re-

quirements of the vast community, and can scarcely

be regarded as highly popular in their administration.

The London docks are altogether in the han(}s of

private companies. They constitute an extensive sys-

tem upon which more than a hundre'd million dollars

of capital has been expended
;
but the competition of

rival companies has led to much expenditure that a

unified public system of docks could have avoided.

Private enterprise in London dock management com-

pares yery unfavorably with public enterprise as ex-

hibited in ‘the management of the Liverpool docks^
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and in the harbor and dock management of various

other English ports. *The London dock companies

some years ago passed from the stage of competition

to that of combination; and practically the entire

dock interest is now managed by a* joint committee

of the boards of the leading companies as a huge mo-

nopoly or trust. The methods employed by the com- '

panics are not conducive in the highest sense to the

commercial interests of London; while their felfect

upon the condition of labor in East London was pain-

fully exemplified several years ago in the now Historic

dock strikes. The municipal acquisition of the docks

is therefore a reasonable clause in the program of the

London reformers.

The'London county council has lately been conspi-

cuous for certain economic heresies. No policy had

been more offensive to the orthodox economists and

administrators of England than that of the direct em-

ployment of labor in any kind of public work, when
the circumstances admitted of the use of the contract

system. The county council has not wholly abandoned

the contract system, but its sphere of direct employ-

ment grows wider from year to year. By repeated

experiments it has demonstrated its ability to under-

bid the lowest bidder. That is to say, it has in a large

number of instances rejected all bids for such tasks as

sewer construction, the erection of a building, or the

Ve-turftng of a park, and has proceeded to employ its

own workmen and to carry out the task under the

eye of its own architects or surveyors or engineers.

In every instance it has completed the work for a

much smaller sum than the lowest of the rejected

bids
;
and it has declared the finished work to be more

satisfactory in character than any which could be ex-

pected from a contractor.

Furthermore, the council has endeavored to set a
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good example to all the world as a model employer.

Its labor policy has been largely due to the zeal of a
labor leader in its own body, namely, Mr. John Burns.

Throughout all^its varied undertakings the council

has endeavored to reduce the hours of labof, and has

found it possible to secure for every worker one day
of rest in seven. Its solicitude extends from the

flushers of sewers to hospital nurses and to keepers

ancl attendants in the insane asylums. Its policy of

better wages and shorter hours has unquestionably

increased the pay-roll by a quarter of a million dollars

a year
;
but this sum has been offset, in the estimation

of the council, by the greatly enhanced elBciency of its

army of employees, who are now serving it with an

unprecedented zeal and intelligence. Again, thfe coun-

oiPs liberality in the matter of wages paid to the rank

and file of its workmen has been accompanied by a

weeding out of high-salaried supernumeraries. Still

further, the council has effected great economies in its

purchase of departmental supplies, and has saved large

sums by abolishing the favoritism and the wastefulness

in the letting of contracts which had grown to scan-

dalous proportions in the hands of its predecessors.

Another of the council’s innovations is the strict en-

forcement of a clause in all its contracts which com-

pels the contractor to pay standard wages, and a

second clause which absolutely forbids the sub-letting

of contracts, and which therefore exterminates thS

sweating system so far as the municipal business is

concerned. Finally, the council has introduced a sys-

tem of small retiring pensions for all faithful muni-

cipal employees, including those employed in ordinary

labpr, as well as its most highly esteemed functionaries

such as the members of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade.

It is unanimously agreed that the members of the

Fire Department should receive every possible con-
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sideration. The county council has improved their

wages, has found a way to increase their holidays,

and is now proceeding to construct commodious resi-

dential quarters, in connection with Jhe fire stations,

for lihe families of about 400 married men. To quote

from the annual review in 1894 of Sir John Hutton,

the esteemed chairman of the council

:

The present strength of the Fire Brigade stands at 846^ the

number of land fire-engine stations is 56 ;
of street stations, 53

;

and of fire-escape stations, 180, together with a large number of

manual fire-engines, hose-carts, ladder-trucks, vans, ladders,

and 35 miles of hose in efficient condition.

, London does not suffer from many serious fires.

For instance, in 1891 there were only seven of any

consequence, whereas in 1881, when London was less

populous, there were nine. There are American towns

of 50,000 people that in some years have as great a

number of disastrous fires as London, which has just

a hundred times as great a population.

The Fire Departments of New York and Chicago

employ a considerably larger force of men than that

of London, while those of Philadelphia, Boston, and

Brooklyn are three fourths as large. It costs more

than twice as much to maintain the New York depart-

ment, while the Chicago and Boston departments cost

somewhat more than that of London, and the Phila-

<felphia«>and Brooklyn departments are nearly as ex-

pensive. There has, under the county council, been

an enormous increase in the number of fire hydrants

in London, which at the end of 1894 were approaching

20,000, only a small fraction of that number having

been in existence in 1888. By way of comparison,

Chicago had 6400 hydrants in 1890, Philadelphia

had 7400, and New York had 8500. The sy^tefn of

dectric alarms has also been made very complete jin
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Chap. IX. Lon^on. Sir John Hutton complains that London
is becoming quite too much a paradise for the insur-

companies, and some of the extreme collectivists

companies, begin to suggei^ a municipal insurance department to

benefit by the improved efficiency of the Firh Brigade.

’
• The financial operations of the county council are

extensive and complicated because it acts in the

capacity of a borrowing authority for all the local

^an^oan^ govemiug bodics of the metropolis. This arrange-
agency, meut, obviously, enables the vestries and other local

agencies to obtain money at better rates than they

could secure for themselves. In 1894 the counciPs

total outstanding bonded debt was £33,000,000 ($165,-

000,000), of which less than £19,000,000 was its own
dei^" net obligation, while £14,000,000 represented loans

made to minor bodies. Most of the council’s debt is

an inheritance from the Board of Works, and repre-

sents main drainage, street improvements, etc. The
council has been spending on capital account about

$5,000,000 a year, while extinguishing maturing in-

debtedness at about half that rate. If the debts of the

old City, and all kinds of local obligations that per-

tain to public bodies exercising jurisdiction within

the limits of the metropolis, were aggregated, the to-

•iltho^ities. tal would perhaps be £45,000,000, or $225,000,000— a

• per capita debt of £9, or $45. The per capita debt of

Manchester exceeds $100
j
that of Liverpool ts about

,
* $75 and that of Birmingham is $80. But these pro-

vincial towns have incurred most of their municipal

• Compared indebtednessfor investmentsthat are productive assets

and that provide for their own interest and sinking-

fund charges, so that a large local debt signifies no

added burden for the ratepayer, but quite the con-

trary. .The remunerative assets of all these towns

^
have a per capita value far exceeding the total indebt-
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edness for all purposes. ^In London, however, the

situation.is wholly different. Private interests derive

profit in London from the sources which feed muni-

cipal revenue in the other towns, and tie burden of

the London Bebt falls squarely upon the shoulders of

the ratepayers. London now borrows at 2J per cent,

interest, though its bonds at this rate have not yet

commanded par. Sir John Hutton, in view of the re-

,

markable success of the Paris municipal loans, issued

in small bonds for which the popular demand is {ar

beyond the supply, is advocating in the London coun-

cil a similar system of direct popular loans in the form
of bonds of very small denominations.

As to current revenue and expenditure, the follow-

ing summ&ry statement made in 1894 aggregates the

transactions of all the London governing bodies, great

and small

:

The goyemment of London costs, in round figures, £11,000,000

($55,000,000) a year, which is equal to a rate of nearly seven

shillings in the pound. Receipts from rates meet 71.67 per cent,

of the total expenditure. Imperial grants amount to 11.50 per

cent., and income from fines, dues, rent and other sources, makes
up the remainder. Over £2,500,000 is spent on London’s poor,

and £1,900,000 in educating the children at board schools. Ves-

tries and district boards spend over £2,000,000, the county

council spends £1,900,000, and the police cost £1,700,000.

Of the uearly $10,900,000 expended in 1893 by the

couifcil, th^ maintenance of the sewers and sewage

system cost about $1,200,000, the Fire Brigade $700,-

000, the management of parks nearly $500,000, and

the asylums department about $300,000. Thatechni-

cal education board has attained the position of a

heavy spending department, and the other outlets for

public money are not few.

It is difficult to translate the British rating system <

into terms of local taxation that would permit^closer
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comparison with American^ tax-rates. In the United

States local taxes are paid by owners upon the as-

sessed capital value of property, while in England

they are paid by occupiers upon the assessed yearly

rental value of the premises inhabited or otherwise

used. We may, how.ever, take the case of a house

that is assessed at £20 ($100) rental in London, and

,assume that a like house would be assessed at $1800

in an American city. The sum total of all local Lon-

don rates averages seven shillings in the £, and the

amount paid to the rate-collectors on houses of this

valuation would be £7 or $35 a year. A two per

cent, tax levy in an American city— two per cent,

being perhaps an average total rate— would amount
to $36 for a house assessed at $1800. So far as I am
able to compare, I am led to the conclusion that the

actual rates of local taxation in English and American

cities are not widely divergent. In one country the

owner is taxed, and in the other the tenant is made to

pay. I shall not venture to express an opinion as to

the real and final distribution of the burden. It is a

debatable topic. But that the citizens of English

towns obtain far more than Americans for the money
they pay to the local tax-gatherer is a proposition

that is too obvious to admit of any discussion.

In conclusion, then, it may justly be maintained

that there is much in the governmental arrangements

of London that is instructive and admirable, and still

more that is commendable in the spirit of reform and

progress that is now awake and active there. But

perhaps the chief lessons for us in America are les-

sons of warning. If London, within the lifetime of

- men still in their prime, had taken due precautions,

what errors might have been averted ! London is now
creating a park system, and acquiring land that has

quadrupled in value within thirty years. London is
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widening and straightening streets, and incurring

thereby the expense of appropriating frontage that

costs twice as much now as it would have cost a few
yetirs ago. The people of London have been compelled

to pay hund[feds of millions as a penalty for their neg-

lect to provide a public water-supply. They suffer an
inestimable loss in convenience and actual money
through the haphazard nature of passenger transpor-

tation facilities. An intelligent system might havo
been devised if the matter had received due attention

thirty years ago. H London had provided suitable

building regulations forty or fifty years ago, and for-

bidden faulty and insanitary construction, enormous

subsequent expenses of demolition would have been

averted. ^If the ground-rent system had not been al-

lowed to grow insidiouslythrough the past generations,

the general character of London, architecturally and

in other respects, would have been radically improved.

Our American cities, studying the experience of Old

World centers like London, cannot exercise too great

forethought in preparing for the greatness that in-

evitably awaits them.
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APPENDIX I

[CHIEP PBOYISICtNB OF]

THE ENGLISH MUNICIPAL CODEi

• •

The municipal corporation of a borough shall bear the name pf the

mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the borough, or, in the case of a

city, the mayor, aldermen, and citizens of the city. • • -

BURGESSES

A person shall not be deemed a burgess for any purpose of this act un-

less he is enrolled as a burgess.

A person shall not be entitled to be enrolled as a burgess unless he is

qualified as follows

:

(a) of full age ;
and

(b) Is on the fifteenth of July in any year, and has been during the whole
of the then last preceding twelve months in occupation, joint or several, of

any house, warehouse, counting-house, shop, or other building (in this act

referred to as a qualifying property) in the borough ; and
(c) Has during the whole of those twelve months resided in the borough,

or within seven miles thereof
;
and

(d) Has been rated in respect of the qualifying property to all poor rates

made during those twelve months for the parish wherein the property is

situate
;
and

(e) Has, on or before the twentieth of the same July, paid all such rates,

including borough rates (if any), as have become payable by him in respect

of fihe qualifying property up to the then last preceding fifth of January.

Every person so qualified shall be entitled to be enrolled as a burgess*

unless he—
^ (a) Is an alien; or

(b) Hits, within the twelve months aforesaid, received union or parochial

relief or other alms
;
or

(c) Is disentitled under any act of Parliament.

THE COUNCIL

The municipal corporation of a borough shall be capable of acting by the

council of the borough, and the council shall exercise all powers, vested in

the corporation by this act, or otherwise.

1 The Municipal Corporations (Consolidation) Act of 1882 provides a general

constitution for all the municipalities of England and WalQS. Legislation for

Scotland and Ireland makes similar provisions. I havalelected such parts of^he
Code as explain the system.

1.-21.* 325
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The oouncil shi^ eonsist of the mayor, aldermen, and connoilors*

The councilors shall be dt persons elected by the burgesses.

A person shall not be qualified to be elected or to be a councilor

unless he-^
(a) Is enrolled and entitled tq be enrolled as a burgess ; or

(h) Being entitled to be so enrolled in all respects, except that ofresidence^

is resident beyond seven miles but within fifteen miles of the borough, and
is entered .In the separate non-resident list directed by this act to be made

;

and «

(e) In either of those cases is seized or possessed of real or personal

property or botk, to the value or amount, in the case of a borough having

four or more wards, of the annual value of thirty pounds, and in the case of

any other borough Of fifteen pounds.

Provided, that every person shall be qualified to be elected and to be a

councilor, who is, at the time of election, qualified to elect to the c^ce of

councilor
;
which last-mentioned qualification for being elected shall be alter-

native for and shall not repeal or take away any other qualification.

But if a person qualified under the last foregoing proviso ceaseS for six

months to reside in the borough, he shall cease to be qualified under that

proviso, and his oflloe shall become vacant, unless he was at the time of

his election and continues to be qualified in some other manner.

A person shall be disqualified for being elected and for being a coun-

cilor, if and while he—
() Is an elective auditor or a revising assessor, or holds any ofBice or

place of profit, other than that of mayor or sheriff, in the gift or disposal

of the council
;
or

() Is in holy orders, or the regular minister of a dissenting congrega-

tion; or

(c) Has, directly or indirectly, by himself or his partner, any share or

interest iu any contract or employment with, by, or on behalf of the

council.

But a person shall not be so disqualified, or be deemed to have any share

* or interest in such a contract or employment by reason only of his having^

any share or interest in— c

(a) Any lease, sale, or purchase of land, or any agreement for the

same
;
or

(b) Any agreement for the loan of money, or any security for the pay-

xhent of money only; or

(c) Any newspaper in which any advertisement relating to the affairs of

the borough or council is inserted
;
or

(d) Any company which contracts with the council for lighting or sup-

plying with water or insuring against fire any part'of the borough
;
or

(e) Any railway company, or other company incorporated by act of

Pq^liament or royal charter, or under the Companies^ Act, 1862.

The term of offic^ of a councilor shall be three years.

On the ordinary day of election of councilors in every year one third of
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the whole number of oounoilors for the borough or for the ward, as the ease

may be, shall go out of office, and their places shall be filled by eleetiom

The third to go out shall be the councilors who have been longest in offiee

without reflection.

AliDXBMEN
•

The aldermen shall be fit persons elected by the council*

The number of aldermen shall be one third of the number of councilors.

A person shall not be qualified to be elected or to be an aldemagn unless

he is a councilor or qualified to be a councilor.

If a councilor is elected to, and accepts, the office of ald^i^ian he vacates

his office of councilor.

The term of office of an alderman shall be six years.

On the ordinary day of election of aldermen in every third year one half

of the whole number of aldermen shall go out of office, and their places shall

be filled by election.

The half to go out shall be those who have been aldermen for the longest

without reflection.

THE MAYOR

The mayor shall be a fit person elected by the council from among the

aldermen or councilors or persons qualified to be such.

An outgoing alderman is eligible.

The term of office of the mayor shall be one year, but he shall continue in

office until his successor has accepted office and made and subscribed the

required declaration.

He shall receive such remuneration as the council think reasonable.

He shall, subject to the provisions of this act respecting justices, have

precedence in all places in the borough.

The mayor may from time to time appoint an alderman or councilor to

act as deputy mayor during the illness or absence of the mayor.

The appointment shall be signified to the council in writing, and be re* *

corded in their minutes.

A deputy mayor may, while acting as such, do all acts which thp mayor
Ola such nj^jght do, except that he shall not take the chair at a meeting of the

council, unless specially appointed by the meeting to do so, and slmll not,

unless he is a justice, act as a justice or in any judicial capacity.

OFFICERS OF COUNCIL

The council shall from time to t^me appoint a fit person, not a member of

the council, to be the town clerk of the borough.

The town clerk shall hold office during the pleasure of the* council.

He shall have the charge and custody of, and be responsible for, the char-

ters, deeds, records and documents of the borough, and they shall be kept

as the council direct. • *
* ^

A vacancy in the office shall be filled within twenty-^ne days after its

occurrence*
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In ease of the illness or absence of the town olerk, the oonncil may ap-

point a deputy town clerk, to hold office duringotheir pleasure.

Al^ things required or authorized by law to be done by or to the town
clerk may be done by or to the deputy town clerk.

The council shall from time to time appoint a fit person, not a member of

the council, to be the treasurer of the borough. t

The treasurer shall hold office during the pleasure of the council.

A Tacapcy in the office shall be filled within twenty-one days after its

occurrence.

The offices of town clerk and treasurer shall not be held by the same
person.

*

The council shall from time to time appoint such other officers as have

been, usually appointed in the borough, or as the council think necessary,

and may at any time discontinue the appointment of any officer appearing

to them not necessary to be reappointed.

The council shall jrequire every officer appointed by them to give such

security as they think proper for the due execution of his office, and shall

allow him such remuneration as they think reasonable. <

Every officer appointed by the council shall at such times during the con-

tinuance of his office, or within three months after bis ceasing to hold it,

and in such manner as the council direct, deliver to the council, or as they

direct, a true account in writing of all matters committed to his charge, and
of his receipts and payments, with vouchers, and a list of persons from
whom money is due for purposes of this act in connection with his office,

showing the amount due from each.

Every such officer shall pay all money due from him to the treasurer, or

as the council direct.

if any such officer

—

(a) Refuses or wilfully neglects to deliver any account or list which he
ought to deliver, or any voucher relating thereto, or to make any payment

• which he ought to make
;
or

(5) After three days' notice in writing, signed by the town clerk or by
throe members of the council, given or left at his usual or last-known place

of abode, refuses or wilfully neglects to deliver to the council, qr as thejj^

direct,*any book or document which he ought so to deliver, or to give satis-

faction respecting it to the council or as they direct, a court of summary
jurisdiction having jurisdiction where the officer is or resides may, by sum-

mary order, require him to make such delivery or payment, or to give such

•atisfaotion.

But nothing in this section shall affect any remedy by action against any
such officer or 'his surety, except that the officer shall not be both sued by
action and proceeded against summarily for the same cause.

a
^

^
MEETINGS AND PROCEEDINGS OP COUNCIL

The rales in th^ second schedule shall be observed.

Th^ schedule is as follows

:
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(1) The council shall hold four quarterly meetings in every year for the

transaction of general husiif^ss.

(2) The quarterly meetings shall be held at noon on each ninth oj No-
vember, and at such hour on such other three days before the first of No-
vember the next following as the council at tjiie quarterly meeting in Novem-
ber decide t>r afterward from time to time by standing order determine.

(3) The mayor may at any time call a meeting of the council.

(4) If the mayor refuses to call a meeting after a requisition <for that

purpose, signed by five members of the council, has been presented to«him,

any five members of the council may forthwith, on that refusal, call a meet-
ing. If the mayor (without so refusing) does not within 'seven days after

such presentation call a meeting, any five members of the council may, on
the expiration of those seven days, call a meeting. *

(5) Three clear days at least before any meeting of the council, notice of

the time and place of the intended meeting, signed by the mayor, or, if the

meeting is called by members of the council, by those members, shall be

fixed on the town hall. Where the meeting is called by members of the

council, \he notice shall specify the business proposed to be transacted

thereat.

(6) Three clear days at least before any meeting of the council, a sum-
mons to attend the meeting, specifying the business proposed to be trans-

acted thereat, and signed by the town clerk, shall be left or delivered by
post in a registered letter at the usual place of abode of every member of

the council, three clear days at least before the meeting.

(7) Want of service of the summons on any member of the council shall

not affect the validity of a meeting.

(8) No business shall be transacted at a meeting other than that speci-

fied in the summons relating thereto, except in case of a quarterly meeting,

business prescribed by this act to be transacted thereat.

(9) At every meeting of the council, the mayor, if present, shall be chair-

man. If the mayor is absent, then the deputy mayor, if chosen for that*

purpose by the members of the council then present, shall be chairman.

If both the mayor and the deputy mayor are absent, or the deputy mayor,

being prosent, is not chosen, then such alderman, or, in the absence of all

the aldermen, such councilor, as the members of the council then present

choose shall be chairman.

(10) All acts of the council, and all questions coming or arising before the

council, may be done and decided by the majority of such members of the'

council as are present and vote at a meeting held in pursuance of this act,

the whole number present at the meeting, whether voting or not, not being

less than one third of the number of the whole council.

(11) In case of equality of votes, the chairman of the meeting shhllhave a

second or casting vote. * •
•

(12) Minutes of the proceedings of every meeting shall'be drawn up ayd
fairly entered in a book kept for that purpose, and shall signed in man-
ner authorized by this act. ^
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(13) Subject to the foregoing provisions of this schedule, the council may
from time to time make standing orders for th^regulation of their prooeed-

ings^and business, and vary or revoke the same.

OOMMITTBES XSD OTHER MATTERS

The council mayfrom time to time appoint out of their own body such and
so many^committees, either of a general or special nature, and consisting of

suelr number of persons as they think fit, for any purposes which, in the

opinion of the^co^uncil, would be better regulated and managed by means of

such committees ;
but the acts of every such committee shall be submitted

to the council for their approval.

A member of the council shall not vote or take part in the discussion of

any matter before the council or a committee in which he has, directly or

indirectly, by himself or his partner, any pecuniary interest.

No act orproceeding of the council, or of a committee, shall be questioned

on account of any vacancy in their body.

A minute of proceedings at a meeting of the council, or of a committee,

signed at the same or next ensuing meeting by the mayor, or by amember of

tihe council or of the committee, describing himself as, or appearing to be,

chairman of the meeting at which the minute is signed, shall be received in

evidence without further proof.

Until the contrary is proved, every meeting of the council, or of a com-
mittee, in respect of the proceedings whereof a minute has been so made,
shall be deemed to have been duly convened and held, and all the members
olthe meeting shall be deemed to have been duly qualified ; and where the

proceedings are proceedings of a committee, the committee shall be deemed
to have been duly constituted, and tohavehad power to deal with the matters

referred to in the minutes.

BY-LAWS

The council may, from time to time, make such by-laws as to them seem
meet for the good rule and government of the borough, and for prevention

and suppression of nuisances not already pimishable in a summary manner
by Virtue of any act in force throughout the borough, and may thereby

appoint such fines, not exceeding in any case five pounds, as they deem
necessary for the prevention and suppression of offenses against the same.

Such a by-law shall not be made unless at least two thirds of the whole
number of the council are present.

Such a by-law shall not come into force until the eipiration of forty days
after a copy^thereof has been fixed on the town hall.

Such a by-law shall not come into force until the expiration of forty days
after a copy thereof, sealed with the corporate seal, has been sent to the
i&cretary of state ; and if within those forty days the C^een, with the advice

of, her Mvy Coi6cil, disallows the by-law, or part thereof, the by-law, or
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part disallowed, shall not come into force
;
Wt it shall be lawful for the

Queen, at any time within^hose forty days, to enlarge the time within which
the by-law*shall not come into force, and in that case the by-law shall not
come into force until after the expiration of that enlarged time. #

Any offense against such a by-law may be prosecuted summarily.

ACCOUNTS AND AUDIT
. • •

There shall be three borough auditors— two elected by the burgesses,

called elective auditors, and one appointed by the mayoj;, galled the mayor's

auditor.

An elective auditor must be qualified to be a councilor, but may not be a

member of the council, or the town clerk, or the treasurer.

The mayor's auditor must be a member of the council.

The term of office of each auditor shall be one year.

The appointment of the mayor's auditor shall be made on the ordinary day
“ of eleistion of the elective auditors.

On a casual vacancy in his office an appointment to fill it shall be made
within ten days after the occurrence of the vacancy.

The treasurer shall make up his accounts half yearly to such dates as the

council, with the approval of the Local Government Board, from time to time

appoint, and subject to any such appointment to the dates in use at the

commencement of this act.

The treasurer shall within one month from the date to which he is re-

quired to make up his accounts in each half year, submit them, with the

necessary vouchers and papers, to the borough auditors, and they shall

audit them.

After the audit of the accounts for the second half of each financial year,

the^treasurer shall print a full abstract of his accounts for that year.

The town clerk shall make a return to the Local Government Board of the

receipts and expenditure of the municipal corporation for each financial

year.

The return shall be made for the financial year ending on the twenty-fifth

of March, or on such other day as the Local Government Board, on the appli-

cation of the council, from time to time prescribe. '
,

The return shall be in such form and contain such particulars as the Local

Government Board from time to time direct.

The return shall be sent to the Local Government Board within one month
after the completion of the audit for the second half of each financial year.

If the town clerk falls to make any return required under this section, he

shall for each offense be liable to a fine not exceeding tweqty pounds, to be

recovered by action on behalf of the Crown in the High Court* *
The Local Government Board shall in each year prepare an abstractjof the

returns made in pursuance of this section, under geneiul heads, and i# shall*

be laid before both houses of Parliament. i
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BSYISING ASSESSORS

In ^very borough whereof no part of the area^is coextensive with or in-

eluded within the.area of a parliamentary borough, there shallbe two revising

assessdi’B elected by the burgesses.

Every person shall be eligible who is qualified to be a councilor and is not

a member of the council, or the town clerk, or treasurer.
'

The term of office of each revising assessor shall be one year.

Every revising assessor shall, as soon as conveniently may be after his

election, and from time to time as occasion requires, appoint, by writing

signed by him, a person eligible to the office of revising assessor, to be his

deputy, to act fof Mm in case of his iUness or incapacity to act.

ARRANGEMENT OP WARD DIVISIONS

If two thirds of the council of a borough agree to petition, and the coun-

cil thereupon petition the Queen for the division of the borough into wards,

or for the alteration of the number and boundaries of its wards, it slyiU be

lawful for Her Majesty from time to time, by order in council, to fix the

number of wards into which the borough shall be divided; and the borough
shall be divided into that number of wards.

Notice of the petition, and of the time when it pleases Her Majesty to

order that the same be taken into consideration by her Privy Council, shall

be published in the London Gazette one month at least before the

petition is so considered.

When an order in council has been so made, the secretary of state shall

appoint a commissioner to prepare a scheme for determining the boundaries

of the wards and apportioning the councilors among them.

In case of division into wards, the commissioner shall apportion all the

councilors among the wards.

In case of an alteration of wards, he shall so apportion among the altered

wards the councilors for those wards as to provide for their continuing to

represent as large a number as possible of their former constituents.

• In either «case, each councilor shall hold his office in the ward to which
he is assigned for the same time that he would have held it had the borough
remained undivided or the wards unaltered.

In case of division into wards the returning officer at the first election for

each ward held after the division shall, notwithstanding anything in this

act,‘be the mayor or a person appointed by the mayor.
If by reason of any division or alteration under this section any doubt

arises as to which councilor shall go out of office, the doubt may be deter-

mined by the council.

The division of a borough into a greater number of wards shall not affect

tlie qualification of alderfnen or councilors.

Thc^number of councilors assigned to each ward shall be a number di-

visible by three
;
and ^ fixing their number the commissioner shall, as far
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as he deems it practicable, have regard as well to the number of persons

rated in the ward as the aggregate rating of the ward.

The commissioner shall make the scheme in duplicate, and shall deliver

one of the duplicates to the town clerk, and shall send the other to the

secretary of state, to be submitted by him to.Her Majesty in council for

approval. •

The scheme shall be published in the London Gazette,” and shall coiiie

into operation at the date of that publication, and thenceforth th# .boun-

daries of wards and apportionment of councilors determined and made ^y
the scheme shall be observed and be in force.

qualifications, vacancies, and non-acceptance ^penalties

Every qualified person elected to a corporate ofi&ce, unless exempt under
this section or otherwise by law, either shall accept the office by making and
subscribing the declaration required by this act within five days after notice

of election, or shall, in lieu thereof, be liable to pay to the council a fine of

such amouat not exceeding, in case of an alderman, councilor, elective au-

ditor, or revising assessor, fifty pounds, and in case of a mayor one hundred
pounds, as the council by by-law determine.

If there is no by-law determining fines, the fine, in case of an alderman,

councilor, elective auditor, or revising assessor shall be twenty-five pounds,

and in case of a mayor fifty pounds.

The persons exempt under this section are :

() Any person disabled by lunacy or imbecility of mind, or by deafness,

blindness, or other permanent infirmity of body
;
and

() Any person who, being above the age of sixty-five years or having

within five years before the day of his election either served the office or

paid the fine for non-acceptance thereof, claims exemption within five days

after notice of his election.

A fine payable under this section shall be recoverable summarily.

A person elected to a corporate office shall not, until he has made and
subscribed before two members of the council, or the town clerk, a doelara-

tioit as in th| eighth schedule, act in the office except in administering that

declaration. •

A person elected to a corporate office may at any time, by writing signed

by him and delivered to the town clerk, resign the office, on payment of the

fine provided for non-acceptance thereof.

In any such case the council shall forthwith declare the office to be vacant,

and signify the same by notice in writing, signed by three members of the

council and countersigned by the town clerk, and fixed on th*e town* hall,

and the office shall thereupon become vacant.

No person enabled by law to make an affirmation insteadof taking an oath

shall be liable to any fine for non-acceptance of office by reaso^j^of hisVofusal

on conscientious grounds to take any oath or make any declaration required

by this act or to take on himself the duties of the office. ^ ^
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Any person ceasing to hold a corporate office shall, nnless disi^uaMed to
hold the office, be reSIigible. g

The mayor and aldermen shall, during their respective offices, continue to

be^members of the council, notwithstanding anything in this act as to coun-
cilors going out of office at the end of three years.

If the mayor, or an alderman, or councilor

—

(o) Is declared bankrupt, or compounds by deed with his creditors, or

makes an arrangement or composition with his creditors, under the Bank-
ruptcy Act, 1869, by deed or otherwise

;
or

(h) Is (except in case of illness) continuously absent from the borough,

being mayof
,
for more than two months, or, being alderman or councilor,

for more than six months

;

He shall thereupon immediately become disqualified and shall cease to

hold the office.

In any event the council shall forthwith declare the office to be vacant,

and signify the same by notice signed by three members of the council, and
countersigned by the town clerk, and fixed on the town hall, and the office

shall thereupon become vacant. r *

Where a person becomes so disqualified by being declared bankrupt, or

compounding, or making an arrangement or composition, as aforesaid, the

disqualification, as regards subsequent elections, shall, in case of bankruptcy,

cease on his obtaining his order of discharge, and shall, in case of a com-
pounding or composition as aforesaid, cease on payment of his debts in full,

and shall, in case of an arrangement as aforesaid, cease on his obtaining his

certificate of discharge.

Where a person becomes so disqualified by absence, he shall be liable to

the same fine as for non-acceptance of office, recoverable summarily, but

the disqualification shall, as regards subsequent elections, cease on his

return.

On a casual vacancy in a corporate office, an election shall be held by the

same persons and in the same manner as an election to fill an ordinary va-

cancy ; and the person elected shall hold the office until the time when the

person in whose place he is elected would regularly have gone out of office,

and he shall then go out of office.
^

•

In case of more than one casual vacancy in the office of councilor being

filled at the same election, the councilor elected by the smallest number of

votes shall be deemed to be elected in the place of him who would i^gularly

have first gone out of office, and the councilor elected by the next smallest

number of votes shall be deemed to be elected in the place of him who would

regularly have gone out of office, and so with respect to the others ; and if

there*has not been a contested election, or if any doubt arises, the order of

rotation shall be determined by the council.

Non-acceptance of office by a person elected creates a casual vacancy.

if any person acts in a corporate office without having made the declara**

tion by this act required, or without being qualified at the time of making

the declaratioi^ or after ceasing to be qualified, or after becoming disqu^li-
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fi.edy he shall for each offense be liable to a fine not exceeding fifty ponndSi
recoverable action.

A person being in fact enrolled in the burgess roll shall not be Habl^to a
fine for acting in a corporate office on the ground only that he was not en>
titled to be^enroUed therein. •

The acts and proceedings of a person in possession of a corporate office^

and acting therein, shall, notwithstanding his disqualification or want of

qualification, be as valid and effectual as if he had been qualified.* •

An election of a person to a corporate office shall not be liable to be ques-

tionedby reason of a defect in the title, or want of title, of (hp person before

whom the election was had, if that person was then in actual possession of,

or acting in, the office giving the right to preside at the election.

A burgess roll shall not be liable to be questioned by reason of a defect

in the title, or want of title, of the mayor or any revising authority by whom
it is revised, if he was then in actual possession and exercise of the office of

mayor or revising authority.

•If theijp is no town clerk, and no deputy town clerk, or there is no trea-

surer, or the town clerk, deputy town clerk, or treasurer (as the case may be)

is incapable of acting, all acts by law authorized or required to be done by
or with respect to the town clerk or the treasurer (as the case may be) may,
subject to the provisions of any other act, be done by or with respect to a
person appointed in that behalf by the mayor.

REGISTRATION OP VOTERS

Where the whole or part of the area of a borough is coextensive with or

included in the area of a parliamentary borough, the lists of burgesses are

to be made out and revised, and claims and objections relating thereto are

to be made, in accordance with the provisions of the Parliamentary and
Municipal Registration Act, 1878.

When the parish burgess lists have been revised and signed, the revising*

authority shall deliver them to the town clerk, and a printed copy thereof,

examined byhim and signed by him, shall be the burgess roll of the4>orough.

The biffgess roll shall be completed on or before the twentieth of October

in each year, and shall come into operation on the first of Novemberin that

year, and shall continue in operation for the twelve months beginning on

that day.

The names in the burgess roll shall be numbered by wards or by polling

districts, unless in any case the council direct that the same be numbered
consecutively without reference to wards or polling districts.

Where the borough has no wards, the burgess roll shall be made in one

general roll for the whole borough.

Where the borough has wards, the burgess roll shall be made in separate

rolls, called ward rolls, one for each ward, containing the«hame8'of the pi^r-

sons entitled to vote in that ward, and the ward rolls collectively shall con-

stitute the burgess roll. ^
^
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A burgess shall not be enrolled in more than one ward roll.

Where a duplicate of a burgess list is made under section 31 of the Parlia*

mentary and Municipal Registration Act, 1878, it shall have the same effect

as t'he original, and may be delivered instead thereof.

Every person enrolled in th^ burgess roll shall be deemed tq be enrolled

as a burgess, and every person not enrolled in the burgess roll shall be
deemed not to be enrolled as a burgess.

The town clerk shall cause the parish burgess lists, the lists of claimants

andL respondents, and the burgess roll, to be printed, and shall deliver

printed copies to any person on payment of a reasonable price for each copy.

The overseeWof each parish shall at the same time that they make the

parish burgess list make a list of the persons entitled in respect of the oc-

cupation of property in that parish to be elected councilors, as being resident

within Mteen miles although beyond seven miles from the borough.

The provisions of this act as to the parish burgess lists, and claims and
objections relating thereto, and the revision of those lists, shall, as nearly as

circumstances admit, apply to the lists made under this section.
^

.

The town clerk shall arrange the names entered in these lists, when re-

vised, in alphabetical order as a separate list (in this act called the separate

non-resident list), with an appropriate heading, at the end of the burgess roll.

ELECTION OP COUNCILOES

Where a borough has no wards, there shall be one election of councilors

for the whole borough.

Where a borough has wards, there shall be a separate election of coun-

cilors for each ward.

At an election of councilors, a person shall be entitled to subscribe a
nomination paper, and to demand and receive a voting paper, and to vote,

jf he is enrolled in the burgess roll, and not otherwise.

No person shall subscribe a nomination paper in or for more than one

ward, or*vote in more than one ward. ^

Nothing in this section shall entitle any person to do any act thef^ein men-
tioned .who is prohibited by law from doing it, or relieve him from any
pendlty to which he may be liable for doing it.

The ordinary day of election of councilors shall be the first of November.
< At an election of councilors for a whole borough the returning officer shall

be the mayor.

At an election for a ward the returning officer shall be an alderman as-

signed for that* purpose by the council at the meeting of the ninth of

November.
Nine days at least before the day for the election of a councilor, the town

clerk shall prepare and sign a notice thereof, and publish it by fixing it on
the town hall, and, in case of a ward election, in some conspicuous place in

the ward. f
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*
HODX OP NOMINATION

•

The nommation of candidates for the office of councilor shall be con-

ducted in accordance with the rules of Part H. of the third schedule. #

The rules of Part n. of the third schedule are as follows:

(1) Everyt candidate for the office of couhcilor must be nominated in

writing.

(2) The writing must be subscribed by two burgesses of the borough, or^ in

the case of a ward election, of the ward, as proposer and secondei*,*and by
eight other burgesses of the borough or ward; as assenting to the nomination.

(3) Each candidate must be nominated by a separate nomination paper,

but the same burgess, or any of them, may subscribe as many nomination

papers as there are vacancies to be filled, but no more.
,

(4) Each person nominated must be enrolled in the burgess roll or entered

in the separate non-resident list required by this act to be made. *

(5) The nomination paper must state the surname and other names of the

candidate, with his abode and description.

16) The town clerk shall provide nomination papers, and shall supply any
burgess with as many nomination papers as may be required, and shall, at

the request of any burgess, fill up a nomination paper.

(7) Every nomination paper subscribed as aforesaid must be delivered by
the candidate, or his proposer or seconder, at the town clerk's office, seven

days at least before the day of election, and before five o'clock in the after-

noon of the last day for delivery of nomination papers.

(8) The town clerk shall forthwith send notice of every such nomination

to each candidate.

(9) The mayor shall attend at the town hall on the next day after the last

day for delivery of nomination papers for a sufficient time, between the

hours of two and four in the afternoon, and shall decide on the validity of

every objection made in writing to a nomination paper.

(10) Where a person subscribes more nomination papers than one, his

subscription shall be inoperative in all but the one which is first delivered.

(11) Each candidate may, by writing signed by him, or, if he is absent

ftom theJDTnited Kingdom, then his proposer or seconder may, by writing

signed by him, appoint a person (in the schedule referred to as the candi-

date's representative) to attend the proceedings before the mayor on* be-

half of the candidate, and this appointment must be delivered to the town
clerk before five o’clock in the afternoon of the last day for delivery ol^

nomination papers.

(12) Each candidate and his representative, but no other person, except

for the purpose of assisting the mayor, shall be entitled to.attend the pro-

ceedings before the mayor.

(13) Each candidate and his representative may, during the time ap-

pointed for the attendance of the mayor for the purposes of this schedule,

object to the nomination paper of any other candidate for the borough *br

.ward. I
L— 22 e

.
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^14) The decision of the mayor shall he given in writing, and shall, if

disallowing an objection, be final; but, if allowing an objection, shall be
subject to a reversal on petition questioning the election or return.

The town clerk shall, at least four days before the day of electioti,

cause the surnames and other names of all persons validly nominated, with

their respectiye abodes and descriptions, and the names of the persons sub-

scribing their nomination papers as proposers and seconders, to be printed

and fixed on the town hall, and in the ease of a ward election, in some con-

spicuous place in the ward.

(16) The nomination of a person absent from the United Kingdom shall

be void, unless his written consent given within one month before the day
of his nomination in the presence of two witnesses is produced at the time

of his nominatlozv

(17) Where the number of valid nominations exceeds that of the vacan-

cies, any candidate may withdraw from his candidature by notice signed

by him, and delivered at the town clerk^s office not later than two o’clock

in the afternoon of the day next after the last day of delivery of nomina-
tion papers. Provided, that such notices shall take effect in thA order 'in

which they are delivered, and that no such notice shall have effect so as to

reduce the number of candidates ultimately standing nominated below the

number of vacancies.

(18) In and for the purposes of the provisions of this act relating to pro-

ceedings preliminary to election, the burgess roll or ward roll which will be
in force on the day of election shall be deemed to be the burgess roll or

ward roll, and a person whose name is inserted in one of the lists from
which the burgess roll or ward roll will be made up, shall be deemed to be
enrolled in that roll although that roll is not yet completed.

OONDTJOT OF ELECTION

If the number of valid nominations exceeds that of the vacancies, the

councilors shall be elected from among the persons nominated.

If the^number of valid nominations is the same as that of the vacancies,

the persons nominated shall be deemed to be elected.
^

*

If the number of valid nominations is less than that of the vacancies, the

persons nominated shall be deemed to be elected, and such of the retiring

councilors for the borough or ward as were highest on the poll at their

.election, or, if the poll was equal or there was no poll, as are selected for

that purpose by the mayor, shall be deemed to be reflected to make up the

required number.
If there is no valid nomination, the retiring councilors shall be deemed

to be reflected.

if an election of councilors is not contested, the returning officer shall

publish a list of the persons elected not later than eleven o’clock in the

mhming on the day of election.

if an election councilors is contested, the poll shall, as far as cirenin-
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stances admit, be conducted as the poll at a contested parliamentary elec>

tion is, by the Ballot Act, 18'^2, directed to be conducted, and subject to

the modifications expressed in Part III. of the third schedule, and to the

other provisions of this act, the provisions of the Ballot Act, 1872, relating

to a poll at a parliamentary election (including the provisions relating to

the duties of 4he returning officer after the close of the poll) shall apply to

a poll at an election of councilors. *

Every person entitled to vote may yote for any number of candidates not

exceeding the number of vacancies.
*

'

The poll shall commence at eight o’clock in the forenoon and close at

eight o’clock in the afternoon of the same day. • «

But if one hour elapses during which no vote is tendered, and the return*

ing officer has not received notice that any person has within that hour

been prevented from coming to the poll by any riot, violence, or other un-

lawful means, the returning officer may, if he thinks fit, close the boll at

any time before eight o’clock.

Where an equality of votes is found to exist between any candidates, and

the hddition of a vote would entitle any of those candidates to be declared

elected, the returning officer, whether entitled or not to vote in the first in-

stance, may give such additional vote by word of mouth or in writing.

Nothing in the Ballot Act, 1872, as applied by this act, shall be deemed
to authorize the appointment of any agents of a candidate at a municipal

election ;
but if, in the case of a municipal election, an agent of a candi-

date is appointed, and notice in writing of the appointment is given to the

returning officer, one clear day before the polling day, then the provisions

of the Ballot Act, 1872, with respect to agents of candidates, shall, as far

as regards that agent, apply in the case of the election.

CHALLENGING VOTERS

At an election of councilors, the presiding officer shall, if required by
two burgesses, or by a candidate or his agent, put to any person offering

to Vote, at the time of presenting himself to vote, but not afterwai^, the

following questions, or either of them

:

(a) Are you the person enrolled in the burgess (or ward) roll now in

force for this borough (or ward) as follows (read the whole entry from the

roU) f

(h) Have you already voted Rt the present election (add, in case of an

election for several wards. In this or any other ward) I

The vote of a person required to answer either of these questions shall

not be received until he has answered it.

If any person wilfully makes a false answer thereto he shall be guilty of

a misdemeanor.

Save as by this act authorized, no inquiry shall be permitted at an elee^

tion as to the right of any person to vote.
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XLEOTIOK OF ALBBBMEN

The ordinary day of election of aldermed shall be the ninth of Novem-
ber, and the election shall be held at the quarterly meeting of the council.

*Vhe election shall be held immediately after the election of the mayor,

or, if there is a sheriff, the appointment of the sheriff.

An outgoing alderman, although mayor elect, shall not vote.

Every person entitled to vote may vote for any number of persons not

exceeding the number of vacancies, by signing and personally delivering at

the meeting to the chairman a voting paper containing the surnames and
other names ^d places of abode and descriptions of the persons for whom
he votes.

The chairman, as soon as all the voting papers have been delivered to

him, shall openly produce and read them, or cause them to be read, and
then deliver them to the town clerk to be kept for twelve months.

In case of equality of votes, the chairman, although as an outgoing aider-

man or otherwise not entitled to vote in the first instance, shall have the

casting vote. ^

The persons, not exceeding the number of vacancies, who have the

greatest number of votes, shall be declared by the chairman to be, and

thereupon shall be, elected.

ELECTION OF MAYOR

The ordinary day of election of mayor shall be the ninth of November.
The election of mayor shall be the first business transacted at the quar-

terly meeting of the council on the day of election.

An outgoing alderman may vote, although the person for whom he votes

is an alderman.

In case of equality of votes, the chairman, although not entitled to vote

in the first instance, shall have the casting vote.

• ELECTION OF AUDITORS »

TJie ordinary day of election of elective auditors shall be the first of

March, or such other day as the council, with the approval of the Local Gov-
ernment Board, from time to time appoint.

The ordinary day of election of revising assessors shall be the first of March.

An elector shall not vote for more than one person to be elective auditor

or revising assessor.

Elections of elective auditors and of revising assessors shall be held at

the town hall, or some one other convenient place appointed by the mayor.

Save as in this, section provided, all the provisions of this act with re-

spect to the nomination and election of councilors for a borough not having
^ wards shall apply to the nomination and election of elective auditors and

revising assessf^rs.
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«

. WOMEN SLXOTOBS» AND VABIOUB PROVIBIONB
tt

For ftll purposes connected with and having reference to the right to vote

at municipal elections, words in this act importing the masculine gender in*

elude women. «

The council may divide the borough or any ward into polling districts,

and thereupon the overseers shall, as far as practicable, make out the parish

burgess lists so as to divide the names in conformity with the poUing^stricts.

Any notice required to be given in connection with a mimicipal election

may, as to elective auditors and revising assessors, be comprised in one

notice, and may, as to ward elections, comprise matter necessary for sev-

eral wards.

On a casual vacancy in a corporate office, the election shall be held within

fourteen days after notice in writing of the vacancy has been given to the

mayor or town clerk by two burgesses.

Where the office vacant is that of mayor, the notice of the meeting for the

election shall be signed by the town clerk.

In othdr cases the day of election shall be fixed by the mayor.

If tile mayor is dead, or is absent or otherwise incapable of acting in the

execution of his powers and duties as to elections under this act, the coun-

cil shall forthwith choose an alderman to execute those powers and duties in

the place of the mayor.

In case of the illness, absence, or incapacity to act of the alderman as-

signed to be returning officer at a ward election, the mayormay appoint to act

in his stead another alderman, or, if the number of aldermen does not ex-

ceed the number of wards, a councilor not being a councilor for that ward,

and not being enrolled in the ward roll for that ward.

If a person is elected councilor in more than one ward, he shall, within

three days after notice thereof, choose, by writing signed by him and de-

livered to the town clerk, or in his default the mayor shall, within three

days after the time for choice has expired, declare for which of those wards '

he shall serve, and the choice or declaration shall be conclusive.

A municipal election shall not be held in any church, chapel, dr other

ihace of p®iblic worship.

If a municipal election is not held on the appointed day or within ^e
appointed time, it maybe held on the day next id^ter that day or the expira-

tion of that time.

If a municipal election is not held on the appointed day, or within tiie
*

appointed time, or on the day next after that day or the expiration of that

time, or becomes void, the municipal corporation shall not thereby be dis-

solved or be disabled from electing, but the High Court may, on motion,

fsaut a mandamus for the election to be held on a day appointed by the

court. •

Thmupon public notice of the election shall, by such periion as*the couit

direets, be fixed on the town hall, and shall be kept so fixed for at least fix

days before the day appointed for the election
; and in ^11 other rei|pectB

1—22*
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the election shall be condueted as directed by this act respecting ordinary

elections.
^

If ^ parish burgess list is not made or revised in due time, the correspond-

ing part of the burgess roll in operation before the time appointed for the

revision shall be the parish burgess list until a burgess list for the parish

has been revised and become part of the burgess roll.
^

If any person forges or fraudulently defaces or fraudulently destroys any
nomination paper, or delivers to the town clerk any forgednominationpaper,

knoi^ng it to be forged, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be

liable to impri^oi;^ment for any term not exceeding six months, with or with-

out hard labor.

An attempt to commit any such offense shall be punishable as the offense

is punishable.

If a mayor or revising assessor neglects or refuses to revise a parish'bur-

gess list, or a mayor or alderman neglects or refuses to conduct or declare

an election, as required by this act, he shall for every such offense be liable

to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds, recoverable by action.

. If—
(a) An overseer neglects or refuses to make, sign, or deliver a parish

burgess list, as required by this act; or

{h) A town clerk neglects or refuses to receive, print, and publish a parish

burgess list or list of claimants or respondents, as required by this act
;
or

(e) An overseer ortown clerk refuses to allow any such list to be inspected

by a person having a right thereto
;
he shall for every such neglect or re-

fusal be liable to a fine not exceeding fifty pounds, recoverable by action.

An action under this section shall not lie after three months from the

neglect or refusal. A moiety of any fine recovered therein shall, after pay-

ment of the costs of action, be paid to the plaintiff.

OOKRUPT PRACTICES

In this part—
"Bribery,” "treating,” "undue influence,” and "personation” include

respectively anything done before, at, after, or with respect to a municip&
election, which, if done before, at, after or with respect to a parliamentary

election, would make the person doing the same liable to any penalty, pun-

ishment, or disqualification for bribery, treating, undue influence, or per-

sonation, as the case may be, under any act for the time being in force

with respect to parliamentary elections.

"Corrupt practioe” means bribery, treating, undue influence, or per-

sonation.
" Candidate” means a x>erson elected, or having been nominated, orhavisg

declared himself a Candidate for election, to a corporate office.

^ ** Canvasser” means any person who solicits or persuades, or attempts to

persuade, any person to vote or abstain from voting at a municipal election,

^yote or al^ain from voting for a candidate at a municipal election.
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Voter ’’ means a burgess or a person who Yotes, or claims to TOte, at a
municipal election.

•

Any person guilty of a corrupt practice at a municipal election shall be
liable to the Uhe actions, prosecutions, penalties, forfeitures, and ptbiish*

ishments, as if the corrupt practice had been committed at a padiamentaxy
election.

Where it is found by the report of an election court that a corrupt prac-

tice has been committed by or with the knowledge and consent a candi-

date at a municipal election, that candidate shall be deemed to have •been
personally guilty of a corrupt practice at the election, and his election, if

ho has been elected, shall be void; and he shall (whether elected or not)

during seven years from the date of the report be subject to the following

disqualifications

:

He shall be incapable of—
(a) Holding or exercising any corporate office or municipal franchise, or

being enrolled or voting as a burgess.

, (b) Acting as a justice or holding any judicial office.

(o) Being elected to or sitting or voting in Parliament.

(d) Being registered or voting as a parliamentary voter.

(e) Being employed by a candidate in a parliamentary or municipal

election.

(/) Acting as overseer or as guardian of the poor.

If any person is on indictment or information found guilty of a corrupt

practice at a municipal election, or is in any action or proceeding adjudged

to pay a penalty or forfeiture for a corrupt practice at a municipal election,

he shall, whether he was a candidate at the election or not, be subject during

seven years from the date of the conviction, or judgment, to all the disquali-

fica^ons mentioned in this section.

If, after a person has become disqualified imder this p4rt, any witness on
whose testimony he has become disqualified is, on his prosecution, convicted

of perjury in respect of that testimony, the High Court may, on motion, and
on proof that the disqualification was procured by means of that perjury,

^order that the disqualification shall cease. *

If it i£s*found by an election court that a candidate has by an agent been
guilty of a corrupt practice at a municipal election, or that any x)fien8e

against this part has been committed at a municipal election by a candidate,

or by an agent for a candidate with the candidate’s knowledge and consent,

the candidate shall during the period for which he was elected to serve, or

for which, if elected, he might have served, be disqualified for being elected

to and for holding any corporate office in the borough, and if he was elected

his election shall be void*

A municipal election shall be wholly voided by such general corruption,

bribery, treating or intimidation, at the election as would by the common law
of Parliament void a parliamentary election. ^

A burgess of a borough shall not be retained or employed for payment

of reward by or on behalf of a candidate at a muilicipal elec^on for
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Ibat borough or any ward thereof as a canvasser for the purposes of the

election.

If ^y person is retained or employed in contravention of this prohibition,

i^at person and also the person by whom he is retained or employed shall

be guilty of an offense against this part, and shall be liable qu summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding ten pounds.

An agent or canvasser retained or employed for payment or reward for

any of the purposes of a municipal election shall not vote at the election,

and if be votes he shall be guilty of an offense against this part, and shall be

liable on summai^ conviction to a fine not exceeding ten pounds.

If a candidate or an agent for a candidate pays or agrees to pay anymoney
on account of the conveyance of a voter to or from the poll, he shall be guilty

of an offense against this part, and shall be liable on summary conviction to

a fine not exceeding five pounds.

The costs and expenses of a prosecutor and his witnesses in the prosecu-

tion of any person for bribery, undue infiuence, or personation at a muni-

cipal election, with compensation for trouble and loss of time, shall, unlees

the court otherwise directs, be allowed, paid, and borne as in cases of felony.

The clerk of the peace of the borough, or, if there is none, of the county

in which the borough is situate, shall, if so directed by an election court,

prosecute any person for bribery, undue infiuence, or personation at the

election in respect of which the court acts, or sue or proceed against any
person for penalties for bribery, treating, or undue infiuence, or any offense

against this part at the election.

The votes of persons in respect of whom any corrupt practice is proved to

have been committed at a municipal election shall be struck off on a scrutiny.

The enactments for the time being in force for the detection of persona-

tion and for the apprehension of persons charged with personation at a par-

liamentary election shall apply in the case of a municipal election.

ELECTION PETITIONS

A municipal election may be questioned by an election petition on the®

ground— ^

() That the election was as to the borough or ward wholly voided by
general bribery, treating, undue infiuence, or personation

;
or

() That the election was voided by corrupt practices or offenses against

this part committed at the election
;
or

(c) That the person whose election is questioned was at the time of the

election disqualified
;
or

(d) That he was not duly elected by a majority of lawful votes.

A municipal election shall not be questioned on any of those grounds ex-

eept by an election petition.

JiJL election petition may bo presented either by four or more persons who
feted or had a right to vote at the election, or by a person alleging himself

fa hav^been a caiididato at the election.
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Any person whose election is questioned by the petition, and any return-

ing officer of whose oonducttb petition complains, may be made a respondent

to the petition.

The petition shall be in the prescribed form, and shall be signed Jt^r the

petitioner, and shall be presented in the preseyibed manner to the High Court

in the QueeVs Bench Division, and the prescribed officer shall send a copy
thereof to the town clerk, who shall forthwith publish it in the borough.

It shall be presented within twenty-one days after the day on ^Jiieb the

election was held, except that if it complains of the election on the ground
of corrupt practices, and specifically alleges that a pa3mient of money or

other reward has been made or promised since the elecli^in by a person

elected at the election, or on his account or with his privity, in pursuance
or fuiiiherance of such corrupt practices, it may be presented at any time

within twenty-eight days after the date of the alleged payment or promise,

whether or not any other petition against that person has been previously

presented or tried.

^At the time of presenting an election petition, or within three days after-

ward, thb petitioner shall give security for all costs, charges, and expenses

which may become payable by him to any witness summoned on his behalf,

or to any respondent.

The security shall be to such amount, not exceeding five hundred pounds,

as the High Court, or a judge thereof, on summons, directs, and shall be
given in the prescribed manner, either by a deposit of money or by recog-

nizance entered into by not more than four sureties, or partly in one way
and partly in the other.

Within five days after the presentation of the petition the petitioner shall

in the prescribed manner serve on the respondent a notice of the presenta-

tion of the petition, and of the nature of the proposed security, and a copy

of the petition.

On the expiration of the time limited for making objections, or, after ob-

jection made, on the objection being disallowed or removed, whichever lash

happens, the petition shall be at issue.

The prescribed officer shall, as soon as may be, make a list, in this act re-

ferred to as the municipal election list, of all election petitions at issue, plac-

ing them in the order in which they wore presented, and shall keep at his

office a copy of this list, open to inspection in the prescribed manner.

The petitions shall, as far as conveniently may be, be tried in the order in

which they stand in the list.

An election petition shall be tried by an election court consisting of a bar-

rister qualified and appointed as in this section provided, without a jury.

A barrister shall not be qualified to constitute an election court if he is

of less than fifteen years’ standing, or is a member of the Commons House of

Parliament, or holds any office or place of profit under the Crown, other

than that of recorder. *
. I

A barrister shall not be qualified to constitute an election court for trial

of an election petition relating to any borough for whicL.\e is recorder, or
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in which he reaides; or which is included in a circuit of Her Majesty^e judges

oii which he practises as a barrister. <

An election petition shall be tried in open court, and notice of the time

and place of trial shall be given in the prescribed manner not less than
seven days before the day of t^al.

(Here followvery elaborate d^ections regarding procedure in t^al of elec-

tion petitions.)

workikg-mek’b dwellings

If a municipal corporation determines to convert any corporate land into

sites for workiiig-'hien’s dwellings, and obtains the approval of the Treasury
for so doing, the corporation may, for that purpose, make grants or leases

for terms of nine hundred and ninety-nine years, or any shorter term, of

any parts of the corporate land.

The corporation may make on the land any roads, drains, walls, fences,

or other works requisite for converting the same into building land, at an
expense not exceeding such sum as the Treasury approve.

The corporation may insert in any grant or lease of any part of 'iJhe lan^

(in this section referred to as the site) provisions binding the grantee or

lessee to build thereon as in the grant or lease prescribed, and to maintain

and repair the building, and prohibiting the division of the site or building,

and any addition to or alteration of the character of the building, without

the consent of the corporation, and for the revesting of the site in the corpo-

ration, or its reentry thereon, on breach of any provision in the grant or

lease.

In this section the term working-men^s dwellings means buildings suitable

for the habitation of persons employed in manual labor and their families

;

but the use of part of a building for purposes of retail trade, or other pur-

poses approved by the council, shall not prevent the building from being

deemed a dwelling.

' POLICE

The oqoncil shall from time to time appoint, for such time as they think

fit, a sufSlcient number not exceeding one third of their own body, who, with"

the msiyor, shall be the watch committee.

The watch committee may act by a majority of those present at a meeting

thereof, but shall not act unless three are so present.

. The watch committee shall from time to time appoint a sufQ.cient number
of fit men to be borough constables.

A borough constable shall be sworn in before a justice having jurisdiction

in the bqrough, .and when so sworn shall, in the borough, in the county in

which the borough or any part thereof is situate, and in every coxmty being

within seven miles frpm any part of the borough, and in all liberties in any
such County, have all such powers and privileges, and be liable to such

duties and responsibilities, as any constable has and is liable to for the

time being in hi8|,constablewick, at common law or by statute, and shall
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obey ill such lawful commandB ae»he receives from any justiee having juriih

diotiou in the borough or in ^y cotinty in which the constable is called on
to act. ^
The watch committee may from time to time frame such regulati^ as

they deem es^edient for preventing neglect or abuse, and for making the

borough co^tables efficient in the discharge^f their duties.

The watch committee, or any two justices having jurisdiction in' the

borough, may at any time suspend, and the watch committee may at any
time liismiss, any borough constable whom they think negligent in*the dis-

charge of his duty, or otherwise unfit for the same.

When a borough constable is so dismissed, or ceases to l^elong to the con-

stabulary force of the borough, all powers vested in him as a constable by
this act shall immediately cease.

The watch committee shall, on the first of January, the first of April, the

first of July, and the first of October in every year, send to the secretary of

state a copy of all rules from time to time made by the watch committee or

the council for the regulation and guidance of the borough constables.

»A borppgh constable may, while on duty, apprehend any.idle and disorderly

person whom he finds disturbing the public peace, or whom he has just cause

to suspect of intention to commit a felony, and deliver him into the custody

of the borough constable in attendance at the nearest watch-house, in order

that he may either be secured until he can be brought before a justice, or

where the constable in attendance is empowered and thinks fit to give bail

for his appearance before a justice.

If a borough constable is guilty of neglect of duty, or of disobedience to a

lawful order, he shall, for every such offense, be liable on summary conviction

to imprisonment for any time not exceeding ten days, or, in the discretion

of the court, to a fine not exceeding forty shillings, or to be dismissed from

his office.

GBAKT OF OHARTERB

If on the petition to the Queen of the inhabitant householders of any tow»
or towns or district in England, or of any of those inhabitants, praying for

jihe grant of a charter of incorporation. Her Majesty, by the advibe of her

Privy Ooincil, thinks fit by charter to create such town, towns, or district,

or any part thereof specified in the charter, with or without any adjoining

place, a municipal borough, and to incorporate the inhabitants thereof, it

shall be lawful for Her Majesty by the charter to extend to that municipal

borough and the inhabitants thereof so incorporated the provisions of th^

Municipal Corporations Acts.

Every petition for a charter under this act shall be referred to a committee

of the Lords of Her Majesty’s Privy Council (in this part called the Com-
mittee of Council).

Cue month at least before the petition is taken into consideration by the

Committee of Council, notice thereof and of the time when it willbe so taken

into consideration shall be published in the London Gazette,.” and other-
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mse in snoh manner as the eommittee direct for the pnrpose of making it

known to all persons interested.
^

Where Her Majesty by a charter extends the Municipal Corporation Acts
to a fi^unicipal borough it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, by the charter, to

do all or any of the following things

:

(a) To fix the number of coifbcilors and to fix the number anc^.boundaries

of the wards (if any), and to assign the number of councilors to each ward

;

and
(5) Tcrfix the years, days, and times for the retirement of the first aldermen

and Councilors
;
and

(e) To fix Buqh.days, times, and places, and nominate such persons to per>

form such duties, and make such other temporary modifications of the Muni*
cipal Corporations Acts, as may appear to Her Majesty to be necessary or

proper for making those acts applicable in the case of the first constitution

of a municipal borough.
A scheme shall, before being settled by the Committee of Council, be re*

ferred for consideration to the secretary of state and the Liocal Govern-
ment Board, and, if and so far as it is intended to affect any authoii^iy which
is a harbor authority within the meaning of the Harbors and Passing Tolls,

etc., Act, 1861, to the Board of Trade.

A scheme shall in every case provide for placing the new borough within
the jtirisdiction of the council as the sanitary authority.

If the Committee of Council are satisfied that a local authority or other

petitioners have properly promoted or properly opposed a scheme before

them, and that for special reasons it is right that the reasonable costs in-

curred by the authority or other petitioners in such promotion or opposition

should be paid as expenses properly incurred by the local authority in the

execution of their duties, the Committee of Council may order those costs to

be so paid, and they shall be paid accordingly.

A charter creating a municipal borough which purports to be granted in

pursuance of the royal prerogative, and in pursuance of or in accordance

^with this act, shall after acceptance be deemed to be valid and within the

powers of this act and Her Majesty’s prerogative, and shall not be questioned

in any legal proceeding whatever. t

Every such charter shall be laid before both houses of Parliamdht within

onejndnth after it is granted, if Parliament is then sitting, or if not, within

one month after the beginning of the then next sitting of Parliament.
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THE LONDON (PROGRESSIVE) PLATFORM

(ADOPTED BY THE LONDON LIBEI^^
AND RADICAL UNION, IN 1892)

A STATEMENT OP A PROGRESSIVE POLICY FOR THE LONDON COUNTY
COUNCIL MAT BE DIVIDED INTO THREE SECTIONS:

(a) Demands for Necessary Powers.

(b) Declarations op Municipal Policy.

. (c) Definite Pledges of Justice, Economy, and Utility in Ad-
ministration.

The aim of the Progressive party in London should continue to be so to

secure the administration of the limited powers of government which
have been conceded to London as to give every Londoner the best advantage
possible out of the public services ; to compel public attention to the unjust

limitation of the powers of self-government in London, and to the unjust

way in which the revenue is now raised; and to resist additions to the

county council rate wherever possible until Parliament has provided that

the right people should bear it.

Their policy is at once a ratepayer's policy, for it is directed entirely to

relieve the occupiers of their unjust burden, and to check its increase in

the mean time ; and a people's policy, for it is directed to making London
a better place to live in for every section of its population. ,

Many of the succeeding paragraphs rather express what has been done

^and is being aimed at by the present London county council than contain

any new4>roposals ; and the London Liberal and Radical Union desire to

express their recognition of the great work which the London county coun-

cil has accomplished even within the limited powers already at its disposal.

(a) The Demands for Necessary Powers Comprise the Followings

1, That the Local Government Act, 1888, should be amended by conced-

ing to London all the powers of municipal government now enjoyed by tiny

of the cities of Great Britain.

2. That the London county council should have full powers to hold in-

quiries and to promote bills for all purposes of water-supply, gas-supply,

electric lighting, docks, markets, tramways, subways, burial-grounds, %nd
for all purposes relating to the river Thames within its jurisdiction. .

349
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3. That the London oonnty council sho^d have full powers to promote
such bills as may be necessary from time to time for the amendment of the

Metropolis Management Act, the l(detropolitan Police Acts, Buildings Acts,

Ratincf and Assessment Acts, and generally as to metropolitan government
and finance.

4. That the London county council should obtain the control oPthe police.

5. That all doubts and restrictions as to the counciFs powers of purchas-

ing and working tramways be cleared a^^ay.

6. That* the London county council should obtain a central control of

asserament and valuation, a central registration office, a labor bureau, and
a London statistical department (none of which yet exist).

7. That the London county council, instead of the police, should become
the licensing authqirity for stage and hackney carriages, their conductors

and drivers, hawkers and peddlers, and lodging-houses.

8. That a district councils bill should be passed (in accordance with the

report on district coimcils accepted by the council of this Union), and that

it should provide that the London county council shall have the necessary

powers of central control. v *

9. That the London county council should have power to take over the

duties of the burial boards.

10. That the London county coimcil should have further control over

London charities.

11. That the London county council should be authorized to keep a re-

gister of all owners, both freeholders and leaseholders, of land and build-

ings in the metropolis, and that such owners be required to register therein.

(ft) The Points of a Progressive Municipal Poliot Include:

1.— control of certain great corporate undertakings

1. The municipalization of the water-supply: to be obtained by the crea-

tion of a statutory water committee of the London county council, elected

yearly, with power either to introduce an alternative or additional supply

or to take over the existing undertakings at a price corresponding to their*

depreciated utility.
*

The council ought also to have the power to forbid the taking of water

for London drinking purposes from tainted reaches of the Thames or Lea,

to compel the restoration of proper compensation water to these rivers

where (as with the Lea) there is not left sufficient flow to carry off the foul

matter, and to veto the taking in any case of more than a reasonable pro-

jK>rtion of the total fiow of either river (as noted by the royal commission).

2. The control of the gas-supply: to be obtained by the regulation of the

quality and price of gas on a basis more efficient than the present system,

and by the creation olC a similar statutoiy committee with power either to

provide a municipal supply or to take over the companies on terms fair to

the ratepayers.
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8. The eontrol of the markets: to be obtained by power to enact by«

laws to prevent such nuisamces as constantly occur (e. at Oovent Gar-

den and Billingsgate) I
and to compel the existing markets (so long as they

continue) to provide efficient accommodation, especially for foo^^stfpply

;

and by full power to establish and carry oi^public markets in all parts of

London without regard to existing monopolies, and to take over existing

markets where thought necessary.

4. The control of the river and the docks: to be obtained by-law
powers controlling all matters of public concern, and by controlling or

superseding to that extent the Thames Conservancy, with power to the

county council to create new docks or to take over existing ftnes
;
or to pro-

mote a public dock board for these purposes.

6. The control of the tramways : to be obtained by such by-law regula-

tions as exist in other cities {e, g,y in Edinburgh), and by the abolition of

the present limitations on the powers of purchase intended to be given by
Parliament.

As soon as the London county council can obtain possession of a work-

able line^t should be worked upon the principles now in successful opera-

tion at Huddersfield.

6. The control of all the open spaces of London : by means of regulations

providing (e. g») for their convenient use for purposes of public meeting,

pending the transfer to the council, of the spaces now (nominally) vested in

the Crown, including powers over London gi*aveyards.

In the case of those parks and open spaces already vested in council, its

policy should be, as now, to make them of the utmost use for the recreation

of the people, by making all reasonable arrangements for sports, conve-

niences, and refreshments, and by providing music.

n.— PRINCIPLES OP MUNICIPAL ACTION

1. That the county council should not only treat its own workers fairly,

but should set a good example to other employers in respect of the hours of

labor^ rate of wages, and conditions of employment generally.

2. That the county council should continue the policy it has already ini-

tiated of arranging for its employees a normal eight hours’ day and a*8ix

days’ week, and trade-union rate of wages.

3. That it should assist the public, so far as it can without excessive cost,-

to make more use of the existing possessions of London by pressing for in-

creased facilities at cheap rates on all tramways, subways, and railways:

by pressing for adequate facilities as to workmen’s trains
;
by utilizing and

adding to the open spaces ; and by assisting to regulate the present chaotic

arrangements as to hospital, infirmary, dispensing, and other medical aid.

4. That it should defend the interests of the public by demtCndiiig in t^e

committees of Parliament a full equivalent for the public in return for

monopoly concessions,— e. p., where vacant spaces or open grounds* are taken
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for new undertakings, a proper equivaleSbit in land should be dedicated to

public uses. o

5, That, while acting in harmonj with all local bodies, it should watch
the e;:minon interests of the whole community of the metropolis, specially

as to the housing of the people, the public health, and finance.

6. That the council should make due provision for the erectidn and man-
agement of municipal common lodging-houses, together with power to

make free night-shelters.

7., That the council shall not have power to resell the freehold of any
land which may come into its possession.

8. That it shall uphold, as against the City, the necessity of one govern-

ment for London, and demand that the county and City should be merged in

one municipality at the earliest practicable time.

9. That the council should insist on the relief of the ratepayers

—

() By obtaining betterment contributions to improvement schemes.

() By charging a proper quota of the annual London budget upon the

owners of rental and ground values.

(c) By the creation of a municipal death duty. » *

(d » By the equalization of all rates throughout London.
(e) By the division of rates between owner and occupier.

(/) By the appropriation to the proper public uses of the metropolis of

the funds of the City companies and charities.

(g) By the equitable rating of vacant land, and the collection of a fair

share of the rates from the owners of vacant houses.

(c) Definite Pledges of Justice, Economy, and Utility
IN Administration

1. That the rule forbidding contracts to be given to any firm which does

^not pay the rate of wages and observe the conditions of labor which are ac-

cepted as fair in their trade, shall be strictly upheld.

2. That where recognized schedules of wages cannot be enforced, the

council shall, where possible, frame a schedule and annex it to its coif-

tracts,

3: That sub-contracting shall be rigorously suppressed.

4. That, BO far as practicable, the council shall employ its own workers

.direct.

5. That while paying sufficient remuneration to secure the best skill in

the interests of London, the council should jealously control the increase of

large salaries. *

6. That with a view to provide for the unemployed, the council should

distribute the work if would naturally undertake in such a way that it may
CKpie'in, as far as possible, at times when the demand for labor is decreas-

ing ; and should use its influence and powers to induce other local authori-

ses to adopt a like course.
c f
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7. That the council should institute a better system of financial control

over the spending departmeiTts, in the interests of economy.
8. That the council should publish an annual budget, and forbid (except

under absolute necessity) all extraordinary estimates.

9. That iintil a more just arrangement cai^ be made as to London rating,

or until the principle of betterment can be enforced, the council should de-

cline to promote any costly schemes of metropolitan improvement which
it is possible to defer. ,,

10. That the council should continue to contribute a reasonable amount
annually to the increase of open spaces and the better enjoyment of those

which exist.
*

11. That the council should use its powers to provide greater facilities

for polling at elections.
*

12. That the council should put in force the regulations for tenement-

houses, and should use its best endeavors to compel the enforcement of the

sanitary law and the factory and workshop acts.

J.3. That the council should make and enforce by-laws for the better pro-

tection of the public against nuisances.

14. That the council should exercise a vigilant watchfulness in the inter-

ests of the public safety over theaters and places of entertainment and
public meeting, over neglected property, and over new buildings.

15. That the council should insist on an ample provision of light and air,

and should discourage the overcrowding of the people in large blocks where
proper conditions are not obtained.

16. That (while discouraging large and costly schemes on the basis of

Gross’s act) the council should vigorously enforce the housing acts against

the owners of slum property.

17. That the county council shall use its powers to provide proper dwell-

ings, at rents sufficient to secure them from loss, in those parts of the me-
tropolis and suburbs where proper housing for the working population has

been swept away or does not exist.

18. That pending the construction of the Blackwall Tunnel, the counoil

^all increase the accommodation for transit by free ferry across th^Thames
below bridge.

19. That the council should take steps to procure the removal of all g^tes

and bars which obstruct the London streets.

20. That the council should make further arrangements for the publica-

tion of its reports, statistics, etc., and for the regular gratuitous supply of

all its publications to the public libraries of London.

21. That the council should support such a reform of the law as will make
clear the right of women to be county councilors.

22. That the council should support such a reform of the law as will pro-

vide for the payment of all members of the council for their services.

I,~23.
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BvPI>BT 1 OF THE BOYAL COMMISSION OP 1894, WHICH WAS APPOINTED TO
Recommend a Scheme for the Complete Municipal Unity of the
Metropolis thbouoh the Amalgamation op the Old City and

THE County of London

The a0t of 1888, in creating the London county council, combined in that

body two distinct characters, and invested it with two distinct classes

of duties and powers. It not only constituted London outside the City a
separate county, under a county council, exercising the fimctions hithe^o
performed by the justices in quarter sessions, but also transferred to this

council the powers and duties previously vested in the Metropolitan Board
of Works, so that the London county ooxmcil stands out among other county
councils, as regards both the extent and limitation of its authority. Over
the county of London,—London outside the City,— its powers are very ex-

tensive. Where it has no power of direct administration itself, it controls

in various ways the action of the local authorities, the vestries, and district

boards. At the City boundary many, if not most, of these powers are

stopped, and we come into the jurisdiction of a separate municipality— the

City of London, which also exercises some powers beyond its own precincts

-rand into a new coimty—the county of the City of London. For some
purposes, however, such as main drainage, the two areas are combined
under the county council into one, the administrative county of London,

‘ comprising both the county of London and the City of London with the

county of the City of London. The task set before the commission is the

amalgaihation of these areas and jurisdictions.
^

That such an amalgamation is desirable if it is practicable we understand
to be kssumed in the terms of the reference to us, “ to consider the proper

conditions under which the amalgamation of the City and county of Lon-
don can be effected, and to make specific and practical proposals for that

^purpose.’’ This assumption did not command the assent of our late col-

league, Mr. H. Homewood Crawford, the City solicitor, and he and those

who represented the City before us as witnesses protested against their ap-

pearance on or before the commission being regarded as an admission that

the amalgamation was desirable.

LBevei^ portions, of limited extent, are omitted from tills republloation of the
Royal Commission's report, as not necessary to an understanding of the principles

or the policy laid down in the document.
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UNIFICATION IN AOdORDANOE WITH HI8TOBIC DEVELOPMENT
#

A consideration of the evidence we have received confirms the opinion

suggested by the course of previous inquiries and of legislation, or, iff other

words, by the historic development of the metropolis, that the government
of Londoif must be intrusted to one body, exercising certain functions

throughout all the areas covered by the name, and to a number of local

bodies exercising certain other functions within the local areas '^Jiich col-

lectively make up London, the central body and the local bodies deriving

their authority as representative bodies by direct election, and the func>

tions assigned to each being determined so as to secure cofhplete indepen*

deuce and responsibility to evei^ member of the system.

If the two great principles of the Municipal Corporations Act, 1835,

—

viz. (I) extension of area and (2) reform of constitution,— had been ap-

plied to the City of London half a century ago, much subsequent legisla-

tion might have been spared, and there would obviously have been no ne-

cessity for the present commission. To complete the work then left undone,

imd, as ftr as possible, on similar lines, in order to bring London into har-

mony with the other municipal corporations of the country, seems to be

the proper solution of the problem with which we have to deal.

Independently of its position as the capital and seat of government, the

important points of difference betweenLondon and any other large city are,

first, its enormous size, and, secondly, the complexity of the jurisdictions

affecting it. The term London is at present so indefinite as to cover at

least ten different areas, though the London with which we are concerned

is, as above stated, the administrative county, comprising the county and
the City and county of the City. Many other cities and toivns are also

counties in themselves, and the difference between counties at large and

counties of cities is rather one of degree than one of principle. Many
boroughs which are not counties of cities were made separate administra-

tive counties (county boroughs) under the Local Government Act, 1888, and.

are thus in administrative matters exempt from the jurisdiction of the au-

thorities of the counties in which they are situated. •

* The reqpnt treatment of the large area of London outside the City as a

county, while adequately recognizing its essential unity, gave undue prom-

inence to county rather than to city characteristics. London is really a

great town, and requires town and not county government. In those cities

and boroughs that are also coimties of themselves, the county government

is so merged and blended with the municipal constitution'that the former

in practice is almost obliterated. Bearing this in mind, we have to apply

to an area, called a county, but really a town, now endowed with an ele-

mentary form of government, the dignity and completeness of the highest

form of municipal life.

Our task, however, does not end here. We have already'dwplt on ^e
necessary coexistence of a central body exercising functions over the wljole

area of the metropolis, and of local bodies with functions exercised^within
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local aroas, and wo liaro boon maeh impreased by tho fact tha^ whether we
undertake the organization of the government df the greater area, or of the

smaller areas comprised within it, we are in all eases dealing with areas

whieh*Vo88ess the characteristics of town life, and the organization of their

Joint and several government jihould be settled accordingly. London, we
repeat, is one large town, which for convenience of administration, as well

as from local diversities, comprises within itself several smaller towns;

and the application of the principles, and still more of the machinery, ot

municipal government to these several areas must be limited by conditions

arising from this fact.

It seems possible that the hesitation which marks the report of the com-
missioners of 1837 may have been due to the fact that they imperfectly ap-

preciated the doublb aspects of unity and separability of London as a whole

;

and this view of the problem has indeed been developed in later years by
the course of inquiry and legislation. It has now grown into so general an
acceptance, that all the witnesses before us, we believe without exception,

concurred in recognizing the necessity for the existence of a central body
exercising functions common to London as a whole, and of local iJodies ex-

erciting functions restricted to their localities, both the one and the other
' being directly elected by their respective constituents, thus having inde-

pendent origin if not exercising independent jurisdictions.

Any controversy that remains turns upon the partition of powers between
this central and these local bodies.

POSITION OF ^‘THK city”

It will be at once apparent that the principal difficulty in effecting a re-

organization of the government of London as a whole lies in the existence

of the City as now limited, containing barely one square mile (671 acres)

out of the 118 miles (75,442 acres) covered by the administrative county

;

with a population insignificant at night— only 37,700 out of 4,232,000 in the

whole county—but in the day-time more thronged than the most crowded

district of the rest of London ; a ratable value out of all proportion to its

size, forfiiing i instead of tIt of the whole ; and with an historic reputatioq

for splendor and wealth which is the pride, rather than the enwy, of the

rest, of the metropolis.

It is not surprising that any change, however agreeable to the course of

municipal development throughout the kingdom, and however full of prom-

ise of enhanced splendor in the future, which proposes to carry over this

heritage of tradition and renown from the limited area hitherto specially

enjoying it to the whole metropolis that has grown up around it should be
viewed with mistrust and repugnance by those who may be called ux>on to

i^are what they have hitherto exclusively administered with the mass of

their fellow-citizens.*

Silt this was identically the same difficulty which confronted the com-
missioners of 1835 in dealing with cities second only to the City of London
hi all ^hat makes fiondon famous. Liverpool and Bristol, no less than Lon»
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doily had a oommeroial oantet iidth large estates and peculiar priTileges

. oondned to a small number of citizens, many of whom were not resident

;

but these and many other {owns had their boundaries extended so as to

take in the suburbs at their gates ; and if there was in any case unwilling-

ness to accept this extension at first, no sooner had the road once been
opened, th§n extension followed extension ifntil town now vies with town,

not which shall contain the smallest area and population, but which the

largest. We can hardly believe that, when the work of amalgamation has
been completed, the citizens of London will be content to be judged by any
other standard.

*

• •

DIPPEBENCES BETWEEN LONDON AND OTHER TOWNS

The real point of difference between London and any other large town,

viz., its huge area and population, makes it necessary that besides the oyer

government of the future corporation, there must be subsidiary bodies to

discharge local highway, sanitary, and other duties, and these are already

found in the existing vestries and in the district boards created by the

Metropolitan Management Act, 1855, which bodies now discharge in Lon-
don the important duties of urban sanitary authorities. Some of our wit-

nesses have indeed told us that they saw no other limits than those set by
the geographical formation of the ground to the extent of a town which
might be directly governed by a single municipality, and the expeiienoe

afforded by the administration of large continental towns like Paris and
Berlin lends some countenance to this view. But in the government of

these cities there is an admixture of state control materially modifying the

character of their administration.

In considering the government of the metropolis we must take note of

existing facts, and London already contains within itself a large number of

separate areas administered with varying but in many cases considerable

success, and possessing attributes of local life which could not wisely be
weakened or endangered. Whether the present areas of local administra-*

tion are always those best suited for convenience of management is a ques-

tion which we will not discuss at length ; some of our witnesses hawe urged

*the creat^n of from six to fourteen municipalities, with wider powers and
greater dignities, in lieu of the existing forty-one vestries and districtboards

;

while others have advocated the retention of an area as small as that of the

present parish of St. James, Westminster— contSiining no more than 164

acres and a population of 25,000— as a separate unit of local government.*

Our opinion is that while some of the existing areas are of a convenient and

suitable size, others might with advantage be grouped even more than at

present.

QUESTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED

All our witnesses, even those most opposed to centralization, have ad-

mitted the necessity of having a central body charged with the duties of

administering matters common to the whole of the metr^olis. In this fol-

I.— 23* * ^

*
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lowixig the view of the oommissio&era of 1854. We think we may therefore

start from this as a postulate, and confine our^lves to oonsidering the fol»

lowing four questions

:

1. What should the constitution and functions of this central bqdy f

2. dow should the powers, duties, and property of the existing corpora-

tion be dealt with f *
«

3. What should be the functions and constitution of the local authority

of the City (and other local authorities in London) t

4. In what relation should it (and they) stand to the central body t

TBese questions cannot be kept altogether distinct, but such repetition as

is neeessary wijl jiot, we think, obscure the issues.

.
CONSTITUTION OF THE NEW CENTRAL BODY

The principle of indirect election of members of the central body in prac-

tice had the advantage of keeping the central body in touch with the

local bodies, but something of this kind may perhaps be secured by other

means; and as Parliament deliberately discarded the principle of indirect

election in the act of 1888, we think need not further consider it. In

^e same act. Parliament applied to London the machinery provided for

other counties of a council with councilors elected all together every third

year, the constituencies being the parliamentary constituencies within the

metropolitan area
;
and in applying this machinery no consideration seems

to have been paid to the fact to which we have called attention, that

London is a town with town life, rather than a county. After hearing

evidence on both sides of this question the commissioners do not feel

called upon to suggest an alteration of the recent decision of Parliament

—

whether taken after much deliberation or otherwise (and it does not appear

that the point was debated in relation to the metropolis)— until a larger

experience has demonstrated the expediency of reopening the question.

[The commissioners approve of the present plan of electing county coun-

cil aldergien, but think the suggestion that a change which should secure

in these cobpted members some representation in due degree of the divi-

sions among the elected councilors, so that the election of alderm'^n should

not operate as the addition of so many votes to the power of the majority,’^

deserves serious consideration whenever the question of the election of al-

dermen is reopened. It was suggested that the aldermen of the London
corporation should be elected by the local bodies, and this suggestion might

have the advantage of keeping the central body more in touch with the

local bodies, but this object may be attained by other means.]

KtnCBSltB OF ALDERMEN AND COUNCILORS

tke existing council consists of 118 councilors and 19 aldermen. In

view of the incorporation in London of the present City on the same con-
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ditionB as the rest of the metrop6lis, it may be considered whether, reniem*
bering that its ratable valge is about one eighth of the ratable yalue of

the whdlO) there should not be an additional representation giyen to the

City. If we combine the elements of population and ratable valqp, as is

already done in the case of the division of parishes into wards under the

Local Government Act, 1888, it would seem that this representation might
not unfairly be doubled, so that the present City might have eight represen-

tatives
;
and it may be pointed out that this would cause an addition of one

more alderman to the council. We recommend that, if at an;f*time the

council think fit, they may frame a scheme for altering the number of al-

dermen or councilors or either of them. It is manifestly c<»ivenient as well

as economical to have one register of electors for both the central and local

bodies, and we think that the electorate fixed by the a^t of 1894 should be
taken for both.

AK ^'OLD city" created, AND A NEW ONE

• We recommend that the whole area of the present administrative count}

of London, including the present City, should in future be styled the ^^Cit}

of London,” and should be a county in itself
;
while the present City should

be styled, and we shall hereinafter also so refer to it, the “Old City.”

The governing body of the City of London and its electors should be in-

corporated under the name of “ the Mayor and Commonalty and Citizens oi

London”— the designation hitherto borne by the Old City— and this cor-

poration should succeed to the present corporation of the Old City and the

London county council, and should act through its council as already de-

scribed.

A LORD MAYOR FOR ALL LONDON

The council should elect from the citizens of London a lord mayor, anc

he should be admitted in the same manner, and with the same ceremonies;

as the lord mayor of the Old City is now admitted.
*

He should be the titular chairman of the council, but it shoidd not be

• necessary for him to be present or to preside at its meetings. He should be

the ofSiclIil representative of the people of London, and, except as otherwise

provided in our proposals, he shouldexercise and enjoy all thepersonal rights

offices, dignities, and privileges which belong to the lord mayor of the Ole

City by custom, charter, or law.

He should be a justice of the peace for the City of London during his yetu

of office, and, if not disqualified to be mayor, for one year afterward. Hu
name should be included in the commissions of Oyer and Terminer and jal

delivery for the district of the central criminal court.

We ^rther propose that the council should have power to appropriate

such sum as it thinks fit for the remuneration of the lord mayor, or the ax
pauses of his office, and to choose a town clerk and other officers, ana t<

pay them such salaries as it sees good, but that no member of* the cotinail
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other thaa the lord mayor or sheriff, shotifd hold any office of profit mider

tile eoimoiL «

TOWN GLEBK TO BE HEAD OF THE STAFF

At present the head of the stqff of the county council is the de|>uty chair-

man, one of the elected members, who receives a salary. We nave taken

much evidence upon the relative advantages of this system and of that ob-

taining inj)rovincial municipalities generally, under which the head of the

staff is the town clerk, a permanent officer, usually possessing legal qualifi-

cations. We think it highly desirable that the head of the staff should be

independent of iKe party divisions and conflicts necessarily found in the

council, and we are impressed with the inconvenience that would arise if at

a critical moment <the corporation, through the chances of a contested

election, were deprived of the services of its principal officer. We are,

therefore,* decidedly of opinion that the system provided by the*Municipal

Corporations Act is to be preferred.

FUNCTIONS OF THE NEW CORPORATION

We think the resettlement of the government of the Old City should be
made on lines which are capable of being more or less rapidly adopted in

the other component parts of London, so that its organization may be re-

garded as an example to be followed.

In developing this principle we think that everything possible should be
done to maintain the strength, authority, and dignity of the local bodies of

London, and that, in the partition of functions between the corporation of

London and local authorities, the former should be relieved of all adminis-

trative details for which its intervention is not really necessary, and the

latter should be intrusted with every duty they can conveniently discharge.

In the case of doubt our inclinations would lean to the allotment of func-

tions to tl^e local bodies, and we believe that in cases where uniformity of

action is necessary, this may often be best secured by giving to thecorpora-
tion the authority to frame by-laws which should be locally administered

j

with provision, however, for the intervention of the corporation to secure

their enforcement should they be neglected.

PRESENT DUTIES OF THE COUNTY COUNCIL

The proposals .put before us by the London county council aimed at the

extension over the Old City of the powers of the council which are now
‘stopped at its boundary, and the transfer to them of such powers, duties,

and^roperty now vested in the corporation of the Old City as relate to mat-
ters in which the whole metropolis has an interest. In distinguishing these

we are much heli^od and guided by fcho fact that the old corporation -has in
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practice, so as the area of fhe Old City is concerned, delegated to the

commissioners of sewers the principal part of the functions usually exer>

cised by a municipal town council; and this delegation suggests a distinc-

tion between-central and local powers which, though not in all casesdstrictly

accurate or complete, still affords a good general indication of the division

that shoufd be followed.

[The principal functions which the county council now discharges are

then described.]

As a rule these powers would naturally vest in the new corpomtiop, but

we think that they should be reconsidered, with the view of seeing how far

any of these functions can be exercised by the local authoaities without loss

of efficiency.

FUNCTIONS NOW EXERCISED BY THE *^OLD CITT^^

There are other functions exercised in other component parts Of London
by the county council, but in the Old City by the corporation or the commis-
sioners of sewers. These comprise powers exercised in the City by the

'eommoli council relating to bridges, locomotive traffic on highways, street

improvements, water-supply, infant life protection, storage, etc., of petro-

leum and explosives, contagious diseases (home animals), coroners, gas

(testing purity of), asylums, reformatory schools, shop hours, weights and

measures, and in relation to the following, exercised in the City by the

commissioners of sewers
;
dangerous structures, unhealthy areas, and pro-

vision of lodging-houses for the working-classes (under the Housing of the

Working Classes Act), licensing of offensive trades, and slaughter-houses

and sky signs.

These powers would, under the scheme of the county council, vest in the

new corporation for the whole of London. But while we approve of this

proposal, we do so subject to such reconsideration as has been already

recommended.
There remain a few matters, for which the existing corporation is t^^e

authority for the whole of London, such as the provision of markets, super-

vision of foreign animals as imported, and the sanitary adminktration of.

the poki of London, the maintenance of Epping Forest, and other open

spaces. These, while arising out of, and dealt with under, special acts of

Parliament, are clearly administrative municipal functions, and theii'bene-

flts extend to the whole of London. Accordingly they, with their appro-

priate revenues and debts, would naturally vest in the new corporation*

Bridges, which have already been included in this class, partake of the same

characteristics. The City corporation maintains out of trust funds appro-

priated to the purpose London Bridge, Southwark Bridge, Blaekfriars

Bridge, and the new Tower Bridge
;
and it will be observed that the south-

ern approaches of these bridges, and the whole of the Tower Bridge and ihs

approaches, are outside the ordinary Jurisdiction of the Old Uity.

The other duties of municipal administration, which in an ordinary muni-

cipality are, as a rule, exercised by the town council* are. in T*ondnii, now
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-mted m the Old City, partly in the oorpo^lbtion, but more generally in ihm

eornmissioners of sewers, and outside the City hi the vestries and district

boards, in burial boards, overseers, oommissioners of baths, wash-houses,

and public libraries, and guardians of the poor. Many of these duties, in-

oluding practically the local sai^itary administration of London, are of the

greatest possible importance, and will require special examination when we
deal with the functions of the local authorities.

[Here follows a long section, devoted to the readjustment in detail of the

powers, dukes, and property of the old corporation.]

OEBEiiONIAL FUKOTIONS OF THE LORD MAYOR, ETC.

Als the new corpoi;ation would inherit and succeed mthout breach of con-

tinuity to the powers and possessions of the existing corporation, and as it

would be within its discretion to assign to the lord mayor such sums as

might be thought proper to meet the expenses of his office, we may look for

the maintenance in the future of aU the useful and many of the stately

traditions of the past; and in particular the lord mayor may be trimted to*

represent before the world the great community of which he is the head,

with ibe splendor becoming his position. It may be noted in this connec-

tion that among the privileges which would be transferred, should our

recommendations be approved, would be the right of special access of the

corporation to the sovereign and of the presentation of petitions at the bar

of kie House of Commons.

OFFICERS

The officers of the old corporation should, as far as possible and con-

venient, be transferred to the new, on equitable terms of employment,

remuneration, and retirement if necessary. As the functions of the com-
missioners of sewers would be vested in the new local authority for the old

city, their officers would naturally remain attached to it, and it may also be

convenient that some of the officers of the old corporation should remain
connected^with the Old City.

LAW AKD JUSTICE

The sheriffs of London should be appointed by the council of thenew c<^
poration, as provided in the Municipal Corporations Act, 1882. The juris-

diction of the court of quarter-sessions and justices of the county of London
should extend into* the area of the Old City, which should cease to be a

county of itself.

The justices by charter of the City of London should be abolished, but

the names of the existing lord mayor and aldermen of the Old City of Lon-

^n ihould be included in the commission of the peace for the county of

London. It would probably be ultimately found convenient to extend the

Metropolitan Police Court Acts to the Old City, and to make the Mansion
Hou^ asid Quildhall justice moms metropolitan pcdioe courts^ as else*
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where ; but pending legislation for the police courts of the whole metropo-
lis we see no objection to the present aldermen continuing to serve tiiese

courts so long as they can famish a rota. The jurisdiction of the aldermen
appears from the evidence given before us to be both efficient and^pular
with the classes which frequent the justice rooms^ and the assistance of

eonmsercUll men is not unreasonably claimed to be an advantage in deaUng
with commercial oases.

In the large provincial municipalities paid and unpaid magistrates not
uncommonly sit together or in adjacent courts, and we think thl*8ante sys-

tem might be usefully tried in London, especially if means could be found

of allotting to separate courts the trial of cases not properly of a criminal

character though involving penalties, such as summonses under the Educa-
Uon, Metropolis Management, Building, and other acts,.which often require

the attendance of respectable women and young children, to whom the con-

taminating atmosphere and companionship of the ordinary police court are

an unnecessary evil.

We have proposed that the City of London court should pass to the new
horpom^on, at all events for the present, and a similar course should be
followed with regard to the mayor's court, the jurisdiction of which should

be extended over the whole metropolis. The new corporation would also

take the place of the corporation of the Old City in relation to the London
Chamber of Arbitration. Obsolete courts and offices, such as the Court of

Hustings, the Borough Court and Bailiwick of Southwark, and the judicial

power of the city chamberlain over apprentices and masters, which is con-

current with that of the magistrates, should be abolished.

The recorder of London should be the chairman of quarter-sessions for

the county of London. The present chairman of quarter-sessions and the

common serjeant should be deputy recorders, each with power to hold a

court of quarter-sessions by himself subject to a scheme to be approved by
a secretary of state. Power should be taken for the new coiq)oration to

petition the Crown for the appointment of additional deputy recorders %8

required. No sufficient reasons exist for maintaining the present anoma-

lous mode of appointment of the recorder, and we recommend thathe should
' in future be appointed, as in other boroughs, by the Crown.

The central criminal court should continue as at present, except that the

aldermen should no longer be included in the commission. In any legisla-

tion dealing with this court it might be well to restrict its area to the ad-

ministrative county of London, apart from special removals under PalmeiCs

Act.

FREEMEN AND LIVERYMEN

Freedom by patrimony, apprenticeship, redemption, and gift should be

abolished with the exception that it should be lawful for the new corpora-

tion to grant the honorary freedom of the city of London to any persdn as

a mark of distinction. The existing freemen of the City, wh9 are Htory-

men, would retain the Parliamentary franchise, and the freemen, thedi
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widows^ ehildren, or orphans, should retain such rights to charities and
schools as they at present possess. We elsewhere reoommend that the

management of these schools and charities should be reserved to the local

govemiag body of the Old City.

The power of granting and fixing the numbers of the livery of the City

companies should be transferred to a department of the imperial govern-

ment, probably the privy council, which at present deals with the grant of

charters to such companies.

POLICE

The question 6f*the police in the area of the Old City must be dealt with

by itself. The City police is now under the control of a commissioner ap-

pointed by the common council, with the approval of the secretary of

state, and removable for misconduct, either by him, or by the court of al-

dermen 'mth his approval. The pay, clothing, and general equipment of

the force are dealt with by a committee of the court of common council,

but the commissioner is practically independent in all matters relating to

the discipline and disposal of the force, the control of the corporation over

him being much less than that exercised by the watch committee of an or-

dinary municipality over their chief constable. The expenses of the force

are paid, one fourth—about £30,000—by the corporation, out of their gen-

eral estates and revenues, and three fourths out of the police rate, which is

levied on the wards, together with the ward rate to meet ward expenses.

The county council have proposed that this force should be transferred

on amalgamation to the new corporation, and that one fourth of its cost

should continue to be paid by the new corporation out of their general

revenues, the remainder, about £90,000, being raised, as at present, by
rate. We cannot say that we concur in this proposal. Though we have no

reason to suppose that any serious harm results from the present arrange-

ment, the advantages of having the whole of the police of the metropolis

qhder one administration are so obvious that we do not see that any coun-

terbalancing advantage would be gained by vesting in the new corporation

I the contrul of a small part of it. It has been pointed out by the commis-
sioner of metropolitan police that any control of the police withii^.the area

of the Did City by a body having general jurisdiction over the metropolis

without the City would be a very different thing to, and might lead to much
more serious inconvenience than, the control of the police within the Old

City area by a body having general jurisdiction only within that i^ea.

With whom the control of the police of London, as a whole, should rest, it

is not for us to discuss; but we can only say that, so long as it remains un-

• der the imperial government, the police within the area of the Old City

should form part of it.

^ If the force within,the Old City were thus fused with the metropolitan

police there would result, on the present figures, an advantage to the Lon-

don ratepayers of over £50,000 per annum, supposing that the metropolitan

polspe f<»!ee were correspondingly increased, and that the imperial exche-
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qvLW eontributedy as in the rest London, four ninths of the eost of the

pay and clothing of the wholb, as follows

:

Total present cost of City police force per annum (say) .
. £120,060

Of whi^h there is paid by the corporation^out of its general

revenues 30,000

Leaving to be raised by police rate £9^000

As proposed:

Total cost of addition to metropolitan police to replace S;he

Old City police force (say) £120,000

Contribution from imperial revenues (four ninths of whole) 53,333

Leaving to be raised by rate £60,667

It has been urged on behalf of the Old City that if its area was policed

by the metropolitan police force, there would be a danger lest the commis-

sioner should assign to that district a number inadequate to protect the

banks and warehouses, with all their valuable contents, which are often

left entirely unoccupied at night, even by a caretaker. The experience of

the manner in which the police is managed by the watch committees in

largo provincial towns with business quarters does not justify this appre-

hension, and it can hardly be suggested that the imperial authorities would

not have the necessary regard to interests so important. In addition it

may be remarked that there would apparently be no difficulty in arrange-

ments being made for the assignment of a larger number of police than the

commissioner thought necessary, so as to meet the views of the local

authority, upon its paying for them, as banks, docks, railway companies,

and other institutions pay for their own special police.

The chairman of the Essex county council, Mr. Andrew Johnston, haa
thrown out the suggestion that, in the event of the control of the metropoli-

,tan police being transferred to the new corporation, it might be cwivenient

for the aiva in the southwest of Essex, now imder the control of that force,

to be separated from it, and given its own police jointly with West Ham.
It may be remembered that this suggestion is in agreement with the report

of the select committee of the House of Commons in 1867, to the effect that

the remoter districts of the metropolitan police area might be annexed tot

the neighboring county districts where an efficient police had been estab-

lished. So long, however, as the metropolitan police continues, as at

present, under the control of the home secretary, no change is desired.

PINANOB * ^

We propose that there should be one City or Borough Fund for London,

and that there should be a rate levied by the new corporation, to be ofijled
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the City or Borough Bate. So iar as a&y fimotions may be intrusted to

the council of the Old City which are at pfbsent vested in the liondon
counfy council as regards the rest of London, it would be necessary to

have a special fund and rate, as well as a general fund and rate
; but we

contemplate that the existence of the former should be temporary only.

We think it of the highest importance that the relation of the central body
to the local bodies should be uniform throughout London, and that the

separate funds and rates should only exist until the functions of the district

councils generally are assimilated to those assigned to that of the Old City,

should the resettlement of the uther districts not be contemporaneous with
that of the 01d*Oity.

The county council have made detailed proposals for the management of

this fund, and the«incorporation in it of the several funds now managed by
the county council and the old corporation, which seem to us, in the main,

unobjecfionable. These contemplate that a separate account should be
kept of, inter aUa, markets receipts and expenditure, with the provision

that any net surplus receipts therefrom, after allowing for all contingent

liabilities, should be devoted to the extension or improvement of market
accommodation, the reduction of tolls, or otherwise for the purposes of

markets generally throughout London. We approve of this proposal, but

in view of the uncertainty of the receipts from many of the markets, we
think that a considerable reserve fund should be built up out of these sur*

plus receipts before they are applied as proposed.

The proposals of the county council contemplate the formation of a

separate Corporation Estates Account," into which all receipts in the na-

ture of income arising from property transferred from the corporation of

the Old City, except market receipts, sliould be paid, and upon which all

debts and sums of money secured upon or payable out of any of those re-

ceipts should be made a first charge according to their several priorities.

The proposals suggest that any surplus remaining after satisfying these

45harges should be divided according to its origin into portions under the

following heads, viz.

:

•

(1) Charity estates.

(2) Bridge-house and Blackfriars-bridge estates.

(S') Other trust and statutory funds.

(4) General estates.

And should be respectively applied to

—

(1) Charitable objects.

(2) Other bridges and tunnels in London.

(3) Objects shnilar to those to which such portion is now applicable*

(4) Any purposes to which such portion may now be applied.

B appears to us that there would be great and unnecessary difBicnlty in

working out this plan, and that it would be better to keep these four

counts^ Mparate«-ae we have already recommended with regard to the
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marketiy and, in effect, to the bridges—until at least the obligations out*

standing in respect to any oifb were satisfied, when the question of merg-

ing the assets of such account in the general estates might be reoonsidere^.

Meanwhile, after allowing a sufficient reserve, the balance on the g&eral
estates account should pass into the City or Borough Fund.

If the City or Borough Fund is insufficient to meet the expenditure of the

corporation in any year, the deficit should be made good by a rate to be
levied for that purpose over the whole of the metropolis, subject to the

provision as Tegards a special rate already referred to in respect of the Old
City.

In addition to the purposes already specified, the county council has
proposed that the council of the new corporation should have power to

vote the expenditure of money out of the City or Borofigh Fund for the

purposes of entertaining and of conferring the freedom of the City of London
upon, and for making presentations to, distinguished persons, and of con-

tributing to public charitable objects, and of making inquiries into any
matter of municipal concern, and of illuminating and decorating the

streets on*occaslons of public rejoicing, and of the purchase of works of

art and books for civic galleries and libraries, and of maintaining the City

of London School and the Guildhall School of Music.

In these recommendations we concur; but we think it necessary before

any expenditure is incurred upon objects beyond these, that the consent of

the Local Government Board should be obtained. We think also that the

power of the new corporation to alienate corporate property should be

made subject to the restrictions imposed by the Municipal Corporations

Act upon town councils generally.

We think, also, that the corporation should be subject to restriction as

to the amount of debt which they may charge upon future ratepayers, and

that they should be bound to pay off their debts within a limited period.

What such restrictions or limitations should be is a matter which we
cannot undertake to settle, and must be left to be determined from time to

time by the government and by Parliament. It may, however, be laid down
as a general rule that the amounts to be borrowed, and the purposes to which
they may be applied, should be strictly defined, as those of the present

London county council are in the acts by which loans are sanctioned,* and
that the duration of any loan should never exceed the probable duration

for any work for the execution of which it was raised.

The treasurer of the new corporation should, we think, retain the title of

chamberlain, but he should be elected, as provided by the Municipal Cor-

porations Act, by the corporation, and should hold office on the same con-

ditions as a borough treasurer.

Besides the restrictions imposed upon ordinary boroughs by sections 139

to 149 of the Municipal Corporations Act, 1882, as regafds payments out^^f

the Borough Fund, the Local Government Act of 1888 laid upon the London
county council further restrictions from which county boroughs were tn

terms exempted, viz. ;
'
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(1) That all payments out of the ootinty fund should be made in pursu-

anee of an order of the council, signed by\ihree members of the finance

eommittee present at the meeting, and by the clerk of the council,

(fiction 80.)

(2) That no order for the* payment of money should be i||iade, and no
liability exceeding £50 be incurred, except upon a resolution of the coun>

eil passed on a recommendation of the finance committee. (Section 80.)

(3) Ifjiat three clear days before any meeting of the council a summons
should be sent to every member, specifying the business to be transacted,

and stating every sum of which payment was to be ordered, and the

amount of eVhry liability over £50 which was to be incurred, with the

purposes for which they were to be paid or incurred. (Section 80.)

We have had evidence to show that some difficulty is experienced by
large corporations in complying strictly even with the comparatively

elastic provisions of the Municipal Corporations Act as regards finance,

an<l the ingenuity of the London county council is taxed to find meani^ of

observing the letter of the more rigid requirements of the act of 1888.

The result of these provisions is to load the agenda papers and weekly
cash statements of the county council (of which we were shown copies)

with an unnecessary mass of details, which serve no end but to provoke

useless discussion. We are strongly of opinion that no sufficient reason

exists for subjecting the finance of the new corporation of London to

greater restrictions in this respect than those imposed upon the finance of

other municipal boroughs.

AUDIT

It seems doubtful whether the machinery of audit provided by the Mu-
nicipal Corporations Act would be well suited to the circumstances of the

metropolis. Under it three auditors are annually appointed, two being

elected by the burgesses and one (who must be a member of the council)

nominated by the mayor, and the term of office of each is one year only.

There is no provision in the act as to the remuneration of these officers.

Under the reorganization of the Old City the City^s cash and otl^r principal

accounts are audited by four persons serving for two years— two going out

of 'office each year, and being ineligible for twelve months; and these gen-

tlemen are elected by the Livery in Common Hall under a statute of George
I. Under the general provisions of the Local Government Act, 1888, the ac-

counts of the London county council are audited, like those of other county

councils, by district auditors appointedby theLocal Government Board. The
act of. 1894 provides that the accounts of parish councils and of urban
district councils shall also be audited by the district auditors of the Local

Government Boards but the construction of the act appears somewhat un-

certain in relation to the accounts of London vestries. We think it ex-

pedient to maintain for the new corporation the machinery of audit

provided for the London county council, and we would recommend that
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the latest legislation should be followed, by requiring that the corporation

accounts shall be audited by^two district auditors appointed by the Local
Oovemment Board, with whom, however, might be associated, a third

auditor appointed by the lord mayor.

FUNCTIONS OF THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES

As we have already said, we contemplate the establishment in athe Old
City of a local authority for the discharge of the functions of local adnfin-

istratioji at present exercised within that area by the compion council and
the commissioners of sewers, and outside by vestries and district boards.

These functions comprise amongst others

:

(1) Sanitary administration generally, including the sanitary consi^ruction

and drainage of new buildings, control over unhealthy dwellings under
the Housing of the Working Classes Act, and sewers other than main
sewers. ^

(2) Maintenance of highways other than main roads, including the regu-

lation of locomotive traffic and tramways upon them, and small street im-

provements.

(3) Valuation and assessment and registration of voters (in oases where
the vestries exercise the powers of overseers).

(4) The provision and maintenance of small open spaces and mortiiaries.

(5) Powers as regards electric lighting and (as regards the four small

companies only) gas-supply.

(6) The administration of the Overhead Wires and Sale of Food and
Drugs Acts.

These functions, with their respective officers, buildings, sources of in-

come, and debts, would, subject to the observations made elsewhere as to

the partition of powers and duties between the central and local bodies, •

remain with the local authority of the Old City.

The powers of the corporation and commissioners of sewers in flie city,

however, extend beyond these, embracing in addition powers as regards

Dangerous structures;

^ealthy areas;
) Under the Housing of the

ProTision of lodging-houses for the working- S
worKab' classes Act.

classes
;

. ;

Licensing of offensive trades and slaughter-houses, and registration and

inspection of dairies;

The administration of the Sky Signs and Weights and Measures Acts

which are in the rest of London exercised by the county council. These

powers, as well as all or most of those now exercised by the common coun*

I.— 24
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eil in the area of the Old City, would, unbjeot to the qnalifieation already

anggested, naturally pass to the new corporation.

The duty of inspecting common lodging-houses is now intrusted in the

Old Qily to the commissioners of sewers, and outside it to the metropolitan

police ; hut negotiations are, we understand, proceeding with a view to its

transfer in the latter ease to the county council. If this transfer should

take place, the duty of inspecting these houses in the area of the Old Oity
would naturally also pass to the new corporation, otherwise it ^ould he
confined to the police controlling the Old City.

%e have already stated that we have taken much evidence on the subject

of the partitiqucof powers between the central body and the local bodies, to

which we desire to call particular attention. We venture to repeat that we
think it important for the sake of the dignity and usefulness of the local

bodies, whose status should be enhanced as much as possible, as well as for

the sake of the central body— where a continuous increase of work may be
expected, requiring relief from needless administrative detail— that no
duties shall be thrown upon the central body that can be equally well per-

formed by the local authorities. » *

It must at the same time be remembered that there is often an adminis-

trative advantage in dissociating from local influences officers intrusted

with the enforcement of penal statutes. This would apply, for instance, to

the administration of the Weights and Measures Act, now enforced by the

county council and common council, and the Food and Drugs Act, now ad-

ministered by the commissioners of sewers and the vestries and district

boards within and without the Old City respectively. In such matters as

the licensing or inspection of cow-houses, dairies, slaughter-houses, and
offensive businesses, and, no doubt, in many other cases of a similar kind,

the central body should, to whatever hands the immediate administra-

tion is intrusted, have, in accordance with the general principle we have

already enunciated, power to regulate the performance of the work by
general by-laws, so as to secure uniformity of administration. The admin-

istration of the Petroleum and Explosive Acts, involving, as it does, the

superiqjbendence of their removal from place to place, as well as of their

storage, should, we think, for convenience^ sake, be in the hands of the

central authority.

St might be well in any legislation to provide some machinery for such a
repartition of functions between the central and local authorities as ex-

perience might prove desirable, without having recourse to Parliament in

each particular^case.

The commissioners of sewers also provide burial-grounds, a duty which
outside the area of the Old City is intrusted to commissioners appointed by
the vestries of the several parishes. Many of our witnesses have urged

tl^t the powers of the vestries and district boards should be extended so

to embrace these functions, and also the provision of public libraries

—

a duty which in the Old City rests with the court of common council, and

outside the Old City with commissioners appointed by vestries and district
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boards adopting the Pablio Libraries Acts—and of baths and wash-houses,

which is in the hands of oonunissioners appointed by the vestries both
within and outside the Old (hty. In this recommendation we concur, and
would desire that all these powers, as well as those of the present vestries

and district boards, should, subject to the observations made above, be
intrusted tosthe new local authority of the Old City. We think, however,

that it might be well to retain a power of appointing on the libraries and,

perhaps, the baths and wash-houses committee, gentlemen interested in

these matters who are not members of the council. We think that>4t would
be well if the registration of births, deaths, and marriages, and the enforce-

ment of the Vaccination Acts, were intrusted to the same authority, under

the control of the imperial government, as at present. Their present as-

sociation with the administration of the poor-law is accidental, and may
lead to misconception.

With the local authority of the Old City would remain the management
of many chanties and trusts, and the property belonging thereto, including

some, if not all, of the following, viz.

:

* The Freemen's Orphan School.

The London Almshouses.

The Gresham Almshouses.

Wilson's Loan Charity.

Emanuel Hospital (Pensions).

The Mitchell (City of London) Charity.

The City of Xiondon Parochial Charities.

Russell's Charity.

Inasmuch as these, and other functions which we have not recommended
should be transferred to the new corporation, involve an expenditure in

excess of the income derivable from the trust and other estates applicable

thereto, we have proposed that the new corporation should, on taking over

the general estates and revenues of the old, assign to the local authority of

the Old City suitable revenues or a fixed annual payment to meet such ex-

penditures on these objects as could not properly be met out pf rates,

together with the appropriate buildings and officers. Some assignment is

clearly necessary in respect of the Gresham almshouses, since the en-

dowment of the Gresham trusts, out of which they have been sustained,

would pass to the new corporation.

The council of the Old City should, like the local bodies of the other

districts of the metropolis, have power to appoint officers and levy a rate,'

and should be subject to the same provisions as regards audit as district

eouneils generally under the Itocal Government Act of 1^.

CONSTITUTION OP THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES

We turn now to the constitution of the local authority for thb Old 3ity

area, in considering which we have again borne in mind^e cirCumstaiices
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of the vestries and district boards, so that what we may say may apply
with but slight modification to them.

« COMPOSITION AND NtTMBBKS

The present common council of the City consists of no le^ than 232

members— viz., 26 aldermen and 206 common councilors— a number which
we cannot regard as being in any way necessary for efficient administra-

tion. Thp number of the commissioners of sewers is 92, and even this

number seems large. The maximum number of members allowed by the

act of 1855 to a vestry or district board is 120, and most of the witnesses

who were in a position to express an opinion on this subject thought this

number unnecessarily and even inconveniently large, an opinion in which
we concur. The largest number of members comprised in a provincial

corporation is, we believe, 72, and this much exceeds the number found
sufficient for towns far larger in size than the Old City.

In bringing the organization of the Old City into lines applicable, when
not already existing, to other parts of the metropolis, some reduction |n

number in the governing body is necessary, besides other changes , which
may appear considerable

;
but the experience of the Municipal Corporations

Act of 1835 leads us to believe that all of them may be accomplished with-

out practical difficulty. The new governing body should be elected as

elsewhere in the metropolis, and the right of election should be exercised

under the enlarged franchises of the act of 1894. We think reasons of

analogy as well as a large preponderance of advantage lead to the conclu-

sion that the governing body should be elected in thirds every year, the

term of office of each member being three years. A suitable number of

members would, in our judgment, be 72, and the Old City should be divided

into 24 wards each represented by three members. The present commis-
sioners of sewers might be invited to frame a scheme for this division of

the Old City ;
but, in the event of any difficulty arising, the work could bo

otherwise performed. We think the body thus elected should be called the

council of the Old City, and the elected members should be empowered to
* choose ahnually from the citizens of the Old City a mayor, and the govern-

ing body should be styled the mayor and council of the Old City. As a
transitory arrangement which would be useful in maintaining some contin-

uity of administration, the existing aldermen should be entitled to sit as

adffitional life members of this body. The mayor should be ex officio justice

^f the peace for county of London, and, as we have already said, the

existing aldermen who are now jnstices of the Old City would properly

become justices of the county. We have not suggested that the alder-
• men should form permanently a part of the new governing body of the

^Old City. As we have intimated, we have had in view the other parts of

Lo^t’on, and whilst it would be easy, and for many reasons desirable, to

eomer on these governing bodies the name of council, and to enable them
to elect mayors of their respective districts, no element analogous to that
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of alderman is found in their prdlsent composition, nor have we met with

any desire to adopt such an addition.

We may here recall a question to which allusion has already been made.

Many witnesses* have urged the propriety of establishing some p^sonal
connection between the local governing bodies and the central authority

of the metr*^polis, and we concur in thinking this a desirable object. We
believe it could be best secured by making, where the areas are contermin-

ous, the members of the central body elected for any district ex offmo

members of the local governing body of the district. The four f^r, ij£ our

suggestion is adopted, the eight) representatives of the Old City in the new
corporation would then be members of the coimcil of the tOld City. We
have been assured by many witnesses entitled to speak on the subject that

there would be no jealousy on the part of members of existing vestries

against the addition to their own numbers of the representatives of the

same district in the central body, and in at least one vestry a formal reso-

lution has been passed inviting their presence. We believe the same
friendly reception would be generally experienced, and the reorganization

of the Oid City affords an opportunity of introducing an element which

would bring the corporation of the whole City into touch with the councils

of its component parts.

AREAS OP LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

The suggestion we have thus supported is intimately connected with the

question of the rearrangement of the areas of local administration, which

we have already said we would discuss in dealing with the reconstitution

of the Old City. In order to adopt universally the proposal that the mem-
bers of the corporation representing any given area should be cx oJ^Ucio

members of the local governing body, ii would be necessary that the areas

for local administration should either coincide with the areas for electing

members of the corporation, or should actually contain two or more of

them. This condition would prevail in the City and in the following

parishes, where the proposal might, therefore, be at once adopted:

St. Marylebone.

St. Paniras.

Lambeth.
St. George^s, Hanover Square.

Islington, St. Mary.

Shoreditch, St. Leonard.

Kensington, St. Mary AbbotPs.
Fulham.
Hammersmith.
MUe-end Old Town,

Paddington.

Bethnal-green, St. Matthew.

Newington, St. Mary (Surrey). ‘

ClerkenweU, St. James and St. John.

Chelsea.

Hampstead, St. Jcdin.

Westminster, St. Margaret and
St. John.

Poplar.
_

Whitechapel.

It will be seen how large a part of the metropolitan area is thus ready for

the immediate application of f;he proposal, and a very sjtght afteration of

I.— 24* *4 %
’
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present arrangemeiits would extend its^application bo as to nearly cover

the metropolis. It is beyond our power to make proposals leading up to

this extension, and, if the principle be adopted, it would be necessary to

provide other machinery to secure its complete application. We may,
however, point out that the vestries of all the areas we have just specified

might be at once styled councils and invested with the privilege of choos-

ing a mayor, so that within each of these areas the mayor and council

would be its governing body.

CJonsiderations of local feeling and of historic development would have
to be weighed in conjunction with those of administrative convenience in

extending this organization to the rest of the metropolis
;
but we are much

impressed witlf a sense of the expediency of attaining a result highly con-

ducive to the simplification and efficiency of the government of London.

RELATIONS OP THE LOCAL AUTHORITY OP THE OLD CITY
AND OP THE OTHER LOCAL AUTHORITIES TO

THE NEW CORPORATION

There remains the final question of the relation which the new council of

the Old City and the councils, if we may so describe them, of the other

districts of London should bear to the corporation. The feasibility of a
personal connection between them we have already discussed in dealing

with the resettlement of the Old City ; and we have only to indicate some-
what further than we have already done the administrative control to

which the local authorities should be subject on the part of the central.

The control at present exercised by the county council over the vestries

and district boards is of three kinds

—

(1) It frames by-laws under which they work

—

e. g,, for sanitary matters

generally, for locomotive traffic on highways other than main roads, regu-

lating the formation of new streets, drainage of buildings, etc.

^ (2) It has power to act in default, as in sanitary matters, and an appeal

lies in some cases from the action of the local authority to the county

^ council “^c. g,f as regards the construction of ^ains, etc.

(3) Its consent is necessary in certain matters— e. g,y to the.,raising of

loans, oOr closing streets for repairs.

(1) Most of our witnesses, even those who urge most strongly the ag-

grandizement and independence of the local authorities, recognize the

practical inoonvemence of having the administration of an act different

in one locality from that in another, and are content that, to secure

. uniformity all over the metropolis, the central authority should frame by-

laws under which the local bodies should work. In this we fully concur,

*an(^'e think that if.this were done, some of the functions now adminis-

ter^ directly by the central authority might safely be intrusted to the

local authorities.
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(2) The power to act in cases o^default and of appeal^ especially in saxiv

tary matters, is one that must be preserved. We would wish to see the di-

rect administration by the central authority of such matters as are within

the scope of a district authority lessened, as far as possible, and its action

limited to general supervision and control in cases where it is neb0)$Bary.

The mere f^t that such supervision, control, and appeal exist, with the

power of taking action in default, is often sufficient to secure effective per-

formance of a duty, without actual exercise of that power.

(3) As regards consent to loans and other matters, we do not^nd that

as a rule it has been arbitrarily exercised, or is likely to be in future, *and

we think that in this respect matters may well stay as
^
they are, at all

events for the present. Apart from the fact that the councfl in most cases

lends the money which the vestries seek to borrow, and thus gives them
the benefit of its superior credit, it is well that, so far aS possible, the cur-

rency of loans for similar objects should be alike, and the administration

uniform throughout the whole of London. The principles of limitation

which we have suggested as applicable to borrowing by the central body
slyould therefore be made applicable to local borrowing.

The questions of rating and assessment remain, and are of the highest

importance. There is much reason for thinking that they should not be
left as entirely as they are at present to the local authorities. Assessments

vary a good deal between the different localities, as well as within them,

and the movement In the direction of uniformity of rating strongly points

to uniformity of assessment as its basis, which the present arrangements

for assessments cannot be said to secure. Local knowledge and experience

are, no doubt, necessary for the purpose, but they should be associated

with some representation of the central authority, so as to secure uniform-

ity throughout the metropolitan area.

We cannot conclude without expressing our sense of indebtedness to our

secretary, Mr. Gleadowe. He has brought the quickest and readiest in-

telligence to the discharge of his task, and he has added to this natural en-

dowment an assiduity and industry commanding our highest admiration..

We are satisfied that our labors would have been more prolonged and more
difficult had we not enjoyed the advantage of his assistance. *

All which we humbly submit to Your Majesty’s gracious consideration.

LEONARD H. COURTNEY.
FARRER.
ROBERT D. HOLT.
EDWARD OXFORD SMITH.G. E. Y. Glbadowb, Secretary,

August 7, 1894.
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Abattoirs, municipal, in Glasgow, 134 ; In
Manchester, 166; in other towns, 211.

Aberdeen, aifected by Scotch municipal
reform act of 1833, 76 ;

gaB-sujtply, 203.
Activities, social, of British towns, 1D4-

221.

Aldermen, bow chosen, 27 ; (lualihoatlons
for, 29, appendix 1; promoted coun-
cilors, 63, 66 ; election of, 56 ; lt>ag ser-
vice, 56 ; character of aldermanio rank,
57 ; of London County Council, 247.

Alexandria, assuming Western forms, 11.

Allan, Dr., on epidemic hospitals, i)0.

Amalgamation of London, 267-2G2, ap-
pendix III.

Amhulanoe service, London, 302.
4-niorican cities, rapid growth of, l ; les-
sons flbm London’s experience, 320,
321.

American mayors and councils, 62.

Analysts, puluio, 211.
Appointing power, not vested Inmayors,

60.

Appointments, 82, 66, 66 ; In Glasgow, 79.

Area of Glasgow, 70 ; of Manchester, 146

;

of Salford, 140 ; of Birmingham, 191.
Areas, various, of London, 231-234.
Art-gallery, municipal, of Glasgow, 136

;

of Manchester, 166; of Birmingham,
189 ; of other towns, 218.

Artisans’ Dwellings Act in Birmingham,
178.

Assembly-rooms, municipal, of Manches-
ter, 160.

Assessment, 36.

Assessor of Glasgow, 80,
Asylums Board, Metropolitan, 301.
Asylums, lunatic, l./onaon, 302.
Athens, recent progress, 11.

Athletic tendency, 213.
Auditors, 32, 66.

Bailies, Scotch, 76 ; functions o^ in Glas-
gow, 78^

Ballot system, 63 ; introduced in election
of vestries, 266.

Barking, sewage outfall, 268 ; sewage ef-
fluent, 274.

Baths, public, in Glasgow, 108 ; in Man-
ohoster, 161; in Birmingham, 180-188;
beginnings of, in England, 187; open-
air summer, 187; in various British
towns, 214 ; in London, 303.

Belfast, council, 63 ; gas-snpidy, 203.
Belgium’s growth of town population,

16, 17.
Belgrade, progress of, 11.

Berlin, pr^pulation of, 16 ; sewage-farms,
273 ; workmen’s trains, 293 ; police sys-
tem, 314.

Bethnal Green, housing stdieme, 289-291.
** Betterment” principle, not employed,
126 ;

proposed in London, 286, 287,

Blnney, Mr., engineer of London county,
on sewage disposal, 273; on I^ondon
water-supply, 276-278.

Birkenhead, public baths, 211f; free li-

brary, 218.
•

Binningljara, chapter on, 168-193 ; i>opu-
latioii ol, 14; eleotlerjf^, 40, 60; council,
63; per capita water-supply, 116; free
library, 218; municipal debt, 318.

Blackburn free library, 218.
Blackpool’s directr operation of tram

lines, 207 ; electric lighting, 208.
Board of Works, Metroi)olitan^233.
Bolton, water-supply of, 197 ; gas-supply,

203 ;
public baths, 214 ; free library, 218.

Booth, Charles, investigations of, In Lou-
don, 288, 311.

Boroughs, “ i)ocket,” 23 ; rise of British,
20.

Boston (U. 8. A.),,Fire Department of,
ct»mpared with dasgow^s, 113; with
London’s, 317; consolidation, 268.

Boston (England) municipal dock, 210.
Boundaries, extension of, Glasgow, 70;
Manchesler, 146; Birmingham, 192; va-
rious, of Loiidtm, 231-234.

Bradford, rciccnt incorporation, 34 ; elec-
tions, 49; water-suimly, 196; gas-snp-
ply, 203 ; sanitary and housing reforms,
216; tree library, 218 ; technical schools,
220.

Bridges in London, 237, 286,
Brighton, free library, 218 ; electric light-

ing, 208 .

Bristol, uncoijtosted elections, 48; gas-
supply, 203 ; docks and harbor, 209 ; free
library, 218.

British towns, social activities of, 194-
221 ; rise of, 20-37.

BrookljTQ, in comparison with Manches-
ter, 146; Fire Department compared
with London’s, 317. ^

Bryce, James, 312.
Bucharest, progress of, 11,
Budapest, receiit development, 11, 17.
Budget, municipal, 35.

,
,

Building in Lf>ndon suburbs, 292. *

Building regulations of Loiulon, 290.
Bunco, Mr., historian of Birmingham,

179.
Burial boards, 213. ,8ee also cemeterUti. ,

Burnley electric lifting, 208.
Burns, John, 247.
Bu^Rl<^m technical schools, 220.
Buxton, Charles, London reform bill, 238.

Cable street railways, Glasgow, 131.

Cairo, assuming Western fonus, U.
Cniiiljridgo, election of J893, 58;
lighting, 208; free library. 218. ^

Canal-boats, municipal, of Birmingham,
18.5.

Candidates for councJl, 47.
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Canterbury’s sewage works, 199.
CardifT, uncontestea eleotionr^ 48 ; water-
sanply, 196 ; docks, 209 ; free library, 218.

Oarriok, John, on Glasgow housing, 99;
master of publlo works, 125, 126.

Cemeteries, municipal, of Manchester,
158, 1^9 ; of-Birmingham, 186; of other
towns, 213.

CentraPgovernment, relation to munici-
palities, 68.

Chamberlain, Joseph, mayor of Birming-
ham, 174, 176, 176, 178, 179, 181, 182, 183,

Chambej'tj^jin of Glasgow, 80.
ChaKAOter of councilors, 53.

Oharitv' cmninissloners and London tech-
nical schools, 312.

Charters of iricon^Oratinn, 14 ; early rau-
nicipal, 21 ; how granted, 36 ; early, of
Glasgow/ 73; of Birmingham, 169, 173.

Cheinical treatment of sewage in Glas-
gow, 123.

Chemnitz technical schools, 220.
Chicago, as a self-made town, 71 ; in com-
parison with Manchester, 146 ; Fire De-
partment comparedwithLondon’s, 317.

Chorley’s sewage works, 198.
City and Guilds of Loudon, technical ed-
ucation, 311 ; police, 313.

City government, definition of, 3.

City life, inevitable for majority, 2 ; evils
remediable, a ; its possibilities of good,
8, 9, 10.

City of London, 222, 228-232, 235, 242; its
future, 269-261 ; purchase of parks, 306.

City, the ideal, 9.

Classes, night, in science, 220.
Cleansing, publlo, in Glasgow, 93-98 ; In
London, 300.

Clerk, town, 32.

Clyde, improvement, 72; Navigation
Trust, electorate lor, 41; Navigation
Trust, 142-144.

Code, munioipal, 20-37, appendix I.

Collectivism, municipal, 6-8 ; collectivist
trend, 224.

Commission, royal, onmunicipal reform,
1833-35, 26 ; of 1893-94, ou Loudon unifi-

.
cation, 257-262, appendix III ; of 1882-
1884, on Loudon drainage, 269,

f.'ommittees, standing, 32 ; of Manchester
council, 147-161.

Common Jodgtng-house Inspection In
Glasgow, 86.

Companies, livery, of London, 226-228.
Condition of London in 1856, 235.
Consolidated munioipal code of 1882, 28-
38,^).ppendix I.

Constantinople, becoming Westernized,

Contract system, in Glasgow, 124 ; in Lon-
r don municipal work, 315.
Corporate abuses in eighteenth century,

23.
Corrupt praotioes, 34; in London eleo-
tlons. 246.

Council, of Glasgow, 76, 79; of Man-
chester, 147-161; of Birmingham, 174.
Seey^iSO Appendix I.

,

CoiTj^ilors, qualiiloations for, 29, ap-
pendix I; character of men, 53; not
salaried, 56 ; churaoter of county coun-
cilors of London, 246-250.

Councils, munioipal, 27; their powers,
their structure, 46; nominations

for, 46. 47 : English and Amerloan, 54,
66; oommittees, 61; size of British, 63

;

government by, 68, 64.
Counties, 36, 37.

County Council, London, framework of,
241, 242; as employer, 315, 816.

County government in Englrtnd, 240.
County of Loudon, 37, 241 ; boundaries,

233.
Courtney, Leonard H., 268.
Courts, police, 35.
Coventry, public baths, etc., 214.
Cremation of garbage, in Glasgow, 96 ; In
Mauehester, 164 ; in Birmingham, 184.

Crematories for infected articles, Glas-
gow, 92.

Crossness, sewage outfall, 268; sewage
precipitation works, 271.

Croydon, growth of, 297.
Cumulative voting for school-boards, 40,

303.

Dairies, inspector of, in Glasgow, 87.
Damascus, becoming modernized, 11.
Darlington’s sewage works, 199.
Death-rate, lower in ideal city than ip.

country. 10; reduced in Birmingham,
185, 186 ; of London, 302.

Debt, of Birmingham, 192, 193; of Lon-
don, 318.

Density, in Scotch towns, 71 ; in Glasgow,
Liverpool, 83 ; in London, 294; relative,
in metropolis, 298.

Depnrtment-A, municipal, of Manchester,
how organized, 161.

Derby free library, 218.
Diphtherlu. in London, 302.
Disinfection work in (:;ia8gow, 92.
Disposal of refuse In Glasgow, 96.
District eoiim?ils, 257.
Districts and parishes of liOndon, 236,

237, 252, 2r>3 ; future, 259, 260.
Divcirsious in early manufacturing
towns, 25.

Divisions of London, 257.
Docks, municipal, etc., 208-210; of Lon-
don, 265, 314, 315.

Drainage question in Glasgow, 122-124;
in Manchester, 153 ; system of Birming-
ham, 182-184.

Drainage works in various towns, 198,
199 ; a ihodeni problem, 226 ; system of
London, 235, 263-276. c

Dublin, council, 63 ;
gas-supply, 203 ; mu-

nicipal tenements, 216.
Dundee, affected by reform act of 1838,

75 ; gas-supply, 203.

Edinburgh, elections, 60 ; oouncll, 63 ; re-
form act of 1833, 76; referred to, 194;
gas-supply, 203.

Education, elementary, in Glasgow, 140;
technical, in Glasgow, 140; technical,
in Manchester, 162-166; teehnloal, in
Birmingham, 190; elementary, in Lon-
don, 307-310; technical, in London, 810-
313.

Education act of 1870, 219.
Elan as source of Birmingham water-
supply, 177.

Eloho, Lord, London reforin bill, 233.

I
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Elections, mimlolpal, 88 ; unoonte6t%d, 48,
49 ; of 1894, 61 ; oi London Ck)unoil, 1889,
246 ; 1892, 260 ; London Council election
expenditures, 24C; London vestries,
253 : Loudon School Board, 308, 309.

Electorates, municipal and other, 39.

Electors, number on Birmingham roll,

43; nun^er on Glasgow lists, 41, 42;
numberbn Leeds roll, 43.

Electric lighting and power works, mu-
nicipal, in Gla^ow, 118, 121 ; in Man-
chester, 166 ; in London, 304 ; street rail-

ways in Glasgow, 131; underground
railways in London, 299.

EB^bility for London County Council,

Epidemics, at beginning of nineteenth
century, 26 ; inspection in Glasgow, 81-
86 ; hospitals in Glasgow, 88-91 ; preven-
tion of, in Glasgow, 88-92 ; in London,
301.

European city transformations, 10.

Evening schools in London, 310.

Examination system not in use, 79.

Factory system, rise of, 24.

Family home, municipal, in Glasgow,
107. •

Fares, workmen’s, on Glasgow street
railways, 128.

Farms, municipal, for refuse, 96, 97;
sewage, of Birmingham, 183, 184.

Farrer, Sir Thomas, 258.

Federative principle of metropolitan
government, 268-260.

Ferries, municipal, in Glasgow, 143 ; free,
at Woolwich, 285.

Fertilizers, from Glasgow refuse, 96;
sludge as, in Glasgow, 123 ; made from
refuse in Manchester, 164 ; mad(5 from
refuse at Birmingham, 184; London
sludge not available as, 270, 271.

Filtration of sewage in Glasgow, 123,

274; in Manchester, 163; of London
water, 278, 279; of Hamburg water-
supply, 279.

Finances, of Glasgow, 144 ; of Birming-
ham, 193 ; of London, 818.

Fire Department, of Glasgow, 110, 113,

114 ; ofLondon, 317.

Fire departments and gravity system,
196*

Flrtli, J. F. B., London reform bill, 238,

Florence, population ^owth, 17.

Food inilhcction, in Glasgow, 82-87; in
Manchester, 166 ; In English towns, 211.

Fowler, Henry, M. P., local government
reforms, 1893-94, 254.

France, population, urban and rural, 15.

Pranohise, elective, acts of 1832-35, 27

;

qualifications for, 29, appendix I ; In
praotioe, 38-46; lodgers, 43; English
municipal, oomparea with Bcotch, 42,

43; English municipal, compared with
American, 45 ; in Glasgow, 77.

Franchises, of street railways, 204-208 ; in
London, 243, 244 ; of London tramways,
298 299.

Freehora of nomination, 52.

Freemen, 86.

Fuel gas, in Glasgow, 121 ; in Manchester,
155 ; ill other towns, 202.

Functious, classification of municipal.

7, 8, 196 ; of municipal government, 29.

30, appendix I.
Pyfe, Peter, chief sanitary inspector,
Glasgow, 82.

Galleries and museums, 218.
Garbage, removal of, in Glasgow, 94; In
Manchester, 163, 164 ; in Birpolngham,
184; in London, 262, 300.

Gas as fuel, in Glasgow, 120, 121 ; In Man-
chester, 155; in other towns, 202.

Gas-companies of London, 304. ^
Gas, municipal, 199-203.
Gas-supply, of Glasgow, *118-121, 203;
Manchester, 164-156, 203; Blnulfigham,
176-176, 203; Liverpool, Dublin, Shef-
field, Bristol, Hull, Belfast,Edinburgh-
Leith, Leeds, Branford, Nottingham,
Bolton, and various towns, 203; Lon-
don, 264, 304.

Germany, growth oftown population, 16.
Genoa, population growth, 17.

Gladstone, W. E., on London guilds, 230.
Glasgow, chapter on, 69-1441 voters for
various purposes, 39-41 ; elections, 50

;

coimcil, 63; council and people, 64;
size and rank, 69, 70; as a self-made
town, 71, 72; harbor, 166; compared
with Birmingham, 169.

Government, Local, Act of 1888, 86.
“ Greater London,” 222 et seq., 234, 295.
Greenock’s municipal tenements, 216.
Groiind-owners of London, 287.

Growth of town population, 6.

Guildhall of London, 229.

Guilds, merchants’ and trades’, in old
English towns, 20-22

; of Glasgow, 73,

76, 77 ; survival of, in London, 226, 226

;

of London, list of, 220-228; as govern-
ing City of London, 229; of Ixindon,
their reform, 230; of London, parks,
306 ; of London, and technical educa-
tion, 331.

Gymnasiums of Manchester, 101.

Halifax, free library, 218 ; public baths,
214.

Hamburg water filtration, 279.

Hanley, public baths, 214; technical
schools, 220. •

Harbor works, etc., 208-210.

Harcourt, Sir William, liondon reform
bill 238 239. * •

Health o’ttioer of Glasgow, 80; depart-
ment of Glasgow, 81; department of
Manchester, 158; department of Bir-
mingham, 185; administration ki Lon-
don,300-302.

Highways, improved, 210.

Hill, Dr. Alfred, medical health officer of
Birmingham, 18.5.

Holland, growth ‘of town population,
16-17.

Holt, Robert D.. 268.

Hospitals for infectious diseases. In Glas-
gow, 88-91 ; in English towns, 217.

House of Lords, aud London watei sup-
ply, 282; and “betterment” print'Ipks
286, 287, • .

Housing conditions, in Glasgow, », 99;
in Muiiehester, 158; muiflcipal hetises
in Birmingham, 182: housing quq^tioii,
214-216 ; reforms jib Bhefifeld, 2l<:^ net of
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1890, 216 ; in liOndon, 288 ; act of 1890 in
Loxid<m, 288, 289 ; ofLondon population,
297.

Huddersfield, election of 1893, 50; gas-
supply, 208 ; direct operation of tram
lines, 283 ; eleotilo lignting, 208 ; public
baths, 214; municipal tenements, 216;
technical schools, 220. *

Hull, wateissupply, 197 ; gas-supply, 203

;

harbor works, 210,
Hydrants, fire, in London, 817, 818.
Hydraulic power works, of Glasgow, 118

;

of Manchester, 166.
•

Ideal city, the, 9, 228.
Improvement schenm, of Glasgow, loi,

102 ; of Birmingham, 178, 179.
Incorporation, of chiefEnglishtowns, IS,

14 ; of Birmingham. 169, 173.

Indebtedness, growth fit municipal, 8;
of Birmingham, 192, 198; for water-
works, 197; for drainage works, 198;
for gas works, 204 ; for street railways,
207 ; for harbor works, 210; for parks,
213; for elementary school buildings,
219; of London, 318.

IndividuaHsm versus socialism, 7, 8.

Industrial era, 4; life of Glasgow, 72;
SOh(K>lS, 217.

Industries, of Manchester, 163 ; promoted
by technical schools, 221.

Infectious diseases, insi)ootors in Glas-
gow. 82-85; isolation of, 88; hospitals
for, 217 ; in London, 301.

Inspetstloii in Health Department of
Glasgow, 81, 88.

Insurance, municipal, proposed, in Lon-
don, 318.

Interc/option of sludge from London sew-
ers, 269.

Irish municipal reform bill compared
with Engllsli and Scotch, 76, 76.

Italian cities, new improvements, 11.

Italy, growth of town population, 17.

Jerusalem, becoming modernized, 11.

“Judicial London” boundarieB, 288.
Justice, police courts, 35.

Kidderminster, public baths, 214; tech-
nical sohcmls, 220.

^
V

Labor and London Council, 816.
Labor candidates, 61.

Lady Inspectors of Glasgow tenements,

Laundries, municipal, of Glasgow, 109,
110.

Leamington’s sewage works, 198.
Leeds, a modem town, 14 ; elections, 49,

iso ; council, 63 ; progress of, 194 ; water-
supply, 197; ^B-Bupply, 203; free li-

brary, 218 ; technical schools, 220.

Leicester, tl-ater-supply of, 197; sewage
• works, 198; gas-supply, 208; pubUo
baths, 214.

I^wis, Blr George Comewall, London
^f<^' bill, 238.

Leyb^n, growth of, 296.

Libraries, free public, in Glasgow, 137,

138 ; in Mauobester, 161, 162 ; in Birming-
ham, 188, 189 ; in other provincial towns,
217,.218 l^xidon, 808,

Lighyng, public, in Glasgow, 112, 118 ; in
Scotian^ statistics of, 201 , 202 ; electric.
In Glasgow, 121; in Manchester, 166;
in various British towns, 208.

Liverpool, a modern town, 14; election
contests,49; electionof 1893,60; council,
63; as a self-made town, 71 ; density of
population, 83; percapitawater-supply,
116 ; docks, 166, 208, 209 ; policy regard-
ing Manchester canal, 166; progress,
194 ; water-supply, 196 ; gas-supply, 203

;

streetrailways, 204 ; direct operamon of
tram lines, 207 ; parks, 212 ; public baths,
214; housing reforms, 215 ; model tene-
ments, 215; free library, 218 ; suburban
tendency, 296 ; municipal debt, 818.

Livery companies of London, 226-228.
Local Government Act, of 1888, 86, 240 ; of

1894, 254.
Local Government Board, 68.

Loch Katrine, source of Glasgow’swater-
supply, 115.

Lodgers’ franohise, 89, 43, 44; in Glas-
gow tenements, 86.

Lodging-house inspectors of Glasgow,

Lodging-houses, municipal, in Glasgow,

,

106-108 ; in other towns, 217 ; in London,
sai.

London, population, 14; County Council,
37 ; rank as a British town, 69; density
of population, 83: government and
metropolitan problems, 222-321; pro-
gressive program^ appendix II ; unifi-
cation of, appendix III.

Lortl Mayor of London, 229.
Lords in London County Council, 247.
Lubbock, Sir John, 247.

Lunatic asylums, Ixmdon. 302.

Lyons, growth of population, 15.

Magistrates, municipal, 35.
“ Main-drainage ” London, 272.

Main thoroughfares of London, 283-288.
Malthus, e(H)nomic period of, 24.

Manchester, chapter on, 146-167 ; popula-
tion of, 13 ; election contests, 49 ; elec-
tion of 1893, 60 ; council, 63 ; i)cr capita
water-supply, 116 ; compared, with Bir-
mingham, 168, 169; electric lighting,
208 ; canal, 209 ; free library, 218 ; mum-
oipal d6t>t, 318 ; suburbantendency, 296.

Markets, municipal, of Gla^ow, 133-185

;

of Manchester, 156; of Binaingham,
192 ; of various towns, 211 ; of London,
230, 264, 314.

Marseilles, growth of population, 15.

Master of works in Glasgow, 125.

Mayors, how chosen, 27; qualifications
for, 29, appendix I; whence selected,
63, 68 ; as presiding officers of council,
69; reSligible, 69; as justices of the
peace, 69; ex-mayors in the councils,
60; have no veto, 60; have no appoint-
ing power, 60 ; English and American,
compared, 61 ; American, their power,
62 ; American, as dictators, 62 ; local,
for liondon districts, 260.

Medical offi(‘er of health, Glasgow, 80.

M«<Ueval Enslish towns, 20-24.
Merchants’ House of Glasgow, 73, 76, 77.

Merit, anpoiutmenta for, 66.

MetropoUs Management Act ot 1856, 288.
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Metropolitan AfiylumA Board* 301.
Metropolitan Board of Work*, 233, 236,

237, 242 ; its drainage ByBtem, 267-269

;

street reforms, 283, 264.

Metropolitan district, 283.
Metropolitan police, 813.
Metropolii|in police district, boundaries,

Metropolitan tasks and problems, 263-
321.

Milan, population growth, 17.
Milk>inBpeotion, in Glasgow, 87 ; in other
towns. 211.

Mill, Jolm Stuart, London reform bill,
288.

Minorl^ representation, London School
Board, 308.
Moderates ” In London Council, 261.

Motives in town improvements, 194, 196.

Municipal Code, English, 20-37, appen-
dix 1.

Municipal government, British ideal of,
243.

Municipal ideals, 223.
Municipal reform acts, 20-37.
Muntz, P. H., of Birmingham, 170-173.

*Museums and galleries, 218.
Museums in Binniugham, 180.
Music, municipal, in Manchester, 165 ; in
London parks, S07.

Naples, modernized, 11 ; growth of popu-
lation, 17.

Navigation of Thames, 277.
Navigation Trust, Clyde, 142, 144.
Newcastle-on-Tyne, election of 1893, 60;
harbor works, 210 ; free library, 218.

New York, nature of growth, 71; tene-
ments, 147; consolidation, 268; refer-
ence to Tammany Hall, 266; Eire De-
portment compared with Iiondon’s, 317.

Nfool, James, chamberlain of Glasgow,
114.

Night inspection of tenement-houses in
Glasgow, 86, 86.

Nominations, 33: for council, 46, 47; for
Iiondon Council, 246.

Non-acoeptonoe penalties. 33.
Non-rate-payment disqualifies, 41, 42.

Nottingham, a modem town, 14, 194;

Faria, growth of population, 16; tene-
ments, 147 ; reconstructions, 178 ; police
system, 314; small denomination bonds,
319.

Parishes, of London, 232, 236-237 ; rural,
reform of, 264. •

Parks, of Glasgow, 136, 136 ; Manchester,
169, 160; Birmingham, 186; Liverpool,
Bheffield, Leeds, Nottingham. 212 ; gen-
eral park movement in British towns,
212, 213; London, 305-307. -

Parliamentary boroughs of ^Iiondon,
boundaries, 233. •

Parochial boards, how elected, 89? 40.
Parties in municipal elections, 61, 62.

Paupers, disfranchispd, 30; of London,
266.

•

Paving, street, in Glasgow, 126 ; in Eng-
lish towns, 211 ; in Loudon, 253, 284.

Peabody Fund houses in London, 291,
292.

Penalties for non-aooeptonoe of office, 33.
Pensions, of Glasgow police, 112 ; of pub-

lic oinployces in I^tondon, 316.
Permanence of tenure, 64.
Perth afiocted by Reform Act 01^1883, 76.
Philadelphia Firt*. Department compared
with Loudon’s, 317.

Playgrounds, public, in Glasgow, 136;
in various towns, 213 ; in London parks,
307.

Plural voting, 40 , forpoor-lawguardians,
abolished, 266.

Plymouth?direct operation of tramlines,
207; public baths, 214 ; free library, 218.

** Pocket ” boroughs, 23.
Police, control, 36; control and support

of, 67 ; force, efficiency of, 67 ; force of
Glasgow, 110-112; courts of Glasgow,
111 ;

“ Police London ” honndaries, 284

;

S
olice of Loudon, 264 ; control in Lon-
on, 313, 314 ; question in Paris, Berlin,

and Vienna, 314.

Police magistrates, 86.

PolitioH, in municipal nominations, 51,
62 ; in London municipal elections, 260.

Polling system, 63.
Pollution of Thames, 274.
Polyteohnio institutes of I/ondon, 812-*

Poor-law system, 266 ; central board,

supply, 203; parks, etc., 212, 213; pu^Uc
baths, gl4 ; free library, 218 ; teohnlcal
sohools, 220.

Nuisance inspeotion, in Glasgow, 81-86;
in Birmingham, 186.

Officers, how appointed, 65.

Oldham, sewage works, 198 ; gas-supply,
203; electric lighting, 208; free library,
218 ; technical schools, 220.

Omnibus system, in Glasgow, 132 ; in Lon-
don, 294, 296, 298.

One-room families in Glasgow, 84.
Operation, municipal, of street railways,
in Glasgow, 206: Huddersfield, 206;
Blackpool, 207 ; Plymouth, 207.

Overcrowding, at beginning of nine-
teenth century, 24, ’25; in Glasgow, 83-

86, 98, 99.

Owen, Robert, 25.

Palermo, population growth, 17.

Poor-rates in Bcotland, 40.
Poor-relief in Glasgow, 138,
Population, urban, in Scotland, 12 ; Eng-
land, 1!J-16: Franco, 16, 16; Gennany,
16; Holland, 16, 17; Belgium. 17;
Italy, 17; Austria, 17; America, 18; of
Manchester, 13, 146; Birmingham, 14;
Paris, 15; Lyons, 16; Marseilles, 16;
Berlin, 16; Glasgow, 70, 71; Salford,
146; London, K, 234, 272; decline 6f,
in central London dlstritds, 2116.

Portsmouth, elcotrie lighting, 208; free
library, 218.

Power, hydraulic ahd elect rie, in Glas-
gow, 118 ; in Manehestei*,

Precipitation of sewage, in Glmurow, 1^3,
124; in Man«l»e8.ter, 353. ^

Problems of ]>o])ilon, k
«* Progressives” in London (’ouncli, 251.
Progi'oBsive lx)iidon scliool policy. 309.
ProAosts, Beotch.*70; fifnctions Of, in
Glasgow, 78,
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Public control of water, why deairable,
196.

Public works in Glasgow, 124-137.

QuaJifloatlons, for councilors, aldermen,
and mayors, 29, 80, appendix I; for
school^oard electors, 40; for munici-
pal frapchise, 29, 80, appendix 1. ,

Rate-payment, as a qualification for vot-
ing, 41, 42; divided in Scotland, 42;
advanced by landlords, 43 ; falls on oc-
ou i>ier\nEngland. 42 ; In England, oom-
pared witli American local taxes, 320.

Rawlfiason, Sir Robert, on London sew-
erage, 273.

Reacling-rooms ofJ^nchester, 161, 162.
Recfmstruction of fiethnal Green,289-291.
Reconstmctlonwork in Glasgow, 99-103.
Reflections the rule, 64.
Reform acts, municipal, 20-37; parlia-
mentary, of 1832, 25 ; of Scotch burghs,
74 : London excluded, 224, 226.

Reform of London government, 238, 239.
Refuse, removal of, in Glasgow, 93-96.
Registrar-generars metropolitan dis-

triotHf'238.
Registration system, 62.

Rev4'nue and expenditure (borough
fund), 34, 36 ; in London, 319.

Ricardo, epoch of, 24.
Roatls, indebtedness for, 210.
Rochdale, gas-supply, 203; freelibrary,218.
Romo, modernized, 11 ; growth of popu-
lation, 17.

Rosebery, Lord, chairman of London
County Council, 247.

Rural sanitary districts, 14.
Russell, Dr., on tenement-houses of Glas-
gow, 84, 86.

Russell, Lord John, 27, 173.
Ryland, Miss, benefactor of Birming-
ham, 186.

Salford, recent incorporation. 14; area
and population, 146; municipal tram-
ways, 167; ship canal and docks, 167;
sewage works, 198; gas-supply, 203;
publid baths, 214 ; free library, 218.

Bemitary administration of Manchester,
168.

Sanitary I>epartraent of Glasgow, 81.
^.Sanitary di#ricts, urban and rural, 14.
Sanitary bousing in London, 290, 291.
Sanitary inspector, chief, of Glasgow, 81,

Sanitary motives In government of Glas-
gow, 80.

Sanitary reforms, in Birmingham, 186,
186; in Bradford, 216.

Sanitary work in London, 300-302.
SOarlet lever in Londdn, 801.
Scavenging in Glasgow, 93.
Schools, in Glasgow, 139, 140; Industrial,
217 ; elenfentary, jjil9 ; municipal and

' teohnlcalj 219-221.
School-boards, election of, 40; In Glas-
ejow, W8-140; In London, 283, 307-310.

Science and Art Department, praotioal
ediT5»nt.iou, 312.

Science of themodem city, 3, 6.

Scotch, population, urban and rural, 12,
13; tovms reformed (1883), 28; electo-

rates, 39; poor-rates, 40; municipal re-
form, 74; reform bill, 75, 76; statistics
of public lighting, 201, 202.

Service, municipal, efficiency of, 66, 66.
Sewage disposal in Glasgow, 122-124 ; in
Manchester, 163; in Birmingham, 188,
184 ; in othertowns, 198, 199 ; in London,
269-276. ^

Sewage-farms, of Birmingham, 183, 184

;

of Berlin and Birmingham, 278; pro-
posed for London, 273-276.

Sewage filtration, in Glasgow, 123, 274 ; In
Manchester, 158.

Sewage question, 198, 199.
Sewage works, of Glasgow, 122-124; of
Manchester, 153 ; of Birmingham, 182,
183; of Sheffield, Salford, Oldham,
Chorley, Leicester, and Leamington,
198; of Stratford, Wolverhampton,
West Bromwich, Canterbury, Tun-
bridge Wells, and Darlington, 199; of
London, 235, 237. Bee also drainetge,

Sheffield, recent incorporation, 14 ; elecr
tions, 50 ; council, 63 ; general progress,
194 ; waterworks, 197 ; sewage works,
198 ; gas-supply, 203 ; street raUways,
204, 205 ; parks, etc., 212 ;

public baths,
214; housing and street reforms, 216 f

free library, 218 ; teohnlcal schools, 220.
Sheriffs, 36.
Ship canal of Manchester, 166-167.
Ships, training, 217.
Slaughter-houses, municipal, of Glas-
gow, 134 ; of Manchester, 166.

Sludge as fertilizer in Glasgow, 123.
Sludge steamers, Londondrainageworks,

270.
Slums, self-disfranchised, 42; vote not
exploited, 46; of Glasgow, disfran-
chised, 77; development of. In Glas-
gow, 98.

Smith, Edward O., 268.
Smith, Llewellyn, 811.
Social activities of British towns, 194-221.
Socialism, municipal, 6-8, 224.
Socialist candidates, 61.
Sofia, progress of, 11.

Southampton docks, 209.
Sprinkling streets in Glasgow, 94.
Steamers, municipal, on Clyde, 143.
Stockton harbor works, 210.
Stoves, gas, rented by Glasgow, 121.
StratforaOn-Avon sewage works, 199.
Street railways, municipal, of Glasgow,
127-133 ; Manchester, 166, 167 ;^irming-
ham, 190-192; London, 294, 296, 298;
Birkenhead, Blackburn, Blackpool,
Bootle, Bradford, Dundee, Eooles,
Greenock, Huddersfield, Leeds, New-
castle, Oldham, Plymouth, Preston,
South Shields, Sunderland, 205 ; statis-
tics of, 207 ; debt, 207.

Street reforms of Glasgow, 103 ; Birming-
ham, 180; Sheffield, 216; London, 288-
288; Bethnal Green (London), 291.

Streets, condition of. In early part of
nineteenth century, 25; London, 236;
cleaning, of London, 252, 800 ; cleaning,
in Glasgow, 93-»8 ; watering, in Glas-
gow, 93, 94; lighting, in Glasgow, 112,
113 ; paving, in aiasgc»w, 126.

Suburban tendency, in Glasgow, 104;
Birmingham, 192 ; London, 292, 296.
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Suburban tratna, ILondon, and conttuen-
tal capitals, 293-296, 299.

Subways in l^ondon. 304, 806. •
Sunday opening of libraries in Binning-
bam, 189.

Sunderland harbor works, 210.
Swansea teobnioal schools, 220.

Tammany ficall, a London parallel, 266.
Taxation, growth ofmunicipal, 8 ; reform
in London, 286.

Technical education, in Glasgow, 141;
Manchester, 162-165 ; Birmingham, 190

;

Bradford, Burslem, Chemnitz, Hanley,
Huddersneld, Kidderminster, Leeds,
Nottingham, Oldham, Sheffield, Swan-
sea, 220 : London, 810-313.

Technical municipal schools, 219-221.
Telephones in Manchester, 158.
Tenement-houses, in Scotland, 84 ; night
inspection of, in Glasgow, 83 ; women
as inspectors of, in Glasgow, 81, 87;
population of, in Glasgow, 83, 84; re-
forms, Glasgow, 103.

Tenements, “ model,” in London, 291, 292.
Tenements, municipally owned, in Glas-
gow, 103, 105 ; Birmingham, 182 ; Liver-
pool, 2*6 ; Greenock, 216 ; Huddersfield,
216 ; Dublin, 216.

Thames, as a London drain, 266 ; as water-
supply of London, 275-283.

Thames bridges, feirles, and tunnels at
London, 237, 286.

Thirlmere (Lake) as source of Manches-
ter water-supply, 162.

Thoroughfares of London, 283-288.
Ticketed houses in Glasgow, 86, 86.
Tottenham, growth of, 297.
Town clerk, 32 ; his functions, 64 ; of Glas-
gow, 80.

Town hall, of Glasgow, 127 ; of Manches-
ter, 160.

Town life, old Bn^ish, 21, 22.
Trades' House of Glasgow, 73, 76, 77.
Train, George Francis, introduced street
railways, 127, 190.

Training ships, 217.
Tramways, In Glasgow,127-133; Manches-

ter, 166, 167 ; Salford, 167 ; Birmingham,
390-192; municipal, in various towns,
204-208 ; London, 294, 296, 298.

Transformations of European cities, 10.
Transit and housing in Londoh, 293-296,

297. a
Treasurers, 32.
Tunbridge Wells sewage works, 199,
Tunnel, Blackwall (London), 286.
Turin, population growth, 17.
Two-room families in Glasgow, 84.
Tynemouth free library, 218.
T^hus, from milk, 87 ; in Glasgow, 88

;

in London, 802.

TJnoontested elections in various towns,
48, 49.

tlndergronnd railways, in Glasgow, 182;
in Loudon, 299.

Unification of London, 257-262, appen-
dix III.

Urban sanitary districts, 14.

Vaccination, public, in Glasgo^ 83.
VcstiCies, of London, 232, 238; (iuiotions

of, 262; elections of, 263; reform of,
1894, 265 ; as monopolies, 265.

Vienna,new development, 17 ; police sys-
tem, 314.

Vine, Sir J. R. Somers, on munidpal code.
28-29 ; on Manchester, 145. •

•

Wards, how arranged, 82 ; residence in,
not required, 68; oOIanchestcu’, 147.

Wash-houses, disinfection, in Glasgow,
91; public, in Glasgow, 109; municipal,
in Birmingham, 188; municijuil, in va-
rious towns, 214; public, in London,
308.

Water-companies of London, 279, 280.

Water Department of Glasgow, how or-
ganized, 118.

Watering streets, Glasgow, 94.
Water-rates of Glasgow, 136. \
Water-supply, of Glasgow, 114-118; per
capita, of Glasgow, Livcri>ool. Man-
chester, and Birnilnghfun, 116 ; Man-
chester, 152, 163; Birmingham, 176; in

g
eneral, 196 ; Liverpool, Bradford, 196

;

larditf, Bolton, Leeds, Hull, Notting-
ham, Leicester, 197; London, 264, 276-
283.

Waterworks, indebtedness for, 197, 198.
Webb, Sidney, 330.
Wells, contaminated, In Birmingham,

186.
West Bromwich's sewage works, 199.

West Ham, growth of, 297.
Willeeden, growth of, 296.
Wolverhampton, election of 1893, 50; sew-
age works, 199 ; free library, 218.

Women, admitted to municipal franchise,
30; not eligible for councilors, 34; in
parochial elections, 40; in municipal
elections, 46; inspectors of Glasgow
tenements, 81, 87 ; lodging-house for, in
Glasgow, 106 ; in London government,
244 ; eligible for poor-law boards, 266.

Working-classes* Housing Act. of 1890, 216.
Working-men, in London C\/uiity Ooun-^

oil, 247 ; in Manchester reading-rooms,
162.

Workmen’s cars and fares, on Glasgow
street railways, 128 ; on Manchester
street railways, 167.

Workmen’s suburban trains, London,
293-296, 299, 300.

Workshop inspection In Glasgow, 83.
Works, public, in Glasgow, 124-127,

*

Toung, John, manager of^ munioipal
tramways, 130, 131.^










